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SCRIBE'S PREFACE. 

IJAVING performed the part of Scribe in the production 

~ of this volume, I deem it appropriate to briefly state 

some of the circumstances under which it was written. 

My wife, Maria :M. King, having been for more than four

teen months constantly under the power and c~mtrol of a.n 
intelligence foreign to her8elf, which not only dictated what, 

· and when, she s~uld eat and drink, her general manner of 

life, but almost every act and word uttered, announced, some 

two weeks previous to the 8th of March, 1864, .that on that 

day she would commence to dictate the work, long before 

promised, upon the Principles of Nature; and that I was 

desired to act as Scribe. Accordingly, at an early hour on 

the day · indicated, we seated ourselves at .a table provided 

with materials for recording what should be given. After 

remaining in perfect silence for about an hour, she said, 

(addressing me and speaking-~ for another :) "Before enter

ing upon any important act, it is• my practice, and should· be 

that of all men, to first implore the blessing of God : there

fore; l call UPQn you to pray." After prayer, we.~ seated 
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iv SCRIBE'S PREFACE. 

ourselves quietly, and in a few minutes she began to dictate 

slowly, and I to write ; which was continued till about half 

past eleven o'clock; making a sitting of from three to four 

hours. She then went out and took the air, walking slowly 

in the garden, or seating herself in the sunlight and the 

breeze, until twelve; when she went in and partook, spar

ingly; of bread, nuts., and fruit. After ~iniier she lay down 

for half an ·h~ur ; then reoo and revised what had been writ

ten; and requested me to read it carefully and point out to 

her any defect I might discover in orthography, punctuation 

or grammatical construction. . Thus was the first day's work 

accomplished:; and this 1s· nearly a perfect example Qf every 

day employed in writing the book; eicept that she dictated 

much more rapidly during the latter portion of the time we 

were engaged on the work. Always oommencing soon after 

a light breakfast by a season of quiet and prayer, and always 

stopping, frequently in the midst of a sentence, by twelve 

o'clock; and generally about half past eleven, usually filling 

from three to seven pages of foolscap with matter; but some

times sitting the whole forenoon without uttering a single 

word·. This silence, at times, was continued for several days 

together ; which,: to her; was a great trial. She called it 

unjust ~nd abusive treatment, and tried to assuage her grief 

in floods of tears. These trials occurred at intervals through 

the whole period of dictating the volume, and were explained 

to her as being necessary to prepare her brain to give more 

perfect expression to the thought of the controlling mind ; as 

trials bad always been, and 81lways · would be, necessary to 

·prepare the brain o~ flesh to give high and important revela

tions......;fuspiratic>ns, to men.- Yet; these; and oib.ers far more 
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IeVere, ,'ftre none -the less .trial.8 because ;ehe hew their -de-. 
sign; and it seemed, .sometimes, that -a .merciless hand was 

pressing her to the earth. without compa8eion ; and she would 

pray to be excused from further infliction ; but she was in 
the hands of a power as relentless as fate, which would relax 

its iron grasp, only when it had carried its victim to the very 

-brink of despair. The deeper the work, the more profound 

the thought she was required to express, the harder was the 

trial preparatory to her dictating it. · 

. After commencing the work, she dictated every.day, except 

Sundays; fur . three weeks.; then reeted one week ; then labored 

one week ; then re8ted for more than three months ; the greater 

part of which time was a season of trial and further prepara

tion of her system for continuing the work. She then worked 

from two to three months, resting at intervals, but laboring 

about two thirds of the time, when it was announced that 

the volume wa8 completed ; requiring, ho'Wever, a revision. 

After a.. rest of t~everal weeks, she commenced a thorough 

· re~sion of the work ; in some places adding many pages, and 

re-writing others. The actual time. she was engaged in pre.

paring ilie book for the printer was less than six months ; 

while from the time of commencing it to its :final comple

tion was a little les8 than thirteen. 

During :five months, which iDcluded most of the time of 

the revision, she ate no animal food whatever, hot even milk, 

butter, or eggs, and, during.a.Uthe remainder of the time of 
· her dictating, and for fourteen months preVious to her com

mencing, she ate no meat, save fish and fowl, and that spar

ingly once a day-for supper, that being her principal meat 

To compensate for the rejection of all animal substance, she . . 
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was required to eat ':lute, olive oil, raisins, figs, and other · 
preserved and Mncentrated fruits and high vegetable su~ 

stance. She ate leBII than one. half her usual amount of food, 

but maintained ·in appearance, nearly, or quite, her usual 

condition of fiesb. When writing, she bad but little phys· 

ical strength; but when resting-during the intervals of 

writing, if she had physical labor· to perform, she was always 

equal to the emergency, even to accomplishing two days work 

in one, and capable of enduring more than ever before. 

She read but little, and kept aloof from society. While 

dictating, she would frequently stop, and ask me to look for 

some word in the dictionary which would be presented to her 

mind, but which she was not permitted to use mitil she was 

satisfied of i~s appropriateness. While engaged in treating 

of the Solar system, she was required to procure "Herschel's 

Elements of Astronomy," with which to compare her theories 

and statements of fact; and when discrepancies occurred be

tween her statements and theories and those contained in that 

work, they were explained as arising from defective ·knowl

edge of scientific men, of facts, or of the principles of nature 

-involved ; which facts and principles would be given her that 

she might see their consistency, and the harmony of her reve

lation with what was really known of scientific truth. Thus 

was she educated, and her mind carried along and made to 

comprehend her own revelationa ; her Teacher, as she called 
the controlling mind, asserting, that she should not be "a 

·blind leader of the blind." 

Whenever I discovered any thing in the composit-ion that I 

thought could be improved, I always suggested it to her; 

sometimes she would adopt the suggestion, and as frequently 
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SCRIBE' f!l- • PBEF ACE. vii 

would not. I tried to comprehend the principles and theories 

as they were given, &nd compared them with those of philos

ophers and scientific men as far as I was able, in . order to 

discover their agreemeut or d.isagreemenf, theit .aonsistency 

or inconsistency with ascertained faets and received theories ; 

and frequently combatted the propositions announced, aa be
ing inconsistent, or. in opposition to known scientmc facts. 

I would sometimt;.e flatter myself that I had succeeded 

in' demonstrating the proposition, principle, or fact alleged, 

to be erroneous; but generally, was not allowed t? remain 

long in that opinion, for the Teacher would explain the 

seeming discrepancy between his proposition and known prin

ciples and make all harmonize so perfectly with his theory, 

that I was always compelled to surrender all doubts of their 

correctness. Once, while dictating upon the subject of com

ets, facts were stated to exist which seemed totally inconsis

tent with each other, and with astronomic discovery; and 

on pointing out this seeming absurdity, the Teacher had 

nothing to say. This seemed to me a tacit acknowledgment 

that my position was unanswerable, and his theory was false. 

Maria could give no explanation ; and I, feeling myself im

posed upon, refused to write another word of his dictation 

until a consistent and satisfactory explanation was made. 

Not one word was given for several days ; this 'was a time of 

trial for me as well as Maria, and more io me than her, (for 

she was confident it would be explained satisfactorily some

how, but I did not believe it possible;) then an explanation 

came, so clear, consistent, and convincing of the truth of all 

that had been said, that I was greatly ashamed of my pre-
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viii SCRIBE'S PliiEFACE. 

sumption, and realized 'most vi'vidly, ·how little I· knew· of 

the subject, and the laws of nature applicable to it. 

Thus · has this volume been produced; · and it i& given to 

nmnkind as it has .beett!reoeivecl, ,hoping for a -rigid, but can;,. 
'• 

did investigation of the fact~ th«lries, and principles, it con .. 
tains ; asking no fa\'ors beeau,e of the elltraordinary manner. 

of its production; nor on that accourit;: may whatever of: 

value it contains be the less esteemed by a :reasonable and 

enlightened public. · 

S.muoaA BPRINos, March 15th, 1866. 
A. J. KIN:G .. 

. J: . 1 - . 

. ' .· .. i: 

,, 

I . 

. ,, . 

I. 'I '. ·; ··; ; ,') ... 

.. : .. , 
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE. 

~HE design of the work here offered to the public is to 
~ present a concise exposition of ·the principles of uni-

versal development; which signifiee, development of 

physical ~d spiritual. To attempt a delineation of the 

hitherto unexplah!ed or undiscovered phenomena of nature,

to staie principles hitherto unstated, to delineate processes 

hitherto unknown in nature; it .is necessary to cite examples, 

to state facts, as illustrations; otherwise, such exposition of 

principles could not be illustrated to mind; could not . be 
understood by· mind in its present state of development. 

Revelation is only profitabl~ to man u it instructs him
aids in the development of his reason; therefore, facta re

vealed as illus~tions, are to be studied with a view to their. 

application to principles ; else the object of their revelation 

is unattained. 

The present v9lume diseusaes the subject of development 

of physical forms-the physical universe, more fully than it 
will be discussed in future volumes; however, the fUrther 
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illustr11.tion of the principles, the processes of universal devel

opment will necessitate statements of new principles, new 

processes, as the work advances, causing each volume to ,be, 

like the first, an exposition of the }lrinciples of universal 

development. 

The present volume closes with the completion of Earth's 

come~ry stage. The second, it is expected, will commence 

with the initiation of its planetary stage. It is propose~ in 

that volume to treat particularly of Earth's geological devel

opment, of the principles of development of vegetable and 
animal life; of the method of introduction of the various· 

types, families, species, &c. of the animal kingdom, and the 

niethod of development of man~ The various eras compos

ing the planetary stage will be delineated ; and particularly 

the eras subdivi.ding the era of man ; otherwise termed, the 

era of mind ; as the historic era, fabulous era., the unrecorded 
era of man's history. 

Leaving the subject of physical development with the 

present stage of earth, it is proposed in the succeeding vol

ume to treat particularly of the development of spirit-the

spiritual universe. A delinea~ion of the processes of devel
opment of all grades of spiritual substance-forms, from a 

universe of spiritual spheres-the lowest form· of spirit, to 
the. highest form, that of individualized spirit-man, will be 

given ; with the enunciation of the laws governing spiritual 

existence, ~nimal life in the spiritual sphere, the transforma

tions which man undergoes as he passes upward through the 

spheres, &c. The · subject is broad, deep, and high; yet 
nothing iiJ promised or attempted which may not be per-
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE. 3 

formed, proper conditions.of the medium through whom these 

revelations are given being ·retained; and nothing promised 
\ 

or attempted as to explanation and illustration of nature's 

principles, which may not be readily comprehended by minds 

instructed in the common science of the day. 

It is proposed in this connection to speak Of the circum

stances attending the dictatipn of this work, and of the per

son througb whom it is dictated. 
I 

This individual is of the age of forty-one, a wife and 

mother. Her early advantag~ for education were limited, 

poverty being the portion of her childhood and early woman

hood: Her ed9.cation is confined to a. knowledge of the com

mon and some of the higher English branches of eduqation; 

with .some knowledge of books gained by gleanings during 

periods of labor in teaching, wpich was he~ vocation before 

her marriage. With tastes and capacities of mind which 

would have enabled her to have acquired eminence as a 

scholar in any, or all branches of literature, circumstances 

have compelled her to be s·atis~ed with the little she could 

glean in childhood and youth, while at the same time exert

ing herself for her own livelihood. A teacher at fifteen, and 

at twenty-four, and a student also. 

Her cast of mind is that which is requisite for particular

izing. She grasps, intuitively, propositions presented to her 

intellect, whatever their nature. Correctness of appreciation 

of principles, is i;Jle forte of her mind ; therefore was she 

called to express principles. It may be said, thu.t these qual

ities were germinal in her mind until development unfolded 

the:m ; tl:tey n~v~r having ~n prQQ)inently displayed previoa• 
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4 AtrTHOR'S PREFACE. 

to this period. ·As ignorant of the quality of her intellect 

as a child, her pleasure, her employment, has been the care 

of her family-the teaching of her son, the nursing of her 

babes, and the social enjoyments of home. 

She became a member of the l,laptist Church in her six· 

teenth year, of which she remained a member until four years 

since, when she voluntarily withdrew from church fellowship ; 

. being convinced of the truth of the spiritual philoSophy, and 

aspiring after fellowship with its principles and its advocates. 

A careful investigation of th~ principles of this philosophy, 

had thoroughly convinced her of their genuineness. She 

clung to the doctrin~s of the church with the tenacit.y of one 

who feels the necessity for something to rely upon for the 

future; and who would not be persUaded to cast them ,f.Lside 

without a sufficient substitute. ' She refused to be Convinced 

of the truth of the new philosophy by the physical phenom
ena merely; but sought for light upon it. by investigation of 

its principles. Once convinced, once satisfied that the foun

dations of the Spiritual Philosophy were sufficiently broad · 

and deep to sustain the whole universe of mind, she fearlessly 

took her stand upon that foundation, satisfied that she was 

able to give a reason for her faith. Being thoroughly con

vinced of. the reality of spirit manifestations, she conceived 

the idea of herself becoming the recipient of the gift of me-" 

diumship_; having children and parents in the Spirit Land 

. with whom she wished to hold intercourse. Using the ap

propriate means, this gift, which nature has prepared for ·all 

her children who seek it, was her's. 'At first, she wrote me

chanically, by spirit agency. Then .she believed the great 
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«ift waa hen which she eought. Here she was &mllted ; a 

stronger tlwa father, mother, or children, was at the helm, 

guicling her bark over a deep, unsounded, to a port in the 

distance; whither she knew not. Devious was the ooune 
pursued by that bark, guided by the · UD.Been, the unknown 

hand ; yet finn was the hand that guided it, while oonfiden$ 

waa the heart of the voyager. 

- To thie end was she born, to this end reared, that the gif$ 

of mediumship might be conferred on her. Angele watched 

her cradle in infancy, guided her steps in childhood, ap

pointed her paths in youth, and in middle age, that this gift 

might be here. -Trials were appoin~ her from babyhood, 

through all her life's pathway, that she might be the better 

fitted to receive this gift. GM had called her, by bestow~ 

ing upon her the quality of mind peculiarly favorable for 

the accomplishment of a work, when that mind should be 
unfolded by the power df spiritual agency. Spirit friends, 

guardians, understanding, from the period of her birth, the 

quality of her mind, guided her, to the end that circum~ 

stances might favor her development, at the proper period. 

What of trial she hae endured during her lifC-time previoua 

to the, so called, commencement ·of her development, is ac

counted as part of the process of her development; while 

those abe has endured since seeking this gift, have been insti~ 
tuted as a means of completing a certain stage of that devel~ 

opmen:t. · Thue, does God develop all His children by trial, 

suffering, for purposes which shall reveal themselves eome

where in the future ol those children ; be it in the tleah, or 
in the sp~t. 

, 
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Two and a half yean of treatment, during which much 

medi,umistic labor has been pefornied, ·have sufficed. to com· 

plete her development to the plane upon which she is at 

present to labor. Her plane of development is termed the 

· highest physical plane; from the.fact that her physical sya· 

tem has become as susceptible to spirit influence as it is 
possible to become. The course of treatment which hat 

been pursued with her _has been an effectual one ;-as effec

tual as thorough, and as thorough as a prescribed course of 

treatment could be, considering the constitution of mind and 

body of a subject whose mind and body was the best possibly 

constituted to endure it. A strictly scientific course of treat

ment has been pursued, and carried out in every particular, 

in . the ·development of this subject ; and from the inherent 

strength of her constitution, mental and physical, this ~ourse 
has been pursued to its termina.tion in a comparatively short 

perlod. The course instituted and carried out in her case·, 

will not here be described; it is sufficient to say, that dieting, 

seclusion, peculiar conditions of mind induced by psycolog~ 

ical influence of spirit guardians, are the main proceases of 

this course-the processes which have simultaneously acted 

upon body and mind ; thus aimultaneously developing both 

the physical and soul brain. 

A development can never be said to be completed while an 

individual is in the form ; as the organization of man is pro

gressive, in a sense, and unfolds to higher planes of thought 

and action, by method- by development, in the true sense ; 

yet it can be completed to a certain plane, and the physiea.l 

to the highest plane, in the . sense named ; while the soul 
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brain-the direct receptacle of· the mind, progresses beyond 

this plane, only so far as the law of sympathy, conneeting 

the physical and spiritual, allows. A physical . organizatioll 

developed to the highest plane, is retained upon that plane 

by constant ilffort ?f spirit guardians, who withdraw from 

that organization all the lower quality of elements of food, 

atmosphere, &c. ; which it, must, necessarily, receive into. it 

with food, &c. in the present age-the present stage of Earth; 
· it being rendered perfectly susceptible to their intluence by 

development. The soul brain of a. medium upon the high

est possible Earth plane, must be constantly, or. periodically, 

operated upon to withdraw from it the corresponding low 

quality of elements which enter into its constitution from 

the physical, unavoidably. This process necessitates · psyco

logica.l influence-trial; as the mind i11 so intimately con

nected with the soul brain, and action of the one is action of 

the other. 

The process, the science of development, has yet to be 

. taught_ and understood by mankind,- by mediums them

selves. When this science is understood, a flood of light 

will have overwhelmed mankind ;-of light upon some of 

the most mooted questions of the old theology and the spir

itual philosophy. 

Of her, it can be appropriately said: She has found her 

Gethsemane and her Cross. Henceforth a crown shall be 

hers ;-a crown such as decks the brow of e-very earnest la

borer in the field of reform ; a crown which, though gemmed 

with diamonds of purest lustre, has many a seeming thom; 

seeming, in thdt they are the instituted means by which 
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reform~ are qualliied for their work; appropriate crowns, 

for such have all reformers worn, from the days since Abel' 

typified the purer heart worship by his more acoep,table offer

iDg, until the eveni~ of the nineteenth century, wherein it 
may be appropriately said, that reformers are martyrs ; and 

martyrs in the very land hallowed by the graves of those 

who suffered-contended with the pen and sword for the 

principle that asserts man's inherent right to liberty of 

thought. 
N.&u CITY, CALUOuu, Ja.nf14f!! 3d, 1866. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
• 

I 

'

HEN, in the progressive march of the human intellect, 
it becomes necessary to stimulate t~at intellect 'by rev
elation, in the order of nature, revelation is always 

vouchsafed ; when, in the progressive marc~ of science, im
portant truths are necessary to be comprehended that there 
be no hindrance to the progress of, particular branches of 
science, there are always vouchsafed the necessary (iiscoveries. 
According to this order, prophets are prepared to dispense 
the requisite revelations, and philosophers to make the neces
sary di11coveries. A Chaldean seer is prepared to dispense a 
revelation of creation, a Grecian to dispense revelations of 
philosophical principl~, and a J ewi~h to dispense r~velations 
of moral philosophy. , A Newton is prepared to discover tfte 
law of attractive foree; a Galileo, the true theory of the 
solar system; a Savery, to discover the power of steam, and 
a Wa~t, a Fulton, to apply it to the use of man; a Frank
lin, the nature of the electric fluid, and a Morse, to apply 
that fluid for the transmission of thought. 

Nature, ever just ~ her children, employs the means in 
her power best suited to the present needs of the race. This 
principle of justice prompts her to prepare minds, which, liku 
'- Newton•s, can bring forth truth from nature by its own 
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inherent power aided 'by revelation ; also to prepare others, 
which, by inherent power undeveloped but by spiritual agency, 
like .a Jesus of Nazareth, a Plato, a Zoroaster, shall discover 
truth to the race by the power of mediumship- by direct 
revelation. 

Not less important to man is the one method than tho 
other; for while a Newton, reasoning from a physical-a 
low stand point, is liable to draw unjust inferences from re
vealed truths. by the power of intellect, which intellect, 
though educated, is obscured J:>y the ignorance of the age, 
a Jesus may, by the power of a high mediumship, dispense 
pure truth; his intellect being uncultivated, as compared to 
a Newton's. Therefore, the method of supplying important 
truths by the xheans of a high mediumship, remain11 to nature 

. as the ·necessary method. 
Epochs in the history of the race occur, where~n revelations 

neceSsary to the progress ·of the race, are given through pre.; 
pared instruments. A seer of the ancient days transmitted 
the, so called, Mosaic account of creation ; the ancient na
tions each received, at epochs, revelations through 'prepared 
prophets, necessary for their instruction and their govern
ment. Such were the Chinese Confucius, the Persian Zo
roaster, the Hindoo Buddha, the Grecian Plato, the World's 
Jesus. 

Prepat:ed prophets, signifies men or women of such pecu
liar casts of mind as are best fitted for the purposes of the 
minds of the second sphere, wh~ would, through such instru
mentality, benefit the race ; which individuals are prepared 
by deTelopment-r-a. long course of treatment, instituted by 
the controlling minds in the second ~phere ;-such treatment 
as the peculiar organization of ·mind and system of the indi-· 
viduals demands, and as the age, or condition of the ele
ments, warrants. Fastiag, seclusion, trial, "temptation/' 
are some of the ordained ~ans . for the preparation of these 
prophets-tlle development ·of a; high mediumship·;-such 
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a mediumship as ever did, or will, give to. the rsce pure rev
elation from the spiritual sphere. 

"God spake unto the people" in olden times as He speaks 
to them in this time,-through the instrumentality of spir
itual beings ; and while He spake thus to the people through 
. the many prophets but · partially prepared, in the olden time, 
whose sayings and whose treatment are not recorded, He 
spake through a Daniel, who fasted and prayed, was perse
cuted and tempted, remarkable sayings; through an Elijah, 
a David, .a J esns, who all fasted, prayed, "ate the bread of 
sorrow, and drank the water of affliction," being persecuted, 
hunted like the beasts of the desert, and "led up by the 
Spirit into the wilderDess to be tempted"-sayings which 
will live while the race lives, being Divine truths ;-truths 
transmitted to mankind by spiritual agency, through these 
prepared prophets. "God is no respecter of persons ;" He 
prepares, by the ordained means, such individuals as circum
stances have best fitted for such preparation ;-such as are 
of the necessary quality of mind, who, by constitution of 
mind and body ean undergo the necessary treatment for a 
high development; and whom circumstances have rendered 
proper subjects for such treatment. 

As the race advances-as the reasoning quality of mind 
develops, the character of revelations changes. It was suf
fi.cient, when the ancient seer spoke, to say : "The earth was 
without form and void, and darkness was upon the face of 
the deep," without.specifying the signification of "without 
form and void," or what caused the" darkness upon the face of 
the deep ;" which "deep," was also ~nspecifted. The people 
addressed were unthinking, unreasoning barbarians ; · enough 
was .specifted to them to awaken in their minds awe and rev
erence for the Divine Originator of nature, which was the 
object in view more especially than to instruct them with 
regard to scientific truth. Jesus taught without giving a 
reason for his philosophy-a philosophy which ·was to be 
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addreued to the UDl'eUoning, the uninatructed, lowly· minda 
of all nations; "Greeks and Barbarians," "Jews and Gen· 
tUea." Plato reasoned as a philosopher ; he taUght philos
ophers. 

The philosophers of .the preeent day, at tault oonceming 
some of the mOBt important questions of science, need a. ,. 
teacher. That teacher is vouchsafed them by nature-by 
the Father ;-is vouchsafed in lowly form, in uninviting garb 
Does that teacher come in the lowly form of woman-woman 
8B pninstructed in philosophy, in science, as a babe ; and yet, 
because woman,-not of them, will they reject her, as the 

'- Jews rejected Jesus, because he was not of the Pharisees, or 
of the Priests ? LEjt them reject the woman ; sacrifi~e her 
on the al,tar of selfishness and bigotry ; hut they will know 
that truth is powerful and will preva.il; tha.t natural science 
must take the place of obscure theories founded upon noth
ing ; that what of truth man a.lready possesses will be no leu 
truth when brought to the comprehension of the, so called, 
UJ;lscientiftc ;-no less truth when expressed .in phrase un
varnished, unstudded with terms incomprehensible to the 
un'learned. , . . . 

. The age is calling for knowledge of principles ; i~ calling 
for. )mow ledge of scientific facts ; of discovered facts, which, 
as fact~ are so obscure that they may be gaiosayed by the 
ignorant-set as~de altogether. The blazing comet pursues 
ita deviouiJ way in the heavens, an uncomprehended, 8n 
incomprehensible form to t~ La Places, the Newtons, the 
Herschels, of the day. The bodies of the solar system 
revolve around the central body of that system, keep their 
places within it, by virtue of a law unexplained by the sci
euce of the . day. . "The eun shines,'• the stars glitter, hy 
virtue of a law as little· .understood by the philosQphers of 
the day, as by the. unlettered mechanic. 
. The world pauses for light; pr9gress in the scieuces can 
not continue without light -such light as.only revelation can 
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l>estow. ·Is it objeeted,· that !Jnind is ·to eliCit its &wn light 
from nature; it is answered : That 'Jiature gives ·no light 
except by combining reveli.tion with apparent truth. New
ton might have studied the remainder of his lifetime upon 
the problem of atitractive force, had not something called 
his attention to the tall of the apple. He had seen objects 
fall before, knew that it was the weight of the apple which 
caused its fall ; why had he not thought before, that the 
solution of the great problem lay in the small circumstance 
of the po:iuwabllity of matter---of like seeking its like? 

. -Such is iDBpiration. Newton's habits of life favored his 
partial development as a receiver of inspiration, as do tho 
habits of all deep thinkers_;studetits of nature. Man js not 
placed upon Earth an isolated being ;-isolated from the 
sources of knowledge-the means for his elevation. As well 
expect the child tQ learn without placing in. his hands a text
book, or providing him a teachert a8 t-xpect man to learn of 
all things in ~ture without the aid of inspiration. As the 
sunbeams illumine the otherwise dark atmosphere of Earth, 
so the beams of spiritual light perpetually illumine the at
mosphere of man's mind ; and illumine it according to its 
density-its smceptibility .of impression. . 

The independence of thought and action which has been 
developed by the age, precludes' the danger of the acceptance 
of any theory by the edu~ted mass, that is not iu accord
ance with nature and reason. The time has passed w'hen a 
"thus saith ·an angel of the Lord," can bind a whole people 
to any theory; howenr wise, or absurd ; men Who feel their 
relationship tO angels, to the Divine Mind, scorn the shackles 
which have hitherto bound mind ; they will obey the maxim· 
which says: "Prove all things," before they "hold fast'' anj' 
thing. This is DiVine. · 

This work is offered to the public entirE', as the production 
of a mind disembodied-as. a revelation. Through the
instrumentality of mediume&ip; a mind once embodied in 
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ilesh assumes again to address mankind in the· flesh. ThU. 
mind is. one who sympathises with the wants of the people ; 
and who, thus sympathising, has l;>een led. to use the means 
so abundantly within his reach to qualify himself to tea-ch 
of the things herein taught. The years of his life in Spirit 
Land have sufficed to prepare him for the mission com
mitted to him "by the angels;" and the short period wherein 
he·has been preparing his instrument, has sufficed for th& 
preparation of that instrument to that degree, that he is sat
it!fied to commence his work ;-to address. the world through 
the brain- the organization of an embodied mind, on the 
most important topics that can be presented to mind. 

The style of the work is peculiar, and ~uch as will, doubt- · 
less, provoke severe criticism; however, it is deemed the 
most appropriate that could have been chosen; considering 
the nature of the . subjects treated, the <:apacity of the me
di~m for expressing, and· the capacity of 'rind in the pres-
ent age. , 

Principles-propositions, are illustrated as they are stated:. 
this is the style-the peculiar method resorted to in this 
work in order that each principle may be properly compre;,. 
hended. By practical illustration only, can mind properly 
comprehend nature's intricate principles and processes. 

From the method pursued of treating the same subject in 
diffe,rent. connections-of reverting to the same pri~iple 
again and llogain, in the course of the work, as examples illus
trative of it arise, in order the more perfectly to illustrate 
it, it is inappropriate to subdivide the :work iQto minor 
chapters or sections ; which would be desirable would the 
style admit. In the preparation of the work, the author has 
experienced difficulty from the poverty of the language in 
which it is written. Human languageis void of. terms whE~re
by tO give. expression to the true principles of nature ; there
fore, confusion of terms is unavoidable. The language has. 
no names for qualities, o.r for methods. of action, which are 
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not known to exist. Thus many terms are misapplied, in 
the sense in which men understand them, and the charity, as 
well as reason of the reader, is appealed to for an excuse for 
this innova.tion .. 
. It is a habit with a class of mankind t;O eschew revelation
to discard the claims of those "who speak as they are moved 
upon by the· Spirit;" and consequently, when perusing ·a 
revelation, they seize upon every1imperfection of style, or of 
composition, which they may detect; or which, according to 
their judgments are such, without taking into consideration 
circumstances of the laws governing med.iumship, the poverty 
of language, &c. They charge to imposture all the supposed 
faults or errors discoverable by their own individual minds-. 
observable from their own stand points; or, eschewing reve
lation altogether, they ascribe such ·faults-errors, to the · 
incapacity of the mind of the writer. When men shall have 
studied and comprehended the laws of mediumship; shall 
have expanded their minds to the comprehension of the true 
principles of nature, they will better comprehend the diffi
culties under which the author of this work has· labored. 
Not only has the poverty of the language caused difficulty to . 
the author; poverty of language-of terms, in the mind of 
the medium through which expression to the work has been 
given, has been a source of difficulty- of great embarrass
ment: The method pursued in the enunciation of the work 
through the medium, from the beg"inning, has been, that her 
mind should comprehend every principle, every word, uttered 
through the medium of her org~tnization ; therefore, no word 
has beeu. used which was not in the mind of the medium, so 
to speak ; in other words ; no word has been applied in the 
exposition of any subject, in any connection, whose sense her 
mind could not appreciate in that connection. Of limited 
knowledge of terms, she is disqualified to express thought in 
a fluent, or graceful style. Men want no terms for the e::r.
prest~ion of principles which are incomprehensible to them, 
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therefore, terms which might otherwiSe have been used, have 
been entirely avoided. 

The author commits the work t.o the public, believing that 
the truths therein contained will commend themselves t.o con~ 
sideration, notwithsU,.nding the method of their expression
the faults which acute readers, and skilled authors must find. 
in the method of their expression. 

Of the instrument .it sha\1 be said : " She hath done what 
she could..;" let none misjudge her. / 

' / 
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PRINCIPLES OF NATURE. 

CHAPTER L 

moD lived. The universe was His body, His dwelling 
~ place. His attributes were wisdom, power, justice, love, 
~ h~ony. Infinite in these, without b~ning of days 
or end of life, His prerogative was to act eternally by these 
attributes, through His organization, the universe. As infi
nite in extent as God, the indwelling inind in duration, the 
universe was from eternity the vehicle of Deific manifestation. 
God pl&nned ; wisdom dictated the plan which was executed 
by His other attributes. Method was the eternal mind. Pro
gress was the law as exhibited in the method of motion, of 

. progressive law, through periods from eternity, wherein mat
ter w.as evolving forces, developing life. MotioQ was eternal; 

. eternally acted in the universe . from life centers-organs; as 
we term them, of the J3ody of Deity. These centers were 
innume-rable, as that Body was infinite in extent. God was 
Life, Motion, Matter, Law ; yet, .He was Mind and Body. 
His intelligence, exhibited in nature-in the action of law
proves the existence of organized Deific Mind. Will, acting 
upon ma.tter1 caused motion. 

2 
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The Deific Mind required a medium through which to act 
upon matter; this medium was Deific Electric Force. This 
force is the liilk which connects the Deific Soul Principle with 
the Deific Mind. Nature's forces, life principles, are the Soul 
Principle of Deity, as the soul principle of all organized forms 
is the life, motive power of those forms. Deific Electric 
Force is the superior forcf( of .nature; affinitized to Deific 
Mind; it is 'therefore the medium through which it acts. 
Deific Electric Force, therefore, caused motion, stimul~ted 
moiion, elicited life from gross matter ; -acted as the will of 
Deity ordained-as His plan dictated. 

The method of God was, that action and rest should suc
ceed each other ;-that motion, activity, should be succeeded 
by inactivity, death; . that action should induce weariness, 
necessitate repose ; rest should invigorate matter, necessitate 
action. Development was the product of rest and action ; -
of apparent quiet and stimulated motion from eternity. God's 
method was, that eternity should be an eternity of eterni
ties-an iBfinite period of infinite periods. There are degrees 

·in infinity ; as there is an infinity which is limitless as God's 
life, and irilinities which are limited; so there is an eternity 
limitless as God's life, and et{lrnities which are limited. Terms 
are wanting whereby to express the true language of develop
ment ; therefore these terms are used as being most expressive 
of the truth. 

God's eternal Life, or Period, was, from eternity, separated 
into periods constituting cycles, compound cycles; periods by 
twelves a.nd sevens. These divisions-eternities or sea11ons, 
were periods of rest and action. One eternity of shortest 
period, so called, was nature's day of repose, (a period eternal 
to the comprehension of finite mind, and which will be, until 
such mind has lived through many such periods) or a period 
wherein Electric Force awoke motion, action; renewed mo
tU>n, developed life, law; matter assumed form, or sought to 
assume form; a day of activity-an eternal day correspond-
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ing to the preceding eternal night. Twelve such periods 
constituted one period, termed a. cycle. Seven cycles consti
tuted one compound cycle, two of which constituted a. period 
termed a. complete cycle. 

Cycles were periods wherein nature accomplished a. certain 
proportion of her work allotted for accomplishment in a. com
pound cycle. Cycles were separated by periods corresponding 
i~ length to one period of a. cycle. These periods were, prop
erly, continuations of the night closing the cycle, therefore 
they are not counted as periods of a. cycle, or eternities, as 

• are the other six periods of the cycle. Corresponding periods 
intervened between eternities, cycles of eras, and eras, as well 
as between compound cycles of eternities ; which periods were, 
properly, continuations of the night preceding the interposi
tion of the period. 

The whole season of nature's labor, 'or action in a. complete 
cycle, was a. compound cycle. This was divided into seed-time 
and harvest, so to speak ;-nature's period of preparation, 
and her fruit bearing period. The compound cycle cor
responding ·to this, and constituting the remainder of the 
complete cycle, was one of rest. This period corresponded to 
the other, being composed of eternal days and nights, so called, .p·. 
and cycles. What of action transpired during these days. · 
and cycles, was decomposition-the death of matter; deeper, 
and still deeper repose; the preparation for renewed action. 
Nature's ,action during one compound pycle will here be 
enunciated. 

God-Infinite Life, lives through these periods, compre
hends them, a.s man lives through his moments, comprehends 
them. · God wills that ma.Ji should know, should study His 
work, His plan ; should seek to comprehend a.ll of God, of 
nature. Let him fear not to grasp after this knowledge ; 
coexistent with God, he shall live; coeval with nature, he 
shall comprehend her. · 

, The beginning of the present compound cycle was the . 
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awakening to life of matter, after a compound cycle of repose. 
A complete period was one in which nature produced fruit
individualized spirit.· From eternity, this was nature's
God's method. 

A complete period comprises the period of repose and ac
tion; winter follows the fruit bearing period as nature's sea
son of rest ; precedes it, and, as necessary to the production 
of fruit is this period of inaction, as the action which imme
diately ultimates it. Typifying this is nature's eternal winter. 
This was the period which had passed when matter (signify
ing gross matter when thus t;eferred to) awoke to life at the 
beginning of the present period-the one under consideration. 

Seed-time ;-four cycles of this compound cycle was na
ture's seed-time. Night succeeded day until twelve periods-. 
eternities, constituting. one cycle had passed, during which 
matter had moved, motion had stimulated motion, central 
action had stimulated action throughout the universal mass ; 
indicating that formation should ensue-that nature was 
preparing her soil. Another cycle of twelve eternities passed. 
Each day-morning, motion awoke . in primeval matter, so 
termed, after a night of death-a period wherein motion had 
ceased 'to exhibit itself by developing force ; wherein decom
posed elements had reinvigorated themselves by rest.· Each 
morning was, in a sense, a.s the awakening of nature for the· 
:first time ; a.s the eliciting of action from dead matter. Each 
evening was, in a sense, as the final decay of matter ; the 
destruction of all life, the final end ; it was the decomposition 
of elements which nature had formed during the day by un
wearied effort. Each morning, liowever, found matter far
ther advanced than the previous one. 

The second cycle accomplished what the first had prom
ised-formation. Central suns were f(1rmed-not completed. 
Condensation did not prepare them to be the parents of other 
suns-formations. The third c:1ycle perfected central suns to 
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the point where formations could result within them from 
parental law, and be evolved by this law. Secondary forma· 
tions evolved formations; suns of the second order evolved 
formations. · Matter developed into the fourth grade. Suns~ 
all suns of this cycle revolved around their centers through 
their eternities as comets-rare, vapory bodies. The fourth 
cycle developed matter· into the seventh-the highest grade; 
the six .orders were develoPed. During this cycle, no sun was 
condensed beyond the condition of· dense vapor. Nature's 
ceaseless effort ,was to condense· matter-develop planets. 
·Beho.ld her work ! ·Eternity after eternity she h&d wrought ; 
cycle after cycle had passed ; and yet, when the fourth cycle 
was finished no matter existed more condensed •than dense 
vapor-no world farther developed than to the condition of a 
den1.1e, vapory comet. She paused not ; the promise was hers ; 
the end should be accomplished ; the next cycle should per
fect her work-should be the commencement of her reaping
time . 

. The fifth cycle developed positive spirit,-otherwise organ
ized mind, from the grade of'matter under development
that constituting the universe of evolved or stimulated matter. 
Universal action, during the fi.rst day of that cycle, developed 
matter to the condition of stratified earth ; developed spirit
not individualized, not positive, so termed; yet the end was 
in view. · The evening found the fruit unripe, not ready for 
the sickle.. The second day completed what the first had so 
nearly accomplished ;....;...man the ultimate of nature's ele
ments-the perfect formation, resulted as the climax of na- . 
ture's stupendous work. Each day of that cycle succeeding 
this, developed man. 

The sixth, the present cycle, continued the work which the 
fifth had commenced. The beginning of ~h cycle was · 
marked by the display of significant signs of more rapid pro
gress in matter than was the order in the last cycle ; the end 
of each was noted by significant signs that the existing pro-
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cess or stage of development was completed. Electric Force} 
the originator of motion, was stimulated to greater and greater 
energy by each successive season of action. and repose. · The 
sixth cycl~ accomplished more in each day than tli.e preceding 
one for this reason. The sixth day is now verging towards 
its night. Man developed duri~g this day is brother to man 
developed in all days of all cycles; with him shall serve and 
adore the Universal Father, and progress toward Him eter
nally. The present cy~le closes with the night succeeding 
the close of the present eternity. The dawn of the succeeding 
day will be the institution of the seventh cycle; succeeding 
this will be the institution of the compound cycle of rest . 

• 
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CHAPTER IL • 

"ENTERS innumerable existing from the beginning, uni· 
~ venes, so termed,-the parts of the great universe sub-· 
~ ject tdeach center, were also innumerable. God acting 
as one through each, all centers, universal action was the 
same in all. (Universe is here used as eternity is-for want 
of a better term, one expressive of the truth.) As finite 
mind fails to comprehend an eternity, and will fail to com
prehend it until' it has lived through many; s~ it fails to 
comprehend one univ~rse, will fail until it has, during the 
eternities to come, scanned many such universes. What is 
stated in the present chapter, refers to a single section of the 
infinite universe, of which God is the Mind-the futellectual 
Principle ;-a section subjec~ to one center-governed from 
one center, whose circumference is bounded by sections like 
itself, denominated universes. Deific action simultaneously 
operative upon all universes-from all centers, alL being 
simultaneously developed, an exposition of the development 
of one, is an exposition of the development of all; therefore 
-what is revealed of development of law is of universal develop
ment, universal law in its broadest, most comprehensive sense. 
The universe we term ours-our dwelling place, being thus 
a type of all, its development will be the subject of the present 
chapter of this work. 

Electric Force awoke motion'-stimulated it at the uni
versal center. Deifie Impregnating Foree was this force. 
Male and Female, God was, from the beginning ; from the 
beginning He acted through the operation of these two prin
ciples, which were Himself, upon matter ; stimulating all 
action therein. Prooree.tive power, from the beginni.Dg, was 
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impregnating force ; was the co-operation of male and female 
principles within matter, producing formation. Stimulated 
motion at each successive morning or period, from eternity, 
was the result of the co-operation of these principles-the 
Impregnating•Deific Force acting from centers upon all mat
ter. These forces are also termed Positive and Negative; 
Positive denoting the male, and Negative the female principle.· 

Simultaneously with the \ction of the impregnating force, 
the central atom of universal mB.tter moved with-stimulated 
motion; universal matter felt the impulse, and moved also . 
with stimulated motion. 

This universe was, as :finite mind comprehends spa.oe, im
measurable, ·limitless. All hight, all depth, all length, all 
breadth, was one mass of liquid matter. All life, all power, 
all law, was latent within this mass. 

Electric force, in its true signification, the one force of 
nature, is a graded force, as will appear in the future consid
eration of the subject. It has other appellations, as it acts 
as the assistant of the originating force, so termed, for the 
completion of forms originated 'by itself; as the preparer of 
matter to assume form. It is termed attractive force, when 
i( acts in its secondary · capacity as the builder of forms ; 
chemical action, when it acts as nature's agent to prepare 
matter to assume form. Electric Force deposits the germ
impregnates procreative centers or institutes forms ; attrac
tive force-the lower exhibition of the same force, draws 
atoms from nature which chemical action-the still lower 
exhibition of this force has prepared to clothe, to complet6 
the formation. 

Stimulated motion in the universal mass elicited these 
forces throughout that mass; subjected. all a~oms to their 

·power. .!toms moved among themselves; this motion was 
chemica.l action. .This motio~ elicited motion ; stimulated 
the motion of these atoms as elements ; atoms were elicited 
:fro_;n elements, atoms by it,-by the friction of atoms. . This 
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force reorga.mzed decomposed matter ; demonstrated the power 
of motion upon matter. . It was the lower IJ)anifestaticm of 
attractive force, being the power atoms exercised over each 
other-by virtue of this force-this dual principle ~hose posi
tive principle is . termed attractive force, and whose nega
tive, repulsive force. Chemical action, only exhibited in 
atomic matter, is simply the attractive force exerted by simi
lar atoms upon each other ; the repulsive force exerted by 
dissimilar ones upon each other. Tliis force subjected matter 
to th~ secondary force ; termed, as before remarked, attrac
tive force. 

Attrt\ctive and repulsive forces is-the power exerted over 
, atoms and bodies by central atom8 and bodies, to form bodies, 

and to regulate their motions subsequent to formation. It is 
distinct from Electric Positive and Negative, so termed, in 
that it is exercised by atoms . upon ato~s, bodies upon bodies, 
as a propagated force, according to massiveness, or superiority 
of interior life force. Electric Force is ilistinct fmm this 
force, in that it is the Deific Force exercised at all centers 
si:w.ultaneously (all centers of the same grade, this force 
being a graded force and acting upon graded matter) to 
stirimlate motion, that formation may ensue ;-to institute 
formation. The prevailing force in nature, author of life, 
of organization, ceaselessly operative in the multiplication of 
forms, in the institution of new form~ ; yet, after the impreg
nation of a center, the institution of a form, it ceases its ac
tion as Electric force, as will appear; the instituted motion 
is henceforth termed attractive force. 

The stimulation of motion, the institution of formation . 
at the universal center, was the development of parental law . 
. The central atom of universal matter moved obedient to 

·Electric Force; all atoms moved in obedience to the same 
force simultaneously with the aentral atom. This impulse 
was the impregnation of the parent center ; with this im
pll1s.e, .the . necessity for the exercise of this force ceased. 
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Formation necesearily follows impregnation, and by the law 
of attractive force. This impulse developed.attractive force
subsequent action in universal matter, as will appear in the 
exposition of the subject. 

Law develops law, as force develops force, in matter. The 
movement of the central atom developed the law of affinity. ·. 
The central atom, by the law of affinity, attracted similar 
atoms of the universe, which had been made subject to this 
force by the development of motion throughout the mass ; 
by the develop~ent of chemical action among atoms by m~
tion. Affinitized atoms sought affinitized atoms, unaffini
tized atoms rep'\}lsed unaffinit!zed atoms throughout the 
universe, from the moment that life Wa.!! awakened-motion 
stimulated therein. Chemical action fitted atoms to become 
subject to attractive force-the central power. The central 
atom....:....the germ of the new formation, was higher in qual
ity, more condensed. than any . other atom in the universe. 
Centers are where matter is most condensed. The central 
atom had, from eternity, been highest, most condensed; as, 
from eternity, the-centers were establish~, and law deter:. 
mined their location. God is law ; His plan resulted from 
·His knowledge of all law. His method being . m~tion, He 
wrought as God to institute motion at those centers; thereby 
instituting the process of development. ' 

From eternity rotary motion was established. Atoms re
volved; atoms attaching themselves· to atoms, partook of the 
revolution of the most condensed atom, \leing obedient to 
its motion. The central atom revolving periodi~ly, propa
gated its motion among all atoms attaching themselves to it; 
thus the rotary motion of the central body 'was establis~d. 

Primeval matter in universes is arranged in strata, by law. 
Decomposition resulting by law, quality of decomposed ele
ments or mattef, determines.the position of the strata. The 
highest matter 'naturally forms the center-or that matter 

_ most susceptible to the Dei:fic Force; ~nters signifying, as· 
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here used, localities in the universe, where this force most 
exhibits itself-that next in quality arranges itself around 
this ; thus, the most imperfect is the outer matter of the 
universe. Density and rarity are qualities of matter deter
mining its position and degree of development. The most 
dense matter is the nearest perfected. Matter, a.as.uming this 
position at lhe close of each active period; retains it until 
action is again resumed. 

The law of development necessitates the forma?on of a 
central body of such constru.ction that it may receive and 
retain within it all matter in the' universe; it being the 
parent of all forms. Rare matter, only, is fitted to do this
can only receive other matter into itself; in othe/ words; 
rare matter, only, can receive among its atoms other atoms. 

The central atom revolving, propagated its motion through
out the entire mass ;-the universe revolved. Outer matter. 
moved necessarily with greatest rapidity. Rarest matter 
though it was, by this superiority of motion it soonest be
came subject to the central force ; the ·consequence was, the 
central body was composed of rare, rarest ·atoms of universal 
matter. 

Atomic matter. may possess the quality of rarity or density, 
though the body which it forms be a rare or dense body, so 
termed. Granite ro.ck is dense; atomic matter forming this 
rock is mqre rare than the atoms forming atmospheric air. 
·This will illustrate the point. · The central .atom of the cen
tral sun was th~ most dense atom of the universe. Attrac
tive force exercised by it upon matter, elicited therefrom like 
atoms, as has been remarked. L.ike atoms were all !'toms of 
the universe, in a sense,. all matter being .similar. Evolved 
atoms only-atoms elicited by chemical action from une
volved primeval matter were ~ubject to attractive force, and 
hence only could be attracted to the central body. ~ffinitized 

atoms, therefore, attracted to this body were diverse from the 
central atom in respect to quality of atoms, being ra.rest atoms. 

.. 
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Thus the' composition, coMtruction of the central ·sun was 
such as to answer the purpose intended. Law determines · 
that the central atom of all. bodies sha:ll be the most dense ; 
that, like the central sun, the form shall be built of rarest 
atoms within its sphere ;-in other words; subject to its 
attractive force. This is determined by the same law in all 
fol1J).8.tions-the law of rotary motion, or revolution. The 
universe is the type of all subsequent .formations. The evo
lution of the central body thereof was determined by the one 
law which determines all fon;nations-the procreative law 
of nature. · 

. Condensation ensues from motion, as remarked; quality 
' of motion is determined by the period and circumstances of 

development. The circumstances attending the development 
of the central body of the universe, . were most unfavorable to 
its condensation. This will appear in the treatment of the 
grades of matter a.nd ~rders of formations. · · · 

Affinitized atoms sought the central atom. Attractive 
force seized upon atoms which chemical action had prepared, 
drew them to the center, or to positions upon the central 
body determined by thetr quality,-affinities always arranging 
themselves together. Motion was apparent rest, even then. 
Periods of ages-incomprehensible periods to human intellect, 
elapsed while was forming a central , sun ; untold ages while 
this sun was perfotming a single revolution. Yet motion 
accomplished its end-condensed that sun, after periods of 
ages ~:~.gain had elapsed, sufficiently to fit it to be the parent 
of new suns. 

Mind fails to comprehend vastness. when· universes-when 
uniyerses of universes are contemplated. It scans a universe, 
the laws of its development, and contemplates its forms by 
tOO light it possesses ; by its .undeveloped faculties ; it con
templates them as it contemplates its immediate surround
ings ; let it seek to soar, to fathom the universe of which it 
is ~part; to contemplate the center of that universe-the 
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first form, the mother of forms within it. It shall fail to 
realize the truth, to comprehend the vastness of this sun-a 
universe of itself, dispensing life and nutriment to its off
spring-all other formations from highest man. to the ca-pri
cious comet which it has ID<)st recently evolved. 

Conderisation of this body resulted from attractive force. 
Ceaselessly operative was the force exercised by the central 
atom ripon atoms, composing the body. Motion stimulated 
motion within it ; rotary motion stimulated atomic, or chem
ical action, which being stimulated, atoms became more and 
more subject to the central atom. As atoq1s. progressed 
attractive force had more power over them; consequently 
they sought the ·center, obedient to it ; · the most progressed 
ts;king their pla('es around and nearest the central atom ; all 
atoms ranging themselves in the body according to this law. • 

Matter was in the first grade. The central sun-the first 
evolution of matter, was of the first grade. Motion evolving 
matter to form this sun acted upon matter so gross-unde
veloped, that atoms elicited were nearly of the quality of.the 
unevolved mass; therefore they are said to be of the first 
grade of matter, and the body formed by them to be of this 
grade. Quality of matter is determined by quality of· force
motion therein. Judging by this law, this sun was of the 
first grade of matter ; its motion as a body being that of the 
universe, the revolution of its central atotn determining that 
of the universal mass. 

It has been remarked that periods of ages elapsed while 
this sun was being condensed. In a sense, language is illex
pressive, and terms meaningless when applied to the time 
which elapsed while it was forming and condensing, before it 
became fitted to be the parent of new formations-other suns. 

• The several grades of matter condensing according to the 
quality of motion therein, the higher grades progressed with 
infinitely greater rapidity than the first. Motion is stimulated 
at the evolution of each successiYe grade; inducing more rapid · 
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progress in each successive grade than marked the preceding. 1 

The several stages through which matter ·passes during the 
perfecting of a world are indicative of its progress-properly 
its degree of devei'opment, and th,e subsequent period necessary 
for its development to the planetary condition-that of earthy 

. matter, so called. Primeval matter is gaseous, elemental, 
invisible to the physical eye, inappreciable by any physical 
sense. This is true of all the grades of primeval matter
unevolved, so termed. The process of the evolution of the 
several grades will be described in a future connection. The 
formations of each grade undergo the same processes, pass 
through the same stages, only in different periods of time. 

Condensation, after ages had elapsed, had developed the 
rare matter of the central sun to the degree that it began to 
assume form as a body. The hitherto apparently forml~s 
mass of pale light which surrounded the center of the universe, 
assumed the form of a sun. The consistency of the matteF 
of this sun, at this perio~, was that of rarest vapor. . It had 
consummated the first era of cometary development of a sun, 
so termed; it was entering the second. , Its appearance at 
this period was that of an inconceivably vast sun, composed 
of flame colored vapor, barely visible from its extreme rarity 
of substance. · 

The period required to accomplish this condition of this 
sun, was longer than ~hat required to develop a sun of the . 
first order to the fifth era. Condensation of this sun contin
uing, the third era was reached after ages ·more ; a period 
shorter than that re'quired for the completion of the first, 
though one measured by periods ; by untold ages~ Its coQ
sistence at this stage was still that of rare vapor. The 
appearance presented by this body during this era was that 
of a s~n; pale, rare, yet plainly distinguishable. Periods of . 
untold ages again passed ; the fourth era was reached. This 
era presented this sun of smaller dimensions. Condensation 
had contracted it.. Volatile still, still rare vapor, yet it was 
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brighter, and evidently more condensed,-more a sun in ap
pearance. Then it was a formation sufficiently advanced to 
possess procreative power-impregnating force,·within itself. 
Condensation had qualified it thus by stimulating atomic 
motion within it, thus evolving th\s force. Condensation 
had qualified it to . retain within it, substance .other sub
stance-new formations. .Of rarest atomic matter, it was 
fitted for this use, in that it was condensed to that degree 
that stimulated motion had developed attractive force of 
atoms to the degree that they could retain other atoms among 
them-similar atoms. Procreative force was developed within 
it during the latter portion bf the previous-the third, e.ra. 
In all formations, the third era develops this force ; but does 
not llnfold it to the degree that impregnation can result. 
Impregnation ensued within this form during the fourth era, 
when procreative force had become sufficiently qualified to 
induce the requisite conditions. The qualified condition
the parental stage, being re.ached, it was ·henceforth a procre
ative sun; a 'sun which should continually •evolve suns
elicit formations from universal unevolved matter, as law 

. di~tated. The law of formation__: the parental law, developed · 
first within this central sun, is the law of all formation ; is 
the law of development ~oextensive and coeval with nature
with God; is the law determining the evolution of motion, 
force, law, and all subsequent actio:Q in Bature. All action 
is procreative; all force is form. . This will appear in the 
progress of this work, in the delineation of law, force, form
ative action in all nature. 

Stratified universal unevolved matter permeated the atomic 
matter forming the central sun; it being of a quality so rare 
that it could commingle with all other matter as unperceived, 
undisturbing matter ; it being unevolved. ~rom this, chem
ical action evolved atomic matter of a dense quality, fitted to 
be central atoms of new formations. It has been remarked 
that atomic action developed attractive force <?f atoms within 
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tbjs body; that condensing force operated with greatest 
power , at and nearest the center ; this determined the posi
tion within the body of the central atoms of new formations. 
Procreative force developed by this sun acted upon the high
est of these evolved atoms within it, regardless of their posi
tion, or distance fro)ll ~ts center. Acting upon such atoms, 
and like atoms, it created centers, termed procreative; centers. 
of forms ; law determining them such. . Within this sun, at 
this period, the highest newly evolved atoms were within that 
stratu;m of the sun sufficiently condensed to retain formations 
within it where motion was most rapid; or that stratum most 
distant from the center, which could be operated upon by the 
atomic matter of the sun to evolve atoms, and formations be 
retained, as remarked. These newly evolved atoms retained 
their .positions within the stratum from which they were 
evolved, as undisturbing atoms to the evolved matter of the 
sun in that locality, but subject to its retaining force. The 
central atom of the parent body, more dense :though it was, 
affinitized though it was, was a repelling rather than an 
attracting force to those atoms. 

Degree of development of atoms, is degree of development 
of motion thereof. It has been remarked that all matter is 
similar, differing only in degree of ·development. Motion 
alone fixes, determines, the degree of similarity or dissimilar
ity of matter. Diversity of motion of atoms and .bodies, 
originates repulsive force. Negative force is repulsive, and 
Positive, attractive. Atoms or bodies, acted upon by these 
simultaneously and equally, are neither attracted nor repulsed; 
they retain their positions; but the action of the two forces 
has stimulated their atomic motion as the effect o~ their 
combined, simultaneous action. This impulse impregnates 

~ atoms-institutee forms; is procreative force. These forces 
contiiming to exercise equal power over the body, the impulse 
is established motion. Nature instinctive with God-life-
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inherent forees-develops herself thus by the law of simple 
attractive· force-the dual principle. 

Atoms, like bodies, poBBess rotary motion as well as atomic, 
as heretofore stated. 'l'he newly instituted motion of the 
evolved atoms of this stratum-the stimulated motion waa 
rotary; was stimulated·rotary motion of these atoms. This 
newly established motion was more developed motion than 
was that of the central atom; which constituted these newly 
evolved central atoms more developed atoms than that, sim
ply, in the sense that they p088essed more developed rotary 
motion. They were less developed atoms than the central 
atom, in the sense that their atomic motion was less devel
oped-they were rarer atoms. The reader should carefully · 
study and distinguish the two motions, rotary and atomic ; 
as this is essentially necessary to an understanding of the 
law of development. Atomic matter, unappreciable by the 
physical senses, uncoinprehended by uninstructed mind, can 
only be coiqprehended by the comprehension of the princi- · 
plea that govern the development of form in all nature. 
Mind can comprehend these ; and thus comprehending, it 
can appreciate what of' truth could never otherwise be appre
ciated by the aid of physical sense, or clairvoyant vision. 

The procreative impulse stimulated rotary motion of these 
atoms. Procreative force acting upon bodies as such, stimu
lates their atomic motion·; acting upon atoms as such, it 
stimulates their atomic motion; still its effect is to stimulate 
rotary motion of atoms of each, as above explained. There 
is no limit to infinity applied to God's Being, the extent of 
His universe, or the divisibility of matter. Atoms are infi
nitely minute . in degree, as universes are infinitely vast in 
degree. Central atoms are . appreciable to physical sense, 
br.ing evolved ; therefore, mind can comprehend the consis
tency of the term, atomic motion of atoms. An atom is a 
universe, a universe an atom; both are developed by the 
sa.ni.e law. Within each, attr~tive force elicits form; pro-

a 
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gress eli(:its animate nature. This truth is incomprensible to 
physical sense unaided ; microscopic vision reveals enough 
to confirm the truth of this proposition. There is a. limit to 
formation in atoms, as such, -not reached by universes, as 
such ; in other. words ; .life, developed within atoms by form
ative force, is the lower manifestation of inanimate and ani
mate life. Like universes, they develop central bodies and 
formations corresponding to universal formations, which are 

· unperfected, being developed by unperfected action of laws; 
principles, forces. Formations developed by formations of 
these· infinitesimal universes, are consequently unperfected. 
Life-nature's visible and invisible elements, are these forms; 
infinitesimal atoms of infinitesimal universes. 

Stimulation of motion of the evolved atoms constituted 
these more diverse from the central atom than previous to 
their evolution. Being constituted atoms subject to attrac
tive force, they were subject to the central atom. Force of 

· that atom was exercised to repel, not attract them. The 
influence of surrounding ato~s was sufficient to overb'alance 
the repelling force of the central atom; they retained their 
positions. 

Simultaneously, and as described, six atoms were devel
oped from the same stratum in different localities. Procrea
tive force impregnated these simultaneously ; simultaneously 
developing diversity. in them from the central atom. Six 
formations were thus instituted simultaneously. The posi· 
tiona of these six centers, determined by law, were at equal 
distances from the center and from each other. Thus they 
were counterbalancing forms, forces; and equal laws should 
develop them together ;-determined the precise time of the · 
completion of each formation ; and determined this period to 
be the same in each. 

The position of these six centers, determined by law, were 
so determined by the law of Deific action, the law w~ich 
originates centers in the universe of universes. This law is 
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exhibited in the univerae-the first form; in the central 
sun its central organ, and in all succeeding forms. Centers 
are determined by quality of ce~tra.l atoms in a.ll forms. The 
existence of innumerable centera in the infinite univerae devel
oping action simultaneously, proves that innumerable atoms 
advanced to the same degree, existed therein. The fact that 
six centera were evolved simultaneously by the developing 
force of the centzal atom of the univerae, proves the exist
ence of this number of equally developed atoms therein ; also 
proves that these were lower in quality than the central atom, 
being subsequently and by its force developed. The subse
quent simultaneous evolution of equal numbera at different 
periods from univeraal matter, provea that centera unequally 
developed, existed throughout the organization. These cen-

\ 
ters, as has been remarked of universal centers, are organs 
of the universe ; and prove it to be an organization. In de
velopment of forms, the dual principle acts variously, tho~h 
to one end. Centera are acted upon by Positive and Nega
tive equally; side organs, ~o termed, unequally. This applies 
to these as organs of a form, the nature of their offices as 
such; not to centera as procreative; all centers of all organs 
being made such by the equal action of the two forces, and 
themselves acting as procreative centers to forms de:p-endent 
upon tliem. Balancing organS' develop simultaneously,, and 
.in number according to circumstances. Two always develop 
together, one termed a Positive, the other a Negative center. 
The development of forms necessitates this. What ·action 
in nature has revealed of the operation of this force in thus 
establishing side centera charged with opposing forces, delin
eates the truth thus : Nature is charged with fluid, electric ; 
this fluid is the two principles, so termed, of n&ture ; which 
constitute appropriately one principle, or force, in that neither 
can act alone or independent of the other. To illustrate this 
plainly, man is cited as an example. Were his form, perfect 
as it is, divided centrally lengthwise, it wol.lld be no form of 
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man ; action ceasing between the parts,.. the structure would 
be destroyed. This would separate the positive from the 
negative organs ; the 'right si!le of the body with its organs,. 
which are positive, from the left with its organs, which· 
are negative. Does man require a central organ to his 
physical nature-a heart, currents supplied by this center 
charged with electric :B.uid of the two natures to supply all 
organs of his physical form ; and is the heart, the source of 
the electrifying agent-the :B.uid charging both sets 'of organs, 
one; then do both.sets-positive and negative, depend upon 
the same center ; then are they iDseperable. This is a perfect 
illustration of all forms in nature. The universe waa devel
oped as man-by the operation of the same principle, in the 
same manner. As there is a positive side to man, a negative 
side, so there is to the universe, and to all intervening forms. 
The circumstances determining the number of balancing or
gans, properly termed, of a form, are the uses of the various 
forms developed by progressive law. In universes their num
ber is infinite; higher forms develop the same uses as these, 
but condense power in fewer organs. Man- the perfect form, 
develops the least number of balancing _organs of any form in 
nature. Th~ law of progression ~etermining the development 
of higher and still higher forms, exhibit_s the action of this 
perfect law, the same in all forms; but exhibits its' higher 
action. Matter progresses ;-this term is expressive of the 
development of law, properly termed ; the exhibition of God· 
in matter,- the higher and still higher exhibition of God in 
matter by this development of law ; this higher and still 
higher exhibition of the same law. Law was as perfect at 
the· commencement of the present compound cycle as now ; 
mind now only beholding the comparatively perfect exhibition 
of its comparatively perfect action. 

This fluid in its two natures, positive and negative, hn.s 
also been named m~onetic and electric ; magnetic being pos-
itive, elec~ric negative. Central atoms of side organs, as of . 
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central organs, are comparatively perfected atoms, these or
gans being themselves central organs to systems of their own, 
in the same sense that ce!ltral organs are centers of systems.: 
being procreative center&, properly termed. From their wr 
ture they are balancing organs of the systems of which they 
are members. Positive and negative always balance each 
other in a system, a forin or an organ of a form, be that sys
tem, form, or organ, a positive or a negative one ; as for 
instance :-Man's positive organs baJance his negative; pos
itive hemispheres of planets, suns, balance negative ones ; 
positive suns of systems, balance negative ones. Position 
of these corresp(>nding organs is always such as to constitute 
them balancing organs, although law does not always require . 
that they be equidistant as ponderable bodies from central 
organs, as in the case· of the six forms first dev~~ped by the 
central sun. This will appear plain as this branch of the. 
subject is. f'rher elucidated. 
· · Attractive force of these central atoms was exercised upon 
that stratum of the universe where motion, being most rapid, 
had evolved atoms-subjected them to the action of this 
force. This was the stratum contiguous to the outer one ;
to the one which had evolved the matter of the central sun. 
Being thus outer matter, it was most rare of any to be evolved. 
Six suns, centers of new systems, were thus simultaneously 
formed within the structure of the central sun. This struc
ture was sltfficient in size to contain these within it separate 
from each other when attractive force had completed their 
forms ; . and also numerous other embryonic forms in process 
'(/£ formation, to which these were no disturbing agents. So 
rare were these bodies in compa.rison with the parent body, 
that they were no disturbing. force to it ; no obstacle to ·con
densation of that body. 

Ages by periods elapsed .while these were forming ; while 
nature's forces were fitting them ~o take their positions in the 

. universe 8.8 perfected forms-qualified organs of that body. 
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They were in embryo in the womb of nature, until nature 
had evolved them from this body ; until they had assumed 
their positions appointed by law. · These suns were vast ; 
infinitely so, as mind comprehends vastness ; centers of sys
tems ; vast, infinitely so. Types of the oentral sun, they 
were, like it, to evolve suns; to perfect their organizations. 

The. period arrived when these forms were complete--the 
period of birth. Nature's forces gathered themselves up for 
the emergency. They were now disturbing forms, prepon
derating forces, within the body. . Attracting matter still to 
themselves, they became such ;-too massive for the constitu
tion of the parent sun to retain without the obstruction of its 
currents,-interfering with its condensation. Nature had 
provided fo~ this consequence of her procreative action by 
qualifying a; for9e that should act as .a repelling force to 
these bodies the moment they became disturbing forms to the 
parent form. 

Nature's method being to institute forms by parental law
to institute forms within parent forms, she provides, that each 
form constituted a parent form shall develop forces, which, 
in appropriate time-when they become disturbing forms, 
shall repel the infant forms. A universe, being a type of all 
forms- the lowest type, exhibits the lowest manifestation .of 
this law. 

These new forms being universal forms, universal matter 
acted a.s tl}.e agent to repel them from. the parent form; to 
impel them to appropriate positions, as independent bodies 
in the universe. It has been remarked, that Positive and 
Negative forces acting equally upon a body, its position is 
unchanged. ·Until this moment, these forces had thus acted 
upon these bodies. The attra.Ctive force exercised upon the 
matter of these by the surrounding, and the central matter 
of the parent body, counterbalanced the repulsive force exerted 
upon this matter by more. nearly affinitized matter-the newly 
evolved, evolving matter of~ universe. A law of matter is, 
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that affinitizing atoms commingling, repulSive force is devel
oped by these, which preserves the individuality of atoms,
prevents their union. 

The affinitizing matter to the matter of these bodies, was 
that being evolved from the same stratum of the universe 
which evolved it ; but which was sufficiently diverse from it 
in electric condition to prevent its constituting like matter
ma,ter which could unite with the matter of the forms in 
increasing theif growth. Not sufficiently affinitized to com
bine in one form, these two qualities of matter developed a 
repulsive force, each to the other. This repulsive force was 
the counterbalancing force to the attractive force of the sur
rounding and the central matter of the central sun ; the force 
which prevented the decomposition of these embryonic forms 
by this force. Evolved matter from the second outer stratum 
of the universe was perpetually :Bowing toward the center in 
obedience to its attractive force ; which matter commingled 
with the matter of the central sun, obedient to no central 
power of itA own, there being no centers yet developed &ffinitized 
to it, and around which it could accumulate. These coun
terbalancing forces were such, during the entire period required 
for the completion of these six forms. Being eompleted, the 
repulsive became the overbalancing force, thus : Repulsive 
force of surrounding matter of the parent body was developed 
to aid that of the intermingled evolved matter alluded to ; 
this force perfecting, as matter of these forms developed, con
stituted, with the first originated repulsive force, a force 
which overbalanced the attractive force of surrounding and 
central matter-& repelling force to these forms. 

·Positive and Negative are nature's balances: so perfect, 
that an atom determines the preponderating force. This 
principle decides the period of birth of forms. . The moment 
an overbalancing atom of repulsive force was evolved, the 
·period of labor of the parent form commenced. 

Of rarest .matter, these infant forms reluctantly obeyed the 

/ 
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repelling power. Atoms obeyed it according to their degree 
of advancement; therefore central atoms were the first to 
commence their outward motion. Parental repulsive force, 
as this repelling force is termed, originated outward motion. 
Attractive force, exercised from · the centers of thei!e suns, 
was sufficiently powerful to control every atom belonging to 
them ; atoms being controlled 'according to their quality and 
their distance from the center. · • 

' The stratum which evolved the matter of these suns was 
that within which their regulated orbits should be situated; 
law determined that they should be impelled to positio1l8 in 
this stratum where they should pause in their outward career. 
The law that determined the expulsion of these forms from 
the parent form, was that which determined their positions 
in the second outer stratum of the universe; -the law of 
parental repulsive force. Universal forms-organs of the 
universe, which was properly their parent form, they were.to 
take their places within it; or in other· 'Words.; within the 
sphere of the central body, as all the strata of unevolved 
matter of the universe surrounding the central body or com
mingling with its matter, is termed. N~wly evolved matter 
from this stratum ceaselessly flowing iqJ;o the central body • from all portions of the stratum, coQStituted the repulsive 
force originated by it, a powerful one of itself to these forms 
previous to the evolution of the last developed element of pa
rental repulsive force. This matter was accumulating con
tinually as the process of evolution continued in t4e stratum ; 

• therefore, it was a continually increasing force. It was an 
overbalancing force to that of the higher matter constituting 
these forms,: in that it was non-disturbing matter within the 
central body, while that of these forms was disturbing matter; 
having progressed to that stage that repulsive force was de
veloped reciprocally by it and the matter of the central body. 
No repulsion existing between this inflowing matter and 
matter of the·oentra.l body,. while it did exist between matter 
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of theee fbrms and matter of the eentraJ. body ; this inflowing 
matter accumulated in snch overpowering quantities in the 
vicinity of these forms, that the repulsive force developed by , 
it would have been sufficient of itself t-.9 have expelled them 
from the stratum in which they were situated. Being 
evolved from the body of the central sun, beyond the sphere 
of repulsive influence of that body, it was by the sole power 
of the repulsive influence of newly evolved and evolving mat
ter, that they were impelled onward to their true positions in 
the universe. Matter was continually evolving from this 
outer · stratum, and in such quantities as to constitute it, as 
it approached the central body on its journey toward the cen
ter, toward which it was resistlessly attracted, an overbal
ancing force to this recently expelled matter; a force which 
impelled tMse forms to their true position. Streams of this 
newly evolved, rare matter filllld universal space from the 
stratum that evolved it to strata nearly approximating the 
central stratum of.the universe; these tltreams being grE>,atest 
in volume at, and near their source in the stratum which 
evolved them; therefore, as these expelled forms receded be
yond· the sphere of repulsive influence of the central snn, they 
ceased not their outward motion, the attractive force· exercised 
upon them by the center being overpowered by the repulsive 
force of this overbalancing mass of newly evolved matter. 
Reaching the stratum which evolved them-the source of 
the force which had impelled them there, they paused ; becom
ing counterbalancing forces to the evolved and evolving mat
ter surrounliing them. 

Thus are positive and negative forces nature's balances ; 
thus does nature make room for new formations within parent 

. bodies ; · thue do infant forms, though expelled from the pa
rent form7 keep their positions within the parental sphere. 

These suns, as embryonic forms, had been spherical, and 
possessed rotary motion. Outward motion developed comet
ary. Theee suns issaed ·from the central sun in streams of 
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rarest substance, in appearance like vapory light, so rare as 
to be dimly perceptible. Centers-nuclei, first moving, as 
remarked, first .escaping,' drew after them all matter .subject 
to them. The motion of these· centers was comparatively 
rapid; they btling sufficiently perfected to readily obey the 
repelling force ; that of the subject matter was so, acoording 
to its quality. Ages elapsed while these suns were escaping 
from the central sun, and assuming their appropriate positions 
in the universe. 

Rapidity of motion, is a comparative term. Compared 
with already established motion, the outward motion of these 
centers was rapid; compared with subsequently established 
motion-recently established, it was rest. Traveling an in
finite distance in reaching their positions, ages elapsed, as re
mdrked, before these suns reached that outer stratum. 

The newly originated cometary motion, was a force which 
should expedite the progress of these suns ; which should be 
a perfecting agent to matter hencefortp. . Two motions, 
atoms of these forms now possessed ; both developing agents. 

Rotary motion of forms whose matter is volatile, rare, is 
independent motion of atoms around the central atom in 
equal periods of time; the period being that of the revolu
tion of the central atom. Rotary motion of the central atom 
determining that of the form, determines it by the juxtaposi
tion of all atoms of the form. Atoms are spheres ; like other 
spheres, they may meet. In rare matter these spheres do not 
meet ; spaces exist between them. They are, however, sub
ject to each other's attractive influence, so termed; therefore, 
the motion of surrounding atoms determines the motion of 
each atom. Alike subject to the central atom and tO the 
influence of interior strata of atoms, which, as they converge, . 
derive their motion from the central, their motion is one
that of the central. The condensation of bodies, perfects tbJ.s 
motion ; fixes atoms by causing their spheres to join through
out the mass, so that no ·.indepe11dent motion is poaaible. 
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This is the condition of the atomic matter of solidified bodies. 
The independent motion of atoms of rare bodies, signifies the 
susceptibil\ty .,f atoms or masses of atoms independent of each 
other to be swayed by outer forces ;-as the susceptibility of 
matter of these suns to remain behind the central atom in its 
outward COUJ'8e. All atoms of solidified bOdies obey the cen
tral, simultaneously, equally, being fixed ;-not subject to 
outer opposing forces like rare matter, from this cause. Their 
spheres meeti~, they are subject to each other's attractive 
force; and being affinitized-affinitized atoms only 888uming 
juxtaposition-they are powerful to retain each other in 
position; and as masses, to resist outer opposing forces, 
The attractive influence exerWd by spheres upon each other, 
being distant, is a slight 4egree of attractive force: not suffi- , 
cient to retain each other in position, or prevent the disturb
ing influences of ou~ide forces. Atomic matter r,volves 
around centers in all directions, not being fixed. Independ
ent atoms, are su«h, from the fact of their isolation, so to 
speak, from each other ; attractive influence being unable to 
control atoms, to fix their revolution in one direction, or pre
vent their following the direction of strongly affinitized atoms. 
In rare bodies atoms revolve in currents in all directions ; the 
general direction, however, being the same. The motion 
originates from an impulse propagated in an opposite direc
tion to that of the motion, as terms are used. Rather : It ia 
the repelling power of an opposing force which impels the 
atom-central atom, the originator of this motion in the 
direction it revolves. The accumulation of atoms around the 
central atom in ~t, and still greater ~umbers, causes atoms 
to crowd each other in every direction ; not, however, to 
change the general direction of motion. This is perfectly 
illustrated by the revolution of a ball partly immersed in 
water, or upon which water'is poured. Atoms, masses of the 
fluid, are thrown in all directions from the center ; yet the 
general direction is the same as that of the ball ; and could 
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their times of revolution be measured, they would be ascer
tained to be that of the ball-the central atom. 

It has been remarked, that affinitized atoms arrange them
selves injuxtaposition on bodies in process of formation. The 
similarity of all atoms forming a sun, signifies a degree of 
-similarity, &'sufficient degree to determine that such atoms 
shall constitute the same form-shall determine to the same 
center. However, variety characterizes every fonn: not only 
are these grades, strata, of different qualities, but there are 
also grades of gr&.d.es, subdivisions of grades. In all forms, 
atoms are of infinite variety. Therefore, it will be understood 
how currents of atoms of nearest affinity will exist in rare 
bodies ; how the direction of these currents will be determined 
by each other, and by currEttlts of the highest quality of mat
ter of the form. The perfect illustration of this truth is only 
exhibited in the revolution of cometary matter-the rotary 
motion of cometary bodies.. Currents, like atoms, become 
nxed in condensed, solidified bodies. The direction of high
est currents determines the direction of the whole mass when 
atoms become fixed- the body becomes solidified. These 
follow the direction of the original. impulse ; which, in na
ture; is always the same-from west to east; ihe inherent 
forces of matter, by virtue of rel~tive position of atoms-of 
positive and negative, acting to impel in the direction of the 
negative, or toward the east. They do this by virtue of their 
superiority of force, and of condensation ; they acting as a 
central mass and propagating their force throughout the en
tire . structure. This independent motion of atoms of rare 
bodies around the central atom-with it, is termed the•atomic 
motion of the body. In solidified bodies, atomic motion is 
the similar revolution of atoms, and ~un-ents of life forces 
developed by these same atoms, and currents, which, in rare 
bodies, themselves revolve, having, as yet, developed no life 
for~es. · This revolution of atoms, this volatility of matter, is 
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ehen::rlcal ·action of bodies ; -the developing force which de-
termines <:ondensation. 

As atoms move among themselves, friction of spheres of 
influence-which is friction of atoms, as will appear in the 
elucidation of spheres in this work, elicits atoms of yet une· 
volved elements or forces, from atoms ; which atoms, as 
elicited from evolved matter, are higher, more strongly de. 
veloping forces, than other unelicited atoms. Action pro
ceeding, newly evolved forces evolve other, still higher ones. 
These acting upon each other and upon original atoms, de
velop attractive force, This is the progressive development 
of atomic motion of bodies; not the stimulation of motion of 
atoms. Rotary motion is of the same quality, from the first 
institution of a form-the impregnation of the central atom, 
thro~ghout its existence as a form. It is the progressive de
velopment of atomic motion of forms which induces all pro
gress of forms. Attractive force being progressively developed, 
atoms are acted upon with greater and still greater power. 
·They approach each other in obedience to this force, the 
highest atoms exert:ng the strongest force. This is conden-· 
sation of bodies. 

Outward motion of these suns, induced by parental repuls
ive force, was a developing agent ; being a new motion of 
atoms, an added motion ; one which induced variety of mo
tion of atoms of these forms-of the same ·atoms, around 
their centers, and outward through space-strata of une
volved matter; inducing a degree of action of such matter 
upon them, which aided in perfecting atomic motion of the 
forms. The inducement of variety of motion of' atoms around 
their centers, is consistent with the principles already asserted,. 
which govern the rotary motion of bodies-the revolution of 
atoms of these around centers in equal times. 

Cometary motion is the forward motion of a body whoso 
atomic· matter is rare, volatile; this condition determining 
the center, or nucleus, to be in advance of the other matter 
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• • 
of the fonn. Rapidity of motion produces this condition-
cometary · motion. Repulsive force exerted upon the com
pleted forms, acted with greatest power upon central-high
est developed atoms. It was itself an unperfected force ; one 
which progressed as atoms evolving it, and atoms upon which 
it was exerted progressed. It was also to be a cea.sless force, 
continuing in operation while the forms should exist ; per
fecting itself as the forms should be perfected. It was the 
originator of orbital revolution-:-revolution of suns around 
the central sun, of other formations around parent centers ; -
a motion which henceforth should be an indispensable motion 
of all forms. Outward motion originated by this force, de
termined forms to their positions in the universe, in spheres 
evolving theni. , 

These suns, as balancing forms to matter of the s~ond 
outer stratum of the universe, found their positions in that 
stratum. Outward motion of the centers continued, until 
they had reached their true positions ; other matter following, 
obedient to the power of the centers, and also t~ that of the 
impulse. Outer atoms moved with reluctant motion, being 
imperfectly subject to either force. The repelling force acting 
upon these, was an ,undeveloped force, as it acted frotn unde
veloped atoms upon such. The entire force ~as, i~· its action 
upon these forms, as the action of a mass of superior weight, 
and vAstly superior bulk;- the superiority in weight arising 
from superiority in bulk, not from quality of superiority of 
atomic force; and exerting its power as .center upon center, 
or quality upon quality. Unformed matter it was, acting . 
upon forms; therefore it was of vastly superior bulk, being 
in equal degree undeveloped, in comparison_ to the forms upon 
which it operated. Unqualified force acting upon unquali
fied, outer atoms could not be impelled to the position of the 
center, or their true position around it; the centers were the 
assistants of the repelling force to aid this undeveloped mat
ter in reachirig its destination. All matter of a form being 
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subject to its center, it would follow where this led. The 
best qualified impulse acting upon the highest · quality of 
matter, as remarked, centers moved first. They not only 
:first moved, kept in advance, but they also gained upon the 
motion of outer atoms according to the degree of qualification 
of the impulse compared with that exerted upon outer atoms 
combined with the power exerted over these atoms by the 
centers. The degree of difference between these would have 
carried centers entirely bey?nd, out of the reach ~f outer 
atoms, but for the rotary motion of the forms- the revolu
tion of all atoms around their centers. Centers-nuclei, were 
not single atoms, as here spoken of; they were central atoms 
with strata of atoms surrounding them condensed to that de
gree that they were not subject to cometary motion ; fixed to 
that degree that they obeyed, perfectly, central force. Strata 
of less, still less condensed matter surrounded this ; less and' 
still less subject to the central power; more and _still more 
free to follow the direction 'Of affinitized atoms around the 
center. Central atoms propagated their force to surrounding 
atoms ; these to the next stratum, these outward ; thus at
tractive force was propa~ated throughout the mass ; thus, as 
each stratum outward was less qualified matter, its force 
propagated to the next, was less. Thus it is plain how outer 
strata were the least subject to the central force. 

This is .perfectly illustrated by a system of balls 'in spheres 
or strata. The central ball is attached to the first stratum, 
or sphere, by short cords ; too short to adnlit of any change 
of place of the balls by the motion of the central ; to these is 
_attached the next atratum by short cords, the difference of 
the length cJf the cords not being discernable, a slight differ
E\nce, however, existing ; these would retain their places about 
the central ball with the interior stratum. The next stratum 
is attached to these by slightly lengthened cords; thus t~e 
cords attaching each stratum to the next interior ones are 
longer than the preceding. This system shall be sufficiently 1 
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large, that the cords attaching the outer stratum shall be 
sufficiently long to carry .these far behind the central ball as 
it mov~>..s obedient• to an impl,llse acting upon it alone. It is 
evident that the central ball will impel with itself those at
tached to it by the shortest and shorter cords, while the outer 
and outmost strata remain unmoved. Fixed central matter 
is represented by the fixed central balls ; volatile, rare mat-. . 
ter, by those attached by long, longest cords. The motion 
of the central ball would necesaita~ the motion of all ; yet 
they would obey that motion depenqent upon the length of 
the attaching cords. 

This is an imperfect ill11stration of nature's ~tion, as no 
revolution of balls can be induced ; yet it is a perfect illus
tration of the action of attractive force as propagated from 
central atoms, as binding all atoms of.a form together; and 
of the form induced by the precedence of motion of the center 
of a volatile form. ~ 

Rotary motion-the independent motion of atoms, pre
served these formations from disruption as centers outstripped 
outer matter in their outward progress; thus: This motion 
of atoms was a propagated motion; as attractive force was 
a propagated force ; impulsion moved atoms that were re
luctant to obey attractive force. Spaces widening as atoms 
fell behind their centers, attractive force was less powerful 
upon them from surrounding atoms; they would consequently 
move less rapidly. Had there been no revolution of atoms, 
as remarked, these spaces would have continued to widen 
until atoms could have exerted no power to ·retain outer 
atoms on the body ; the cords would have. been severed, bind-

. ing these to sist~r atoms. These spaces could not sufficiently 
widen to induce this consequenc.e. · Impulsion-the contin-. 
ual onward movement of atoms impelled by attractjve force 
of affinitized atoms, or by repulsive force of unaffinitized 
atoms, compelled the movement of all atoms around the cen
tral. Repulsi~e action of atoms in impelling each other 
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around the center, was the result of the commingling of cur .. 
rents which followed the displacement of strata or of currents, 
by the priority of outward motion of the nucleus, its ·more 
rapid motion, 

It was utter confusion in these masses of outward moving 
matter. Atoms obeyed the impulse and the central fore~, 
according to their quality; not the direction of currents of 
affini tized matter; all inferior forces yielding, under the prell· 
sure of the new motion, to these superior ones. Did spaces 
widen between adjacent atoms as they receded from the 
nucleus, being partial currents of affinitized atoms, in forced 
juxtaposition with these partial currents were currents of 
unaffinitized atoms forcing each other along; narrowing 
spaces by repulsion, by the impulsion received from behind. 
Mingling throughout the mass of rare matter following the 
centers, these opposing currents operated upon each other as 
impelling forces, attractive and repulsive ; which alone ena
bled matter to preserve its position on the body as it rounded 
the extremity of the form-the tail of the comet, so termed; 
alone preserved these bodies from dismemberment. These 
forces had only sufficed for this purpose ; they had not suf. 
ficed to produce an equilibrium of motion of atoms, or of the 
same atom. The onward motion of atoms had bee~ slower, 
and still slower, as they receded from the center, neared the 
extremity of the form. As they approached the center in 
their progress around it, their motion was more, and more, 
rapid. Impelling forces prompted this. Nearness to the 
center of all atoms of a form, in passing around it forward of 
its direction of motion, was compelled by this impulsion of 
motion ; thjs determining of the greater mass behind the cen
ter. This scarcity of matter forward of the center, was scar
city of rare, unqualified matter ; consequently, as atoms came 
in contact with qualified attractive and repulsive forces, though 
unqualified atoms, they were acted upon with greater power 
than when acted upon by unctualified forces,-as unqualified 
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acting upon unqualified. They were impelled onward with 
great rapidity while in contact with these highest forces of 
the body. Gradually coming in con~ct with less qualified 
forces, the motion of atoms, which had fallen slightly behind 
the center, was retarded. 

Thus all volatile matter of these suns was retained by 
them. Thus atoms revolved around centers in equal periods 
of time, possessing variety o_f motion of atoms, and of the 
same atom. Nature's method was to impel progress by this . 
variety of motion of atoms, this intermingling of diverse forces. 
Chemical action induced by the described mation of atoms of 
these suns was cometary motion ; the newly developed agent 
for their advancement ; an agent which henceforth should act 
in the progressiv~ development fj all forms. 

It was nature's method, as atoms act as outside forces upon 
each other-attractive and repulsive, bodies should thus 
act ; that as atoms aid each other in retaining their places 
upon bodies in performing their revolutions around their cen
ters, bodies should thus act ; should aid in perfecting each 
other; in the equalizing of each other's motions; in the qual
ification of each other's orbital motion. Outward motion 
of these suns, was the inauguration of orbital motion. The 
method lVas, that repulsive influence of the opposing forces 
should continue while they were opposing forces ; while forms 
should exist; should impel these bodies forward ceaselessly, 
whatever minor force might be exerted upon them from what
ever direction. The true positions of these suns were in the 
second outer stratum of the universe. This signifies that the 
impulse would have carried these bodies, undisturbed by other 
forces, to these positions. Nature had .provided qualifying 
forces, developing agencies, to act upon these suns ; agencies 
which should act in concert with the 'impulse, orbital rev
olution and rotary motion. These forces were the suns 
themselves acting upon each other; and suns of contiguous 
universes ; which, in their mighty revolutions of' ages, in the 
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eccentricities of their motions, should approach these suffi.- · 
ciently near that their attractive inftuence should be felt. 

Spheres may touch each other, but never commingle; this 
signifies spheres of attractive force, as will appear in the full 
elucidation of the subject in a future connection. This prin
ciple holds throughout nature, from infinitesimals to infin
ities ; from the most minute atom, to God. .i}toms join 
spheres as condensation ensues ; bodies join spheres as pro
gress developes them; mind folloi\"s the same law. Atoms, 
bodies, intelligent minds- together formii;lg the outer of 
Deity-with the Deific mind, are as the connected body and 
mind'; connected, bui unobtrusive ; ,as spheres they .meet, 
but never commingle. Universes are nature's lowest forms. 
Outer matter of these is of such a nature, so undeveloped, that 
the eternities of the past have not sufficed to awaken sufficient 
action in it to induce formation; however, it is matter, and 
attached to separate forms, it is subject to the law of central 
force; all universal matter howeve~ rare, being subject to 
centers. As matter of spheres of attractive influence, so 
termed, it is susceptible of disarrangement by the intrusion 
of similar spheres. This will also app~r in the future dis
cussion of the subject. 

Universal primeval matter, with that composing the ceJl.trai. 
sun was of the first grade, so termed; it rotating around the 
central atom with the same degree of motion. These newly 
evolved suns, being of this matter, yet of stimulated motion, 
were of the second grade, so termed. It has peen remarked 
of unevolved universal matter, that it is inappreciable to 
the physical sense ; this is true of unevolved matter of every 
grade ; the evolution of matter from one grade to another does 
not change its nature in this respect. The physical sense 
could have taken no cognizance of these forms within the 
central sun, until condensation had so developed matter that 
it became substance, as physical senses comprehend. The. 
central sun, was a type of all suns in every sense. The central 
atom of the universe, the form of which it w~s the central 
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organ, attracted matter from the outer stratum of that form 
-of the universe, to form this sun. Thus were formed cen
tral bodies to the suns, or properly, spheres, which were formed 
within this sun. Condensation commenced within these forms 
prior to their evolution from the parent form. Central atoms 
drew inost perfected atoms to form a-central body, which atoms 
were, as in the case of the central sun, and from the same 
law, from the outer stratum, consequently the most rare with
in the body . . This was a second evolution of this matter; 
but no stimulation of motion, as rotary, attending it, it is said 
to be of the same grade subsequent, as prior to its second evo
lution. This evolved matter, this central mass, was slightly 
more perfected than that unevolved commingled with it around 
the center; so slightly, that outer atoms of this evolved matter 
acted upon each other with but a slight degree of superior 
force to those unevolved commingling with them ; yet, being 
evolved, subject to this slightly superior degree of attractive 
force of each other, slightly more susceptible to the power of 
the central atom, condensation of these gradually ensued. 
Atomic action of these gradually perfected until a central 
body was formed, and procreative force was therein developed 
and qualified, until it was made an instrument for the evo
lution of the unevolved matter of its sphere. 

At the period of the evolution of these suns from the 
parent sun, the central formations of these suns had been 
commenced, not completed. The impulse which evolved 
these from the parent sun, acted upon all matter of these 
forms ; that unevolved, as that evolved. ' 

That the reader may fully comprehend the nature of une
volved primeval matter, a fuller explanation is necessary of 
the nature, the grades? th~ quality, of this matter; 

Unevolved primeval matter, signifies the uncondensed mat
ter of the universe (that matter hitherto unevolved by chem
ical action into appreciable substance) which was stimulated 
at the introduction of the present period of action. It is of 
seven grades, corresponding to the grades of suns. U niver-
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sal unevolved primeval matter, so designated, is that of the 
lowest, the first grade, termed ; a.nd also that unstimulated 
at the introduction of the present period of action. Stimu
lation of motion of universal matter was stimulation of mo
tion of such matter only as was susceptible of stimulation by 
the imparted impulse; it was a stimulation of motion of one 
grade, so designated, and as will hereafter appear; leaving 
unstimulated, unaffected, the motion of the infinite number 
of grades below this grade. This unstimulated matter is the 
medium already referred . to, termed the sphere ,of attractive 
influence of contiguous universes ; which indissolubly con
nects them, and is the medium by which the motions of their 
outer formations are regulated. 

The stimulation. of motion of qniversal matter, as remarked, 
in a former connection, was evolution .of this matter. This 
stimulation of motion of all the matter of this evolved grade 
was sufficient stimulation to insure the development of a cen
tral body ; to insure the evolutioll of the highest grade from 
this evolved grade. The highest grade, as spoken of in this 
connection, signifies that matter which was subjected to the 
greatest degree of motion by the revolution of the universal 
sphere--outer matter of this sphere, arid central atoms evolved 
from more interior matter. By outer matter in this connec
tion, is signified the twelve strata of universal matter already 
alluded to, and which evolve formations, Mcupying the uni
.versal sphere exteriorly to that plane bounding the repulsive 
.sphere of the central sun when it becomes a perfected bQdy ; 
or two thirds of the sphere, Motion of these twelve strata , 
of the universe was sufficient to cause the evolution of this 
one grade, above alluded to, by the impulse, the stimulation 
imparted by the re-awakening of Electric Force after a period 
of inaction-an eternal night of repose. · Electric Force, 
which from eternity acted upon matter by stimulating its 
motion periodically, failed to again stimulate the motion of 
this evolved matter, sa 1ow was its quality, until matter of 
the central body had been evolved as physical substance 
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from the outer stratum of the universe by virtue of its revo
lutionary motion-by virtue of the action induced in this 
lowest grade of primeval matter by the revolutionary motion 1 

of the sphere, and this matter was condensing around the 
central atom. It was during the third stage of development 
of the ~entral sun that motion of this evolved grade was re
stimulated-that Electric Force again imparted an impetos 
to its already existing degree of motion. This stimulation 
was felt by all matter of these twelve strata, this impetus 
imparted to all atoms of these ; yet re~olutionary motion 
was the agent of nature for the evolution of matter after 
stimulation of motion had prepared it for evolution- had 
made it sufficiently susceptible to the effect of revolutionary 
motion to induce evolution. Stimulation of motion ·induc
ing evolution of forms l:)y this method, is the development of 
grades of unevolved primeval matter-of orders of suns, as 
will appear. 

Nature's met:h.ods, determined by law, are always adapted 
to the end in view, to the plan of the Great Architect. 
Her method was, that the universal sphere and the six orders 
of1 spheres- suns, should evolve twelve formations each ; 
that the eleven formations developed by parental law by the 
central formation of each sphere of each grade should be 
developed by the same degree of stimulated motion; -should 
result fro:r.n the first impulse given to matter of a sphere sub
sequent to the evolution of that sphere-the partial con
densation of its central formation. Impregnation-the stim
ulation of central atoms of the forms of these formations, as 
has been remarked, is stimulation of motion at the period of 
the institution of the form- the period when these become 
qualified centers, in every sense, of new forms; yet, not 
stimulation in the sense signified when 'unevolved matter is 
stimulated- when its motion is increased by the impulse 
imparted by the re-awakening of electric force. It is stim
ulation resulting from evolution. The evolution of atoms, 
signifies, in an unqualified seD.ee, the combin&tion of elemeRta 
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of such qualities, grades, as may combine from the effect of 
chemical action of their atoms ; which combination results in 
an atom-a particle, appreciable to physical sense. This 
combination results in the quickening of atomic motion of 
all atoms thus combining; therefore, it is appropriate to • 
term the motion of the newly evolved atom stimulated mo
tion. Human language is void of terms for the appropriate 
expression of nature's comJllicated truths, laws, methods; 
therefore, misunderstanding of the above complicated, yet 
true, perfect theory of nature's action in the institution of 
universes, and minor systems, is possible to occur. The 
reader is cautioned to study, most carefully, the exposition 
above given, with what follows, and what may hereafter be 
given upon the same subject in connection with it, that he 
may get a perfect understanding of the subject. 

Stimulation of motion, and evolution, are terms here ne
cessarily applied to the enunciati~n of two distinct methods
processes of nature, each. Stimulation of motion of atoms of 
unevolved primeval matter, resulting simply in an increased 
degree of motion of those atoms, is an Electric stimulation; 
an impetus imparted by the Deific Force of nature ; it is the 
operation of the law of Deific Being; the promulgation of 
the plan of universal development. Stimulation of motion 
resulting from combination of elements in the evolution of 
atoms of physical substance, is the development of a higher 
form of physical electric force, properly termed ; a force which 
results from the operations of. Deific Electric Force upon mat
ter, but is not that force. Evolution in a qualified sense, and 
as applied to the operation of Electric Force upon primeval 
matter of any grade which stimulates its motion but does not 
constitute·it appreciable physical substance, is termed evolu
tion from want of a better term. Matter thus operated upon 
is only evolved in the sense, that it is separated from sur
rounding primeval matter in the sense of being higher mat
ter-pos&essing a higher quality of motion. Still primeval, 
atill unevolved in the unqualliied sense, it is heDCGfortb. au-
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ceptible to developing influences; is in the road to evolution, 
as has been above explained. 

From the above explanation it will be perfectly evident to 
the attentive reader what is signified by a . first and second 
evolution of matter, a stimulation resulting in increa~:jed mo
tion of the atoms of the twelve strata of a sphere, and that 
stimulation termed impregnation of central atoms. 

The central sun, a form resulting from the first stimulation 
of motion of universal matter, is of the first grade. The 
central atom of this central formation of the universe, stim
ulated when motion of all atoms of the universe was stimu
lated, was evolved, only, after untold ages of revolutions of the 
universe had sufficed to induce sufficient chemical action of it 
and surrounding atoms to· induce its evolution. Impregna
tion of this central atom of the universe occurred when it was 
constituted, so to speak, an atom-a particle of matter;
"When it was evolved as appreciable physical substance ; as 
impregnation of' all central atoms occurs according to the 
exposition already given. · 

. The central atom moved with stimulated motion, conden
sation of the central sun occurred in consequence ; this was 
stated in the introduction of the subject ~f the development 
of the universe. That atoms moved with an increased degree 
of motwn, was also stated. Could the human mind, in its 
fu:st stage, comprehend infinity- infinite periods of time, the 
infinite number of grades or q11alities of motion ; and were 
there terms in human language by which to express infinite 
periods of time, the infinite number of grades of motion, dif
.ferent expresaionsmight have been used; appropriate terms 
~ubstituted; but the existing condition of mind to which the 
truths set forth in these pages are addressed, being considered, 
the . method pursued is deemed best calculated to convey a 
perfect understa.nding of truth, of the principles of nature 
hitherto concealed frQ.m mind in the first sphere . 
. · Suns evolved by parental law by the central sun, being 
.. vollitiOJ:lS of matter. re$ulting frO!Jl a seGOnd stimulation of 
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universal matter, «re of the second glade-the first order, so · 
·tetlned; those evolved by this order resulting from a third 
stimulation of Universal matter are of the third grade-the 
second order ; those by this order resulting from a fourth 
stimulation of universal matter are of the fourth grade- the 
third order; those by this order resulting from a fifth stimu
lation of universeal matter are of the fifth grade- the fourth 
order; those of this order resulting from a sixth stimula.ton 
of universal matter are of the sixth grade- the fifth order; 
those evolved by this order resulting from a seventh stimula
tion of universal matter are of the seventh grade- the sixth 
order. 

Stimulation of motion of universal matter, as has been 
incidentally remarked, occurred periodically, from eternity. 
From eternity each periodical impulse was a stronger impulse 
than the preceding, as matter upon which it acted-_through 
which it was deveioped, was higher. It has been stated thf.t 
a single impulse- one stimulation of moti~n, induces dtvel
opment of all suns of a single order, or grade. This is true 
in the sense that the motion instituted by this impulse is the 
degree of motion which institutes these forms ; therefore it is 
true in its pe!fect sense; and yet it is equally true that each 
successive impulse acts upon universal matter as a stronger 
impulse. This apparent inconsisterlcy is nature's consistency. 
A developed hnpulse-an impulse developed through quali
fied matter, can not operate upon unqualified matter to stim
ulat-e its motion for the ordinary purposes of carrying on the 
process of development of forms in a period of action, any 
more than the higher electric fluid eliminated by atomic mo
tion of spiritual substance can operate upon low physical 
substance for this purpose. Electric action resulting from 
chemical action of this spiritual sub8tance is electric stimula
tion ·of such matter only, as is susceptible to ~ch action. 

The third stimulation of universal :fuatter, signifie.s that an 
impulse was lleveloped through the second grade of universal 
matter which resulted in the evolution of the third, aa the 
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· first stimulation of motion of universal matter resulted in the 
evolution of the first grade ; the second stimulation of mtftter 
developed through the first grade resulted in the evolution of 
the second grade. The seventh stimulation of motion of uni

·versal matter, signifies that the impulse developed through 
the sixth grade of matter of the universe acted upon that 
matter to evohe the seventh grade. The impulse which 
evolved the second grade acted upon all matter of the twelve 
strata of the universe, as remarked. Prior to the develop
ment of this impulse, the central sun had been evolved from 
the outer or · fi.rst stratum of the universe ; therefore the im
pulse acted upon the matter of the first stratum in the form 
of evolved matter; acted upon it being organized matter. 
The central sun was acted upon by the impulse as a form, 
the stimulation of motion of its atoms resulting in the stim
ulation of its progrt>.ss as a form. The effect of the impulse 
u,pon this form was to institute an era in its development;
to c~nstitute the. central body of the universe a form suscep
tible of impregnation. The precise period of the occun-ence 
of this impulse was the precise period which developed the 
procreative power wit:jlin the central sun- the moment that 
constituted it a form susceptible of impregnation ; which was 
during its third era. In like manner, the impulse developed 
through matter of each grade affected all matter of the twelve 
strata of the spheres of that grade, developing, in like manner, 
the procreative power in the central bodies of those spheres. 

Nature works by impulses, and minor impulses. Her method 
is, compound cycles, cycles, eternities, eras, divisions and sub
divisions of eras, divisions and subdivisions of' subdivisions of 
these, and still subdivisions, until the minor subdivisions of 
seasons is reached ; the subdivisions of these until the minor 
periods of man's needed rest and action is reached-day and 
night. Of minor impulses-those minor to those evolving 
grades above delineated, a full exposition will be given in the 
elucidation of the principles of the developmeqt of suns and 
planets, the cometary, and planetary era.s of suns. 
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The impregnation-the evolution, of the· centra.} atom of 
the universal sphere constituted that atom the central atom 
of the universe as a form, in the same sense that the impreg
nation-the evolution, of a central atom of any form of any· 
grade constitutes that atom the center of that form- that 
sphere. The universe is a sun in the same sense that the 
solar system is a sun ; is a form in the same sense that the 
sphere denominated the soler system, of which sun and ita 
circling planets are members, is a form ; and was evolved, in 
precisely the same manner, and by the same law. The first 
stimulation of motion of the central atom of the universe did 
not, in a true sense, constitute this the central atom of the 
universe; but only in a qualified sense. From eternity it 
was the central atom, being, as before stated, the atom of ' 
highest quality in the universe. Yet, as remarked, in a qual
ified sense, its stimulation constituted it the central atom to 
universal matter-all that which was with it stimulated, in 
that, from the moment of its stimulation. it became a. more 
powerful agent for the government of this matter; in that, a 
degree of attractive force was produced by this stimulation 
which insured sufficient action in universal matter to deter
mine its subsequent development. Attractive force is the 
agent which binds in one, all nature ; which binds all nature 
to God ; which makes one, the universe and its indwelling 
Deific Center. This force, so feebly developed by this first 
impulse, bound all matter of the evolved grade more firmly 
to the central atom, the ag~nt for its advancement ; as each 
progressive impulse in matter or mind binds that more closely 
to the Great Center to which all atoms of universal mrtter . 
are resistlessly tending. 

U nevolved was this central atom, as well as all its depend
ent atoms, for the ages, until chemical action had sufficed 
for its evolution ; yet attractive force of ibis atom was suffi
cient to control, by the law of propagated force, every atom 
of the universe. When evolution at length occurred- when 
tbia atom wlkl coneti.tuted the oentei of an cqaa of the uni-
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'tersal form, it was no ~s the center of universal matter, 
possessing no less power over this matter than prior to its 
evoluti<m. Its power over linevolved matter, being an evolved 
atom, was not increased, by virtue of the ·same principle that 
determines that a qualified impulse can not appreciably stim- · 
ulate unqualified matter. The law of affinity determines the 
power of atoms upon ~h other-impulses upon matter. An 
atom of high .qua),ity can not control one of low quality. 

Subsequent to its evolution, this atom was affinitized to 
universal matter sufficiently to control it to the same degree 
that it -did prior to its evolution. Its motion ~ing stimu
lated, atomic, as well as rotary, it evolved a sphere of matter 
from the elements composing its substance through which it 
still governed universal matter. This was its lowest quality 
c;f matter ;-the elements entering into its constitution which 
were most unaffinitized to the greater mass of its substance 
and most nearly · affinitized to surrounding matter. These 
elements-atoms, were repelled from the greater mass, the 
most highly developed ones immediately surrounding the per
fected mass of the atom, the most undeveloped ones taking 
position farthest from this, and in proximity with surrounding 
unevolved matter. These outer atoms were sufficiently affin
itized with this unevolved matter to act as an agent through 
which ·that matter could be controlled. This sphere of lower 
elements of the central atom, is termed its sphere of attractive 
force; and is also its sphere of repulsive foree. Atoms a're 
atmwted to the verge of this sphere of the central atom and 
thua controlled by it, by means of its sphere of attractive 
influence; which, like that of a body, surrounds it'; being 
elimina~ by it as this sphere is eliminated by the atom itself. 
This sphere is repulsive to outside matter ; therefore, it is 
termed the sphere of repulsive force ; as it is attractive to 
outside matter, being termed the sphere of attractive force. 
It is through this sphere, therefore, that is propagated the 
force of the central atom ;-the force which holds the matter 
of · tho Qe!ltz'al BUll iu mrm j holda the UDiverao in form ; aDd 
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through this sphere is propagated the motion of that at-om to 
the outmost limits of the universal sphere. All atoms, all 
bodies, possess spheres of attractive and repulsive force, elim
inated by the same law that the central atom of the universe 
eliminated its spheres of attractive and repulsive force, and 
for the same purpose. 

A center is impregnated-a form instituted; matter from 
a stratum of the sphere within which this center is situated 
is attracted to it and takes its place around it as matter of 
the newly instituted form :-This signifies, in language deemed 
best to convey the true idea., that matter now first surrounds 
it as a qualified center-an evolved center; a center exercising 
sufficient attractive force to insure the. evolution of all ~volv
able matter of its sphere. Prior to its evohition-from the 
period when procreative force was first developed within its 
parent's form, affinitized unevolved matter-this same mat
ter now surrounding it, had been gathering around it from a 
stratum of affinitized matter. As an unevolved central atom, 
it had possessed power to ~control this matter ; yet being une
volved, not yet possessing independent motion, but rotating' 
with surrounding atoms around the central .atom of its parent 
sphere, it had not power to (iPntrol it in the sense that it did 
after independent motion had been developed by it within the 
parent body, or after it ceased as an atom to rotate with sur
rounding atoms around· its parent center, which independent 
motion resulted from its evolution. 

Revolutionary motion of an' evolved central atom ceases by 
virtue of the action of equal forces upon it, attracti·ve and 
repulsive. Th~ forces are equally operative upon it; thus : 
Situated where evolved and unevolved matter commingles, it 
being of a gr~e sufficiently diverse from either of these grades 
or qualities to constitute it the recipient of an equal amount 
of force from either, unevolved matter repulses it, it being 
evolved; while the surrounding matter of the central body 
repulses it, it being but newly evolved-so undeveloped, as 
compared to that; agt\jn: Unevolved matter attmcta it, i~ 
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beiag newly evolved, and somewhat similar matter; ,surround
ing matter of the central body attracts it, it being evolved 
and somewhat similar matter. This action of the two quali
ties of matter within which an embryonic form is situated, 
this action of the two forces exercised by both qualities, in 
equal degree by the same quality, causes that form to retain 
position where the central atom was situated at the period of 
its evolution. ' 

The development of procreative force within a form, which, 
as has been stated, occurs during its third era, signifies that 
atoms of interior strata, during that era, become sufficiently 
perfected to act as centers according to the above exposition ; 
but not to control matter for its evolution, as is done by these 
centers after their ~o called impregnation-the cessation of . 
their rotation around the parent center, which results from 
this impregnatioa. The conftJsion resulting from the com
mingling of the matter subject to these centers with all other 
matter of the parent body in its revolution around the parent 
center, it being cometary matter, effectually prevents the con
trol of this matter for its evolution; ther~::fore the proposition 
above stated is appropriate ; viz : A center is impregnated
a form instituted; matter from \stratum of the sphere within 
which this center is situated is attracted tp it, and takes its 
:{~lace around it as matter of the newly instituted form. 

From what has been stated on the subject of evolution and 
the formation of spheres, it will be evident to the ·attentive 
reader, that the evolution of physical substance from the une
volved matter of all· spheres commences after the, so called, 
first evolution of this matter ;-after it has become sufficiently 
perfected by ages of motion induced by the revolution of the 
sphere within which it is located, to become subject to central 
atoms ; or not until after the completion of the sphere or sun ; 
I 

or after all matter to compose it has been made subject to, 
and is collected around its center. Succeeding ages _ of revo
lution are then required _to evolve physical substance from 
the outer. stratum of the sphere; to evolve unevolved spheres, 
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so to speak, from the successive interior strata, as is the law 
of development of spheres. 

The patient investigator of nature's laws; wonderingly in
quires by what law it can be that the outer stratum of a sphere 
evolves physical substance for the formation of a physical 
form differently from interior strata ; which, from the above 
proposition, he perc,!lives is nature's method. 

Uses are the ends of all.Qod' s methods- the highest uses. 
The promulgation of the plan of the Divine Architect of 
nature, proves that plan to be the perfection of wisdom ; proves 
the existence of the Divine Mind-the organized intelligence 
termed God. Finite mind pauses in consternation at the 
depths of wisdom which open before it in its investigations 
of nature ; and cries : It is enough ! as the dim vistas open 
before it through which it must labor at the expense of brain 
and muscle to grasp the truths scattered so thickly through 
them ;-is weary as it contemplates those few spaces-vistas 
of thought, into which it has had a glimpse, out of the infi
nite number which, it sees in vision before it. "I have found 
it," exclaims the deligent student;· but no sooner has he 

. grasped the found treasure-the gem of truth, than he is 
startled by the certain knowledge that he has not found all 
c,f it. From, this one truth, proposition after proposition pre
sents itself to his mind for demonstration; problem after prob
lem ; the solution of which will require the finding of many· 
more as important truths as the one first found. And thus 
he finds no · place to pause. And thus never will mind find 
a ;place to pause. As God is infinite, as truth is infinite, so 
mind is infinite in its capacities and in its duration, for the 
investigation of truth-for the service of God. . 

Outer sections of spheres- outer strata, revolve with an 
inconceivably greater degree of motion than interior ones; 
this is evident. The motion of the outer stratum of the uni
verse, as the outer section of a rev'olving sphere, was in such 
an infinite degree greater than that of the central atom, as 
the interior section of a revolving sphere, that it sufficed for 
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the evolution of this outer matter to the physical during the 
inconceivably vast period which elapsed while the central 
atom was preparing for evolution, and being evolved. This 
is the principle upon which all central bodies are developed. 
Unevolved matter surrounded the central atom, being con
trolled by it, as it surrounds evf!ry central atom, according 
to the exposition given of this subject. 

The development- of parental law necessarily preceded that 
of forms. This law, coexistent with the being of God, was 
developed as law determining the evolution of' universal pri
meval matter into physical ; physical into all the forms which 
God ordained should be developed from this matter, by the 
institution of a central body-a parent, through which organ
ization, all universal matter should be developed into form 
by the law of procreative force. As this law was developed 
in the universal sphere by the institution of a central body 
through which, by the parental law, all matter of that sphere 
could be developed into form, so it is developed in every sphere, 
which the universal sphere evolves. 

The outer stratum iS any sphere is of greater depth, by 
far, than any other stratum of the sphere ; contains a mass 
of matter greater than the entire mass of all the remaining 
strata of the sphere ; besides, being rarest matter Of the 
sphere, it occupies broader space in consequence. Being of' 
one quality of electric condition, it composes one stratum and 
is evolved together, as matter of any stratum is evolved; 'and 
forms one formation, as does matter of each stratum of a 
sphere. 

The evolution of the evolvable matter of a sphere is nature's 
method for preserving the order of the universe- the har
mony of the spheres. It has been remarked, that the stimu
lation of motion of universal matter 'was only the evolution 
of a single grade of the infinite number of grades of primeval 
matter, This grade being stimulated, it is constituted such 
diverse matter from that unstimulated, that its action upon · 
this lower matter henceforth is in~ufficient to induce its stim-
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ulation-its development, by nature's processes during the 
existing eternity of action. This lower matter is constituted 
matter incapable of further appreciable development during 
the existing eternity; yet, according to nature's Divine method, 
its use is as important as that of evolving, progressiil:g matter .. 

The spheres of at&~ctive force and influence · of universes ' 
and miDor spheres, are constituted, as has alrea.dy been stated, 
of this matter. · · ' 

Spheral matter constitutirrg the body of a system ---too 
spheres of ·attractive force and ·in1luence, .is of ·two grades of 
force; systems of every gt:ade possessing the two qualities or 
grades of force of this matter; thus: The dell8er quality: 
of spheral matter of any sphere being able to prevent the 
intrusion of ot~er spheres within it, is termed the sphk.e of 
attractive force of the system; while the rarer being: unable 
to resist the intrusion of other spheres, though yet a protecting 
force to the system, is termed the sphere of attractive. in1iuence. 
The evolution· of the evolvable matter of the outer stratum 
of a sphere-that matter constituting the central body of ·a 
sphere-leaves a IVer quality of unevolved matter in that 
stratum than is left by the evolution of' the evolvable matter 
of any other stratum of the sphere. This matter is too raro 
to resist the intrusion of ·spheres of ·attractive. force of other 
systems, and is ternied the sphere of attraetive influence of. 
the system. 

During the period ·of the. evolution of the bodies of a sys
tem, all matter of a stratum fro.IQ. which matter has not been 
evolved, or has bet\n but partially ev.olved, constitutes the 
sphere of attmotive force of the -system. ·Brevious to the 
evolution of all the eTolvable matter of the outer stratum, 
the sphere of attractive force of the system is coextensive 
with the system; ·while subsequent. to the· evolution of this 
matter-during the whole period of the existence of the body, 
it is coextensive w.ith the eleven interior strata of the system. 
This arrangement .insures the safety of systeiWI, while it 

6 
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insures the possibility of the development of its outer forma.· 
tions. 

Spheres of attractive force and in1luence are subject to 
centers like the evolvable matter of the sphere. ·The sphere 
of attractive influence surrounding all spheres, being comet
ary and subject to centers, aCcommodates itself to the mo
tions of the spheres to which it is attached.; therefore it is 
an ever effective agent for the regulation of the motions 
of outer bodies of spheres. Systems bound systems on 
every side;as stars- suns, bound stars in the visible heavens. 
Universes bound universes on every side, the motions of whose 
outer formations are regulated by each other through the 
medium of the spheres of attractive influence of those indi
vidual universes, as the motions of outer formations of 
minor systems ar~ regulated. The simultaneous develop
ment of all universes is, therefore, evidently a necessity. God 
is one ; and as one acts upon His universe. The impulse 
imparted by Deific Electric Force, also termed the Deific 
Impregnating Force, which stimulated matter at the begin
ning of the present eternity of action, was a universal im
pulse ; acted upon all matter of the Deific Body. Thus with 
every impulse imparted to matter by this Deific Action, or by 
any grade of electric force; each is as universal as the Body 
of God is infinite in extent; acts upon all matter of that 
Body of a grade to appreciate its action. Thus the succes
sive stimulations of matter developing suns, ushering in eras, 
minor·eras, seasons, minor seasons, man's periodical seasons 
of action-days, are universal stimulations-impulses, felt 
throughout the infinite universe of matter, and by the vast 
family of intelligent, spiritual beings inhabiting this universe. 

Nature so ordains laws that they act in harmony; one 
law being necessary to the establishment of all, and all of 
one; so body is ordained to act upon body; the develop
ment of one necessitates the development of all, and all of 
one. No atom could have been spared from the universe 
of primeval matter; no atop1 can be spared from the uni-
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verse of evolved matter ; no more can one body be spared 
from that universe. Disorganization must follow should the 
most insignificant planet of the remotest w~tem be blotted 
from the universe; does follow, when the equilibrium is lost 
by the spiritualization of matter of one planet in excess of 
that of its corresponding planet ; or of one system in excess 
of its corresponding system; spiritualized substance being 
imponderable upon the physical plane. 

Six suns simultaneously taking positions in the universe, 
acted as as,sistants in the regulation of each other's orbital 
motion, by the attractive influence each exerted over all others 
in the course of its revolution around the central sun. 

Until qualifying agencies regulate orbital motion, it is 
eccentric. The impulse having repelled these suns to their 
positions in the universe, ceased as an outward propelling force. 
Henceforth it would have acted as the onward moving force, 
impelling these ~ies in their proper orbits around the center, 
bad all bodies, all agencies, then been perfected ones. It 
was !;!imply the moving power acting upon the plane of their 
orbits, having impelled them to this plane, and llpon no other. 
It was not a counterbalancing force to attractive force of outer 
suns, therefore could not regulate orbital motion. 

Reaching their proper positions within the sphere of the 
central sun, these· suns found themselves within the spheres 
of attractive influence of other spheres- universal spheres, 
in contact with this their parent sphere ;-attractive influ
ence of spheres being matter of so rare a quality, that it may 
enter spheres of attractive force, as already explained. Of 
such exceeding grossness, that it was not subject to the law 
of fo~ation; yet, this' matter affinitized sufficiently with 
spheral matter of these suns to overcome the parental attrac
tive force exerted upon it from the center. This was attracted 
to the extremity of the universal sphere. 

Spheral matter, that composing the spheres of attractive 
influence of the contiguous universes, commingling, th~ugh 
of such exceeding low grade, couatituted a force of such a 

• 
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grade as to act upon , spheral matter of these infant suns to 
divert it, as remarked, to the extremity of the universal sphere; "' 
Chemical action resulting ·from 'the com~ngling of diverse 
ele~ents,........;of this same quality of matter of• two diverse 
spheres, produced motion--attractive influence, sufficient to 
overcqme the weak attractive force exerted over this matter 
by the rarified sphere of attractive force within which these 
sums were situated. 

Mingling with the tare matter of these spheres of attra.Ctive 
· infl'uence ·of the disturbing universal spheres, was that of sim
ilar spheres of corr~sponding suns within those universal 
spheres, which · were being ·acted upon · as they acted upon 
these. The spheres of attractive influence of these euns com
mingling, it . was the · commingling of higher forces ; forces· 
which could be propagated to the central formations of the 
separate spheres, and which -was so propagated; These force8 
drew: these suns from their positions far owward toward . the 
extreme bounds of the sphere of attractive force of the uni
verse ; and had no repulsive force of the opposing universes 
and the suns of each approaching the verge of their spheres, 
been developed to act upon them, they must have lost their 
•positions within this sphere; disorder universal must have 
resulted. '· 

Attractive and repulsive forces act in .all directions upon 
masses accordi11g to their comparative massiveness; act also 
with reference to distance according tO the received law of 
attractive force. All developing matter in .these ' opposing 
universes and these opposing suns, acted as a repulsive force 
to th~se suns, developing spheres of repulsive force coexten
sive .with those of attractive force; and spheres of repulsive 
influe~e coextensive with thoee of attractive influence. At
tractive force overcame repulsive, for a period; during this 
time they approached other centen, receded from their own ; 
developing repulsive force at length overcame attractive ; the 
outward motion of these suris ceased. Pausing awhile, at 
length they commenced their return journey . toward their 
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center. Still developing, this force repelled them to the 
extremity of the spheres of attractive influence of the oppos
ing universes, which was where their own central impulses 
could impel them1onward in their orbits. · 

These orbits were arranged with regard to each other by 
repulsive action of the revolving bodies upon each other, and 
the impulse impelled these· suns in an easterly direction ; 
while, by the influence of ihe highest grade or current of 
spheral matter of the universal sphere, their orbits ~11 grad
ually determined toward the equatorial current, this being 
the 4igliest current of this matter, or to the .same point in an 
easterly direction.· · This caused them to approach each other 
in their onward course, to near, and disturb each other. Their 
spheres of attractive illfluence commingling, these volatile 

• bodies became subject to each other's attractive force as they 
had been to that of suns of other universes. Repulsive force 
of each individual sun acted upon opposing, approaching suns 

• as a protecting force ; · a ·force which should act as the pre
server of these individual forms and of the parent form, as 
this same force acted when these ,forms were .in pro:tim.ity 
with contiguous universM. They revolved in orbits determ
ined by these opposing forces-orbits as excentric as the~ 
forces, so developed, could determine them to be. ~ometric 

figures fail to delineate the form of these orbits ; so volatile 
was the matter of .these bodies, that it was· . subjeCt to the 
slightest force-dependent upon the caprices of natnre, so to 
speak. · 

These capricious influences determined· the direction of 
these orbits at different periods to determh1e foward the cen
ter. This induced more rapid motion of the suns, as it sub
jected them' to the stronger attractive and repulsive forces of 
more highly qualified matter. Inward motion of these from · 
their true positionsiby subject1ng them to stronger attractive 
and repulsive forces, was more rapid,-was accelerated ·moiion, 
from the increasing strength of 'the impelling forces. Tho 
impws& was stronger as the opposing bodies neared fiach other, 
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by the same law that the attractive forces of the affinitized 
bodies were stronger as they neared each other. The central 
sun-the parent, exerted its strong attractive influence, upon 
these bodies, its offt~pring, to draw them to it.Relf. They 
approached the center in directions determined by-each other's 
positions, together with the power of the outward impulse. 

Position of contiguous disturbing suns was the first cause 
which incited motion of each individual of these six suns 
interiorly from the plane of their orbits-the plane develop
Ing the onward moving impulse ; they would have remained 
upon this plane, other circumstances being favorable,. had 
they not, by some force, been attracted within the interior
the denser strata of the sphere of attractive force of the parent 
body. They were situated, when on the plane of their orbits, 
in the only positions in the universe where they could remain 
undisturbed by outside influences, so to speak. Outside' the 
plane of their orbits, the sphere of attractive force was too fee
ble to retain them unaided under the influence of the central • 
body ; while interior to this plane the sphere of attractive 
force was too dense to allow them to retain, . unaided, positions 
as independent bodies in the universe. Being attracted to 
positions interior to this plane by each other, they Wflre sub
jected to the attractive force of the evolvable matter of strata 
from which, comparatively, little matter had been evolved
extracted. This force was sufficient to overcome the impulse 
perpetually acting upon these bodies from th~ center to the 
plane of their orbits, as has been described, according to the 
position of the stratum within which they were situated. 
At the period of their return to the plane of their orbits from 
the outer boundary of the universe, millions of centers had 
been impregnated within the central body, which were attract
ing to themselves evolved matter from the same stratum 
which had evolved them-within which the plane of their 
orbits was situated. As yet, no centers were impregnated 
attracting the matter of the third stratum-no forms were 
instituted from matter of that strat~m; yet that .matter·was, 
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at that period, evolving matter; and sufficiently developed 
to constitute it an effective attractive force to matter of these 
suns. Interiorly from this stratum, all strata were develop
ing their matter to that degree that it constituted a powerful 
attractive force to matter of these suns ; and a force more 
powerful as matter ex&cising it was nearer the center. 

The impulse-parental repulsive force, as before stated, 
·was a perpetual impulse, a force which should exist while 
the forms existed. This proposition, apparently inconsisten~ 
when first considered, as.sumes consistency when it is remem
bered that the repulsive force developed by p19.tter of the cen
tral body, aided that developed by matter of the stratum 
within ~hich was situated the plane of the orbits of these 
suns ; and when it is also stated that this individual parental 
repulsive force is a constantly progressive force, a force 
which develops into a sphere of repulsive force as extensive 
as the sphere of attractive force of the universe, (repulsive to 
other universes,) as extensive as the sphere within the plane 
of the orbit of the outer formation, (repulsive to this forma
tion,) as extensive as the spheres within the plane of the 
orbits of all the successive formations evolved by the body, 
(repulsive to these respectively.) 

A repulsive sphere, as of a central body, develops as the 
spheres of its successive formations · develop. Every central 
body, as everyform, develops an individual sphere of repul
sive force, so termed; a sphere to whose extremity outside 
matter may be attracted, but which it can never enter ; a 
sphere which condenses as the body itself condenses, being 
of a quality of matter to be acted upon by condensing forces; 
which sphere of repulsive force is bound-ed by one, as above 
described, coextensive with the sphere of the body-repul~ 
sive to other spheres ; and spheres of repulsive force repulsive 
to its several formations. 'The sphere of repulsive influence 
of a body corresponds with its sphere of attractive influ
ence, as that of repulsive force corresponds with that of 
attraoti~, ud upon the same prinoiple,- and is. coext.en-
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sive with it. Bodies enter each other's spheres of repul!iTe 
influence as they enterea,ch other's spheres of attractive influ
ence ; in the sense that this sphere is developed by all matter 
of . the sphere of attr.active influence by .the commingling of 
diverse matter withit; as has been already intimated, and the 
commingling of these spheres of repulsive influence has the 
effect to aid in repelling the condensed bodies .of these spheres, 
as the cemmingling of the spheres of' attractive influence 
bas the effect t@ attract the condensed .bodies of these spheres. 
Spheres of repulsive force of bodies come in contact,. as do 
spheres of attractive .force; repulsive .force being elimina.ted 
by contact of atoms of such grade, and diverse a.toms. 

The •central sun, at the period . of .the , evolution <?f these 
' forms,. extended. its individual sphere of. repulsive fo('Ce to 

• that stratum wherein the fifth formation is now situated ; 
which is far outside the' limit which will bound .it as a per
fected sphere ; ·therefore attractive fQrces could not determine 
the perihelion of the orbits of those suns to be interior to that 
section of the universal sphere; although it did. determine it 
to be upon the very confines of the individual sphere of repul-:
ei:ve force of· the central sun . . Individuality, so to speak, of. 
the central body, as of these suns, .had been developing during 
the ages w-hile the&e suns had been. performing a single revo
lution; it had arrived at that stage, at.· this period, that mat
ter of these individual spheres· could not commingle. 
~ As ·these bodies approached the center, it was with an accel
erated motion, being operated upon by more, and still more 
lUghly .qualified forces. The impulse, as of matter from the 
etratutn evolving these forms,· was a perpetual impulse ; and a 
developing impulse ;. as forms were being ipstituted within the 
eent~al bod'y from this mattE'.r, to which matter was perpetually 
fiowingfrom this stratum. However,.attractiveforces, as they 
Deal'e.d the center, ·were sufficiently powerful to overcome. this 
impulse; and had not:individual parental .repulsive force been 
qualified .to .. a degree to ovel'bala.Doe these attractive forOflBt 
disorganization. of thJR forms. muat have~ reslllted. . They 
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were still of rarest cometary matter ; matter which 'W8II su~ 
ject to · be diverted from the central attr~tion by outside 
forces, and some of which must have been diverted from these 
organizations had not nature so arranged that forces through
out the universe were equalized. · The parent body was still of 
rare cometary matter, and its forces, as attrac.tive and repul
sive, equalized so as to meet the emer~ency ; while the other 
forces acting upon these forms in. aid of their develop~ent 
were precisely such A.8 were demanded by the emergency. 
Nature had provided for the perpetuation of the race which 
she had instituted ; her children were her special care since 
'first conceived. The wisdom that planned the institution, 
and the progre8sive development of these forms to the present 
stage-, had provided that no emerge~cy, at this stage, could 
disorganize them. 

Reaching their perihelions, these ·bodies ceased their inward 
tendency, yet revolved with great comparative rapidity near 
the verge of the repulsive sphere of the central sun for a sea
son ; <>r until the destined force should impel them outward 
again-cause them to again approach their aphelion. This 
destined . force was repulsive force of atoms of the spheres of 
repulsive force of the central body and of these bodies, as outer 
atoms of these spheres came in contact, and as their spheres of 

• repulsive influence commingled ; which force was perpetually 
.being strengthened by this atomic contact ; also the force ex
erted upon each other to attract or to repel, accordfug to the 
.position which individual suns occupied with regard to each 
other, and to the central body. 

A su~ on its inward journey comes in contact with the 
*'phere of repulsive influence of the·central body-repulsive 
to . it by' commingling its own like sphere with that. The 
comDJ,inglingmatter being of rare, low quality, chemical action 
of this matter is not speedily developed ; therefore the motion 
of the condensed body is not arrested by the commingling of 
~eee .. spheres-the repulsion developed by this comming
liDg. The spheres 'of repulsive force of the two bodies meet ; 
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instantly repulsion to each other is developed by the separate 
spheres, they being of comparatively high quality of matter. 
The inward motion of the condensed body is arrested. Mean
time chemical action has resulted from the commingling . of 
the two spheres of repulsive hilluence; this action at length 
produces sufficient repulsion between the two bodies to greatly 
aid any other force which may tend to draw this body away from 
the central, although it is not sufficient of itself to accomplish 
this end. Another sun is in the same situation relative to 
the central body ; by means of attractive influence which it is 
able to exert in its position, aided by the repulsive influence 
thus developed, it diverts this body from its position near the 
central-starts it upon its outward careP-r. In the meantime 
the impulse has been buffeting the attractive forces which 
have bound this body so firmly to the yicinity of the central 
body; together these foroes have caused an onward motion 
of the sun-a comparatively rapid onward motion; thus 
diverted, the direction of its orbit inclines outward. Still 
bufteting its opposing forces, the impulse has found an aid 
in the attractive influence of the neighboring sun, which with 

. it, is leaving the immediate neighborhood of the central body ; 
with this aid it is sufficient to overcome the attractive forces 
operative upott the body, which forces are diminishing forces 
as the body moves outward in obedience to the forees de- • 
scribed. 

Position of the six suns determined the regulation of the 
orbital motion of each. it is evident how position determined 
this, as it is evident to the instructed ;reader how orbital mo
tion of bodies of the solar system is regulated by position. 
As in the solar system, bodies attract and repel each other, 
never interfere with each other's motions, or those of the cen
tral body of the system, so it was in the universal sphere. 
These six suns, almost alone in the vast universe, were suf
ficient to answer the purpose of regulating each other's motions 
sufficiently to preserve their organizations from disruption, 
until other suns should be evolved to aid thool, by the same 
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laws that the motion~ of bodies of minute system- are regu
lated. They attracted and repelled each other in precisely 
appropriate seaso~ ; they aided the central sun, or combined 
against it, in precisely appropriate season ; never could a con
tingency occur in the course of their 'revolutions determining 
disorganization of these bodies, or confusion in their motions, 
as law determined order, perfect arrangement of these by 
determining their simultaneous evolution, and thus their sim
ultaneous approach to their perihelions. 

The law by which the orbital motion of these suns was 
regulated, is the law that regulates the orbital motion of all 
suns. Cometary motion is the same of all suns, determined 
by the same law. A comet approaches the confines of the 
solar system, being a denizen of a contiguous system, by the 
same law that determined suns of this universe to approach 
the confines of the contiguous universes ; ·and lingers upon 
the confines of the system, as did these suns upon the con
fines of neighboring universes, by virtue of the law of attrac
tive force of spheres of individul suns of separate systems ; 
~re repelled from the confines of the system, as these suns 
were repelled from the confines of contiguous universes- by 
the developed repulsive influence of' these spheres ; and ap
proaches its own perihelion by virtue of the forces which 
operated to cause these suns to approach their's. 

Orbital motion is an eccentric motion until it becomes per
fected. Seeking their perihelion, suns move with accelerated 
velocity; seeking their aphelion, they move with retarded ve
locity ; this is determined by the action of the forces brought to 
bear ufon them as they s~k these positions. And high grade 
of forces, as those exercised by central matter of a universe, 
or a minor system, acts to produce rapidity of motion as com
pared to that produced by a low grade of forces- those exer
cised by outer matter of universes, or minor systems. Bodies 
in their aphelion move with a low degree of motion as com
pared with that with which they move while in their peri
helion. 
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-· The sphere of repulsive force of a central body developes, 
as repulsive to each distinct · formation it evolves, as was 
remarked, as its successive formations are evolved. This sig
nifies, that the second formatipn being evolved, its forms are 
a repulsive stratum, so to speak, to the first ; which stratum 
is the boundary of the repulsive sphere of the central body
repulsive to the first formation ; the third formation being 
evolved in like manner from a repulsive stratum, which stra
tum is the boundary of the repulsive sphere of the central 
body-repulsive to the second formation; and thus with the 
other succe~sive formations interiorly. A stratum of suns' is 
repulsive to another stratum of suns. Thus the boundary of 
the individual spheres of repulsive force of the central body, 
ceases to be the limit of that sphere to a formation the mo
ment an interior fottnation to it is evolved. 
· formations frequently pierce the stratum, so to speak, 
within which an interior formation is situated, to reMh their 
perihelion ; but being subject to the influences of the forma.:. 
tion occupying that stratum; in this sense, the sphere of 
repulsive force .of the central body to that formation, is said 
t(> extend to the boundfLries of the stratum. 
· · Reaching the plane of their orbits, again outside forces 
acted to divert these suns from that plane; again they sought ' 
positions obedient to these forces, upon the confines of the 
universal sphere. Again were they repelled b~~ock to the plane 
bf their orbits, and again attracted to their perihelion; untold 
ages· elapsing while they were. thus performing two revolutions 
in their mighty orbits around' that amazing center. At each 
suecessi.ve revolution of these suns the power of opposin3 forces 
was less upon them ; as atomic action had, during the ages 
which had elapsed while one revolution was being performed, 
forwarded condensation, qualified their forces to resist t.he 
tiisturbing influences of other bodies. At each successive rev
olution, the aphelion was more distant from the outer bounds 
of the universe, ·the perihelion more distant from the eenter. 

With the formation of these six suns nature did not cease 
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her operatiOJl.ll. . They were the initiatory forms (1{ the nrst 
formation of the univeJ"Se ; the balancing organs of that form· 
ation. While they were in process of formation, procreative 
force impregnated inany other centers within the same ~tra
tum of the central sun, but at different periods. Formation 
of these other suns was accomplished; by th~ same laws oper
ative in the formation of the first~ Repulsive foroes, origi-
nated by the same laws, repulsed .these from the central suri 
to the same stratum of the -universe occupied by these. Mil
lions of suns were ~volved from this same stratum of the ceo~ 
tral sun to this stratum of the universe. · Thils was .devel()ped 
the first formation of the universe. 

The· distance of this formation from the 'centr8.1 81ln was so 
vast, matter of the forms of it of such rare consistency at the 
period of its first institution, that viewed from the surface of 
the central sun, it would have been visible only as a sphere 
of pale light ;-a concave sphere encompassing the central 
body. For ages this would have been the appearance of that 
formation thils viewed ; from the period of the evolution of 
the first six, . until the whole formation had been evolved, and 
condensation had perfected individual suns to that degree that 
they presented form. · During all the time from' the ·com
mencement of the outward motion of the first centers until 
tlle entire matter of the last sun of the formation had left it, 
there was a constant emanation of m~tter from the central 
sutl from points varying iri number, from six to hundreds;
streams of rarest light, which, to the observer, would convey 
no idea of form, of order, (If law; yet these streams-this 
rate matter comp.08ing: them, was. as obedient to the law of 
attt·active and repulsive· forces in' its volatile nature, as i11 the 
matter of a condensed sun ; which, with regulated motion, 
performs its periodic revolutions around a center. No matter • • was lost ; each sun was powerful to control. the matter of It& 
form; knew its position, performed its orbital revolutions 
around the center · in prescribed peliods of time ; disturbed, 
developed, by the described forces. Condensation proceeding 
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in all the suns of this formation, gradually, as ages procooded, 
they presented the appe"arance of suns; rather, of gomets in 
various stages of condensation ; from the long attenuated 
form of the rarest comet, to that of the elongated spheroidal 
fol'fll of the more condensed one. , 

Suns of this formation being of outer, rarest matter of any 
entering into formatio.ns, save that of the outer stratum, have 
been longer in condensing than the more recently evolved 
suns of denser matter. No sun of this foqnation has yet 
progressed out of the cometary condition; although periods 
of ages by untold myriads have elapsed since it was com
pleted. 

Condensation of rare atomic matter, proceeds with far less 
rapidity than that of dense ; this accounts for the present , 
condition of suns of the first formation, as compared with 
those of later evolution; these being of more dense matter 

I . 

than those of that formation. 
It was stated in connection with the delineation of the law 

of formation of suns, that they, in connection with all forms, 
simultaneously developed positive, and negative organs,
forms. It was also stated that the central sun evolved simul
taneously balancing organs in' the evolution of the first six. 
This signifies that separate qualities of matter of the stratum 
evolving this, was developed into separate forms by this lowe!' 
exhibition of the law of formation. The same law holds in all 
cases of evolution of forms; of development of centers by 
procreative force ; be the organs separate forms, or the com
bination of the two organs in one form. The progressive 
development of matter exhibiting law more perfectly, the 
truth becomes apparent, that the combination of two simple 
organs into one which shall answer a higher purpose than the 
two, is the higher exhibition of the estab1ished law. Man . . 
was cited as an example of the perfect exhibition of this law. 

To illustrate the principle under consideration, let the 
reader take for example of the combination of balancing organs, 
the heart, or brain, of man ; each of these is one inseparable 
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organ ; each combines as many separate organs,~ balancing 
forms of· the formation, as there are correspondtng organs 
whose life currents center · in this organ. These organs are 
representative of central organs of all lower formations; yet 
they are perfect representations of the union of organs in one . 
form. The liver is a more perfect illustration of the union 
of balancing organs into one form, a side form, so termed. 
The two lobes. are the two organs ; they are inseparable
con~titute one form ; are connected with the center by one 
set of currents in the same manner that· a sun of the same 
combination of organs is connected with its center. The bal
ance of the body with the center is perfectly maintained by 
the position of the organs within it, as corresponding to the 
position of outer, similar organs. Thus with a sun; the bal
ance of the system is maintained with reference to another, 
similar sun ; while the balance is further maintained by the 
union of the two organs in one form, which is, in definite terms, 
the union of two qualities of matter in one form ; whereas in 
single organs, so termed, separate qualities are incorporated 
into one organ. 

The central sun, the heart of the formation, so to speak, 
was connected with each set of organs of the formation by 
currents; as man's heart is connected with each set of organs 
of his body. These currents were positive to positive organs, 
negative to negative ones ; positive and negative to those 
organs combining two in one. Magnetic and electric poles, 
so termed, each sun possessed ; these were the opposing points 
in the body where the opposing currents entered. All organs 
possessing these, whether positive <>r negative, all were recep
ticles of positive, and negative fluid. Positive forms affini
tizing more with the positive current, drew an excess of that ; 
negative ones affinitizing more with the negative, drew an 
excess of that ; while positive and negative organs, affinitizing , 
equally with both, drew of each in equ~ proportion. This 
constitutes the difference of suns, as of corresponding organs 
in separate forms, of corresponding organs in the same form. 
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.. . The central sun, after the _simultaneous impl'E!gllatio~ of. 
the six centers, .as described, compl~ted the first form'"ion by. 
the impr~tion of a single atom, the evolution of a single 
form at once, of the nature described; 

The delineation of principles, the de.scrip.tion ·of forms, of 
· formations, gives . the reader no conception . of a. form.a.tion:.

The inadequacy of human l~gua.ge to express dimensions, 
extent, as relates to the u.D.iversal sphere, the central sun, the 
suns it evolved, spheres of these, and of their formations, 
renders the task .of instructing the mind, as to these, difficult 
in the extreme. Mind in its first condition can comprehend 
small forms, i,nfi,nitesima.l spaces, so to sp~k ; can measure 
forms and spa.ce~J by miles ; r.et it cau comprehend nothing
of infinitude. · Beyond t~e intrinsica.lly minute forms of the 
solar system, it measures nothing. It measures vastness, 
spaces, by comparisons ; these best convey to mind, in its low 
condition, the reality of vastness, of extent. Mind has meas
ured the diameter of orbits of outer planets of the solar sys
tem-of the outer· discovered planets. These measure by 
thousands of millions of miles. Taking the truth into con
sideration that there are yet undiscovered outer planets of 
this system; also tha.t .the sun-:-the central organ; is. a fprma.., 
tion from the outer stratum of the system, in which stratum. 
no planet revolves, and which exceeds in depth, by far, any 
other stratum of the system, the mind can conceive something 
of the vastness of this minute system. This sphere is the. 
evolution of a sun of the second order; or of a sun evolved · 
by a sun evolved directly by the central sun. It is a sun of 
the third order, the offspring of a parent whose evolutions
offspring, number by thousands ; each of which is a sphere 
comparing with its sphere as. the spheres of the planets of 
th~ solar system compare with each othe~, in the order of their: 
formations ; some vastly larger than the sqn's. sphere, some 
much smaller ; but eaph formation consisting of many suns 
of comparatively tht same size. The sphere CQntaining all 
these, is sister to hundreds of thousands,of spheres comparing 
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with ee.ch other as those of the· interior formation described. 
These are the spheres-suns, evolved by one sun of a for
mation of the central sun ; of these there are millions :in a 
formation, of comparatively equal size, excepting the first six 
forms, which are immensely linger than the others of the 
formation. Of the formations, eleven is · th~ number to be 

,evolved by the central sun, each composed of-mili.ions of suns. 
The outer ~trattim of the universe, is of much more vast 
extent than any stratum tlvolving formations within it ; yet, 
it contains no forms. Interior to the eleventh formatio.n, is 
space sufficient for the development of these outside the indi
vidual sphere of repulsive force of the central .sun. A meas
ure of the universe! Mind pauses ere it leaves the solar 
system, whose• extent it has failed to measure I What follows 
this is but WOI"ds-language expressive of truth, yet incom
prehensible to mind in its low condition. Let mind study this 
language, these truths; for the day shall come when it shall 
measure its abode, the universe, more readily than it now 
measures its abode, Earth. 

Does mind fail to comprehend dimension-extent of space; 
it also fails to comprehend time-extent of periods. It 
measures time by moments, by years ; measures eternity by the· 
comparison of infinitesimal periods with infinitesimal perio<V; 
prescribes bounds to eternity according to its capacity to 

· measure it. Again let the reader compare; compare com
prehended periods with incomprehensible ones ; as he has 
compared comprehended spaces with incomprehensible ones. 

Man measures the historic period by thousands of years; 
the fabulous period he confounds with this. Let him measure 
the fabulous period by thousands of years ; the unrecorded 
period of man's primitive history by thousands of years. 
Geologic periods he measures not ; let him measure the entire 
period from Earth's development, to the planetary condition 
to the period of the appearance of man, by hundreds of thou- . 
sands of years ; from the period of its development to the. 
lava C91ldition to the plane~ry, by thoqsands of millio~ of 

· ~ 
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years; from the period of its development to the mercurial 
condition to the lava, let him measure by quadrupling the 
last; from the period of its development to the dense vapory 
condition to the mercurial, by multiplying the latter period 
by ten ; and from the period of its evolution from the sun to 

·the dense vapory condition, by multiplying the latter period 
by seventy. The period intervening between sun's evolution 
and that of Earth, let him measure by taking the entire 
period of Earth's existence from th~ period of its evolution· 
to the institution of the planetary condition. Here let him 
pause ; vain effort I · Incomprehensible periods I Infinite 
eternity·! One single day of God's infinite life ! 

Formative action did not cease with the evolution of the 
finit formation of the universe. While were being evolved 
the last suns of that formation, procreative action impregna
ted other atoms of the same stratum within the central sun 
which had evolved the central atoms of the outer formation. 
These developed centers attracted atoms from the stratum 
interior to that evolving the matter of the first formation,
that wherein the plane of the orbit~ of the suns of this form
ation was situated. This was the only evolved matter in the 
universe affinitized to these centers ; ·while it was the only 
m'tter of the universe prepared to be retained by centers; 
therefore this matter was attracted to these centers. 

Six centers, as in the case of the first formation, were 
simultaneously impregnated ; six suns simultaneously form
ed, and evolved from the central sun; being the balancing 
organs or forms, inaugurating the second formation of the 
universe. Following the evolution of these, as in the case of 
the first formation, was the evolution of single forms, until 
millions were evolved, completing this formation. These, 
all, were more vast than the corresponding forms of the first. 
Equal laws operating in the formation, the evolution, the 
progressive development, of all formations, equal laws ope
rated in the development of the orbital motion, in determining 
the positions, relative to each other, of the suns of thi• form-
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ation ; the position of this formation relative to the first, 
as operated in regulating the motions and positions of suns 
of the first formation, and the position of the formation itself 
relative to strata, and contigmms disturbing forces. 

The position of the second formation, like that of the first, 
was in the stratum evolving the matter of its forms, as has 
'been already stated. Parental repulsive force, repelling these 
from the central sun, their position was where this repulsive 
action ceased; or, within the stratum developing it; or all, 
save that which repelled the last or interior stratum of suns 
of the formation. These were repelled by repulsive force 
d~veloped by evolving matter of the next interior stratum. 

Of the law of formation and evolution of suns, and of strat
ification of spheres, the 'reader will gain more perfect under
standing by what follows. The stratum evolving the matter 
of a formation, is the stratum which will contain the form
ation. The repulsive action developed by inattet of any 
stratum, will repel ·suns to that stratum, save its interior sub
stratum, 4nd the interior sub-stratum of suns of the next 
oatu stratum, as above stated. The law which determined 
that outer matter should first be evolved, determined the 
evolution of outer strata until all the strata of the universe 
had, successively, evolved formations. All the strata of' the 
universe, signifies the great subdivisions of it, so termed. 
Every stratum is subdivided, according to the qualities of 
matter of which it is composed; these· qualities, however, 
affinitizing more nearly.in the stratum which they compose 
than with corresponding qualities of the contiguous strata. 
The six forms of each great formation, first and simultane
ously evolved, are of one quality of matter of a stratum-· 
the central quality; they occupy central positions in the 
stratum, as balancing forms of the formation. 

The qualities ohuatter of' a stratum are three; which qual
ities are divided into grades; each quality being of' four grades. 
This subdivision of a stratum, constitutes twelve minor strata 
in each sreat ijtratum. These three <J.Ualitiel! a.re the tbJ'ee 
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qualities of electric condition, so termed, into which matter is 
divided,-the positive and negative, positive, negative. All 
grades of matter from the great grade constituting all the 
evolved matter of the unive1'8e, to the mos~ minute subdivi
sion of this grade ; aJl bodies, from the central sun to the 
minute atom, are constituted of these three qualities of mat
ter. Nature's method is division and Jmbdivision; again· 
division and subdivision; yet perfect order prevails as to the 
method of thus dividing and subdividing matter of forms 
and of strata. The universal sphere-the great form, is of 
three qualities of matter; the central, or highest quality of 
matter being positive and negative- the highest quality; the 
outer, or most undeveloped matter being negative-the low
est quality; the intermediate, being positive-the intermedi
ate quality. This arrangement of the three qualities of matter 
of the universe is one arrangement ; there being other arrange
ments of these qualities to suit the conditions of matter rela
tive to position, and electric quality ; the former arrangement 
suiting the condition of this matter relative to density or 
inherent quality. Interior matter, being most dense, is most 
developed; and therefore, in a sense, is positive and negative 
matter; while outer matter being most rare, is, in the same 
sense, most undeveloped-in the same sense, negative mat
ter; while the intermediate, is, in the same sense, positive 
matter. Again: Outer matter possessing the advantage of 
position of all other matter of the universe, is soonest evolved; 
in this sense, it is positive and negative matter; in the same 
relative sense is intermediate matter positive, and interior 
matter negative. Again: Central matter-termed central 
of a sphere, as comparing the divisions of a sphere with .those 
of a stratum-which signifies, that centrally situated relative 
to the interior and circumference of the sphere, is positive and 
negative matter; of highest quality electrically, or in the sense 
that its office is to equalize the circulation of the electric fluids 
throughout the sphere. • 
W~e strata of spheres, from circumstances of position and 
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inherent quality of matter, are thus relatively arranged as to 
their qualities of matter, there is but one arrangement of these 
qualities in strata or subdivisions of strata, which is the third 
arrangement above mentioned. 

Positive, and negative, used as relative terms, are thus used 
for want of terms in . the language to express nature's meth
ods, principles of action; they are absolute terms applied 
to nature's inherent life principles-the electri~ forces. Pos
itive is positive, · ever; signifying a quality of the electric 
fluid; while negative is negative, ever; signifying a quality 
of the e1ectric fluid, while the perfect union of these two 
qualities of this. fluid, is the insurance of development-pro-

. gress. Relatively used, these terms signify comparative de
grees of qualification of forces, or matter, and relative position; 
as of bodies or strata. 

God is Positive and Negative-Mo.leand Female. As two 
principles, the Electric Fluid constituting the Divine Essence, 
acts ;-as the effect of the operation of two principles, is all 
action exhibited through matter. Male and female principles 
operative in the elimination of all form, act as equal forces 
in the act of impregnating central atoms or germs-act as 
attractive and repulsive forces ; therefore it is an established 
truth that the electric fluid is two principles from the nature 
of the method of action of its two compqnent parts ; being 
one principle, in the sense that no action results but from 
co-operation of the two component parts .. 

This method of action is the method of Being of God. 
God is All Matter, All Spirit-All Low,.All High Matter. 
His method of Being is, that grades act upon each other;
that physical substance acts with spiritual substance to per
petuate.action-being, in all nature. It is the highest action 
possible' generated by the two grades, termed high and low, 
or spiritual and physical, that constitutes God's Mind-the 
lnteHigent Mind · of the universe. The 'action of physical 
with spiritual, 'is the action of the dual force ;-is the inter
change of the positive and the negative principles which CoD- · 
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stitute the component elements of the dual force, which 
interchange institutes ~11 action -all formation. 

Corresponding to all grades of physical substance, are grades 
of spiritual; and it is the equal action of the force of corres
ponding grades of these upon each 'othe~ that ie impregnating 
furce. The spiritual acts through the physical ; this signifies, 
that the spiritual essences opposed to the physical are brought 
in contact with the physical through physical forms-forms 
spiritualized to the greatest degree possible of the grade ·to 
which they belong. Thus: The female form repsesents the. 
spiritual essence co-operative with the physical, which is 
exhibited through the male form in man and all the orders 
of animal creation ; while in the lower orders, this essence is 
exhibited through matter upon the same principle,_:_ through 
forms spiritualized to the greatest degree possible, of the grade 
to which they belong. 

Confusion as to the relative application of the terms posi
tive, and negative, ·may occur, unless the reader is particularly 
instructed in the use of these terms, and their relative appli
cation to spiritual and physical forces, on spiritual and physi
cal planes, so termed. The electric qualities of matter derived 
from position in stratified spheres or higher physical forms, 
are strictly relative qualities, in the sense that positive, and 
negative,..are applied as appellations of the quality of physical 
force exerted by matter in these different positions. The rela
tive signification of these terms upon the physical plane, always 
determines the positive to be the stronger physical force, the 
negative, the weaker. Physical acts upon physical for the 
institution of all form, in the sense, that the spiritual acts 
through the physical, as above explained ; therefore all action 

. in physical nature is positive, and negative, relative action, or 
stronger with 'veaker. It is the apparent inequality of these 
two forces· that originates all action, all formation in nature; 
as the spiritual force can only act through forms of matter 
qualified as spiritualized forms. These forms are necessarily 
a lower grade of phrsioallorm; ~ t)le sense of being weaker-
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lees capable of exercising physical force ; ther.efore, of a 
necessity, are the physical positive and negative unequal
ized forms or forces. This will appear as illustrations of the 
action of the two forces in physical nature are given. 

Positive, and negative, from the intrinsic signification of 
the terms~ are applied to qualities of action of matter of stra~ 
of spheres in their relative p~sitions and offices in the sphere; 
also the qualities of action or force exercised by bodies-all 
physical forms, upon each other. The stronger body or force 
is the positive, the weaker, the negative, according to the 
intrinsic signification of the tetms. As is the intrinsic sig
nification of these terms upon· the physical plane, so it is 
upon the spiritual; the stronger is the positive, the weaker, 
the negative force. As all ~tion in matter is, in a sense, 
spiritual action, or as gross matter is only moved by the . 
power of spiritual or internal life forces, the spiritual is, in 
reality, the positive force. The absolute signification of these 
terms is, therefore, their signification upon the spiritual · plane ; 
and in that sense they will be used in the following exposition. 

God is Positive and Negative. From eternity, God acted 
as Positive and Negative ;-from eternity, all action in matter 
was induced by the action of Positive and Negative Electric 
Force. 

Atomic motion, from eternity, was induced by the equal 
action of the positive and negative electric principle, which 
permeated matter as the Deific Soul Principle ; which motion 
instituted all action in matter. Atomic motion, as here de
noted, signifies all motion, all action of matter. 

The elec~ric principle of nature, or eleetric force, signifies 
electricity-al~ the gra~s of this substanc~ from the high 
Positive and Negative constituting Gosl's Essence, to the 
lowest form constituting unevolved primeval fll&tter. The 
grades of electric force are as infinite in number as the grades 

· of matter. This sig'!lifies that every grade of matter elimi-
nates a grade of fluid, termed electric, of higher relative nature 
than the, so called, mattflr itself; which is itself a grade of 
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1he1luid. · .The latter propoeition .seeme incomprehensible to. 
mind; yet, l.tpon analysis of nature's method of evolving mat
ter, it is proved that :it is only accumulation of atoms of inap~ 
preciable fluid that constitutes physical. substance; and also 
upon analysatien of the method of condensing cometary mat
ter, the method of evolution of higher matter from lower, it 
is proved that all grades of matter result from accumulation 
of atoms of electric fluid-a fiuld or substa.n~ eliminated by 
atomic action of lower grades. 

All action is atomic ; all motion results from atomic actjon, 
God instituted motion at the opening of the present compound 
cycle of action, it has been stated, by the medium of :Pemc 
Electric Force; ..vhich medium acted upon the life forces of 

. nature to institute this · action~ Different appellations are 
given to the two great grades of electric force, from the nature 
of the action of these grades, and to keep before the mind 
the correspondence of the action of the two grades with the 
known processes of nature, those which man observe$ in his 
daily life-in his own method of existence. 

Decomposition of all forms, and re-absorption of the primal 
elements haVing resulted at the close of a compound cycle of 
rest, action awakes in matter, so to speak;. the eternal night 
of death is ended; motion, which was latent in matter, is 
resumed. Whence this action- this renewal of motion ? 
Apparently a vast g!llf-an immeasurable, fathomless ocean, 
separated the universe of undeveloped . matter from that of 
developed ;-:-separated God___;the indwelling spirit, from the 
outer of nature. By what principle should this fathomless 
:gulf be bridged ; what was the linli:: which bound God to His 
Physical Orga~zation ? • 

Motion is eternal during that incomprehensible, eternal 
period of eternal periods of rest ; motion had not ceased. 
Atomic action of the lowest grade of Deifio Electric Force 
with physical electric, as the lower foree is denomina.ted, had 
contmued; and it was from the effect of this motion that 
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the fotoes of physical nature were equilibriated to the degree 
that formative action could commence in matter. 

From eternity to eternity, God was, is, and shall be. 
Eternally His mode of. existence is the same ; and he who 
fathoms God's Being will determine when, and how, Deific 
Electric Force first originated; and when, and how, physical 
·electric force first originated ; the one is coexistent with the 
other, and both coexistent with God. God's method of ex:
istence, as developed mind understands by studying the pro
cesses of nature, is by interchange of positive and negative 
principles, or spiritual and physical. H.e exists as the Intel
ligent Principle of the universe-an Organized Mind, by 
virtue of His connection with the outer of nature-the phys
ical ; as man exists as an organized intelligence, or mind, 
by virtue of ·his connection with a physical organization, or 
an outer. God is a Trinity; the principles constituting this 
Trinity being the Deiftc Mind, or the Organized Intelligence 
of the universe; the Deific Soul Principle, -or the Life Forces 
of N a.ture; otherwise termed physical electric force ; and the 
Deific Body, or gross matter, through which the higher 
.forces act. In exact correspondence with the Divine Trinity 
is the human; man is a trinity; the principles constituting 
which are his intelligent principle, or mind ; termed his 
spirit; his soul principle, or the spiritual essences pervading 
his physical form which constitutes that a living form ; and 
his body, or physical organization. As man is not man is . 
either pri,nciple of this trinity wanting, so God is not God is 
either principle of the Divine Trinity wanting; and as man 
·can not exist without perpetual interchange of positive and 
negative-spiritual and physical, through the medium of his 
organization-the three principles constituting him a trinity; 
so God can not exist without this interchange effected through 
the medium of His Organiza.tion...:,-the three principles con
stituting Him a Trinity. 

God is self-existent, while man is dependttnt upon nature 
outside his own organization for existence,; This fact does 
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not destroy the analogy existing between the method of exist
ence of God and inferior man; but it rather strengthens this 
analogy. Man draws from physical nature elements to sus
tain his physical form, to co-operate with the positive element 
for the manufacture of physical substance constituting that 
form. He draws from his physical form elements whereby to 
sustain his soul principle-elements to combine with a higher 
positive for the manufacture of the spiritual substance com
posing his soul principle. He draws from his soul principle 
elements to sustain his spiritual principle or mind-eleme~ta 
to combine with a stjll'higher positive for the manufacture 
of his spiritual principle. 

Man's germinal spiritual essence, so termed, is the highest 
positive below that entering into the constitution of the Deific 
Essence; it is atoms of positive spirit emanating from the 
Divine Essence as a grade of lower substance repelled from a 
higher, which grade is graded ; there being an infinite num
ber of grades of this, as there are an infinite nutnber of grades 
of 'Substance forming the spheres of force of bodies or atoms. 
This germinal essence combining with the highest negative 
eliminated by m~n's physical organization through the me- · 
dium of his soul principle, constitutes the organized mind. 
The negative combining with this positiv~ is essentially phys
ical, else .combination could not ensue-organization could 
not exist; yet the combination of this high negative with this 

. 'high positive, constitutes an essentially positive substance; 
and a high positive. It is the union of chemical elements, 
which elements loose their individuality in combining; as the 
negative is changed in its nature, so is the positive, and the 
compound resulting from their c()mbination, affi.nitizes with 
an intermediate plane between that affi.nitizing with the pos
itive and that affi.nitizing with the negative. This negative 
is an electric fluid eliminated from animal magnetism, and is 

· the highest negative in nature,.,save that . which enters into 
the organization of the Deific Mind ; as the germinal spiritual 
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essence is the highest positive, save that which enters into the 
constitution of the Deific Mind. 

The positive combining with the negative for the forma
tion of the soul principle, is ~high positive; yet infinitely 
lower than that grade entering into the composition of mind. 
It is an emanation from a like grade of matter, or from soul 
substance in a high SJiiritual sphere; ~ the higher positive 
entering into the constitution of mind is an emanation from a 
like grade of substance-from mind substap.ce. The nega
tiv~ combining with this po!Utive is also essentially physical, 
and lower physical than that entering into the constitution of 
mind ; this negative is animal magnetism. The result of the 
combination of this grade of positive and negative, is a com
pound of an intermediitte grade- is essentially a positive 
substance. The positive entering into the constitution of 
man's physical organization is an element eliminated from a 
like grade of substance, or the outer of man in the first spir
itual sphere ; the negative is gross substance ; as food, atmos
pheric .elements, &c. The compound is of an intermediate 
grade between the positive and negative, and is physical sub
stance. 

A positive and negative combining by the perfect action of 
law, are said to be of the same grade, as terms are used; 
although the negative 'is separated from the positive by many 
actual grades of substance. Positive and negative of differ
ent grades, will, however, combine for the institution of form 
by the undeveloped action of law, as will appear; such com
bination always resulting in imperfect forms. 

Man dies; decomposition of his physical results from the 
cessation of the manufacture of animal magnetism- the nega
tive entering into the constitution of the soul principle ; which 
negative is the link.binding his physical to his.soul strupture, 
and through the agency of which, intelligence and motion is 

t exhibited .. The supply of animal magnetism ceasing, sever
ance is at once effected of the physical from the soul struc
ture. This is death. 
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Death is not severance of the soul principle from the spirit ; 
it is not disorganization of the soul structure; although the 
·supply of animal magnetism has ceased by the· severance of 
the physical structure from the soul. The moment this sev
erance takes place, the soul structure, in its effort to draw its 
wonwd supply of this element, draws of the positive ele
ment which enters it¢o the constitution of phy~cal substance 
of the grade forming man's food, and upon this, it henceforth 
exists; as the body had existed upon food-the physical ele
ments. Arrived ripon a spiritua,l plane, the manufacture of 
the magnetic fluid, which is the .negative-the link' connect
ing the soul principle with the spirit, continues to be· supplied 
by corresponding action with that which supplied the lower 
negative, or the animal magnetism, upon the physical plane. 
The soul is now constituted the outer of this spiritual b£>ing, 
and the spirit, the soul ; while a spiritual germ of. higher gra.dfl, 
constituting the interior intelligent principle of this spiritual 
man, is organized by the action of the same iaw by which 
man's spirit is first organized. It is from one of the infinite 
number of grades forming the grade of positive which enters 
into the constitution of man's mind, that ie supplied the germ
inal spiritual essence entering into the constitution of man's 
spirit as he passes through the infinite grades of being. This 
branch of the subject will not be particularly treated in this 
volume; these fe,w explanations are deemed necessary t.o an 
understanding of the subject particularly'under consideration. 

God fornied man "in His own image," emphatically; in 
that he exists by the same method by which God exists-is 
self:.existent in the sense that the nature of his organization 
is such that it i~ indestructible ;-that reorganization of the 
interior spiritual succeeds the decomposition of the outer 
through all the grades or spheres through which man· passes 
in his progressive journey through eternity. Interchange is 
the method of his existence; interchange of positive with • 
negative, spiritual with physical. God exists by interchange . 
of positive and negative-spiritual and physical. The Or-
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ganized Mind of the Universe-the Highest Positive, is con
stituted of positive of lower grade in combination with nega
tive of lower grade, in perfect proportions. 

The nature of a co:rnpound, as of high or low quality, 
depends upon the quality of the proportions entering into 
that compound; or, which signifies the same, the nature of 
the elements entering into its constitution. Elements are 
termed of .low grade when their component parts are imper
fectly combined from the lack of due proportions of some ele
ments entering into the constitution of these; or from h•.ck 
of elements, in any proportion, in their constitution. Perfect 
proportions of positive and negative, in this case, signifies 
perfect proportions of all of nature's elements- such propor
tions of these, as when combined, a perfect union is the result, 
PrQportions of chemical agents unite only when they are 
proper proportions; proper proportions are not always per
fect proportions, therefore, all forms are not perfect forms. 
A chemical compound, which every form properly is, decom
poses when some attractive force of ap. element not contained 
therein,·or of a proportion of an element not contained therein, 
is applied to' it; thus: Atmospheric air is composed of cer
tain proportions only, of the elements ; combinations of difter
ent proportions of the same elements may attract proportions 
from this compound, causing decomposition of it. Again : 
A compound of lower grade not only lacking proportions of 
elements, bu~ lacking elements, coming in contact with the 
attractive (orce of a higher element, decomposi~ion results 
from the lack of the proportion, or an clement in its consti
tution. 

The eternal round· of Deific Life results from the method 
of that Life- the nature of the Deific Organization, which 
signifies the structure of the universe. The universe is a per
fect organization ; therefore eternally existent. 

God's nature being perfect,- in other words: He being a 
perfect compound, decomposition of His form, as of physical, 
s~ul principle, or spirit, can not result. Action, therefore, of 
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the forces of the Deific Organization upon each other ia eter-
nally inevitable. ' · 

A perfect form ;-what signifies this ? Self-existent, self
sustaining ;-what signifies this ? It signifies a form self
supplying; that whereas, all inferior forms are dellendent for 
supply upon all sufficient nature, the perfect form is itself 
the source of it& supply. This enigma will offer its own solu
tion as the subject of Deific Electric Action is elucidated. 
The study, by man, of his own organism, its method of elec
ttic action, shall give to him the knowledge of how God is 
self-existent; how eternity succeeds eternity in eternal rounds.' 

Action was latent in matter ; which action was induced hy 
attractive and repulsive influence of Deific Electric Force 
upon it, which Force permeated it, as the magnetic ,forces of 
man's physical form pervades that form. It ~as the link, as 
has been before stated, that bound the Deific Mind with the 
Deific soul principle, as the higher magnetic fluid of man's 
form is the link which binds his mind-his intelligent prin
ciple, to his soul principle. "God is all, and in all." Mat
ter is every where ; every where action induces formation in 
matter ; every whefe is intelligence displayed in the method 
of this formation;-in the evident plan which instituted it, 
and carries it forward to the attainment of the end in view. 
Man reasons analogically, unavoidably; he observes, draws 
conclusions from observation. Does he discover an intricately 
constructed machine, a machine perfect in all pertaining to 
it, he hesitates not to helieve that intelligence guided the 
hand that constructed it, ha\·ing first planned it. His own 
intelligence prompts him to this belief. Does he behold na
ture's action, study her laws and methods of development
processes, from the first institution of forms to the present, 
and observe that method was plan, that motion was method, 
that action was construction ; that plan, method, and action, 
pas induced development of grossest matter to spiritual man; 
t;hat the mutual interchange of spiritual and physical, phys
ical and spiritual, from the beginning, has induced the spir-
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itualization of all matter, all forms ; given physical form to 
spirit, so that, in a sense, all forms are in "the image _of Gvd," 
being spiritual and physical ; that man- the first developed 
form that embodies intelligence, is above all other developed 
forms, being so constituted 'that disorganization of his germi
nal 'spiritual is impossible, that he is, therefore, constituted 
the magnetic link connecting matter with God-the Electric 
Fluid, properly termed, which connects physical nature with 
the Divine Principle, corresponding wit~ the two qualities 
of magnetic fluid generated in man's organization, termed 
animal magnetism of higher and lower grade, which connects 
his physical with his soul structure, this with his spirit; and 
does he observe, that by the instituted processes of develop
ment, eternally must man result from these processes, he is 
led to the .irresistible conclusion, that Omniscient wisdom 
planned what Omnipotent power could execute. , He will 
know that God is self-existent, without beginning of days ·or 
end of life ; that He is Goo, blessed forevermore. 

Attractive and repulsive forces o\ Deific Electrls: Force 
upon matter, as remarked, induced development. At~mic 
action was latent d•ring a greater portion of the compound 
cycle of rest which preceded that of action, from eternity. 
Entife decomposition of developed elements having cnsu~d 
from.nature's action determining decomposition, all motion 
in matter was latent, henceforth ; or until this, so called, 
latent action had equilibriated the electric forces latent in 
matter ;-until the positive and negative were equal forces 
again in universal matter. Tlie evo~ution of spirit,- intelli
gent mind, termed positive spirit, l'l.ad necessitl}oted the loss 
to the physical universe of an amount of positive force; (as 
will appear in future connection,) th!H had ins~red disorgan
ization, and it was nature's-God's prerogative to supply 
this loss to physical nature by this prescribed method of 
action. 

I~terchange o-r'atomic elements of the spiritual and physi
cal, 4uring the eternities of the compound cycle which sue-

• 
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ceeded. entire disorganization of elements, insured the restora
tion of 'the equili.brium which had thus been lost. Pllysical 
development was insured by the restoration of this equilib
rium. To illustratil :-Correspondence is nature's method; 
nature'.s longest periods of rest correspond with her shortest 
periods ; man's periods and condition of rest, correspond with 
nature's periods and condition of rest. A soil becomes ex
hausted :I>Y the production of successive crops ; a condition of 
that soil is reached, by injudicious cultivation of it, when it 
will produce nothing of value. Eschewing the . improved 
methods of renewing that soil, let nature's primitive meth
od-that of rest, illustrate the subject. Years will elapse 
before that soil will be regenerated by the forces brought to 
bear upon it by unaided nature; it must first decompose 'its 
remnant of elements; its exhausted.. elements, forces, must be 
resupplied from surrounding nature, where there is an abund
ance for. this supply ; and although time is requisite to indue~ 
reorganization of perfect soil elements from these imperfect 
remnan~ of elements aQd the proportions which are supplied 
by unaided nature, yet time fs sure to regenerate that soil ; 
nature's developed elements will be attracted to it, howev~ 
degenerate it may be. As in the case of the di!!Prganized 
universe of matter, it will draw from the never failing l>un
tain of supply the .needed element or elements to indu~per
fect restoration to the average conditjon of soil in its locality ; · 
the . period necessary for the accomplishment of this, being 
according to .circumstances; as depth of degradation of the 
soil, the electric condition of elements during the period of its. 
regeneration. By atomic action of the electric fluids of sur- ' 
rounding nature with the electric fluid of the soil, a' new ele
ment ·or proportion is incorporated into the constitution of 

, this soil, and it again acts as a qualified soil. 
Again : Man sleeps ; action has induced weariness, neces

sitated rest ; exhaustion of the physical electric fluid by e::r:er- · 
cise of brain and muscle, in this case, necessitates rest of 
matter. Sleep is sister to death ; exhaue~ nature, without . 

• 
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resortiDg to decomposition, obtains from nature the necessary 
amount of physical force to restore equilibnum ·by shutting . 
off a portion of the supply, so to speak, of the :fluid which 
connects the soul principle with the sphit. The partial 
stoppage of this supply induces' cessation of thought, and 
consequently of action; or sufficient cessation of these tC) 
cause cessation of muscular action, and consequent cessation 
of further exhaustion of physical force. This is necessary 
before stimulation of physical force can result-before the 
needed element, or proportion of this force, lost fr~ the form, . 
~n be restored to it. Atomic action of the physical and 
spiritual magnetic forces in the organization during the period 
of unconsciousness, restores the lost proportion to the physi
cal; which proportion is organized from posith·e and nega
tive, and is a physical or ponderable force. 

A partial stoppage of this supply of the higher magnetic 
:fluid is induced by the cessation of the action of the mind in 
the effort to induee sleep ; attractive force ceasing to be exer
cised,' mutually, by the spiritual and the soul brain. Uncon
sciousness is only partial in case of deepest sleep, as this 
supply does not, can not, entirely cease without decomposi~ 
tion of the soul brain ; partial action continues between these 
two brains even during th~process called death ;-while com
plete severance is being effected between the physical aild ·soul 
brain by decomposition of the physical. 

'fhe correspondence is perfect, in ~he fullest sense, between 
this cited case, and that under oonsideration. The spiritual 
eleuient in man's nature during sleep acts upon the .physical, 
precisely as the Deific Mind acts upon the Deific Body, 
through the medium of Deific Electric Force upon the gross 
electric :fluid latent in matter; precisely the same result is 
effected l;>y this action--the restoration of the .equilibrium of 
the forces of the mind, soul, and physical. 
· . Does the body weary, the mind wearies ; is there a loss of 
equilibrium in the physical universe1 there is also in. the 
spiritual ; is this loss supplied to the physical universe, it is. 

7 
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also to the spiritual; and by the same process which supplies 
it to the physical. Interchange is the method ; man's phys
ical draws physical positive force, from the spirit-the 
mind-which it needs; (which force is positive on the physi
ca.i plane) while his spirit draws of spiritual positive from 
the physical to supply its loss; (which force is negative on 
the physical plane.) 

The body soonest becomes exhausted ; thus the energy of 
a system will wear it out, as it is said ; the body decays 

. while the ~ij>ul lives on; perfect equilibrium of its electric 
forces-its gross positive and negative, not being perfectly 
restored by rest after maturity-after man becomes an act
ing, thinking being. Old age comes prematurely to the 
thinking man whose physical is imperfectly constituted; 
while the thoughtless, being physically well constituted, all 
other circumstances being ·favorable, will live to an unprece
dented age ; and, .as nature designed, the physically well con
stituted thinking man, lives his "three score years and ten." 
Maturity marks the period in man intervening between youth 
and old age ; the only period in his physical existence when 
the positive and negative can }>roperly pe said to be in equi
librium. Dwing the period of youth there is an: excess of the 
positive (physical) manufactured and consumed, by the sys
tem; during old age, a.n excess of the negative (physical) 
manufactured and consumed, by the system ; during the 
period of manhood, the perfect man, by preserving equilib
rium of thought and physical action, preserves the equilib
rium of these two inherent forces of his nature. Animal 
magnetism of the lower grade is this positive-the highest 
positive of the human organization; the negative of the sys
tem corresponding to this is thought magnetism. 

The justice of nature's arrangements is exhibited in her 
method of developing man. The manufacture of an excess 
of the positive element, precludes the posibility of thought or 
care, by the youthful mind; which, if induced by any method,. 
in that mind, wou}.d cause premature decay and death. 
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During the period of manhood, the necessities of the fainily, 
the social relations, demand that man be an acting, and a 
thinking being; while be is constituted such by the natural 
action of his system,-the equal action of the two grand 
forces of nature. Nature destines man to die; destines him 
for a higher state of existence; and by her method ape induces 
decay, final disorganization of the physical system to this end, 
by the destruction of the equilibrium of these forces. 

Man's organization derives its supply from surrounding 
nature ; it being a part of the Great Perfect Organization. 
As a part, it is dependent upon other parts ; as one organ of 
man's body is dependent upon other organs. As a whole, 
man's organization corresponds to the Deific, in this; that it 
is self-supplying in matter of the germinal essence of the 
mind, which alone constitutes mau-the immortal being. 
It is self-supplying in this element; thus :-The germ of 
man, .. signifies the perfect man, yet undeveloped, yet to un
fold; it signifies the essence of man-the elements, unpro
portioned. Nature's effort from the first institution· of man's 
physical fcrm is to duly proportion these elements. As it is 
God's method to act through an organism, He has made it 
man's method to act thus; as it is God's method to act 
through an organism, there is no other method by which to 
net ; therefore, man acts through an organism, exhibits intel
ligence through an organism ; yet, through an organism he 
does not draw that which he inherently possesses-the ele- 
menta which constitut~ him man ; as God does not draw 
that through an organism which He inherently possesses,
whlch constitutes Him God. By action induced by intelli
gence is he only constituted man, in the true sense; an idiot, 
though possessing the physical form, is not man ; because he • 
possesses not the inherent quality of man-intelligence. By 
action, induced by· intelligence through an organism, is God 
~nstituted God, in the same sense. Man is not God, because 
the elements of his being are disproportioQed ;---because he 
ia a developed ·being. • : . . . • .. 

:· 
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- Mind derives intelligooce, it :Is said,: fiom' nature ; this sig~ 
nifies, simply, that the induced action of the germinal mind 
by the effort of thought, proportions the qualities-the ele
ments of that mind. Thds : Through the physical se:D.ses 
the brain perceives ;: this- signifies, that magnetism from an 
object, as a physical object, or thought magnetism from the 
brain of another, enters through the avenues:of the organism, 
and acts as matter upon the physical brain, and through this, 
upon the soul brain ; and through this, upon the spiritual 
brain, here termed germinal spiritual. This excites action 
of that brain, which action generates thought, intelligence; 
the germinal spiritual brain being istself intelligence.. It is 
by action of this mind- this intelligence, upon the sphere· of . 
mind of the universe) that it develops-becomes properly 
proportioned. Attractive force exerted by man's germinal 
spiritual, or mind, upon the positive sphere of the Divine 

· Mind-that supplying germinal essence, as before described 
draws atoms of this essence from that sphere to proportion 
the mind; or to reorganize it, as it passes 'from one sphere of 
wisdom to another.'• This branch of the subject will not be 
fully treated in this collnection, as its conSideration properly 
belongs elsewhere. 

In the true sense, mind can not disorganize; it adds to its 
proportions gradually, until it can be said· to be reorganized, 
in the sense of. being constituted of entirely different propor
-tions of the same elelllents ; as atmosphere gradually adds to 
its· proportions-being a planetary atmosphere-until it is 
constituted of perfect proportions, so termed,-until it is so 
dive~ from an undeveloped planetary atmosphere as to be 
termed a different organization. 

• Mind draws nothing from the grosser. man, save actien; 
as God draws action from His Physical; . therefore, it is 
self-existent ;-not in the sense that God is self-existent_; 
self-sustailiing,-yet not in the sense ·that God is self-sus-
taining . 

. · . ..~~t whence the supply from God's essence of material for . : : ·. . ....... 
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the race of man through eternity ; and whence the supply of 
the physical from which form is eternally to be developed.? 
Int('!rchange is perpetually the method of ·the Deifte Organ
ism, whereby it sustains itself-produces and reproduces. 

Atomic motion, instituted by. the action of Deific Foree 
upon matter, after eternities, and cycles of eternities, con
tummated the purpose for which it was ordained.,.:_the resti
tution of equih"brium of positive and negative in matter. 
Simultaneously with .the restoration of this ~uilibrium, 
occurred the stimulation of motion of matter. All centers, 
all matter pertaining to all centers, were stimulated by the 
restoration of the lost proportion of positive to physical na
ture. Attractive and repulsive forces were· again equal, 
therefore, procreation could result from action in matter. 

Procreation-stimulation of motion of an atom indnciog 
formation, is the equal action of attractive, and repulsiYe 
forces upon the atOm. .Equal action of these two forces upon · . 
an atom, while it induces no change of ppsition of the atom 
as a whole, induces change of position of it.s atoms ; . positive 
&toms are attracted by the attractive or ~itive force, nega
tive by the repulsive or negative force i while each are repelled 
by the opposing force ; thus atomic motion of the atOm iJ 
qUickened, while no change of position of the atom as a whole, 
is po88ible, as is evident ;-equal for.ces operating · upon a 
body from opposite directions, no mQtion of that body. ia pos
sible. 
: Positive attracts, negative repelB; .this is the nature of the 
action of the two fofC('!S, or the two members of the one force. 
This only occurs 1!.8 an effect of a dissimilarity of the aioma 
composing the two currents of, the. ~uid coming in ·coa~ 
While actual interchange of atoms · of the· two carrenta · takes 
place, the great mass of the two opposing currents aTe repelled 
Vom each other, being dissimilar matter. It ia only when 
mat~ is aftlniti21ed that it o&n 818oeiate ...... only when i bodi• 
or atoms are a.ftinitized that they Carl aseoOiaUJ ; the ~ 

. . . . '·· : . ~ 
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law of affinity determining that like matter shall be attracted, 
while unlike shall be repulsed. 

The negative principle of the dual force being a spiritual· 
ized force, acts as a weaker force in contact wit~h a stronger 
physical, or an overbalancing current of. the physical, which 
physical is termed the positive, being, in that case, the 
stronger. Unequal action of the positive and negative, as 
thus illustrated, causes motion-stimulation of motion of 
atoms, motions of atoms and bodies to, and from, centers, and 
around centers ; while the actual int-erchange ejfected by the 
co.operation of the currents, although unequal,· determines 
atomic action instituting form in the atoms or bodies . thus 
actuated by this unequal action. 

Positive action, negative action, as of bodies upon other 
bodies, atoms upon other atoms,' as has been stated, is stronger 
and weaker relative action. A body attracts another, being 

·of like mattt'.r and physically stronger. This signifies that 
the overbalancing positive, or physical, of the positive body 
overcomes the weaker spiritual of the negative body, and in 
consequence, the negative body is attracted to the positive • 

. In this _case, actual interchange of positive and negative
physical and spiritual, takes place; yet t.he forces being une· . 
qualized force8, or of different gn~des, the great mass of the 
negative body is attracted to the positive. Bodies attract 

· bodies of. diverse grades; physical currents attract spiritual 
of diverse grades, otherwise this could not be; as it is the 
action of the physical upon the spiritual, the spiritUJ!l upon 
the physical, which originates attractive force-all motion. 
A body repels anothar, being actuated by an overbalancing 
nega.tive ;-this signifies, that the form through which this 
nega.tive acts being-a. negative form, or of lower gra.de than 
that through which the opposing positive acts, but tbeing of 
a grade affi.nitizing with that, an overbalancing cu1Tent of 
spiritual-negative, can act through this form, and thue 

·repel the positive. It is thus that suns ·are repelled from 
centers ; the negative in thiS case acts through a lower form 
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of matter, yet· sufficiently affinitized to the positive form to 
act with it; and acting through an overbalancing quantity 
of matter, it is the stronger force; the positive is repelled. 

Matter being dissimilar, repels ;-this only signifies that 
the spiritual repels the physical, being dissimilar from it ; 
and only repels such of that as is most dissimilar, or of a 
grade too far below its ~wn to affinitize in any degree with 
it. All matter is charged with electric fluid Soth physical 
and spiritual, and these fluids are of corresponding grades in 
each grade of matter ; therefore, as bodies are by circum
stances brought under each other's influeuce, they attract or . 
repel according to the quantity and quality of the physica.l . 
and spiritual electric currents pervading the bodies. 

When a form is first instituted in a universe of primeval 
matter, the repulsive force-the negative or spiritual, acting 
with the attractive-the positive or physical, for the institu
tion of that form, is the atomic sphere of individualized mind 
pervading matter. So unaffinitized is this sphere to the low 

_ physical which it · permeates, that an eternity, 'or cycles of 
eternities, only suffice to cause ·them sufficiently to affinitize to 
act reciprocally upon an atom for its i~pregnation. This is 
accomplished by the effect of atomic action in eliciting the 
highest possible atoms from the physical and the lowest pos
sible from the spiritual; these act together for the stimula
tion of the cent.ral atom of the sphere, being equalized forces. 
Continued action in matter eliciting higher forms of the spir
itual, a second stimulation is effected in a s]lorter space of 
time than was required to effect the first. Thus each suc
cessive stimulation is effected in a shorter period of time than 
was the last, until matter has arrived at that stage of devel
·opment wherein it eV'olves spirit; when all motion-all de
velopement, is quickened-stimulated, by the action of grades 
of spirit upon affinitized grades of matter, in periods corres
ponding to the periods occupied in the evolution of these 
grades of spirit. Stimulations of motion instituting suns 
of the various orders, those introducing erae, .miJloF eras,-

• 
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tll eras of whatever .grade, .result fr-om ~e reciprocal actiou. 
of the positive and negativt;l, the physical with the spiritual, 
of whatever grade that spiritual may be; according to the 
above exposition. All grades of spiritual are ceasele88ly o~r
,_tive in the.univerae of physical, according to their power upon 
this physical ; and thus, grade assists grade in the stimula .. 
tion of matter, in forwarding the processes of development. 

Periodic stimulation of motion of matter results fi"Om the 
neCessities of· nature, caused by the continual partial loss of. 
equilibrium of the forces by the grades in process of develop
ment in .ascending order; thus :-:-The first developed grade 
of developing mat~r first experiences the loss of equilib
rium of its inherent forces; that nerl developed, subseqtlent 
to this ; and thus .the several grades in their order of devel
opment. As there are grades of grades-subdivisions of 
grades, these stimulations must succeed each other perpetu
a.lly, that the necessities of all grades of matter may be met. 

Action is perpetual between the physical and spiritual in / 
man's organizatioQ; correspondingly is. it perpetual between 
the corresponding principles of the Deific Organization. Yet 
man's organization· has. its periodic seasons o_f rest-its nighi 
of sleep ; in perfect correspondence, the Deific Organization 
has its periodic seasons of rest-its night of sleep. This 
night is the period wherein matter is disorganizing, and that 
succeeding its disorganization-wherein . is no action, save 
.that of Deific Electric FOPCe upon disorganized matter. 
W~at signifies Deific Electric Force? According to the 

above exposition, this force is organized spiritual man ; or the 
atomic sphere of mind permeating the physical universe ; and 
the a(ltion induced upon gross matter from eternity, by all the 
sQcces$ive stimulations of motion instituting compound eyelet 
of a~tion, periods of action, &c. is induced. by the agency of 
org$Dized Deific Essence existing in the universe of God from 
eternity, and which essence is atoms of the ;Electric Fluid 
w~h conDE!Cte God's Spirit with His Physical Body . . 
--.Pf .this ~tomic sphere. of miQ.d-tbis orpniled Demo E,e. 
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seJice, thrOtlgh which .. the Deific Mind acts upon physical 
nature, as mind in man acts upon, and through, map's body, 
it is well to state ·in this connection, that an undentanding 
of the method of this action, or its exact nature, can not be 
conveyed to mind without first .portraying the method of 
apiritudl exieten.ce ; without first describing the nature of the 
spheres upon which spiritual beings of the various grades, 
dwell ; as second, third, fourth, &c. and the nature of the 
transformations which occur to matter and mind, so termed, 
in the spheres. The consideration of these subjects does not 
properly belong to this volume ; therefore, no further expla
nation of the nature or method of action of the above named 

· force will be here given. 
·Is it objected to this theory, that from matter was man 

developed-through the agency of matter; therefore, ma~ 
from eternity could not have existed; the existence of groM 
matter must have preceded the existence of man ; the inquiry 
arises : How did the Deific Organization exist without the 
link binding the parts together? Is gross matter necessary 
to the development· of man, in the economy of nature, man is 
as necossary to the development of gross matter. Whence 
the supply of matter from . which forms are instituted as 
eternity suceeeds eternity, . cy.cle succeeds cycle, compound 
cycle ·sncceeds compound cycle in a perpetual circle? It is 
answered again ; perpetual interchange in the pe!f'ect form 
of Deity perpetually supplies all the wants of that form
interciliange of positive for negative, negative for poeitive, as 
these forces are exhausted by action in the spiritual or phys
ical univel'8e. A lost: proportion of spirit-absolute positive, 
is supplied . b.y a proportion of' negative ; which negative, in 
combining with positive, loses its physical nature-becomes 
spiritaal ~ upon the principle, as before rxpl&ined, that ele
ments lose their individuality in .combining to form new ele
ments. A lost proportion ofphysical-abeolute negative, is 
'up plied by a proportion. of positive,. which proportion loees 
ita •piritual DIAura b;r com~ with pbyai~, ~to 
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the above named principle. It is upon the ·principle that 
elemen~ lose their indviduality when combining, that pon
derability is developed. as the physical progresses from ita 
lo:w vapory form to the high planetary; and imponderability, 
as physical progresses to the spiritual plane. 

Positive is perpetually supplied by the perpetqal trans
formations of forms in the spiritual universe, as negative is 
by the perpetual transformations of forms in the physical. 
This interchange-the method of interchange, can only be 
fully illustrated by the full discussion of the subject of uni
versal development-development upon the physical and 
spiritual planes; therefore the reader will gather the truth 
upon this subject- the evidences of this interchange, as the . 
su~ject is pursued · in this and succeeding volumes. The 
subject of Deific Existence, and man's immortalit1, will be 
more fully treated in the volume devoted ~ the analysis of 
the spiritual universe,. as it is more properly of the l!ubjecta 
therein to be discussed. Let the reader beware of hasty con
clusions in studying these subjects, otherwise he may repeat
edly be compelled to re-form his opinions-establish a new 
base. They are subjeets upon which the wisest stumble, 
and which the eternal years of man's life will only suffice to 
settle to his complete satisfa~tion, as is evident from their 
nature. When law shall have developed man from the 
earthly plane to higher planes of thought and reason, he will 
comprehend what is now far beyond his thought or imagina
tion. ·Let him patiently scan the broad fields of science and 
investigation, and glean truths by this process, which shall 
assist him to reach that plane whereon he may have a broader 
view of the universe and its Divine Architect than is possible 
upon his present plane . 

.All action in natpre is similar action. The grades of the 
electric fluid act upon each other in a positive and negative 
relative sense, according to grade, quality, or quantity, in 
correspondence to the relative action of positive and negative, 
u explained in the foregoing pages. Electricity is of an inn• 
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nite number of grades, each higher garde acting upon each 
next lower, and each lower upon each next higher, for its 
development; reciprocity being the method ; as positive upon 
negative, and vice versa; all action of each grade being the 
result of atomic stimulation effected by reciprocal action of 
positive and negative. V egeta.tion is developed by soil ; soil 
is enriched by decayed vegetation. This signifies that the 
gross electricity, otherwise, life elements of the soil, combine 
with other elemt.>nts-higher electricity, to develop vegeta· 
tion; that the higher electricity, otherwise, life elements of 
vegetation, combine with other elements-grosser electricity, 
to develop soil, and by the described agency of the positive 
and negative. 

Manures enrich soils ; the careful agricuUurist preserves 
all the gleanings from his barnyards, sheepfolds, herdcotes, 
knowing that these will enrich pastures, meadows, and grain 
lands ; he understands, is he observant of effects of the . 
various manures upon soils, that such manures are richer 
than decayed vegetation- better regenerators of soils. The 
electric element generated from thf',se manures, if properly 
saved, is the true regenerator o( soils whereon is produced 
the grasses, the grains-those substances which feed man 
and those nnimals upon which he subsists, being of a higher 
grade than that eliminated from decayed vegetation, pos
sessing an element of the animal nature in its constitution. 
This electric element is the agent which stimulates the ~oil 
by the agency of positive and negative. This soil, intermin
gled by nature's processes with lower soil, regenerates that. 
The electric element generated by this higher soil stimulates 
that ·lower ,by the same agency 1 by intermingling with it. 
The lowest grade of man stimulates the highest grade of 
matter below ma.n by the element animal magnetism, whose 
actiQJl upon the next lower grade of the electric fluid is 

'precisely that of a grosser grade upon one below it. Thus 
grades of matter stimulate grades of matter; each grade 
acting up®· ita next lower. Na.t11i-e's method ia precilely 
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that pursued by the ~se agriculturist. By her proeesses 
she intermingles higher substances with lower-higher ele
me)lts with soils, that the proper grades may act upon each 
other, and thus aid in each other's development-the higher 
&timulate the l~wer, and the lower aid the stimulation of the 
higher: 

Electric stimulations, as above described, are apl'ropriately 
termed physical stimulations, or stimulations by tlie positive 
physieal, as it is a commingling of higher physical elements 
with lower, inducing evolution of new or higher elements 
from the lower. This is the principle-'the method by which 
atoms are evolved to the appreciable physical form ; the com
mingling of a higher grade of the electric fluid with a lower, 
which higher ,tiniulates the 'lower to a greater degree of 
action, which induces evolution. The higher electric element 
commingling with the lower, in the case of the evolution of 
the central atom of the universe, was a higher grade of inap
preciable atoms of primeval substance ; . these acting upon 
lower, stimulated them to greater aotion, and hence evolution 
of appreciable atoms. This principle is that of a positive or
male principle of higher grade' or species acting upon a neg
ative or female principle of lower grade or species, effecting' 
impregnation. A positive physical of higher grade operates 
upon a negative physical of lower grade for the institution of 
form, only through two grades; (a corresponding negative 

- is not here signified ; but a negative carreeponding to a lower 
positive.) The operation of this law may be observed in the 
effects of copulation of animals of higher and lower speciea ; 
as higher male with lower female. 
. A positive physical Qf lower grade acts up<)n a negative 
physical of higher grade through many grades. Thus : The 
stimulations effecting . the renewal · of action in a 'universe at 
the commencement of a long or short period of action, the 
successive stimulations of matter of different grades prec-eding 

. the second stimulation, termed evolution to, the appreciable 
physical funn, are stimulation&; or; as .it ~ iermeds impreg-
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nations, resulting from .the action of positive physical of lower 
grade upon negative of higher grade. This is the action of· 
lower physical upon higher physical, the lower being the over
balancing or positive force. Thus all the lower grades of· 
physical substance constituting primeval matter, act upon 
the highest grade, as upon a negative, for the first stimulation 
of motion in the universe of primeval matter ; the spiritual! 
acting through this highest grade, which, together with the 
fact of its being the wea.kf,r physical force, constitutes, as 
the reader understands, this the . physical negative. In this 
case, there are absolutely· many grades intervening betw~ 
this lower positive and higher negative ; as . the physical aCts 
through the grades of primeval matter which are unevolved
unstimulated ~y the effects of this action·, w4ile the negative 
acts through the highest grade of the evolved grade, which ia· 
constituted of an infinite number of grades. 

The action of this law is fm;ther illustrated by the stimu
lations of action introducing eras of all grades, as com~tary 
and planetary eras, &c. ; which stimulations result to the 
various orders of suns from parental influence-the influence 
of the lower over the higher. '11he operation of this princi
ple is observable, in a degree, in the effects of copulation of 
animals of lower and ·higher species ; as lower male with 
higher female.· It may not be a8 distinctly proved by obser
vation of the animal species as upon inanimate nature, from 
the' method of formation ·of the different species; the indi- • 
viduals of the male and femA.le of the lower and. higher· spe
cies being so constmcted that copulation is impossible, or 
effected with the greatest difficulty. This is nature's provi~ 
sion for the pre~ention of deformities or moiistrosities among 
the animal species. 

This latter grade of stiinulation, termed the 'first stimula
tion, occurs successively of grades, from lower to higher; and 
the former, that termed the second stimulation, successively 
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from higher to lower ; and by these two methods are the pro
cesses of formation of universal development effected. ' 

To exemplify • A grade of matter is stimulated by the first 
stimulation ; this signifies, that by the reciprocal action of 
lower positive and higher negative, action is stimulated. This 
stimulation effects the introduction of the second ; thus: The 
action of the higher grades of that substance upon the lower, 
is. stimulated, which a6tiou by continuing for a sufficient 
length of time will induce evolution of an atom or atoms to 
the appreciable physical form. Thus the first stimulation, in 
this case, effects the second, and thus nature acts in all cases ; 
it is for man to study and detect this action in the constitu
tion of the various forms of matter. 

Spheres are ~tratified in conformity to the law of positive 
and negative, pQssess their positive; and negative organs, .and 
organs which are termed positive and negative; also they are 
divided into positive, and negative hemispheres, so · termed, 
in correspondence with the positive, and negative hemispheres 
of solidified bodies ; which hemispheres-a sphere being 
cometary matter-are the positive, and negative grades inter
mingled according to the necessities of the sphere. 

Solidified bodies possess positive, a~d negative organs, and 
· organs which are positive and negative; also positive, and 
negative hemispheres; which hemispheres occupy, each, one 
half the form of thE! body, and are opposed to each other as 

• northern and southern· hemispheres. The action of forces, 
not here to be enunciated, fix the locality of positive, and 
negative matter of a sun when that sun is iri an early come
tary stage ; however, previous to the period of the fixing of 
the two grades, the positive, and negative i~termingle; the 
matter of the body being of such rare quality.-so nearly of 
the grade of spheral matter, that it is not subject to the forces 
which regulate matter of forms-fix the position of positive, ' 
and negative hemispheres, poles, &c. 

In nature, the office of all forms is to act as propagators 
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of forms, through the ~ency of positive, and negative, or male 
and female organs ; and as propagators of force to other 
forms. Forms act as ag<>.nts for the m&nufactnre and trans
mission of the positive, and negative; or as positive, and neg
ative forms ; and as recipients of these fluids ; or as positive, 
and corresponding negative forms. Matter of all forms is 
positive, and negative atomic matter, in equal proportio'l; 
while every individual form has its office as positive and neg
ative, positive, or negative, according to its constitution, rela
tive position, and relative office, in a sphere, or system of 
forms. 

In a stratified sphere, as a sphere of unevolved primflval 
matter, strata are arranged in perfect position according to 
the great law of matter determining that central organs 
shall generate fluids for the use of systems; that positive, and 
·their conesponding negative organs shall be situated each in 
juxtaposition with positive, and negative; otherwise termed, 
central organs ; or relatively so situated. The office of a cen
tral organ is to attract from nature corresponding positive, 
and negative to itself, and manufacture from these 'in combi
nation, higher fluids of the same nature, which it is to dis
pense to the corresponding positive, and negative organs of 
the system. Thus the central positive and negative organ 
of a form is termed the highest of the form. 

Every form has its spiritual and physical centers, so termed, 
and its corresponding spiritual and physical positive and neg
ative. In the human organization, the heart is the phy~tical 
center, or physical positive and negative organ; while the 
other vital Qrgans are the positive, and the outer organs the 
negative. The brain is the spiritual center of this organiza
tion, or the positive and negative organ on the spiritual plane; 
and the nerves the positive organs, and the blood vessels the 
corresponding negative. 

Through the agency of the heart, or physical center, the 
phyaicallife-forcee of the system are generated; while by the 
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agency of the brain, or spiritual cen~r, the corresponding 
spiritual life-forces are generated. In a sphere of unevolved 
matter, the physical center is the second division, termed the 
central; this division fulfilling the office of a central organ, 
being termed the positive and negative division; . while the 
central-that composing the third or interior division, being 
the most condensed matter of the sphere, is the spiritual pos• 
itive and negative, or center. 

The method of stratification of spheres, as it will be dis
cussed in the folk>wing pages, together with the above e;x:pla
nations, will give a. proper understanding of nature's order of 
an-angement of matter prior to the evolution of forms-the 
institution of qualified central organs or parent forms,-and 
qualified positive, and negative forms. . . 

In- a system of suns, the physical center is the central 
body- the generator of the forces of the system, and the cor
responding positive, and negative organs, are the formations 
of the system evolved by this central formation ; the negative 
being those occupying the outer section of the sphere, the pos
itive, ·those intermediate between these and the central body. 
In such a system, the spiritual center is the most condensed 
matt.~r of the system-the highest quality of developed sub
stance, while the corresponding positive, and negative org8Jl:9 
are the two b>Tades, positive, and negative, to each other from 
their inherent quality or grade of condeJlS&tion. ·The further 
discussion of the subject of universal development will illus-
trate the above propositions. . 

. Nature provides diverse forms, as male, and female, in her 
~gher orders, through which the positive, and negative, may . 
act for the propagation of forms ; and through these fol1D8 
only, can the male and female principles act for this purpose. 
The physical positive is personated in the form of man, and 
the male of the various species of animals and some species 
of plan til; the physical negative, in th€1 form of woman, and 
females qf the various species of animals and plants. In all 
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" the lower orders of forms, the positive and negative, male and 
female, act through the same form for the propagation of 
forms ; thus : A sun combines the male and female organs 
in its constitution, and produces forms by the legitimate 
action of these principles. 

Suns are positive and negative to each other in a relative, 
but not in an absolute sense ; all forms are positive and 
negative to each other, relatively. This signifies that atomic 
action of one sun, or other fori_?, upon another, is either posi
tive or negative relative action; which atomic action is the 
action of the magnetic fluid generated by the one form· upon 
that generated by the other; 'which action propagates growth 
of forms~aids in the development of forms and surfaces: 
A sun is positive to another sun when it is of more highly 
qualified matter, or of an overbalancing mass of matter, and 
will act as a positive to that f01 the stimulation of atomic 
motion or growth. of both forms ; the two acting as one pos
itive and negative, and together manufacturing a higher 
force to feed the two forms. A female is positive to a male 
when her's is a more highly developed organization than his, 
either physically or mentally ; and as positive, this female 
organization will act upon a corresponding negative for the 
stimulation of atomic motion of matter or mind, as the posi
tive sun acts upon the negative; stimulation of atomic action 
of both forms, 'whether physical or mental, resulting from 
this action, as in the other case. The stronger electric fluids 
acting through the positive form, be that form male or female, 
operate upon the weaker electric fluids of the negative form, 
be that form male .or female, as the positive ever acts upon 
the negative for stimulation-stimulation of atomic action 
of the individual forms. 

The intrinsic quality of the male form constitutes it a pos
itive form in the sense of being a propagator of the species ; 
and the intrinsic quality of the female form constitutes it a. 
negative form, in the same sense. When men have learned 

s 
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to recognize the spiritual as pervading the physical-that 
the physical is both spiritual and physical, then they will 
recognize the truth of the proposition, that the vitalized 
electric fluid is of two natures -acts as a dual force ; and 
that either element of the dual forct>, is no force without its 
corresponding element. 

Electric force is of two grades, each grade subdivided into 
an infinite number of grades. The higher grade is. termed 
Deific Electric Force, from its nature ; it being force propa
gated from the Divine Mind. The lower is termed physical 
electric force from its nature ; being propagated from the 

, physical. That only is termed Deific Electric Force which 
institutes formation at the beginning of a period of action, as 
explained; as only then can it be said to operate alone for 
the institution of form ; as subsequent to the . institution of 
the first form, forces originated by matter co-operate with 
this force for there-stimulation of matter-the institution 
of form. The spiritual acting with the physical, as it acts 
through physical, is termed physical; therefore, all forces 
exercised upon matter, save this one force in this sole instance, 
is termed physical electric force. 

The subdivisions of a stratum are twelve, corresponding 
with the subdivisions of a sphere. A stratum is first divided, 
as already stated, into three qualities, which qualitie~ are 
divided into four grades each. Each subdivision of a stratum 
of the universe, and of the first two orders of suns, evolve 
formations separately ; which formations are the subdivisions 
of a great formation. Unlike the twelve strata of a sphere, 
these subdivisions of a stratum do not evolve their formations 
from the outer to the inner successively ; they evolve them 
according to electric quality of matter and position combined. 
The central division, composing four subdivisions, firilt evolvf'.a 
its formations. This division comprises the positive and neg
ative matter of the stratum, while this matter is stratified in 
conformity. with all matter of the sphere ; the most dense 
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occupying an interior position, The central subdivision of 
this division, first evolves its forms ; this is the third in order 
from the outer, this being from inherent and electric quality 
combined, the nighest of the subdivisions. However, this 
IJ.lbdivision does not evolve all of its forms prior to the evolu
tion of any other formation of the division ; in the universal 
sphere, six are first evolved by this subdivision, comprising 
the highest matter of the subdivision ; following which, is the 
evolution of its entire formation by the next outer subdivi
sion. This next outer, being of comparatively high quality of 
matter, and possessing advantage' of position over the next 
interior-more dense, first evolves its formation. The cen
tral subdivision next completes the evolution of its formation ; 
following thiR, the next interior evolves its formation; follow
ing this, the next outer one not having eYolved its formation; 
thus the remaining of' the twelve subdivisions of the division 
conse:!utively evolve their formations. 

The balancing formation of a stratum, so termed, com
prises the largest forms of the great formation occupying the 
stratum ; . they are the balancing forms of the formation. 
The central stratum of the second, or central divisi~n of the 
universe-of any sphere, evolves the largeat forms, the most 
massive formation of any sphere, save the outer; which, as . 
already stated, evolves the most massive formation of tho 
sphere ; in this sense, the central subdivision of a stratum 
corresponds to the central subdivision of a sphere. The 
third of 'the four subdivisions of the . second division of a 
sphere, is the seventh stratum of the sphere, so termed ; the 
seventh subdivision. This stratum evolves the sixth forma
tion, which, in every sphere, is the balancing formation ; 
termed such from its office in the sphere-the preponder
ating size of its forms. The six first evolved forms of every 
formation of the universe, are the largest of that formation; 
while all the forms of the minor subdivision evolving these, 
are larger t~n the other foriPs of the form.ation. In cor-
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respondence with this, the sixth formation of every sphere 
comprises the largest forms evolved by any of the subdivisions 
of the sphere. Thus the reader will perceive the correspon
dence between the subdivisions of a sphere, and the subdivi
sions of a stratum; the divisions of a sphere, and the divisiona 
of a stratum; also of formations and minor formations. By 
a careful study of the above exposition, he will be able to 
comprehend the method of nature's action in the evolution 
of suns, and the reasons for this method. 

· According to the arrangement of the universe, or any sys
tem of the universe, the number of the stratum can not be 
the number of the formation occupying it. The :first or outer 
stratum e.volves the matter of the central body, which is 
properly the twelfth formation, being interior to the outer 
eleven; while the second stratum evolves the matter of the 
outer formation, which is properly the :first. This arrange
ment, unavoidably, causes confusion from the diversity of the 
number of a stratum from that of the formation occupying it. 
The careful reader will avoid any misunderstanding of what 
is said relative to formations and strata by keeping the true 
arrangement before the mind, and the necessity for this 
arrangement. 

The period wherein are being evolved the twelve forma- · 
tions of a sphere, is divided into two cycles ; which cycles are 
subdivided into periods of action and rest, according to the 
subdivision of cycles of eternities ; each period of action com
prising that period wherein is being evolved one great forma
tion, and the succeeding one of rest ; a period corresponding 
with that wherein is evolved one formation· of a stratum, or 
one twelfth of the period wherei~ one great formation 1s evolv
ed. This period corresponds to the peri?d of rest intervening 
between the cycles, which period is one seventh of the length 
of the cycle ; and as that is reckoned into n cycle as part of 
that period, so this is reckoned into the period of the e\'olu
tion of a formation. Correspondence is nature's method. 
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The cycles have their representatives-correspondences, in 
the periods of the evolution of formations in every order of 
auns, of which there are twelv~ in each order. The seven 
cycles of a compound cycle, have their correspondences in the 
periods of the development of the orders of suns-seven 
grades of matter. Succeeding the evolution of the six ·orders, 
which petiod is an ete~ity of action, is the corresponding 
period of rest ; the eternal night. This corresponds to the 
compound cycle' of rest, succeeding that of action. These 
periods of rest are nature's sabbaths. Corresponding to 
these, there are minor periods ; higher and still higher mani
festation of the law through all development; eras, minor 
eras, and subdivisions of these; still minor eras and subdi
visions of these. 

Nature, just to her laws, arranges all things subservient to 
them. Man discovers this arrangement in the periodic chang~ 
of seasons; the succession of day and night, and in the con
stitution of his own system. He has but to trace nature's 
plan in these, to discover her correspondences within the limits 
of his own observation, in order to impel him to the belief 
that these are established from eternity, to eternity shall 
remain established. This work is an exposition of the prin
ciples of nature; it tells man truths hitherto untold ; de
clares principles hitherto undeclared ; yet, it points to no 
truth, explains no principle, which man's observation, aided 
by his reason, can not indorse. The sabbath, termed by 
some an in11titution of man, man has obeerved from unre
corded periods of the past ; the law written in his nature 
demanded the rest of the period-the sabbath which God 
ordained, not man. Man observes the changes of seasons, 
succession of seed-time and harvest, summer and winter, 
day and night, God ordained from the period of Earth's first 
existence ; experience teaches him that these must succeed 
each other, or nature's order be destroyed. From these ob
eervations, he ma7 aooeptl the· statements made iD this work 
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relative to the eras, periods, eternities, cycles, compound 
cycles, and complete p~riods, of the past. 

During this period of rest, motion continues in all matter, 
yet it is insufficient motion to inaugurate form-to induce 
procreative action. Re-invigorated by this short period of 
repose, matter awakes to renewed activity; motion is stimu
lated by rest, to that degree, that procreative action again 
impregnates centers. , 

The evolution of the second formation was followed by 
that of the third, the ihird by that of the fourth, this, by 
the fifth ; the sixth is now in process of evolution. The 

. first six suns of the central formation of this, have been 
evolved; also a portion of the formation which succeeds this 
in order of evolution. These forms, as remarked of all forms 
of balancing formations, are more vast than those of any 
other formation already, or to be, evolved. Of more dense 
matter than the outer formations, they iue yet more vast ; 
their diameters measuring far more than those of the rarer, 
rarest suns. 

Strata narrow in depth toward the center of the sphere ; 
more space being requisite for containing a certain mass of 
matter, it being rare, than for an equal, a grea~r mass of 
dense matter, according to quality of density or ra1ity. 
Outer strata of the universal sphere, although by far.more 
capacious than central strata, contain much less matter than 
these ; the forms of their formations ar~ much mqre sparsely 
scattered through the strata, and are much smaller. Rare 
matter develops into rare forms, cJense matter into dense 
forms, appropriately termed. An uncondensed sun. of an 
outer formation is of much larger size than one of equal 
massiveness of a central formation, of still larger, than one 
of equal massiveness of an interior formation. By bearing 
in mind this relative massiveness-extent of strata, the 
reader will be able to comprehend the relative massivenesas 
. of the central fOl'Jllation; the relative massivelles& and size of 
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the forma of that fol1Dation of the universal sphere, or of any 
minor sphere. The forms of the balancing fonnation, that 
situated, as the reader comprehends, in the seventh stratum 
and central division of a sphere, although of much greater 
density, are, by far, larger than those of any fonnation out
side of it, from the period of their first evolution to that of 
their perfect condensation. Although they revolve in astra
tum less capacious than the contiguous outer stratum, they 
are yet of much larger size than the forms of this stratum. 
The law of ~Size, and of distance of fonnations from the center, 
and from ~ch other-the law of decrease of depth of strata 
towards the center, will be elucidated in a future section. 

Balancing forms ; this signifies ponderable bodies whose 
united mass is sufficient to balance the,mass of the forma
tions on either side of it-all the formations on either side 
of it, subject to the forces which the central body, and each, 
and all, of th~se formations exert over each,~over all these;
forms whose attractive force is a counterbalancing force to 
these forces. The simultaneous evolution of six forms, their 
assumed positions in opposite localities of the universe, pre- , 
served its balance from the period of the evolution of the first 
six ; the evolution of the balancing formation, preserves the 
balance at present, as that of the preceding formations have 
done. The evolution of th.e interior formations will necessi
tate this as a. balancing one. The central sun, perfected 
interior matter-forms, would, together, constitute a force 
whic}l would overbalance the force exercised by bodies upon 
each other, and outside forces; would ca.u~e disorganization 
of t~e universe, as interior forms and formations perfect, 
without the existence of a balancing formation-a formation 
so situated that it is constituted such. These forms -all 
forms of the balancing formation of the univerSe; being of 
vast size, compared with other fotms-all other forms of aU 
formations, will exercise powerful attractive {oroe upon these 
during their period at development; as irrepla.rity of orbital 
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motion causes them to traverse the epaces .Allotted for their 
development, being cometary ; will exercise powerful attrac
tive force upon them after their orbital motion shall have 
been regulated-~rfected; as they, like the central body, 
l'ropagate their force according to quality and ~uantity of 
matter. 

Quality of rotary motion of suns is determined by quality 
of motion of central atoms-by quality of mat~r of CE)ntral 
atoms. An atom being of pos~tive and negative matter, so 
termed- combining the two electric qualities-'-possesses 
motion, qualified according to .the grade to which it belongs. 
An atom being of positive matter, or po~itive electric quality, 
possesses a positive quality of motion, according to the grade 
to which it belongs; and an atom being of negative matter, 
or negative electric quality, poss'esses a negative quality of 

• motion, according to the grade to which it belongs. A neg
ative atom being of high grade, may possess a higher quality 
of motion than a positive and negative atom of low grade ; 
thus with a positive atom. The gradations of . matter are 
infinite ; the gradations of motion of atoms and forms are 
infinite; and susceptible of all possible variations in order of 
arrangement; as of positive and negative, positive, negative. 

Quality of rotary motion of forms is determined by inher
ent quality of matter of strata .from whence their central 
atoms are derived, qualified by electric quality of such mat~ 
ter. Central atoms of all forms of a sphere being derived 
from the three interior strata of the sphere-all positive and 
negative strata as to inherent quality of matter, it will be 
easy to determine the, relative quality of motion of atom11 
derived from each stratum. These strata, being divided and 
subdivided according to electric quality, several circum
stances ·are to be· taken into consideration i'n deciding the 
quality of the mo,tions of atoms of a stratum as a whole; 
ii~t, the number pf the stratum; second, the diviaioll of 
tile. 8$r&tum; and third, the subdiviaion. 
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The electric quality of the matter of a stratum affects the 
quality of atomic motion of matter of a stratum as it is 
evolv~, therefore, the in'herent quality of matter of astra
tum relatively determines the quality of motion of central 
atoms derived from it. There is no absolute determination 
of the quality of central atoms from circumstance of quality, 
or order, of the strata evolving them. The three interior 
strata of a sphere, of most condensed matter of a sphere, 
have the quality of rotary motion of' their atoms ·so qualified 
by electric condition at the period of the evolution· of these 
atoms, that the outer of the three strata develops central 
at)ms of a higher grade of rotary motion than . the interior. 
The tenth stratum evolves ·central atoms for the four outer 
formations, whose quality of rotary motion, decided by that 
of their central atoms, is highest of any of the sphere. The 
eleventh, evolves the central atom of the next four, whose 
quality of rotary motion is of the next grade lower than that 
of the four outer, but higher than that of the three interior 
formations, whose central atoms are derived from thfl twelfth 

. stratum. 
Position of the tenth stratum nearest the positive and neg

ative division of the sphere, determines that quality of rotary 
motion of atoms of this stratum shall be most qaulified by 
electric condition, and qualified to the degree that it is of a 
higher grade than that of any derived from the more con
densed strata. The positive and negative matter of the 
positive quality is arranged next the positive and negative 
division, being nearest assimilated to that in electric condi
tion; while the positive is intermediate between this and the 
negative. This is the arrangement of divisions of a sphere, 
divisions . of a stratum, and divisions of a subdivision of a 
stratum ; the highest qualified matter, electrically, of a stra
tum being always the central matter, as before explained. 

The relative quality of r6tary motion of the outer forma
tiona ot a sphere, as of all others of the sphere~ dift'ere aocord• 
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ing to the subdivision of the stratum from which their central 
atoms are derived. Thus : The rotary motion of the four 
outer formations, or the forms of those formations, will be 
diverse motion, from the fact, that their central atoms are 
derived from different subdivisions of the stratum ;-from the 
different qualities of matter of the stratum; as from positive 
and negative, positive,. neg'ative, matter; thus will the rotary 
motion of the next four formations be diverse, though their 
central atoms are derived fron\ the same stratum ; being 
derived from different subdivisions of the stratum, or differ
ent qualities of matter of the stratum; and thus also with 
the three interior formations. 

The three outer strata of spheres, though of negative qual
ity of matter inherently and electrically, yet possessing most 
developed orbital motion, or motion determined by the rota
tion of the sphere, are termed positive and negative strata; 
the three next, from their relative quality of this motion, are 
termed positive strata; the three next, negative. Thi~ causes 
a correspondence between electric quality of central atoms of 
forms of a formation, and quality of motion of the other mat
ter of the form, throughout the system. . Thus, the tenth 
stratum is of positive and negative mat¢er, mostly, of the 
positive electric quality, while it gives centers to matter of 
two strata of positive and negative, two of positive :t;natter, 
relative to quality of motion-the second and third, fourth 
and fifth outer strata; the eleventh stratttm is of positive 
matter of the positive quality, while it supplies centers to 
matter of one positive, and three negative strata, relative to 
quality of motion; three of which are of its negative subdi
vision ; while the twelfth stratum, being negative m.atter of 
the positive quality, supplies centers to the matter of the 
three interior strata from its three qualities corresponding to 
the three relative qualities of the three strata, and a center to , 
the central body from matter from ita positive and nagative 
qualitiY• 
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This central atom was a negative atom of the positive 
quality, as qualities are divided; it was also a pQsitive and 
negative atom of this negative quality, as qualities are sub
divided. This determines that the central atom of the cen
tralsun,-as of central bodies of all spheres, was derived 
from the positive and nt~gative division of the twelfth stra
tum of its sphere. This determined a correspondence, as 
remarked, between the electric quality of the central atom 
of the central body, and the relative quality of its other 
matter. . 

So cialled centers of universes and of minor spheres are not 
centrally situated relative to the circumference of the sphere, 
or form, .deriving their central atoms, as they do by this law, 
from the second division of the interior stratum. Centers of 
gravity of sys~ms and suns, are, therefore, not located at the 
local centers of these fotms, but in their positive hemispheres. 

The twelfth stratum of a sphere, by a law as strange, as 
wonderful, as it is evident and necessary, occupies a larger 
comparative space than any stratum of the sphere-larger 
in comparison to the density of its matter. At first view, this 
proposition seems incredible, and contrary to law, or prece
dent; yet, upon investigation, it is found to be law, pre
cedent. 

The highest quality of matter of a sphere ;-this signifies 
matter developed to that degree that separate atoms eliminate 
spheres of. repulsive force,-repulsive to like atoms; which · 
spheres, from the innumerable multitude of these atoms, 
occupy vast space in the sphere. This is nature's provision, 
without which, no sphere could develop its forms;- without 
which, no central body could exist and yet all the other forma
tions of the sphere be properly developed. This space is suf
ficiently extensive in all spheres to permit the development 
of the eleventh formation-that evolved by the twelfth stra
tum, outside the repulsive sphere of the central body. The 
eleventh formation being evolved from outer matter of the 
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twelfth stratum, occupies the outer section of that stratum ; 
• a section vhere matter is not sufficiently condensed to elimi ... 

ntl.te spheres of repulsive force like those of atoms of more 
interior matter of the stratum. 

Matter being of the two qualities, naturally, forms of each 
quality, and of the two qualities comhined, were developed 
from it. Positive and negative fonns, positive, negative, 
ones, were developed from corresponding qualities of matt~r 
of the universal sphere. The relative arrangement of the 
three qualities of forms, and their uses in a sphere, have been 
stated ; therefore, it is only necessary to state that the sev
eral relative qualities · of matter constituting forms of tho 
several formations of a sphere, are not taken into considera
tion in deciding the quality of forms; but only their absolute 
quality as physical fimns. 
. Equilibrium of force is nature's method of inducing action 
in universal matter; of inducing formation-all processes, 
all motions. Equilibrium. of positive and negative was equi
librium of attractive and repulsive~ that equilibrium which 
resultOll in stimulation of atomic motion of atoms. This 
signifies that atomic motion of atoms was not equilibriated 
when rotary motion of atoms, as such, was stimulated. 

Atoms are of infinite grades of sizes, as are forms; atoms 
of atoms, is the method, to irifi.nity. The grade of size of 
atoms of primeval substance can not be illustrated to. ~ind in 
the form, as they are, from thei~ size, inappreciable to phys
ical sense; therefore, it is sufficient to say, that the inherent 
forces of the atoms composing, the centr~;~.l and other atoms 
are not equilibria ted; therefore, · they move among them
telves when equal positive and negative-attractive and 
repulsive, act upon the atomic forms which these atoms com
pose. This is nature's method of carrying on her processes 
of development. Were positive and negative equilibriated 
forces throughout all matter, no action could result ; but 
being equilibriated in the bighef. grades of ai1ea of atoms, 84 
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above stated, stimulation of motion of these, is the institu-
tion of formation in grades below. • 

The very act of stimulation of motion of universal matter 
destroyed the equilibrium of forces of matter relatively, there
fore, formation could result; (as positive and negative could 
not otherwise be used as relative terms; could not thus be 
used, unless their action, when thus used, corresponded with 
their action when used as absolute terms.) The motion of 
the central atom, being stimulated, was such developed mo
tion, as compared to that of other atoms of the universe when 
stimulated, that the equilibrium was lost ; in other words, 
that formation could ensue from the diversity thus instituted. 
The central sun, developed where equal forces acted perpetu
ally upon it, retained its place at the cent.er of gravity of the 
universal form. The forms instituted within the central sun, 
retained places there only while equal forces acted upon them; 
thus it is evident, that destruction of equilibrium of attrac
tive and repulsive forces develops outward motion of suns ; 
while restoration of equilibrium develops perfected orbital 
motion of suns. Unless suns had been repelled from the cen
tral sun, no further development of universal matter could 
have succeeded ; unless irregularity' of orbital motion had 
succeeded evolution, no development of .suns could have suc
ceeded their evolution; and unless perfected orbital motion 
of suns is attained-equilibrium of attractive and repulsive 
forces- the perfect procesges of formation, of development, 

I 

can not ensue. 
The universal law is equilibrium and non-equilibrium;

major forces in equilibrium, and minor, in non-equilibrium ; 
the highest developed forces of the grades under development 
in equilibrium; the lower, in non-equilibrinm. To illustrate 
more clearly this proposition: The human system, being a 
type of all inferior systems, is the one most appropriate by 
which to illustrate this' proposition. First: formation is 
never instituted in this system without the equal action of 
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positive a,nd negative forces; impregnation ensues from this 
action by precisely the same law that induces the first stimula~ 

· tion of motiOn in universal matter; it is a higher exhibition 
of that law. Impregnation once effected, formation ensues 
because of tbe stimulation of the circulation of the maj'or 
fluids- the blood, the nervous fluid; the atomic motion of 
atoms of these fluids has been stimulated ; in other words, 
the minor forces are not in equilibrium. This proposition is 
proved by clairvoyance, besides being evident from analogy. 
Again : The various organs of the human body are stimu
lated by various processes ; the stomach by food ; the brain 
by res~; the muscular system by both; in each of these 
cases the action is precisely that induced by the stimulation 
inducing impregnation-procreation. Atomic action of the 
system appropriates food, atmosphere, magnetic fluid, to the 
use of the system after the stimulation of the various organs. 
It is only when exhaustion of the system occurs for lack of 
some element, that re-stimulation is necessary ; the stomach 
being, so to speak, in telegraphic communication with all 
parts of the system, craves food when the system needs it; 
the brain thus craves rest when the system needs it; the 

· blood, atmosphere ; the surface, magnetism. 
Equilibrium of minor forces attained, that of major forces 

is lost; action ceases in the system-death ensues. 
The universal system disorganizes when loss of pondera

bility from one of its minor systems-as a balancing system 
of another' minor system-induces disorder within it; uni
versal disorder results from this loss of equilibrium of minor 
systems. By law of development of universes, this does not 
occur until equilibrium of minor forces of the universe is . 
attained. This signifies, that the development of the higher 
orders of suns, has attained that degree of perfection, tha~ 
absolute positive force-spirit, is developed by them in suffi
cient quantity to balance the absolute negative force-the 
phyiical This metaphysical distinction of forces is a.n actual. 
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distinction ; as proved from analogy through the JLction of 
the sa~e forces in all forms. The human body disorganizes 
when the system ceases to draw upon its vital organs for 
supply; this cessation only occurs when forces are in equilib
rium, attractive and repulsive acting equally. There being 
no draft upon these organs, they have no power to draw 
upon the elements for a supply whereby to induce a re-stimu
lation .of th~mselves; therefore, the electric fluid which is 
manufactured by the system (which is the animal magne~ 
ism) from these minor fluids, being in non-equilibrium, 
ceases to be manufactured ; severance of the physical from 
the soul principle occurs in consequE-nce; disorganization of 
the physical occurring in consequence of the inability of the 
system to manufacture its life-elements. 

Progress is the universal law of nature. All matter 
is progressing in infinite degrees of comparative rapidity. 
Evolved matter progresses in degrees appreciable to human 
understanding; unevolved matter of all grades, in degrees 
inappreciable to human understanding. Development of on
evolved matter through the periods of a compound cycle, 
through a complete cycle, is only development of successive 
gt·ades, a single degree higher during each successive period 
of the cycle through a compound cycle of action, and one 
degree through a compound cycle of rest ; which degree is an 
entirely inappreciable one to human intellect uneducated as 
to the nature of primeval matter, and as to grades of motion. 

Progress progresses. Evolution of matter results from 
progress in degree of stimulation in _motion of' atomic matter. 
Succe8sive stimulations, each inducing a. higher degree of 
motion proportionate to the existing degree, result in the' 
ultimate evolution of .matter. Subsequent to evolution, by 
this law, development progresses more rapidly, and still more 
rapidly, until the universe has · evolved all its forms; or, 
until disorganization of it ensues. The effort of nature, from 
the beginning, is the evolution of spirit, and ita individuali-
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zation. The successive development of grades from evolved 
matter, is more appropriately termed progress, than the 
inappreciable degrees of development of motion of existing 
grades of primeval matter. Progressi-ve law determining the 
evolution of spirit thus by t~o development of grades from 
evolved Jllfitter, determines the retrogression of matter ;-a 
retrogression which shall determine further progression. The 
evolution of spirit from matter exhausts its energies; ex
tracts, so to speak, its life-forces ; therefore, when suffi
cient of this has been evolved to overbalance its negative
the physical elements· of nature, disorganization of matter 
must ensue. Degradation of matter, resulting from the evo
lution of individualized spirit, always results in the disorgan• 
ization uf the universe; retrogression of all physical matter 
of it back to the primeval condition. A single period of 
action-a day, so termed, is always succeeded by disorgani
zation of the universe, whether during that period individu
alized spirit has been developed or not. This results, in case 
of periods wherein such spirit has not been evolved, from the 
partial developm~nt of matter; equilibrium of physical is 
lost-the balance of systems, by the inability of central 
formations to evolve form~ to maintain the balance. In pe
riods wherein this spirit is evolved, disorganization results 
from inability of matter to develop ponderability after a cer
tain condition of it is reached-after it is developed to the 
highest grade; in other words; after it ceases to develop 
ponderability to baiance the loss of it e~perienced by the 
individualization of spirit. In both cases, disorganization re
sults fl'om the same cause,-the exhaustion of life-force
of the developed quality of life-force. Universal degrada
tion-entire decomposition, however, never results but after 
tQ.e one developed grade, that stimulated at the institution 
of a compound cycle of action, 'has exhausted all its life
forces-until its inherent positive has become exhausted. 
TW. results from ac~on, of a compound cycle of action. 
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The primal elements, so called, enter into the constitution 
of every grade of matter. These elements are in number 
forty-two; each period of action of a compound cycle evolv-
ing one. These elements are not _known to the science of 

4 man in the first sphere ; therefore, they will not here be 
named; however, they have their corresponding elements in 
those which are known to that science. They are evolved, 
successively, by combination with each other after the evolu
tion of the first. The second is evolved by the first, by 
atomic action of it and unstimulated matter commingling 
with it. The first is all matter of the stimulated grade; ' 
action_ of this matter with the unstimulated mingling with it, 
during the first period of action of the compound period, 
evolves the second element; as the united action of two 
knoWn elements generates a third. The evolution of the 
second element during the first period, exhausts nature ; a 
period of rest ensues. Decomposition occurring during this 
period of. rest, is disintegration of what of form was instituted 
during the preceding period of action by the combination of 
the atoms of the two elements ; not a re-absorption of the 
second element by the first, as would occur did entire decom
position ensue. The action of the first and second primal 
elements during the second period, evolves the third. A 
primal element being evolved, combines with others during 
the next period of action for the eyolution of the next, and 
for the evolution of form ; and it is the disintegration, the 
decomposition of these evolved forms that constitutes the 
disorganization which occurs during each successive short 
period of rest ; not the re-absorption of elements composing 
these forms. 

Individualized spirit is evolTed prior to the evolution of 
all these elements ; therefore, it is evident that they ·are not 
all necessary to the evolution of this, in the true sense; yet 
as cycles develop,-aa action is progreaaive during cycles1 it 

~ 
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is evident that evolution of this succeeds more rapidly as 
niore of these elements are evolved. As elements, they enter 
into the constitution of all forms, all evolved matter; how
ever, all forms progress more rapidly, the more of these are 
evolved. It is thus that action during the last cycles, the 
last periods of cycles, is developed action, compared with 
that of the first. 

The evolution of the last primal element from matter is 
the signal that its inherent life-force is exhausted; it has 
nothing more from which to draw to carry on the processes 
of development. It ~nly remains to disorganize, and rein-

. state the process of evolving primal elements, when restora
tion of equilibrium of positive and negative is restored, by a 
draught from the Fountain Head of the Positive Force of 
nature. 

Action can not ensue in nature subsequent to the evolu
tion of the last of the primal elements, as it is nature's effort 
to induce evolution of this, which promotes action in matter ; 
it is the draught exercised by the combined primal elements 
upon nature for something to act with them for the evolu
tion of form. When that something is not in nature, there 
is no draught for it ;-when there is no element to be 
attrncted, no atom of attractive sphere of force, or influence, 
to be acted upon, there can be no action; consequently, 
from necessity, action ceases in nature, and ceases from ex
haustion. Friction of all atoms of nature, is this described 
action ; motion, termed chemical action, resulting from fric
tion, induces formation ; therefore, formation results from 
this action. And these elements are so combined in the 
instituted forms of all grades in nature, that man has not 
yet discovered them, or had the remotest idea of their exist
ence ; therefore, it must remain for a future era in his devel
opment to disclose to him the nature of these elements, which 
are differently combined, intercombinP.d, and proportioned, 
to form the very elements which he has. ~yzed, and by 
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whose analyzation he is approaching the condition of science 
when he can ~ppreciate the existence of these ; the condition 
of science when he can analyze these. Past experience will 
teach him, that although his science recognizes no such ele
ments at present, he is not therefore~ discard the theory of 
their existence. 

The primal elements constitute the base of all known ele
ments-the base of all physical substance; they are the 
lowest elements of nature, inasmuch as re-absorption of these 
into each other is the lowest oondition to which physical 
nature retrogrades ; the condition where, so to speak, devel
opment commenpes. Of these elements, all, inherently, pos
sess within their constitution all' higher elements, but in 
different proportions; therefore, form could be developed 
before all were evolved, or after the evolution of the first. 
Thus, they correspond to the known elements, electricity and 
oxygen. 

All actiQn in nature is dual action ;-action for the purpose 
of the evolution of primal elements, and action for the evolu
tion of form ; which dual action correspoads to the dual 
force, being positive, and negative. The higher action is the 
positive-that evolving form; the lower, negative-that • 
evolving primal elements. 

The retrogression of matter of constituted forms back 
to lowest primeval matter, is progression, in that, further 
progress of matter is impossible after the life-elemeni, as 
above explained, is exhausted; in other words, after equilib
rium of minor forces is attained. Resuscitation of matter 
can only occur by the destruction of this equilibrium. In 
the perfect form of Deity, this destruction is possible, as 
there is no s~verance takes place of the soul principle from 
the physical, 'as in the ~uman form ; tqe supply of positive 
force to the physical in sufficient quantities to forbid sever
ance ot these, constitutes this body a self-sustaining body. 
Through . the medium of attractive force, ill the cbe.in of be~ 
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kept complete within the Deific Organization. The sphere 
of attractive influence of spirit, is coextensive with the organ-
ization ; therefore, action is perpetual within • that organiza-· 
tion-attraction al'ld repulsion, and sufficient of these to 
insure development at the proper period, as has been illul!
trated. 

The restoration of equilibrium . of major forces by the 
reception of pOsitive by them, destroys equilibrium of mi
nor forces. The superior or positive of these minor forces 
draws sufficient of its like · from th,e major forces then in 
equilibrium, to destroy the equilibrium of minor forces. 
This is precisely the action of the forces of the human sys
tem during sleep, as has been already explained. -This equi-

' librium being destroyed, action progresses, as the physical 
organization of the umverse is perpetually telegraphing for a 
supply of the needed positive from the spiritual, as the spir
itual is for a supply of negative from the physical. ·Inter
change is supply. Positive,· supplied to the physical by the 
spiritual, becomes negative or physical by oombination with 
negative in different proportions from those which constituted 
it. high positive ; while negative, supplied to the spiritual, 
becomes positive by combining with positive in different pro
portions from those which constituted it negative. To illus-· 
trate: Man eats; foo4 supplies pt:>sitive force to his brain--:
thoniht . magnetism, while the brain supplies energy to the 
system-physical force, whereby it receives, digests food. A 
strict analysis of this proposition will prove the above. The 
system needs external elements to supply its physical and its 
thought magnetism wherewith to cause action of it& germinal 
spiritual essence; being but an atom of the -Great Organiza
tion, the circulation of whose life-currents Bllpplies every 
atom of it ; while the Great Organization supplies itself 
'by the · constant · interchange of the two elements, positive 
and negative constituting that Being. Disproportion of 
element.,· eonstiiutes- imperfection-undevelopment; whil~ 
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perfect proportion of these, constitutes perfection ;-develop
ment. Mind, like gross matter, is constituted of elements; 
is constituted of the same elements that constitute gross 
matter; it is mind, only because these elements are differ
ently proportioned. The Deific Mind, like that of man, is 
constituted of elements, and of the same elements which 
constitute man's mind. These elements in the Deific Mind 
are perfectly proportioned, which constitutes that Mind De
ific. Perfect combination of all qualities of mind in perfect 
proportions, is the perfect action . of positive and negative
the equal action, which constitutes the mind of the universe, 
Deific Mind ;~which constitutes God, God. Perpetually in 
equilibrium, these highest forces in nature constitute action 
.perpetual in the universe; constitute the Omniscient, the 
Omnipotent, the Omnipresent God; the Spirit, Whose wis
do~ overrules 8.11, Whose knowledge comprehends all, Whose 
power performs all the processes of nature ;-the Spirit 
:which, as Organized Intelligence, pervades the infinite uni:
verse, as man's most interior spirit pervades his body; but 
whose dwelling place is the Interior Court of the Temple
" The Holy of Holies ;" the Brain, so to speak, of the U ni
versal Organization. 

Spiritual universe, physical univen~e, univeflfe of upevolved 
primeval matter ; one in all, and all in one ; the universe of 
primeval matter containing the physical, as the physiCal con
tains the spiritual. Infinite degrees of development of pri

. meval matter within the universe of primeval ma.tter ; infinite 
degrees of deyelopment of physical matter within the uni
ven~e of physical matter j infinite degrees of development of 
spiritu&l ~tter within the univen~e of spiritual matter. This 
is nature's order. 

The retrogression of matter, si~fies, therefore; the deter
·mination of all matter of all physical forms back to its ele
,mental condition; whieh condition mlist be reached before 
further . progreae of matter ca.u result. 
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Disorganization of the universe occurs from loss of positive, 
as disorganization of the physical organization of man occurs 
from this cause. Exhaustion of positive from the physical 
universe, results in loss of equilibrium of it, by the loss of 
ponderable matter ; as has been already stated. This posi· 
tive is the physical entering into the constitution of the organ· 
ized spiritual essences gravitating to the spiritual plane from 
the physical. Physical is lost by the dev~lopment of this 
principle. 

This positive is evolved -by different forms <5f the universe 
of different periods, and by balancing forms at the same pe· 
riod, according to the law determining equilibrium of the 
universe. The effort of nature is to retain equilibrium of 
the universe by retaining equilibrium of balanCing forms; 
each sun has its corresponding sun, which is~ sun .developed 
by a corresponding system at the same period with it, of the 
same size, and corresponding in quali~ of its motions; as 
positive and negative of the same grade correspond ; which 
sun, according to the natural order, developes with it. 

Contingency is the ordained cause of disorganization of 
universes,-casualty, resulting in the di~rganization of !' 
form,. Such contingencies ultimate in the delay of develop-
ment of the positive principle by the disrupted form, to a 
period beyond that wherein it is developed by its balancing 
form, being a regularly developing form. Nature determines 
the disorganization of universes ; therefore, she provides means 
whereby to insure it; which means, although results accruing 
from them ·are termed contingencies, casualties, phenomena, 
are laws ; but of as rare action as these contingencies are of 
rarity of occurrence; law developed like other laws, by the 
action of law. The evolution of the later orders of suns 
determines the possible occurrence of contingencies, and · also 
determines the certainty of their occurrence. Formations 
being single forms in these, disturbing-developing forces, 
in cases which can lie demonstrated to occur at stated pE'riods 
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during the period of evolution of these orders, induce catas
trophes-the contingencies which result in the disruption of 
forms. These contingencies can also be demonstrated to occur 
in such order, in such number, as to result in the destruction 
of the balance of the universe. A single contingency in the 
universe, of the character described, would ulti'mate in its 
disorganization; however, the action of the law determining 
them, determines many in the universal system prior to the 
one which determines the ordained result. Casualties bal
ance each other; therefore, it may be long after the fint one, 
before the last one occurs; before disorder is instituted in the 
uniwrsal system._ 

This positive spirit being imponderable, its evolution by 
one of two balancing forms is loss of equilibrium of these 
forms; is actual loss of ponderable matter to the physical 
universe; therefore, does but one casualty occur, universal 
disorder must finally result, as law determines that develop
ment of ponderability, and loss of ponderability of forms or 
the physical universe, shall balance each other during the ex
istence of that universe ; or until the ordained catastrophe 
resulting in ita disorganization shall have determined the loBS 
of this balance. The action of this law will be demonstrated 
in a future section. 

It is evident that this is the law of universal development ; 
as otherwise, no equilibrium of forms, of systems, Gould exist 
in the universe from the period of the first evolution of posi
tive spirit, by it. 

Systems balance each other, as sull8 balance each other; 
one system develops ponderability, loses ponderability, in 
correspondence with its corresponding system, as each sun 
develops, loses, ponderability in correspondence with its 
corresponding sun. The corresponding system of another 
aystem whose forms are correspOnding forms, are 1n opposite 
hemispheres of the univene, appropriately termed,- revolve 
&round the c.entral body of~tha universe as positive, and neg-
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ative systems-systems denloped from the poeitive, and 
negative matter of the univel'I'Je. These systems are 88 

appropriately arranged for maintaining equilibrium, 81'1 of 
ponderable forms in the universe of revolving systems, 88 are 
the oorresponding hemispheres of a solidified form-a. planet; 
or the organs of man's physical form ; and no more can loss of 
poilderability from one of these systema be unnoted by the 
universal. form, or fhll to result in its disorganization, than 
can loss of ponderable matter from an organ of man's phys
ical form, without a resupply from nature. Man supplies 
from nature the lost force, while the universe has nothing from 
which to supply the lost force which has been absor"bed by 
the spiritual universe. 

Spirit is of an infini~ number of grades; a number corres
ponding to the number of grades of physical substance. All 
stable forms of matter evolve 'spiritual essences, which corres
pond tO the higher spiritual essences. The term spirit, ap
plies to those essences which are of a nature sufficiently per
fected to rise from the sphere of physical subetance to that 
of spiritual; from the physical plane to the spiritual. The 
physical plane, signifies sphere of physical matter. All phys
ical matter <?Ccupies ·this sphere ; whether it be forms of a 
planetary surface, planets, or suns of a system, it is physical 
substance, occupying the physical sphere. 

The spiritual plane, signifies the position occupied by sub
·fitance too far perfected to be attracted by the physical sphere ; 
to be retained by ~hat sphere ;-substance whose qivenity 
from the gr08eer, termed physical, causes it to be repelled by 
that. This position . is the one to which the first evolved 
spirit of a universe gravitates, by the law of attractive force. 

Planetary Di.a.tter, upon its fust development, is organized 
into forms ; which forms, as the lowest forms of this matter
·unstable forms, evolve essences negative to those higher es
sences which gravitate to the spiritual plane ;-essences which 
-gravitate to higher forDll upon the ~J&IDe plaDetary eurface, 
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and enter into combination with· matter for th~ 00118titution 
of these forms, which essences are physical essences. Such 
forms-the earliest planetary forms, as imperfect crystaline 
rock, low form of water, unstable vegetable and animal forms, 
are constituted of such imperfect proportio~ of positive
·such slight proportions of spiritual, that they readily dis
organize, and are termed, in consequence, unstable forms. 
They evolve no spiritual essences, no electric flu~, impon
derable upon the physical plane. 

The first forms which are sufficiently perfected to evolve 
spiritual essence, are· the lowest stable crystaline rocks. These 
forms, low though they are, combine nature's elements in 
such proportions, that, as forms, .they are more permanent 
than those hitherto existing ; they are less readily disorgan
ized by attractive forces of surrounding elements. ln conse
quence, when disorganization of the physical ensues -disin
tegration of the physical elements of these forms, eliminating 
·the interior, the higher elements, termed spiritual, these ele
m~nts being organiz~ in such proportions that they consti
tute forms having no affinity for the great mass of planetary 
matter constituting the body developing them, and being 
organizations of a degree of permanence,· as remarked, they are 
repelled from the planetary surface as forms. However, not 
as forms do they gravitate to th(l spiritual plane; not being 
of a ·degree of permanence as organizations,. to resist the 
attractive influences of like forms and of each other- the 
various classes of forms of this grade which are constantly 
being repelled from the planetary surfac(l, and which forms 
gravitate together in upper strata of atmosphere. 

Coextensive with the universe, is the sphere of attractive 
influence of its spiritual sphere, as has been remarked ; coex
tensive with the · sphere of spiritual, or physical substance 
evolving it, is the sphere of attractive influence of every spir
itual •phere of the universe; These spheres are as numerous 
·as the ordenJ of suua in the physical universe, a.nd .correspond, 
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in their evolution, to these. · To qualify :-The spiritu~ uni
verse is graded ; its spheres are graded. The six grades of 
these spheres corresponding to the six orders of suns, with tile 
first grade or sphere, so termed, corresponding to the first grade 
or cel}-tral sun; are termed one grade of the infinite number 
constituting the spiritual uni'verse. To this one grade only
the firsh is reference made in t~is exposition. The grades 
of spiritu&l spheres, proper, being six, each sphere is consti
tuted of separate spheres or suns, in number, according to the 
order or grade of the !phere. 

The sphere to which gravitates spiritual substance ~rom 
physical spheres, is termed the second sphere; the physical' 
being the first. Each sun of the first order----;-which signifies 
its entire system-evolves a spiritual sphere, or sun; which 
spiritual sphere is the second sphere to all the bodies of that 
system ;-the sphere, or plane to which gravitates all spiritual 
substance from all bodies of that system. In conformity to 
a law to be hereafter enunciated, the sphere of attractive in
fluence of the positive spiritual sphere of the universe, fixes 
the location of this spiritual sphere. 

By the propagated attractive force and influence of the 
spiritual plane, these forms of spiritual substance are trans
ported tb that plane ; not in forms, as ~;emarked, but in cur
rents of elemental substance ; which, the plane being reached, 
the strong attractive force being removed that drew these ele
ments together, disorganized the forms which these elements 
composed- is free to ent-er again into organization, in obe
dience to the ~mount law of matter, which determines that 
affinitized proportions shall unite. As naturally do these 
elements recombine on arriving at the spiritual plane, as they 
combine when evolved to form the life-principle of physical 
forms on the physical plane; and upon the same principle. 
Thus combining, as naturally do they arrange themselves. in 
appropriatE' positions, according to quality, affinity; thus 
thnning a plane in exact eorresponcJence to the phyeical pla.D~ 
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by which they were evolved,-in exact correspondence rela
tive to the appropriate distribution of planetary planes, the 
appropriate nature of each planetary plane as a whole. Ap-. 
propriately distributed over the spiritual sphere, in positions 
perfectly corresponding to the positions of planets in the phys
ical systems, are planes of spiritual substance, denominated 
spiritual planetary planes, being the planes to which gravi
tates spiritual substance from the 'tlorresponding physical 
planes or planets. A slight reference, only, is made to the 
constitution of the spiritual spheres ; this being sufficient for 
the explanation of the principle under consideration- the 
arrangement, distribution, of spiritual substance upon spirit
ual planes ; the nature of that substance, its grades, its office, 
its destination in the universe. 

The lowest fonns of spiritual substance gravitating to their 
corresponding spiritual plane, entering there into form, as 
above described, are no more permanent forms than were their 
corresponding physical forms. Decay is the order of physical 
nature ; corresponding change, the order of spiritual nature. 
The process of refinement of matter is ceaselessly progressing 
in the spiritual sphere, as in the physical ; and as in the phys
ical sphere, higher elements are evolved from forms upou. 
their decomposition, and take higher places in nature, and 
lower elements evolved from these forms, which take lower 
places in nature; so in the spiritual sphere. As forms decom- ' 
pose in this sphere, higher elements take higher places in the 
sphere, entering into new combinations, thus constituting · 
higher forms ; while lower elements, seeking lower position• 
in the sphere-seeking to enter into combination with affini
tized elements, find positions in the sphere, do they affinitize 
with that plane-the spiritual; do they affinitize with the 
physical plane, being ponderable upon that plane, they gravi
tate back to that plane, where they find their positions ;
affinitizing elements with which they can combine for the 
iutitutioa of phyaical forms to supply th6 places of tboM 
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decomposing, whose elements a.re gravitating to the spiritual 
plane; or to higher physical planes. Thus there is a constant 
interchange of substance between the physical and spiritual 
planes ; which interchange is coextensive with the existence of 
a planet-the physical sphere. As forms progress up(>n the 
one plane, they progress npon the other; as elements decom
poae upon one plane, they decompose upon the other; thus 
providing position for all elements thus interchanged by the 
two planes. 

This principle is illustrated by the interchange of elements 
. of physical forms upon physical planes. Decomposition of 

elements necesaa.ry to the constitution of a planet, is nature's 
method of preserving the individuality of these elements; of 
determining that they shall always enter into the constitution 
of that planet. Granite rock decomposes_;_has decomposed 
since the first institution of that form ; yet, granite rock con
tinues to exist in quantities sufficient for the purposes of 
nature. The decomposition of the older granites, instead of 
depriving the planet of its osseous system, so to speak, has 
only furnished material for the formation of new granite. 
The e88ential elements of granite, upon the decomposition of 
this form, always gravitate to lower positions in nature prior 
to entering into combination again to form granite;. while the
higher elements seek higher positions in nature, enter into 
higher combinationS with higher elements than enter into the 

' constitution of granite; making part of higher forms ; while 
a higher form of granite is supplied to the planet, to take the 
place of that decomposed, from prepared elements_:..prepared 
upon the physical and spiritual planes, as above de8cribed. 
· These processes of nature upon a planet, suffice to supply 
that planet with evecy needed form ; and yet, there is no sev
ering the Connection between the physical and spiritual plane ; 
a planet can no more exist as physical without the spiritual, 
than ean the spiritual without the physical ; than can any 
bm without iu lite-principle. The granite rode can DO~ 
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re-form without the element which gravitates to ita plane 
from the spiritual plane, which · is its life-principle; water 
can not re-form-the true form of water, without the ele
ment which gravitates to its plane from the spiritual. The 
perfect action of this law combines, indissolubly, into one, the 
physical and spiritual universes ; unites, by an adamantine 
chain, Deity with all matter of the universe, from the highest 
spirit to the lowest atom of unevolved matter. 

The evolution of the positive principle, is. the institution of. 
a new force in physical nature; a force which ultimates in 
disorganization of the uni\terse. Imponderable, this spirit is, 
yet, the po&itive principle of nature ;-the principle to which 
all inferior nature gravitates, and by virtue of the princ~ples 
elucidated on former pages. 

Imponderability, ponderability, are relative terms; a body 
is ponderable·upon a plane according to the force with which 
it is attracted to that plane ; imponderable according to the 
force with which it is repelled from that plane. For in
stance : Granite is attracted to the physical plane with a force 
sufficient to .cause it to overcome all obstacles in the way of 
its being retained by that plane; •the higher magnetic fluids 
are repelled from the physical plane with sufficient force to. 
cause them to overcome all ob~tacles jn the way of their leav
ing that plane. All spirit is imponderable upon the physical 
plane, el~e it could not leave t.hat plane. 

The evolution of imponderable substance in unequal quan
tities by balancing forms, is the institution of a new force in 
nature ; a force destructive .of physical form. 

Disruption of a single form, as that of a sun, planet, sys
tem, of itself,. as compared with th«2_universal system, is as 
the disruption of one single form of the infinite number com
posing a species in the orders of nature. Disruption of one 
single form of a single · system, as of ponderable matter, is not 
the disorganization, ·disruption,· of the system; it is simpl)'i 
the came of delay of evilution of this positive principle by. 

• 
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that form. Developing forces would ultimately restore the 
organization of the disrupted form ; would ultimately develop 
this principle by that form ; however, as remarked, this being 
delayed, its ultimate accomplishment is of doubtful contin
gency; impossible, is the universal balance lost by this catas
trophe. Disruption of a sun occurring, in every case, previous 
to condensation of it, or of' its disturbing body, is destruction 
of no forms of life ; is prolific of no disastrous results, as of 
disruption, to any other forms of the same system; but only 
of disturbance of developing, regulating forces of the system, 
delay of development of contiguous suns. Is a catastrophe 
of this nature balanced in any other part of the universe, it 
is not disaster, properly termed. Is it not balanced, instant 
disorganization of the universe does not result. The period 
arrives when the disrupted form should have evolved spirit, , 
h!Ui not this catastrophe, occurred-the period when its bal-
ancing form evolves this. The evolution of this from the 
one, not f~:om the other, is not, in any case, the immediate 
institution of universal disorganization. Delay of develop
ment of a sun-disruption of it, is delay of condensation of 
the several fragments ; thEJ cometary · condition it retained 
long periods by all ; longer by rarer, more undeveloped por
tions than by others ; as the nucleus, and parts of the form 
SlUrounding this. .. 

Cometary matter is less ponderable than planetary. The 
regular development of the corresponding sun, instituted at 
the period of its first formation, the undisturbed progress. of 
the form through the cometary to the planetary condition, 
secures no earlier development of ponderability of its entire 
mass, than is secured to the entire mass of the disrupted sun 
by the irregular developing forces to which it is subjected. 
Nature's laws are ju11t; universes, systems, were instituted 
for the development of perfected planets,-conditions appro
priate to the production and sustenance of man. Should 
oontiilpnciee of the character described institute immediate 
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disorganization of systems-which must occur unless pon
derability be developed equally by both balancing forms
the great object' would be defeated; universal disorganization 
would ensue before nature's processes for universal develop
ment were all instituted. Therefore, the development of 
ponderability of all tht> fragments of a disrupted form,' in the 
aggregate, keeps pace, by law, with•that of the corresponding, 

. regularly developing form. 
A sun is dismembered; its nucleus being the most con

densed portion, retains its form, i~ separated from surround
ing matter by the disrupting force. Adjoining matter, less 

· condensed than this, more than outer matter, separated by 
,this force from the ·nucleus, and from rarer outside matter, 
revolves in fragments, or congregating together as affinitized. 
matter, revolves as a form. Thus, strata of less, and still 
less condensed matter Qf the sun are re-formed into what 

·may be termed suns, by the power of attractive force of.affin
itized atoms, and revolve in orbits of great irregularity ; all, 
however, corresponding with the orbit of the original sun; 
as attractive forces of each upon all, and all upon each, 
cause them to associate, except in instances when the rarer 
forms are delayed and retained by attractive forces of con
tiguous members "Qf the system. They act as developing 
agencies to each other ; being asteroids, their orbits cut each 
other at all angles. The more condensed fragments, . as the 
nucleus, and fragments of corresponding sections, develop 
rapidly under each other's disturbing influences, those of the 
other fragments, and of contiguous suns ; more rapidly than 
the original form would have developed,. had disruption not 

' ensued, being perfected matter, comparatively, and subjected 
to superior developing forces. While the more condensed 
fragments thus develop mor~ rapidly than they would, had 
disruption of. the original form not ensued, the rarer, more 
undeveloped fragments, being separated from the nucleus
~e regulating, condenaing forcet of the form, are delayed in 
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their progress ; dev~lopment of ponderability by them, .not. 
ensuing by vast periods of' time as soon as it would have 
done by the form, had it retained its original condition. 

CQmetary masses- fragments, float, so to speak, in the 
system, subject to every distp.rbing force ; regulated by no 
self-developing forces- no condensed nucleus, for periods of 
ages ; contingencies only determining their development ; as, 
possessing of themselves no developing power, they D)ust be 
attached to some sister fragment possessing suffici~nt s~lf

developing force to condense, to develop, this cometary mat
ter. Such fragments, in the course of their revolutions, are 
liable to come in contact with more developed fragments ; in 
which case, being similar matter-of the same form, they 
invariably attach themselves to them; thus securing to 
themselves permanent. benefit; and to the others, perma
nent disaster. Such contingencies as this, delay the devel· 
opment of the positive element by ~teroiqs. This is nature's 
established method of instituting disorganization of universes. 

Fragmentary forms rapidly developing by e.ach other's dis
turbing influence, planetary conditions are developed by the 
most advanced of these, and consequent. ponderability suffi
cient to balance that of the corresponding form, as remarked. 

The developit;tg forces of these fragmentary forms, are also 
the destructive forces to them; . the same forces which deter
mine their speedy development, determine, also, their con
stant liability to disaster. Their orbits cutting each other 
at all angles, frequent contact of fragments ensues; t~ 
contact is the contact of planets, of comets, of comets 
with planets; in either case, it is destruction to the devel
oped conditions of both, or either form. Utter confusion 
results ; the commingling of diverse, though a.ffinitized Inat
ter-diverse, as being developed and undeveloped, planetary 
and cometary, affinitized as belonging to the same original 
form-the concussion consequent upon the contact, insti
tute&. disorganization, for the time bein&, to both forma. 
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The two constitute a new form ; therefore, new forces are 
developed by it, as rotary and orbital motion. Consequent 
disturbance results to contiguous fragments ; to the entire 
system of fragments. In all cases, a sufficient number of 
such contacts will occur in a system of asteroids, to delay 
the development of the positive element beyond the period 
of its development by its corresponding sun ; while in all 
cases, that system will develop ponderability to balance that 
of the corresponding sun. This is nature's order; order 
instituted by law. The prior evolution of the positive ele
ment by the balancing form, is not the immediate institution 
of disorganization of a universe, as before sta~ The positive 
element evolved by the one form, the consequent loss of pon
derable substanc:+e to that form, is balanced by a correspond
ing loss by the asteroidal system, arising from the evolution 
of spiritual spheral matter, so termed; (that constituting 
the foundation formations of a spiritual planetary plane,) 
and other spiritual substance by this system. The system 
being less developed than the balancing form, though it de
velops less spiritual substance than that, develops a grosser 
form of it; wl)ich involves a greater loss of ponderability to· 
a system than the evolution of the higher grades. Thus, 
this loss of low spiritual substance by this system, undevel
oped as to the higher, the more numerous forms evolving 
spiritual substance, balances the loss by the other, of all the 
higher, more numerous forms of spiritual matter, until con
tingencies, disasters, in this system shall cause such disor
ganization, such derangement of developed forces of the 
system, that not sufficient spiritual substance shall be devel
oped by it to keep up the balance of the two forms, as here
tofore. This condition accruing, disorganization is at once 
instituted. 

Being instituted, the first efft~Ct is derangement of'electric 
conditions of the univeJ::Be; slight at first, increasing as the 
balance trembles preparatory to the :final overthrow. At--

10 
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mospheric stagnation, decay of the race of man, the animal 
spetties, and of vegetation, first ensue. The process is at 
first so gradual that centuries intervene between the first 
institution of disorganization, and the final destruction of 
systems; a period which seems like the hush of twilight 
after the busy day is done ; a period wherein nature seems 
gradually sinking into repose; quieting herself for a night 
of sleep. Man passes away; reproductive forces die; the 
spiritual sphere receives the last remnants of the race. The 
lower forms of nature, as -the animal, the vegetable, follow in 
the wake of man. As the lowest of these are gradually dis
appearing, the catastrophe occurs; the trembling b~~olance 

has swayed to and fro until the final atom is extracted from 
the disturbing body of· the universe, when the weight falls. 
Instant destruction to all universal forms is the result ; suns, 
planets, comets, whirl promiscuously through space ; gov-· 
emed by no regulated law, no protecting central force. It 
is, emphatically, "the wreck of matter, and the crash <Yi 
worlds.;" emphatically, fire, flame, "a melting of the ele
ments with fervent heat." Matter retrogrades, determines 
back to its primeval condition, being dissolved'--decomposed 
by the withdrawal of regulated attractive forces from it ; by 
the extinction of law, order, in the universe, so 'to speak. 
To the unlearned in nature's mysteries, it is the withdrawing 
of the supporting, the developing, the protecting hand of 
God.; while to the wise student of nature, it is that hand 
extended in love and mercy still. Disruption is method, dis
organization, law; universal confusion, nature's perfect order, 
God's established method of continuing the processes of de
velopment, of re-invigorating matter. 

The present universe having developed the six orders of 
euns, the seven grades of matter, and the race of man, 
although it is now developing its sixth formation, is yet 
upon the verge of decay. The contingency has occurred 
which shall determine disorganization of it. However, ages, 
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u :m&D counts time, may pue before dieorgauizatioa shall 
commence; before the atom ahall be lost which shall ~
mine this ; the period is dependent upon still pendiDg con
tingencies ; as disasters in the asteroidal system, now a 
balancing form to its corresponding sun. 

The law of development of UDivenee is, the twelve forma
tions, the .six orders of sUDS, the seven grades of matwr, and the 
development of man ·by all these~~elve formations. How
ever, developing forces progress ; each succesaive stimulaiioa 
of motion, is institution of a higher grade of motion ; eaeh 
successive re-awakening of action in universal matter by the 
agency of Dei& Electric Force, is the re-awakeniDg of more 
developed a.etioo. At the institution of a compound cycle·of 
action, the awakening of action, is the re-awakening, there
establishment, of less developed action than that instituted 
at the 'beginning of the last period of the previotiB cycle of 
action. Still it is progression; it being a !BOre deverlepecl 
action thau that instituted at the beginning of the previons 
oompowid cycle. Universal matter has prOgre.sed through · 
several go.cles since the institution of the previous compouod 
cycle, and consequently, actien has proportionately developed. 
Deoompoaition of matter only through one period of a cycle, 
not being ita enthe deoomposition, the effect is, that the re
awakening at each sucoeeaive morning of a cycle, is like the 
re-awakening of matter to renewed action after a night of 
rest ; the simple re-invigoration acquired by rest ; while ita 
re-awakeniog after a oompound cycle of inaetion-its perfeet 
cleeomposition, is i.ike the re·awakening of matter after a 
winter of rest ; the re-instatement of activity in the spring· 
time, when death ia sucoeeded by life, decay by growth. AI·. 
a morning of sum~r witnenes the continuation of growth. 
which was partially IUipended during. the night-a more . 
rapid growth of vegetation than the ftrst morniog of apr~ 
witnesses, when the icy ~ of wiater are soarcelr bro~' 
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and the balmy breell88 of epriag have ecaroely otlmlllenced » 
blow-so-is a re-inatatement 'Of acnan aftm- a short· period 
&f repoee, the :re-.i.Dsfatement of more . developed action thaa 
ihat ai the commencement of the CQlDpouM cycle when the 
winter is scarcely paued, the •priDg eoarcely introduced. 
However, aa each tiuoGeesive intJodnction of ap!Ug : upon 
Earth witnesees a &lightly improved condition « aoil incideni! 
•pon the progreu of all matter upon the planet, tlle planet 
being yet immature, so does the succeasive introduction of· 
eacD..succeeding compound cycle,witneas a &lightly improved 
electric condition of .uni'lemal ·matter. 

Cycles · progreea ; . more ia accomplished during each euc
ctBSive cycle, than. was during the last. Cycles shorten ; the· 
BUDe amount of w.ork being accomplished by developed forces 
in a shorter period. Periods, or days of a cycle:..-etemities, · 
ao called, p'1ogre18 ; the corresponding periods of each succes
sive :cycle witnessing a univerae :fanher developed · than the
preceding. .Thus2 aa cycles advance, eternities succeed each 
other, the universe will progreas; the period will be reached 
when a perfected universe will . be developed by a period of 
a .cycle . . 

. The uuiveree has developed the seven grades· of matter 1 -

the six orders of . suns, and man ; . is developing its sixth 
formation. . As the reader already understands, the later de
veloped. orders are ' the . higher, the later developed grades, 
the higher. · The :first order of suns of the :first formation, is, 
:out to the central sun, of the rarest matter in the universe. 
These . '8un8, although the parents of perfected planets, are 
yet cometary ; so rare is their substance, that condensation 
has not yet · effected their surface solidi:fi.cation. Volatile, 
tlt.ey are of the consistence .of heated mercury. The twelfth, 
or central formation, being of the rarest matter in the uni- . 
. vae, is so nearly in the same state of conde:osation, that it 
may be said to be of the ·~ conlistence. The :fi.rat order 
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ef the seeond-formation, of more condeM6d· m&ttlr· than the 
aame order-of the irst1 are. still nearly in the same ·~ ·of 
eondeDMtion, having been subeeq_uelltly evolved;' this oro« 
of . tile· third, fo'"'th, aDd ifth i>rmatiom; are 'Jette! eondtnled, 
being . subsequent ronna'tions ; : their ~nsistency .• thiat -or 
boiling . mereury ..... slighUy more condensed than oondented 
vapor ; while those of the same order of the sixth, are vapory. 

Priority of time of evolution determines the present more 
ad_vanced condition of the higher orders of the first, than 
of the later formations. The planetary condition has been 
_reached by five orders of the first, second, third, and fourth 
formations ; and in four of the fifth. The sixth formation 
has developed no planets ; the forms of that formation being 
yet cometary. 

The subject of universal development, the laws and prin
ciples instituting and governing this development, have been 
discussed. The f~1rther treatment of the subject will necessi
tate the introduction of specified forms ; a particular descrip
tion of the method of development of specified forms. The 
law of development is one; the development of the universal 
system is' a type of the development of all systems ; however, 
a more correct understanding of this law, of its action in all 
cases, is conveyed to the mind by its application to the devel
opment of a specified system. Universal development, signi
fies all development ; the law of de~elopment, signifies the 
law of all development. The law of development of a sun, 
of a system, is that of mind ; the method o~ development oC 
1natter-physical universes, is that of spirit-of spiritual 
universes. However, as law exhibits itself as higher, and 
still higher law ; as method progresses, so to speak, it be
comes a necessity to define the law as it is exhibited by the 
various methods instituted. Not only to define the law of 
development of primeval matter, of suns-the grosser forms, 
but~o that of the higher forms of the phyeical universe; 
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ad the law exhiWted by the del"eloped mMhod, that of de
moplnent of spirit; the lower and higher forma of spirit. 
Variety is nature's method, u mind comprehends; and it i& 
by the study of this variety, that it first learns to compre
hend the univenality of the one law ; and the wisdom of the 
plan that inatituted variety in wrlty, unity in variety. 
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CHAPTER IIL 

TilE SOLAR SYSTEH. 

~HE diecullion of th~ law and method of deTe~o~ment o~ 
~· the solar syetem will be a fuller, more expbmt expoel
~ tion of the law of universal development, as enunciated 
m the foregoing pages. A description of the development of 
one system, is a description of that of all systems ; therefore, 
when the minute solar system is selected as the specified 
form whose develC?pment is to be particulgrly treated, it will 
be perfectly understood, that laws and methods demonstrated, 
as of this system, apply to the universal system, all the vast, 
the minute systems composing that system;. but qualified to 
suit circumstances of that system, as size, grade of forces, &c. 
The solar system can be scanned, its laws demonstrated by 
observation ; man can study its construction, the method of 
Deity in the establishment of its center, its various forJD&a 
tiona, and the distribution of its forms, both with respect ro 
position and size; can weigh the planets, ae in a balance, 
measure the proportionate diatances of these from the sun, 
and from each other ; can demoostrate the power of attractive 
force of each form upon every other; and by thus demon
strating this system, can proportionately demonstrate all 
systems ; the great universal system, of whioh this is ~ut a 
grain of sand upon the ocean bed. 

The ~olar system-whence its orig!n1 To what fo~ 
tion does .it belong, to what order, and to what grade of mat
ter ? Sun, which properly signifi~ in this connection, the 
entire sphere containing the oeDtr.al body aDd the system of 
pl&v,ots, is .of the\&fth tbrmation; it ia o{ t1l& third order,,and 
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consequently, of the fourth grade of matter. The sun evolv
ing this sun, waa evolved direetly by a sun of the fifth form
ation -one of the millions of that formation evolved directly 
by the central sun. Consequently, it i» the fourth from the 
central, which determines its grade of matter; the third from 
the parent SUD of the fifth formation1 wh{ch determines its 
order. The direct evolutions of this sun of the fifth forma
tion are hundreds of thousands; th~ direct: evolutions of 
these, thousanda; consequently, the.solar sys~m is aister to 
tbo1188.ods of systems which are direct evolutions of its own 
parent sun ; kindred to hundreds of th,ouaands, direct evolu
tions of its grand parent ; kindred to many millions of su01 
and planets, the evolutions of these. 

The situation of the solar system in space, as ·is demon
trated by obserV-ation, is in the via lactea. This galaxy of 
suns, visible to the naked eye as nebulous matter, to tele
acopic vision aa stare, is the system of suns evolved by the 
parent and grand parent of the solar systeDl. "Scattert}(i 
like dnst over the ftoor of heaven," of uncounted millions, 
they preeent to the human vision,, the huma.n underatanding, 
all of the universe occupied by these evolutions. : A vast 
univerae of itself, this space, yet. how minute a speck in th• 
ftlt ocean of infinity I How minute a portion of tfte vast 
-verse of which it is but a section of a system ! : · 

Telescopic vision pierces through ·cavities, eo to. •peak, ia 
this system, and observes via ·lacteas beyod ; nebulle, both 
resolvable and irresolvable, are visib.kl in -various parte of the 
heayens, disconnected with the via la.ctea. This seooad stra
tum of suns, visible through the dark unoccupied spaces of 
the milky way, and as nebulm in various other parts of the 
heavens, a.re aections ·ofthe vast encircling system-the fifth 
bmatiori. Science has wrought wondera . in perfecting tel~ 
'ICOpic instr:umeot& to that degree, · that suns of the first order 
ean be preen ted to the human vision. . Such :vast ·distance~ 
as cau 110t bB comprehended by h\UD&il udotata.ndiDg, aro 
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annihi1ated by the power of that tmderstndiog I Such .,.... 
. funna 88 can not be comprehended by. human underatanding, 
are presented to that understanding 88 monumen18 of Demc 
Formative .Energy aDd ·Power. 

The method of evolution of suns has been fully described ; 
therefore, it will be unneceas8ry to rtlpeat it .in enunciating 
the particulars of the inttitution of the solar system ; . how
ever, enough will be repeated to oonvey to the. mind a clear 
conception of the consiitution of that system-the inethod. 
of evolution of its central body and other formations. The 
solar system is a form-a sphere, w.hose dimensions are com
mensurate with the sp~re of ita ,attmctive force ; whole 
sphere of attractive lnflueBce is COIDIJJeD81lr&te with the Spacl8 

allowed it in the system to which it belongs, by the interpos
ing spheres of that system, aooording to the law regul&ting 
the extension of spheres of attractive . force, .and attractive 
iniluence. The sphere of attractive force, as has been previ
oaaly explained, is a propagated sphere of matter ; aa ia also 
the aphere of attractive influence. The sphere.ot' attractive 
force of the solar system, · is to the central body of that sya
iem, in a sense, like an atmosphere surrounding a planetaz:r 
body; is of the body, in a sense, as is an atmosphere; there
fore; tliat sphere is· denominated the sun, or parent of the 
system. The sphere of atiraetive iniluence of the system, 
corresponds to that rarified :stratum of. ·atmospheric elementa 
emanating from the atmosphere proper, which ·8WTOUnds it. 
The sphere of attraetive force, OJ $phere; as n w.ill be term
--the actual body of ·the system, ia an actual ' body ; a 
form of matter as ·real as -the form of the- central, or any other 
body of the sy8tem, though of a dift'erimt cliaraoter or grade 
of· matter; 88 real now that ita evolvable m&1ter haa been 
txttraeted, as previous to. this extraction. This form was 
~olved from primeYa.l ~a.tter of the third grade,: beiilg com
poMd; at the period af. ita• evdution,: of it. prfJIIent mat. 
aad that ol· all the bo4iel witlWl it, beiDg··~ m&t&eq 
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aocotding to the law of evolution preTiously enunciated. .Ac• 
cording to that law, after its evolution from this grade, it was, 
of the fourth grade of primeval matter. Its size at the pe• 
riod of its evolution was its present size ; no con~nsation 
of primeval matter of any grade a.Ccrning from attractive 
force. Its form, cometary at its first evolution, is still com
etary, as the cometary form is always the result ()f volatility 
of matter. The evolution of matter of its central body waa 
affected according to the law of the universal sphere already 
enunciated. 

The consistence of this first evolved matter of the fol'Dl • 
was, previous to its condensation by attractive force, that of 
rarest appreciable vapopy.·matter ; which matter .was scattered 
throughout the whole system in seeking the center ; conse
quently, the system was appreciable as a vast form of rarest 
vapory matter. This apparent condition; or consistence of 
the form, was retained for ages, while gradually the outer 
stratum was evolving the central body, and while 'attractive 
force was gradually drawing this matter toward the center. 
Being rarest matter of the form, its evolution was more grad~ 

· ual than that of any other matter of the form, as well as ita 
coudensation by central force. Gradually, ho~ver, the ap
parent consistence of the central portion of the form changed ; 
more denae vapory substance, it appeared ; condensation was 
resulting. At length, the stratum had evolved its evolvable 
matter ; the central body was completed as to its mass. The 
form of the system seemed then to have contracted. 

Untold ages elapsed while this central body was condens-· 
ing a.nd perfecting to a degree necessary for the formation; 
tAe retention, within it, of suns. Cometary; it revolved for 
theae ages, apparently a useless thing ; without regular tbrm, 
or motion, subjected to the disturbing influence of evt~ry sys
tem with which it came in contact. The period at length 
arrincl whea central atoms of new formations. were evol•ed 
within it;-ita proore..tive function waa develo~ .. 
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Meantime, evolution of matter of tae form continaed ; ro
tary motion· of' it had determined the evolution of matter from 
the aeeond stratum. Evolution of matter from this stratum 
had proceeded since long prmous to the completion of the 
ma.M of the central body-the evolution of the la8t matter 
froin the outer atratum; however, it was gradual, and the 
ages which intervened between the institation of evolutioa 
from this stratum, aud the development of the procreative 
function of the central body, oaly sufficed to prepare matw 
to become subject to the central power of the new formatio~ 
and to the retaining power of the central form. 

The law of evolution of formationa, varies as the orderu 
develop. The formations evolved by the central body of the 
univeraal sphere consisted of millions of forms; the first 
order evolves formations, consisting of hundreds of thou
sands; the second order, of thousands; the third order, of 
one ; this is the gradation. This .law of variation will be 
enunciated in a subsequent- connection. 

One central atom only, was impregnated by the procreative 
power of the ceatral body. This center attracted all evolved 
matter from the evolving stratum to form a sun, which, when 
completed, should be evolved from the central body by the 
law of evolution of suns, to occupy that stratum of the form
the second stratum. The central atom of the new formatiOD 
was a positive and negati't'e atom electrically-like matter to 
that of the stratum evohing the matter of the formation, 
acoo\'ding to the law enunciated in the previous SflltiOD. 
Previous to ihe evolutioa of this sun from the central body, 
as iD. the case of the parent form, ooudeneation of its central 
body had commenced ; · therefore, when completion determinetl 
its evolution, it escaped from its parent body aa rarest appre
ciable vapory subet&nce; ~lightly more condensed, however, 
than that of the parent form at the period of' ita evolution, 
being of a higher pde of matter. Tlte outer form of the , 
ayltem IllUmed nt place aa. au. iadepeDdent. IUD-& q•tem j 
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•: &~ revolving : body, sabject to the ro~es of the'parent f!ys
tem, to the opposing forces · which wer& to,develop its orbital 
motion. It was a type ·:of the pa.reni :form in every ~~ense ; as 
:this was the ·type of : the parent :form...;_ the: universal . form ; 
·yet a.hig~r tyP6-a more highly qualified tbrm:• 
M~tim'e, condensing forces. developing within the ·Cetltra.l 

bOOy, it was &a&uming definiie fottnt; .ho'frtver, it .wa.s ·yet a. 
dimly defined form. These forces had eo oondenlfed it at the 
period of tlhe evolution of the first fbrm; that it was then & 

dimly 'defined: form. : The completion of the second form, 
witnessed it a. clearly defined bOdy; in a.ppearande 'like ; rare, 
light colored :ia.Ine;. a .oomet, whose vast train in perihelion 
would have twioe spanned Earth~s visible heavens from hori
J'iOD. to horizon, rie.welf. at the distance of Earth .from.it. To 
a dweller upon a planet within :the sj'st\em; at · that periud; 
S1o1n would have appeared like a .fiXed comet of amazing 
dimensions~ exhibiting phenomena strange, un8ccolintable, 
considering it a fixed body. To an accustomed, an instructed 
observer, wit~ or withou't the sys&m, it· would have .ap
peared in its tme chaJMter, a.8 a revolving . body, pOiseseing 
orbital motion, subject .to the· laws goV.erning cometary mat-
ter of that rate quality'~ . . ... · 
.. Tbe:system possessed rotary motion from the period of ·ita 
&at institution; according to the· law. esta.hlishing iotary mo
tioll of.fomis. The:rotary motwn•oftqe system was that of 
~ central body, RCCOrding to this law.· ·The periOO'.of one 
J."eYolutionof the s~m-of. the central· body, is:over tweoty-
1ite.days. _ The .orbital revolution of: the·11yst8m-the cen
tn.l !body, is acoomplished. m 'Blight.Jy oyer' eighteen thoU8&1ld 
y.rs. : :· ' ' ' : 
- · Sqn, or, more appropria~ly, the. solar. s,wtem, a· com para 
~nly·minute form :ofthe universe; ~volvee a.ro~nd :ita parent 
.n ~a. period.. proportioned to ita .~, ne q.ality of mo~ 
ita~ order; ad. the sirle .of the! sywte1n o£. whiddt.ii a member. 
~he'q~V.of ita< or~ iaOtion.>beiag; lo:wer.ttaau tJaat <M .a 
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higher order, as members of ita· own tystem, it-will'~ 
rily perform its revolution ~ooD<L its center in a period, al 
compared with the period of ita. C:Ofte&ponaing formation of 
its own system, proportioned to the di.ft'erell<l6 in the quality 
of the motions, subject tO. the;size of the system of whioh ·it is 
a ·member; or the diatanoe it ttavenee in pemrming .one rev-· 
elution. It is a ·member of the eighth fcmnation of its sya~ 
tem; coneequently, Mars is:iu conrespQnding form within i~ 
own system. · Howe"Ar vast the period of its· orbital revolu
tion may· seem in comparison with. that of Mars, it is in ~xact 
proportion to the difference in the quality of motion of the 
two forme, subject to the·diatanee which it traverses around 
its center. It will be remembered that. it is sister to tb~ 
sands of .suns composing its own formation; and that it is a. 
member of a system the third from the central sun, the BOOOnd. 
from oae of the amazing suns ·of . the fust. order. of the fifth' 
formation. Its parent body oontained within its. form, in· 
erery stage of completion, the thousands · of· systems sister . to 
the solar system~of the same formation, at one time; . be
sides the germinal forms. of some of the next interior forma.-. 
tiGn ; ·these systems; of the same 8ize within the. central bod:J" 
when complete, a& after their evolution from that body.· 
Numbers can hardly 0011Dpute ~en the diameter of such ~ 
sun ; aod yet the solar systtmi l'evolves !U'O'lnd that sun with 
wt a degree, so to speak, of leas deTeloped. motion than that 
of the planet MaM around· its <'.entral bod.y. This vast peri0d 
is short in comparison with the periods of outer planets·of 
Sun'f5 parent system. ' ' 

The thousaods·of forms of th~ same formation, all ~tand 
in the same relation to the system · to which they belong, ae_ 
tlle one does-as Man does to the solar system. This sig-· 
nifiea, that their periods ·are appf<>ximately equal, that they 
approximate in 8ize, ·that their motions, as the forms of a 
formation, are regulated by precisely the same laws aa those
of Ma:- .-e; a forma~On. oonajatiag of. but oD& sUD." ONet 
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is heaven's law; every form has ite co:onterb&lanciag, disturb
ing, and regulating form ; every formation of a -aystem has 
the same number of forms, aceording to the perfect law of 
development of systems. 

The period of completion IUld evplution of the third form 
of the system-that evolved by the fourth sCiratum, to occu
PY that stratum as the third formation of the system-wit
nessed the central body condensed to the appa.rent coosistence 
of red &me. The re~ consistence of the matter of ~e body 
was then vapory,-the semi-dense vapory consistence of con
densing cometary matter. 

· These periods wherein were forming within this central 
body, sun, these new, infant forms, mentioned as succeeding 
each other as consecutive events succeed each other, were 
periods too immense for the human mind to comprehend. 
The portrayer of nature's laws, nature's action, the chronicler 
of the events of creation, so to speak, must labor under the. 
difficulty arising from the incapacity of the human intellect. 
in . its present ' state of development to comprehend periods, 
short in their actual rela.tion to other periods; yet, infinite to 
human comprehension ; to comprehend forms, small, relative 
to other forms, yet, infinite in vastness to human intellect; 
methods, simple in/ reality, yet, complex to human intelleci. 
He has, however, but to record events in their proper order 
of succession, speak of forms relatively, describe methods by 
accepted terms, leaving mind.to comprehend naturt as it pro
gresses; to perceive the reality as it can. · 

Time- what is it? An age-what .is it? Periods of 
ages--what does it-signify ? Time-the succession of events ; 
an age-a long relative period; periods of ages-a long rel
ative period. Cycles, compound cycles of periods of ages-· 
relative periods. How shall man, an infant in comprehen
sion, untaught in the science of mathematics of the univene, 
measure time? 
. Periods, cycles, compolUld cycles of perioda of 1111> elapaed.. 
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while one form was beiDg fi.tted. for evolution by Sun..:....while 
this rare body was condensing from one degree, so to speak, 
to another.· 

The fourth era of Sun's cometary developnent was reached: 
prior to the impregnation of the central atom of the first 
formation. The . period occupied in condensing Sun to this 
stage, th<mgh an eternity to human comprehension, was but 
m.omeutary, compared with that occupied by the central sun 
in reaching this stage, to tha.t occupied by its progenitor of 
the fifth· formation in reaching this s~. 
. Periods or eras, shorten. This signifies, in the first sense, 
that an -era of a sun of a.ny order, is a cycle of eras of the next 
higher order, or a fraction of an era of a lower order. Eras 
ahorten in a second sense, as each successive era is shorter than 
~he prec-eding, in an increasing ratio, subject to circumstances 
of number of the era and order of the stage; however, the aver- · 
age ratio is one and a half to one, to one and two thirds to 
one. The first era of an eternity of action comprises that 
period wherein a certain amount of action is accomplished 
toward the completion of the universal system; which amount 
depends upon the number of the period, as of the whole num
ber of a .compound cycle of action. The second, is a period 
aborter by, approximately, one third; while the sixth is, ap
proximately, one half the length of the nfth. This is the 
ratio of daet'ease of length of eras of cycles, cycles, compound 
cycles of eras, in the second sense. In the first sense they 
shorten in seven-fold proportion from lower orders to higher, 
a.s of suns; from lower grades to higher, as of matter: Thus, 
an era. of the cometary development of the central sun, com
prises se..-en eras of the cometary development of a sun of 
·the nrst order; not, however, corresponding eras in the per
fect sense, but corresponding in a secondary sense, as will 
appear. in the further considera.tion of this subject in another 
connection. An era of cometary development of the firet 
cder, compriles sevez1 of. ih• HCOnd ill this aeoo:adary aeDS&;· 
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and thus through the succession of orders. Thus with the 
planetary eras of the suns of these orders ; and thus with the 
eras of development of the higher orders of planetary matter, 
as will be enunciated in the diaouasion of the subject of plan
etary development. 

The fifth er& was reached nearly coeval with the. evolution 
of the second formation of the syatem. The completion of 
this era, as has been remarked, witne.ued this body as a 
plainly defined body, in appearaoce like red flame. 

The periods, termed periQda of evolution of formatiODS, 
shorten. Each successive interior stratum, of more developed 
!Jl&tter than the next outer, evolves its matter more rapidly; 
also the more condensed condition of the central body, de
termines it a more rapidly developing form to infant forms in 
process of formation within its structure; its. atoms being 
capable of exerting a greater influence over the atoms of the 
new form. 

Evolution of sun's third formation, that of the :fuurth and 
fifth, occurred prior to the consummation of the fifth, and 
the attainment of its sixth cometary era; the evolution of 
the latter formation was nearly coeval with the commence
ment of this e~. The consistence of this body was, at this 
stage, mercurial. Condensation had developed its subetance 
from the vapory to the rare mercurial condition-that where
in its volatility col'responds to that of boiling mercury. Heat 
of this matter had been gradually developing until, at this 
stage, it was heated matter ; not intensely heated, however. 
To an observer, at this period, Sun would have exhibited the 
a.ppea.ran.ce of a fiery mass with a slightly rarifi~ stratum of . 
fiery matter surrounding its more condensed portion ; this 
slightly rarified stratum, was its atmosphere. Of a consis
tence but slightly more rarified than the condensed body, it 
was yet vapory ; gaseous, sulphurous flame, it appeared. The 
1lame-lib appearance of• the condensed body was induced by 
~e gueoua condition of its substance, w.hWl su~tance. waa 
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gross, flame-colored, sulphurous, gaseous matter ; whieh is 
. the condition of matter of all suns at that stage. 
· While the ninth formation was in process of developing 
within its form-af~r the evolution of the sixth, seventh, 
and eighth formations-sun attained to the seventh comet
ary era. The consistence of its substance was then lik~ 
heated mercury-its volatility corresponded with that of 
heated mercury. Heat of this matter had developed. to in
tensity ; it was fiery in every sense. Gradually its volatility 
was decreasing, while its heat was increasing ; it developed 
its greatest heat as matter during the consummation of this, 
the seventh era. The eighth era witnessed this matter as 
mercurial still, though less volatile than at the previous 
stage. The moet intensely heated condition of it was passed 
as it entered upon this stage; condensation had developed it 
to the degree that cold of space could operate slightly upon 
it; its· atmosphere was a slightly conducting agent of this 
cold to the surface of the body. 

A most important stage was reached ; developing forces 
could henceforth accomplish more in the period assigned for 
the consummatlon of an era ,than heretofore ; development 
could progress mQre rapidly than heretofore. Henc~forth, 

these periods deTelo~ more rapidily than they had hitherto. 
The epoch of the introduction of the eighth era, is., a most 

important epoch in the development of suns. Matter ~as 
become sufficiently condensed for cold to operate upon it. 
Henceforward, cold accomplishes more toward condensation 
and development of matter of fiUns than all other forces com
bined. Henceforward, cold will accomplish more towards 
condensation and development of matter of this body than 
all other forces combined; consequently, development must 
henceforth progress with more than two fold speed. 

Prior to the commencement of the eighth era, Sun had 
evolved its last formation. The evolution of its eleventh-

11 
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last formation, preceded the attainment of the eighth era by 
long periods. · 

Sun has developed the ninth, the tenth, the eleventh, the 
twelfth cometary eras, and has attained the fifth planetary 
era. These eras will be particularly det!cribed in the chap
ters treating of Earth's development. 

Condensation of the central body of the solar system to its 
present di.mensions, was from a body occupying nearly the 
two interior strata of the system. This signifies, that at the 
penod of the completion of this body, it filled the system to 
within a comparatively short distance of the orbit of Earth. 
The attainment of the twelfth cometary era witnessed its con
densation to nearly its present dimensions. 

Being a planet like Earth, it possesses a diversified surface 
of land and water, plain and mountain. ·Undeveloped yet, 
as compared with Earth, it is yet like Earth in this respect, 
like other planets it has evolved. The parent of the planet
ary system, it is the source of supply to them of elements 6f 
life necessary to their subsistence. Of a nature· similar to 
their's, affinitized to them as no other body of the universe is, 
attractive forces of these upon it draw from it electric ele
ments sufficient to supply the source of light and heat to 
every body of the system ; while it is itself the recipient, by 
the power of the same force, of the more developed electric 
eletpents of the planetary wdies of the ·system, in a propor-
tionate degree to the size of each, to the mass of all. It is 
the heart of the system-the center of the ciroulation of the 
electric 1luids of it ; from which vast currents of the electric 
element 1low for the use of the system, separating into minor 
currents as operated upon by the attractive forces of the dif
ferent planets ; and to which 1low the united currents from 
all bodies of the system. The -great heart of the system, in 
the sense that it is the generator of this life-giving element ; 
the generator, in the sense that it attracts a like element from 
its parent sun, which ~perating upon its vast mass, a superior 
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eleetric element is generated, which is that affinitized to the 
planets of the system, and adapted to the supply of their 
developed necessities. It is the positive and negative organ 
of the system, in that it is the generator of the positive and 
negative equilibriated. forces of the system without which 
equilibriated forces, the balance of the system could not, for 
a moment, be maintained. It .is the parent of the planets 
of the system, in that its own procreative force developed 
them ;-it bore them through the period of gestation to that 
of birth; gave them birth and sent them forth into its SP.here 
as independent fornis, subject to its own parental care. 

The first development of the parental law within the solar 
system, was the impregnation of the center of the first form 
within the form of Sun, the completion of the infant form, 
its evolution to its own plane of orbital revolution within the 
system,- the institution of the first formation of the system. 

I 
The regulator of the forces of the system-the heart, the 
parent, it is yet a form of the system-a formation; itself 
developed by parental law. The twelfth formation-accord
ing ,to the former exposition of the law of formations-occu
pying· a central position in the system, it is subject to the 

. forces of th~ system ; dependent upon planetary force for 
retaining its position as the regulating, central body of the 
syste~, and for aid in its development. 

This central body of the solar system, this regulating force 
of it, is a vast mass of ponderable matter, developed from the 
rarest ·stratum of the system. It is rarest matter ·of the sys
tem, properly termed. Its density, compared with that of 
the outer formation, which is second in rarity of the form& 
of the system, is as five to seven ; this proportion holds 
throughout the system; density of strata, and consequently 
of forms, increasing, in this ratio, toward the center. -

Density, as of a formation, determines, in a degree, the 
quality of attractive force exercised by that formation over 
all oth~ of the system, Affi!Utiled forms ; this signifies, 
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in phrase applicable to planetary systems, like matter, u of 
density, rarity, and el~tric condition. A system is evolved 
as a form from its parent sun as like matter·; like in quality 
of density, and electtic condition, According to the law of 
development of systems, this system develops its forms. As 
infinite are the. gradations of matter of this system, as of the 
universal system ; as of . the infinite universe ; a system, the 
evolution of. a parent system, being a type of that in every 
sense; all systems evolved by the universal system are types 
of that in every sense. A sun of the sixth. order, compara
tively an atom in space, is a perfect type of the central 1un 
of the universe, a form infinite in vastness, to human com
prehension ; the foflner being simply the higher development 
of the several grades of the latter. 'This principle is the 
principle of development. .Matter is evolved from the ocean 
of primeval matter at the re-awakening of action in the 

I 

universe, for development; each grade of the infinite number 
that are evolved, advances one grade during a period of ac
tion. Each grade of evolved matter of a universe is repre;. 
sented in. all the six orders, all the forms of each order l in 
all the seven grades, so termed, of the universe. 

Every stratum of the universe is composed o(matter of 
every grade ; universal matter · being divided into strata. by 
the dissimilarity of matter of a grade; there being, properly 
speaking, an infinite variety of conditions of. matter of each 
grade; as· of density, rarity, and electric condition. Each 
stratum evolving a formation, oo~quently, evolves matter 
of every grade. Every formation being, like the univenml 
system, a stratified system, upon the same principle, evolves 
formations of every grade from each stratum. By the 6~ven 
grades of matter of the universe, is signified, the same as the 
succession of orders-the development of motion of matter 
from one grade to another~ by successive stimulations; they 
are designated the seven grades, from the order of evolution 
of matter from ·its :first primeval condition. The several or-
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den, the seven grades, in a developed period of action, will 
develop the highest, the perfect form ; the form wherein is 
represented all of the infinite .grades of evolved matter of a 
universe-man. The end of nature's effort-of formative 
action, is the production of this form ; a form which shall 
combine in an indestructible organization, these grades. 

Sun, the central body of the~lar system, the rarest of the 
system, exercises attractive foree over the bodies of the sys
tem in proportion to distance, qualified by density and elec
tric condition. This proposition is true of every formation 
of the system. The outer planets, being m08t affinitized to 
sun, as to density and electric condition, are more subject to 
its a.tttaetive force in proportion to distance, than interior 
ones, which are less affi.nitized in th~. This principle de
termines the stability of planetary systems. Outer planets 
being more affinitized to Sun than interior ones; are, by this 
principle, retained in their orbits at such immense distances 
from it; and enjoy a grea.ter proportion of light and heat, in 
proportion to their distance from it, than the interior planets. 
This is a wise provision of natllre; as did. each receive, sim
ply, in proportion to its distance, of the element productive 
of these, there wouid be such a disproportion of these to the 

'-
actually existing, the necessary proportions, upon the various 
planets, that the conditions necessary for the. support of man 
would be wanting. · 

Electric condition& of the various formations of the solar 
8ystem, differ according to the circmnstances of their position 
in the system. -

Position of a· formation, with · regard ·to other formatiou 
of the system, qualifies the circumstance of degree of density 
in determining the period necessary for the development of 
that formation to the planetary condition. Formations are 
developing'agencies to each other. Sun, the first 'evolved 
formation of tl;le -$ystem, although situated in a stratum of 
suns, developing agents to it, was, for long periods, a.loae, u 

' ' 
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a formation of the system; and consequently, during this 
period, its progreea was proportionately slow. The outer 
formation of the system, in a sense, was alone for long peri
ods, there being no sister formations revolying in its vicinity 
to act as aids to it; 'the distant sun being its only developi.Dg 
agent of the systen1 ; its progress was exceedingly slow in coo
sequence. Besides the circulll8tances of density and position 
in the system, other causes exist, operative upon the develop
ment of~ formation, dependent, however, ~pon circumstances 
of position. These are, relative size, distance of the forma
tiona from the sun, and distance from each other of the suc
cessive formations to , the central. The size of a formation, 
and its distance from another, determine the degree of inten- ' 
sity of its force, as exerted upon this other, subject to the 
quality ·of matter of each, as abo~e explained; while the 
same circumstarltes determine the effect of the other upon it. 
, Sun's distance from outer,planets of the system, partially 

counterbalanced as it is by the near affinity of these. bodies 
to Sun, is yet productive of results which d() not accrue to 
interior planets from their near proximity to it. Orbital 
motion is slower in proportion as the distance from Sun 
increases ; as attractive and repulsive forces decrease ; all 
circumstances, as electric condition and density, being sub
ject to distance; intensity of light and heat of these planets 
decreases, in a proportion dependent upon the intensity of the 
attractive ·force, as the distance from Sun increases. The 
law of planetary distances-the proportionate distances of 
the planets from Sun, and from each other-the same in all 
systems, is regulated by the depth of strata-the necessities 
of the syst~m. As harmoniously arranged are the strata and 
the forms of a system, as are the organs of the human body. 
The perfect balance of the human body is secured and retained 
by the perfect adjustment of the organs of that body; the dis
placement of one insures disorder, and destroys the balanct 
of the body. Disarrangement of tae str.ta of a sya~, dis--

... 
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placement of ita forms, . would insure disorder ; would unbal
ance the system. Size of forms of a system is determined by 
the quantity of evolvable matter of the strata developing th~ 
forms ; this also is regulated by the nec~sities of the system. 
. The outer stratum of the solar system is of a depth sur
passing that of any other stratum, as already explained. By· 
the law of neceesity of the system, , this stratum contained 
more ·evolvable matter than any other stratum of the system. 

Primeval matter, subsequent tO disorgatlization of forms, 
decomposition of matter, arranges itself in strata ; which 
strata assume position according to the relative density of 
the matter composing them. This determines, except in 
cue of the central body, that in the space wherein revolved 
a formation of a system, there the decomposed matter will 
arrange itself as a stratum of primeval matter; according to 
the perfect law of attractive force and of organization of uni
verses of primeval matter. The central body decomposing, 
obedient to this law, resumes its place as primeval matt~r in 
the outer stratum .of a system, it being rarest matter of the , 
system, and repelled from the center by the repulsive force of 
more dense matter. 

Means adapted to ends ;-this is the law of universal ac
tion. Universes of unevolved primeval matt.er, as forms, 
must balance each other. This necessity is provided for by 
the depth of outer strata of these. Like matter of such vast 
quantity extends its sphere of attractive influence coexten
sive with its own universe, and approximately coextensive 
with contiguous universes ; thus binding in one the infinite 
universe. · Were outer strata narrow and of rare ma~ter, be
ing of diverse matter, their spheres of attractive influence 
would so act upon each other, that they would be circum
scribed i it being a law of matter that forces are absorbed by 
action of diverse forces upon them. Are they dense strata, 
repulsive action would be developed to counteract attractive, 

· and thaa the universal balance be lost. 
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' 
A univerl!le whose matter is evolved and evohing, whose 

forms are developing, will extend ita sphere of attractive 
influence sufficiently far to answer this purpose-the retain
ing of contiguous tOn:ns in position, when its most pondera
ble portion is its central. The balancing formation of a 
~nivellle is developed as . perfecting forces, otherwise the evo
lution of the g!e&t Dl&8s of evolvable matter, operate upon 
contiguous universes to weaken their spheres of attractive 
influence. This developing at the · appropriate time, the 
qualified sphere of attmctiTe itdluence of a univerae is kept 
extended io its appropriate limits. 

Attractive force is the regulator of matter to the end in 
view ; is the means by which is accomplished the end-the 
preservation of order of the infinite universe. The attractive 
force of affinitized matter, and the repulsive force of unaffi.n
itized, in determining the matter of central bodiee to outer 
strata of systems, after decomposition has ensued, is tbe means 
by '!'hich is accomplished the end ;-the mea.ns whereby the 
balance of the universe is retain~ through. periods .of rest of 
matter, and right conditions maintained .through these peri
ods, that formative action may result from the re-awakening 
of action. No universe of the infinite universe, is an .isolated 
body during those vast perio4s of rest, comprehended witbm 
a single night, or compound cycle of repose. Electric cur
rents, transmitted by sphere& of attractive influence, pass. and 
repass from one to the other of these forms ; . thu' inducing 
the grand result-the re-invigoration of matter by the grad
ual improvement of electric conditionlJ·; the final re-establish
ment of equilibrium of positive and negative forces, which 
results in the stimulation of motion. 

The Jaw of disorgariization of universes of organized forms, 
and of stratification of primeval Ilijltterof universes, is the law 
of disorganization of minor systems, of organized forms, and 
of stratification .of primeval matter of systeD;ll. · The law of 
&iaorga.nization is, that a una. diaorgauize, their matter. d~term-
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iDing back to ite primeval condition as stratified primelfal 
substance-its condition prior to the evolution of the forms 
of the system. As above explained, each formation decom
posing, its matter aasumes its appropriate pl~ in the system. 
Further decomposition of this matter causes-its determina. 
tion back to its parent system, where,. by the law of affinity, 
it assumes its appropriate place as stratified substance in the 
stratum to which it originally belonged. Thus all matter 
of all su118 determines back to the universal system, where it 
assumes its appropriate place, obedient to the law of affinity-

i. of attractive and repulsive forces of affinitized and unaffini
tized matter. Juxtaposition of affinitized forms of the uni
verse, juxtaposition of atoms of affinitized matter of the 
npiverse, whether in form or in stratified primeval matter; 
ibis is the law. · 

The period necessary for the determination of matter baok 
to universal stratified primeval matter, its perfect arrange
ment into strata of the universal system', is according to the 
length of the supervening period of rest ; in other words ; 
according to the quality, so to speak, .of the decomposition 
to ensue during that period. Is it to be complete decompo
sition-re-absorption of primal elements, the n~essary pe
riod is, approximately, one half of a compound cycle; is it 
only partial decomposition, it is only, approximately, one 
half pf a short period. What remains of rest, whether it be 
a long or short period, is consumed in equilibriating the 
forces of exhausted nature. 

Therefore, as remarked, the . outer stratum of the solar 
system, o.f neoeesity, contained more evolvable matter than 
any other stratum of the system. Other necessity existed 
·for the existence of more evolvable matter in this stratum 
than in any other-thap in all others of the system. Sun 
must be a preponderating form ;-the central body of a sys
tem. must oon~in 'more matter than is contained by all other 
forms (If the system combined. The regulating form of the 
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system, that which is to retain within its sphere all other 
forms of the system by virtue of quality of its forces, it must 
possess the preponderating quantity of matter of the system. 
Ponderability of Sun-actual massiveness, exceeds that of 
all other fonns of the system combined, although of rarer 
atomic matter than any of these forms; consequently, of less 
massiveness in proportion to size than any of these. How
ever, attractive force not being in proportion to ponderability, 
but to affinity as well-not in proportion to actual quantity 
of matter of the central body, as compared with that of the 
forms within its sphere, but to quality of that matter as well, 
Sun exerts attractive force over all the matter of all the 
forms, over each separate form, acoording to its likeness to 
that matter, to these forms. Ponderability and affinity, 
therefore, constitute Sun the governing body of the system. 

. All matter of the solar system being like matter-Sun being 
affinitized to all minor forms of the system, and it being the 
preponderating body, its ponderability constitutes it the gov
erning form of the system. More affinitized to some forms 
than to others of the system, affinity constitutes it the gov
erning form of the system in the sense, that remote formations .. 
of the system are, by this law of affinity-their greater affin
ity to Sun than the more near formations, made, if not 
equally subject to its governing itU!uence, sufficiently subject 
to it to render their conditio• favorable for all the purposes 
of nature upon those formations. This law of affinity de
termining the proper condition of re~ote .formations, also 
determines that of near ones. These being unaffinitized, in 
a degree, to Sun, are less affected by its proximity to them 
than they would be were they like matter, as are the outer 
'formations ; which proximity, in that case, would be destruc
tive, not only to proper conditions upon these formations, but 
to the formations themselves. It is the repulsive iuduence 
exerted by Sun's matter upon these formations, that qualifies 
attractive force, the law of ~ty, which ooutitutei them 
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·Sup's o&pring; which preserves the equilibrium of their 
orbital motions, and prevents catastrophe by their determi
nation to the center from the force of the above named cir
cumata.nces. 

Distance, as it weakens the power of attractive force of all 
substance, whether nearly or remotely affinitized, weakens 
the governing "influence of Sun over the formations of the sys
tem, in proportion to its increase, on affinitized and unaffini
tized formation8 in proportion to the affinity. Rarity and 
density of a formation not constit~ting its only affinitizing 
quality with Sun, electric.condition also constituting an im
portant affinitizing quality, and electric condition of forma
tions not affinitizing wit8 Sun's in exact proportion as does 
rarity, distance affects the attractive furce exerted by Sun 
upon formations according to their electric condition. The 
outer formation of the system, of nearest affinity to Sun in 
respect to rarity of its matter, i.8 also in electric condition of 
that matter. The second, next affinitized in quality of rar
ity, is less in quality of electric condition than is the first; 
and the next interior one, which is still less affinitized in 
quality of rarity, is still less in electric condition than this. 

Electric condition, as of matter of a formation, signifies, 
quality of matter determined by quality of e&ctric force pre
ponderating in that matter; as positive, or negative. The . 
forms of a system, as has been stated, are positive, and nega
tive, in just proportion to constitute them balancing forms to 
each other, so that the balance of the system be maintained. 
Sun, being a negative form, in the sense of electric quality 
of its matter, is most affinitized to the negative formations 
of the system, subject to quality of density ; also subject to . 
the quality of the negative form. The outer matter of the 
sphere being nega~ive, inherently, Sun and the outer forma
tions of the system are negative i~ the sense of being com
posed of negative matter; while the law of arrangement of 
formations in a developed sphere, ooDStitutes Sun a positive 
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and negative form; the fiTe outer formations negative; tM 
six interior to these, positive. The balance of the system is 
perfectly pre.served by this arrangement of qualities of mat
ter, and qualities of forms. · Sun· is a positive and negative 
form inherently, by virtue of its position and· its office :iD. the 
system. Its negative quality of matter affects its .quality of 
electric force dispensed to the system, and constitutes. it a 
better regulator to the system than it would be were it of 
either of the other two qualities .. The preponderating qual
ity of its nearest formations being of diverse quality, it exer
cises less influence over their condensed matter, than it would 
were it of their quality; This is necessarily the · arrangement 
of all systems, and necessarily a wi~ arrangement. 

Positive, and corresponding negative organs, balance ea.ch 
other in every form; although the highet; exhibition of. the 
law of development of formations determines that matter of 
the three electric qualities of strata shall be developed into one 
form ; which form, from the dual nature of the matter com
posing it, is termed dual form~ The solar system, a type of 
the universal system, being a form of a high order, exhibits 
the higher mb.nifestatiop. of this law. Following the univer
sal law of systems, the central form of the system · is a: posi
tive and negative form ; like the heart in the human system, 
it is the ~nflrating organ of the positive, and negative forces 
for the use of the system. In the same sense, all forms of 
aystems are positive and negative forms ; all being natural 
centers to systems. Possessing, of themselves, the power of 
generating positive, and negative current.s, in equal propor
tion, for the supply of their own individual systems-the 

. needed fluid .for distribution to every fbn:il of them, in that 
~ense, all forms are positive and negative forms; however, 
these are positive, .negative, according to. the law regulating 
all sys~ems, this being the proper distribution of both quali
ties of forms for the purpose of retaining the balance of sys
tem& This regula.tion, wi~t. interfering . with the three 
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qualitiee of forms, as above described, or their ~ment, 
only classifies them differently ; making two classes of the 
three, according to quality. As side organs, so termed, ,of a 
system, formations are positive, and negative, corresponding 
to the aida organs of the human body; as the limbs, which 
are positiye, and negative, to each other ; also the eyes, ears, 
nasal Org&DS. As vital organs, . these formations are positive 
and negative, positive, negative ; corresponding to the vital 
organs of the human body-the brain, heart, lungs, liver, 
and spleen, which are positive and negative, positive, nega
tive, organs, in precisely the sense that the formations of the 
1olar system are such. . • 

Let the reader carefully study ~he above exposition, com
pare the facts of science, the observed phenomena of the hu
man system, with observed phenomena of the solar system; 
trace the influence of each organ of the human system upon 
that system, and upon other organs of the system ; ·trace the 
influence of each planet upon the whole system, attd upon 
each organ of the system ; and thereby ascertain the relative 
force of each organ of both · systems ; he will thus discover 
the truth, that the actuaf force of formations of the solar 
system varies, not in proportion to size, to density, to dis
tance, only, but also in proportion to some other, heretofore 
unobserved influence. By comparing the soh\r system with 
the human, classifying the forces of that system as positive 
and negative, as he will readily classify those of the human, 
he can but perceive the truth~ that electric condition of form
ations determines, in a degree, their power of attractive fo.rce. 

All organs of the solar system are ·dual. The universal 
system develops six single organs as balancing organs of a 
formation at its first institution. Systems of the first order; 
like the universal system, develop single organs, as balancing 
organs, at the first institution of their formations ; two is the 
number developed by 'these ; systems of the second order, and 
those of the higher orders, develop no single organs at the 
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' institution of their formations. The necessity for these 
~es with the development of the second order, there being, 
then, such a universal distribution of systems through space 
to act as balancing add developing agencies to developing 
systems. Sun, a dual organ, of its parent system, is a posi
tive organ of that system. _ 

Size of formations, determined by the evolvable matter of 
a stratum, is also determined by the necessities of the system. 
By the law already stated, outer formations must be small; 
by this law, also, they must increase in size toward the bal
ancing formation. The sphere of attractive influence of the 
system would be too expansive were outer formations large; 
while, were those contiguous to the balancing formation small, 
disorder would result-disorganization of these, by the supe
rior attractive force of th&.t preponderating formation. Ne- . 
cessity demands, however, that the fourth formation shall be 
smaller than its contiguous ones..:... the third and fifth. This 
necessity exists in consequence of the overpowering, influEince 
which would be exerted by the balancing formation upon 
outer, smaller ones, were this of a size to attract these, to 
any great. extent, within the influence of that formation ; 
there being no counterbalancing outside force to this. Outer 
formations would lose their positions, were there not a break, 
so to speak, in the strong attractive sphere of this formation
a check to its overbalancing power. This small formation
the fourth, oceupies a peculiar position in the system. Sub
ject to the mighty force exerted upon it by the next interior, 
and the balancing formation, on the one side, and that of the 
three outer formations on the other, it is perpetually swayed 
to and fro by these contending forces while in its cometary 
condition-swayed from its aphelion to its perihelion, from 
its perihelion to its aphelion, in zigzag lines, as the various 

·forces operate upon it from either side. Its position is ex
ceedingly favorable f9r development. From the breadth of 
the stratum developing i~, an':! of that developing the interior 
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and outer contiguous formations, it is nearer to the interior 
than to the outer; it retains its position, notwithstanding 
the superior force of the two contiguous interior formations, 
by virtue of electric condition of its matter, which is more 
nearly affinitized to that of the mass of the outer than to that 
of the interior ; although . it belongs to the same division of 
the sphere as the latter. It is more negative, as compared to 
·the whole mass of the two next interior strata, than positive 
and negative, the two interior to it comprising the prepon
derating mass of the positive and negative matter of the sys
tem ; while the three outer contain but a very small portion, 
comparatively, of the negative matter of the system, and that 
of the highest quality-that nearest affinitized to the outer 
stratum or form of the positive and negative division. Out
side influences exerted over this formation,. are, therefore, 
superior to interior ones, in proportion to size of formations. 

The fifth formation, being 0f the negative form of positive 
and negative matter, corresponds more nearly with the fourth 
than does the sixth-the balancing formation; it is the link 
which binds this formation, and with this the three outer, 
to the balancing 'formation; which is, itself, the link that 
binds the two sections of the system together-the outer 
and inner sections ; which binds the outer to the influence 
of the central body. The ratio of increase of size of forma- · 
tiona from the first to the sixth inclusive, were the fourth 
not an exception to the general law, is an increasing ratio . 

. The seventh formation nearly balances the fifth in size, 
however, it is smaller. From the sixth to the eleventh inclu
sive, the ratio of decrease of size of formations, were the 
eighth formation not an exception, is an irregular ratio ;-an 
increasing, decreasing, and again increasing ratio. The eighth 
formatioll corresponds with the fourth, it being smaller than 
the next interior one. It serves the same purpose in the sys
tem as does the fourth,.:.... as· a check upon the powerful influ
ence of the balancing formation. Situated, as it is, between 
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• the strong attractive in1luence on either side of it, it is, lik~ 
the fourth formation, most favorably situated for develop- ,. 
ment. It is retained in its position by the counterbalaqcing 
forces upon either side of it, as is the fourth; electric. condi-
tion of interior and outer formations operating, in its case, as 
in that of the fourth. 

The eleventh formation, the evolution· of the interior stra
tum of the system, is the smallest formation of the system ; 
that stratum ~ontaining the least quantity of · evolvable mat
ter of any in the system. Necessity of the system requires 
this to be so. This small formation acts as a check upon 
the overbalancing power of Sun, as do the fourth, and eighth, 
upon that of the balancing .formation. 

The ratio of distance of formations from the central body 
and from each other, is according to the number of the st~ 
tum in which the formation is situated, and as their size 
compared to each other. 

The formations of the solar system, single forms, are ar
ranged in respect to size, distance; and arrangement of form
ations, as are the formations of the universal system, all 
systems. Dual form, single forms, as formations they are 
balanced by quality of electric condition of their matter rela
tive to that of Sun's, of each other, and of contiguous form
ations of neighboring systems, which act as balancing forces 
to outer formations of the system. . 

Electric condition as a balancing age~t of formations, of 
systems-as assistant agent-is as effective in the regul~
tion of motions of formations, in establishing the phenomena 
of a system, as are distance, size, and density, proportionally. 
Entirely overlooked by philosophers in the enunciation of 
the laws governing the solar system, its influence is attrib
uted to quality of density of formations, thereby establishing 
the error ·taught by astronomic science o{ the day, that outer 
formations are of rarer quality of matter than Sun.; that 
position does not determine rarity or density of a formation. 
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This error is the originator of others as fatai as this to a just; 
I appreciation of the laws that govern the system, that goverQ. 

all forms, all matter. .Proper investigation of the law of 
electric condition, and the order of stratificatil)n of systemJ 
as respects this condition of matter, the law of arra.ngemen$ 
of formations in correspondence with this, intricate though 
the law is, will lead to a perfect comprehension of the hith
erto, mistmderstood, mysterious phenomena of the system. 

As above intimated, formations of the universal systeJ}l, 
systems of the first and second ord'er, must consist of many 
forms, in order that p~rfect balance of a formation, of a sys
tem, be maintained ; while systems of the higher orders may 
evolve formations consisting of single forms, and yet the bal
ance of.a formation, a system, be maintained. Systems of 
the thir~ order are the lowest in order that evolve single 
forms as formations ; these being !:>alanced by single forms, 
by virtue of the universal distribution of systems through 
space ; also by the perfect arrangeme~t of forms of --all sys
tems according to the quality of electric conditiop.. 

One form being the order o'f formations in systems of th:e 
third orden, the matter of one subdivision is only sufficient 
for one form of a si~e to answer the purposes of the system. 
The solar system, from its twelve great subdivisions, evolved 
twelve forms-the central body and the eleven formations. 

Action, stimulated for the generation of the first formation, 
was, according to the law of generation already enunciated, 
of the same quality at the 1genera.tion of each formation;
the degree of motion necessary for the institution of the first 
formation, suffided for that of every formation of the system. 
Rotary motion of Sun-of' the solar system, being a propa
gated motion, propagated by the centr~l atom of Sun, being 
the revolutionary motion of atoms around the central atom, .. 
does not, as already explained, determine the rotary motion 
of atoms of the system. Rotary motion of atoms of the sys
tem, independent of their revolutionary motion. around the 

12 . 
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center of the system, determines the rotary motion of forms 
deveioped by the system, subject to the quality of the stimu- ' 
lated motion, the quality of electric condition of the central 
atom of each form. Sun's rotary motion was determined by 
the quality of electric condition of its matter, subject to the 
quality of the central atom of the system, and the quality of 
the stimulated motion which instituted the system. The 
interior stratum of the system was of positive-of lower 
electric quality, than the next outer division; however, being 
in quality of density the highest matter of the system, its 

, quality of electric condition was qualiled to the degree, that 
it was, at the period of the institution of the system, the 
highest quality of matter of it. Atomic motion of all atoms 
composing the solar system, at the period of the institution 
of the system-the period of their determination to it, was 
exceedingly undeveloped. That_ of the most dense atoms 
was most developed ; yet it was of the same quality as of all 
atoms of the system, in the sense, that electric quality of the 
central atom, and quality of m9tion of all other atoms of the 
form, were similar. Stimulation of motion which instituted 
the system, was stiri:mlation of rotary motion of the central 
atom, and ·all other atoms of the system; these all assimilat
ing in quality of electric condition. The outer stratum 
evolving its matter, although of rarest quality, nearly cotem
poraneously with the evolution of the central atom, affinitizes 
more nearly with that than any1 other atom of the sphere, 
being evolved matter; whereas, all other is unevolved. This 
cotemporaneous evolution of a central atom from an interior 
stratum of a sphere, and matter of corresponding quality of 
motion of an outer stratum, is termed the ev9lution of a 
grade, in consequence of the closer affinity existing between 
atoms of evolved matter, although of different degrees of 
density, than between atoms of evolved and unevolved ; 
although assimilating in degree of density. All forms of all 
systems beiDg evolved by the same law, and in the samo 
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manner, the reader will perceive the correspondence between 
the method of evolution of a central body, or a system, and 
the s~veral forms of that system. The quality of rotary mo
tion of atoms of a form outside the central atom, only quali
fies that of the form, in the sense, that it being evQlved matter, 
~ts electric condition, or quality of circulation of its electric 
fluids, qualifies it to accumulate around an evolved ato~ 
and thus constitute that atom the center of a form. 

The degree of development of motion which instituted the 
system, was low, compared with that instituted by ihe after 
stimulation of motion of atoms of the already constituted 
system. Sun's rotary motion, therafore, is a "less developed 
one than that of any of the formations o( the system. 

Motion is a devaloping agent ; this is the foundation prin
ciple of the true theory of development. Motion of the sys
tem-its revolutionary motio~, by the law of revolution of 
forms, induced more rapid development of atomic motion of 
atoms of outer strata than of innt~r ;-the more rapid motion 
of the outer sections of the system, induced evolution of mat
ter of this section, although of rarest quality of the system, 
first ; immense periods before this motion had thus affected 
matter of interior strata. Superiority in degree of motion, 
of outer strata, as compared with inner, induced by the more 
rapid motion of the outer sections of the sphere as it revolved, 
determined the outer planets to be the first evolved; deter
mined the evolution of central atoms of these from interior 
strata-interior to these, yet outer to the most condensed 
interior stratum. 

As has been stated, the central atom of the first formation 
of a system,-an atom sufficiently perfected in quality of 
density to become a central atom, is -evolved by a stratum 
situated within the (then) uncondensed. central body, where 
the retaining forces of that body are sufficiently developed to 
retain it as a central atom, or to ~etain a formation. This 
$~tum is the U.terlor stratum Qorrespo:qdin~ i,n r~ative 
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quality of electric condition with ~he outer formation; it it 
the tenth stratum. This stratum evolves the central atoms 
of the four outer formations. 

The central atOms of the four outer formations of the· sys
tem being· qualified atoms in regard to density-possessing 
a high quality of rotary motion at the period of the institu
tion of the system, when evolved, possessed a higher quality 
of rotary motion than the central atom of the system, from 
~he quality of the stimulation inducing it, and from electric 
condition; also a higher quality than atoms evolved from 
more interior strata whose electric condition determined their 
motion to be slower. Of higher quality of electric condition, 
but rarer, than matter of more interior strata, they possessed, 
by virtue of this quality of electric condition, more developed 
rotary motion than those evolved by more interior strata. 
Thus, electric condition counterbalances density, in a degree. 

Matter of a stratum of whatever quality, being of the three 
qualities, central atoms evolved by a stratum are not, neces
sarily, of the three qualities. Strata evolve central atoms 
according to p&sition of qualities ; revolutionary motion affect
ing the earlier evolution ·of atoms of subdivisions farther re
moved from the center, subject to electric quality, and quality 
of density. Thus : The tenth stratum first evolved central 
atoms from its positive and negative division, which is situ
ated interior to its positive, from which it last evolvea central 
atoms ; while it evolved no atoms from its negative division 
which served as central atoms. The eleventh, evolved one 
from its positive, or outer division, none from its positive and 
negative, and three from its negative ; while the twelfth, 
evolved successively from its positive e.nd negative, its posi
tive, and its negative. 

Quality of rotary motion of the four outer formations of 
the solar system is diverse, as atoms of, approximately the 
aame quality, were diverse-possessed diversity of rotary 
motion. The reader comprehends, from t~e previous discus-
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lion of this subject, that atoms of ·a quality-are graded, are· 
diverse atoms ; theref~re, further explanation is unnecessary. 
Central atoms of the four intermediate formations &lao poe
eeesing diversity of rotary motion, the forme posseee diversity 
of thi8 motion. Greater diversity of totary motion exists of 
these four formations than of the four outer, or of the three 
interior ones, exclusive of the centtai body. This reeulte 
from the faet, that the central atom of the eighth formation 
wae derived from a lower quality of matter than those of the 
three others; this quality being the negative quality of the 
negative quality. Rotary motion of the three interior forma
tions of the system is but slightly diverse; from the fact, that1 
although derived from different qualities, these qualities ae-

t 
eimilated eo nearly, that central atotna evolved from them 
were nearly like atoms. · 

The outer formation of the solar system, )>eing of rarest 
matter of the formations of the system, save the central, r~ 
tained the cometary condition long periods, while were devel
oping the more interior, denser fo1111ations. Small in size, 
compared with the six neltt interior formations, it developed 
from the eleven strata of its sphere, one formation. 

The law of evolution of formations is, that according to 
size, order, and position, do systeins evolve formations. While 
the law is, six orders, seven grades of matter, the law also is, 
that the just wants of the universe be supplied'; the neceeei
ties of systems be answered, All f&rms of the several forma
tions of the universal system, wli.ich signifies forms of the firet 
order of that system, being vast forme, evolve their el&ven for
mations ; also those of the second and third orders, being large, 
evolv~ the eleven rclnations ; while of the forms of the fourth, 
some evolve the eleven formations, while others do ·not. 
Those of large size, evolutions of the more vast suns of the 
third order, all evolve the eleven forma~one; while those of 
ema.11 size, comparatively, those sitaa.ted in, oomparatively, 
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narrow: strata, evolve a less number; the smallest, none. This 
arrangement perfectly answers the necessities of a system, 
and of the universe. From the beginning, the order was, just 
arrangement, proper distribution of forms with respect to size, 
distance, and electric ~ond\tion, that perfect balance of the 
whole be mai~tained; all law was made subservient to this 
order. A small form, from its eleven strata, evolves a single 
formation; as a singlfl stmtum evolves a single form from its 
twelve minor subdivisions ; as a single stratum evolves sepa
rate forms from each minor subdivision. It is the operation .... 
of the satne law, matter evolving in the same order ; but 
being higher matter, in smaller space, it can accumulate for 
the building up of one form as readily as the matter of a stra
tum of the universal system can accumulate for the building • 

• up of its millions of form; ; as the matter of the eleven strata 
of that system can accumulate for the building up of its accu
mulated millions of forms. A system of the fourth order of 
the size to develope but one· form, is but as 1!- narrow stratum 

· of a large system, a minute subdivision of a stratum of a still 
larger one ; therefore, it wiV be easily comprehended that the 
law of distance and of stratification, determines the evolutian 
of but one form by such a system. Depth of strata. and posi
tion in the system, determine the number of formations of 
the larger forms of the higher orders. Necessity of a system 
determining the number and position of formations, law de
termines that the actual depth of n. stratum in which a form 
is situated shall determine the number of its formations. 
The law of density, of attractive and repulsive forces,.is the 

.law operative. Depth of strata determines the amount of 
developing force brought to bear upon a st,stem-the amount 
of attractive and repulsive force exert-ed itpon it by contigu
ous' systems; while degree of density determines the suscepti
bility of the evolvable matter of a system to these forces. In
ner strata, as the balancing and contiguous strata, of systems 
of high orders, being narrow, and of dense matter; attractive 

•• 
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and -repulsive forces of contiguous systems act upon the 
evolvable matter of a formation of such a stratum to develop 
it in forms, according to the breadth of the stratum, and the 
size ~f the form. Formations of such strata evolving the 
eleven, or a less number of formations, evolve them in defi
ance of the regular law of evolution of formations. Forces, 
in such strata, are so condense~ tha.t matter of systems of the 
strata can not evolve in regular order of strata as in larger sys
tems. No system of the size of the solar, evolves its seconda
ries by the perfect law of evolution of formations ; forces in 
such systems being too condensed. 

Those systems of the fifth order which are the evolutions 
of large suns, evoJve the eleven formations according to the 
regular order. The law of arrangement ...... of proper distrib
ution of forms, of diminution of size as orders develop, deter
mines the sixth to be the highest order of the universe. It 
is only the largest forms of the fifth order which evolve the 
sixth, as the balancing, p.nd neighboring formations of the 
largest systems of that order; while the great majority of 

, suns of that order, and many of the fourth, do n~t evolve it. 
The solar sys~m being an evolution of a comparatively small 
sun, has not evolved the sixth o¢er; some of its formations 
have not evolved the fifth. 

The law of generation i~, that all forms evolve all the for
mations to be evolved by them, prior to the eighth cometary 
era,- the era when cold operates upon the matter of forms to 
condense it. A sun evolving a single form, evolves it at a 
period interynediate between the period of the perfect devel~ 
opment of its procreative force, and that which closes its bear
ing period. This is between the :fifth and sixth eras. • 

Condensing forces, operative upon the :first formation dur-
ing the ages while were being evolved the interior formations, 
qualified it to that degree that when the eleventh formation 
was evolved, it had reached the lava stage--the eleventh 
OOJDetary era. 
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Er88 shorten in a seven-fold ratio. Thie proposition needs, 
in this connection, a more particular explanation, in order to 
enable the reader to rightly comprehend the relative length 
of the periods wherein the bodies of the eolar system were 
developing through their eevei'a.l stages to the planetary con
dition. 

An era of Sun's cometary development corra.ponding to 
seven of one of its formatione, is an indeftuite period, evi
dently ; as rio two formations develop through a single era in 
the same period. 

Sun evolved its first formation during its fourth era, dur-
. ing a certain subdivision of that era ; it evolved its last for

mation during its seventh ; a certain subdivision of that era. 
During the period intervening between the evolution of the 
first formation and the last, the first had attained the lava 
stage, or eleventh era ; therefore, it is evident, that an em of 
sun, as here denoted, (the subdivisions of the cometary stage 
deemed most marked, and, therefore, most convenient for 
elucidating the process of development of a body through 
this condition,) is not seven times the length of a correspond- · 
ing one of its first formation; but is seven times the length 
of an era of that format~on corresponding to this in a eecond
ary sense. Stimulations appreciable by Sun are subdivided 
into grades, each grade appreciable more or less distinctly by · 
its several formations, according to their grade of density. 
A cometary era of the first formation was one seventh the 
length of a subdivision of a cometary era of Sun; although 
not one sevt~nth the length of a corresponding era, as above 
explained. Thus the cometary eras of all the other forma
•tions correspond to the subdivisions of Sun's cometary eras 
in the same ratio; according to the principle, that higher 
grades of stimulation are appreciable by higher grades of 
ma~r ; and vice versa. 

Seven is nature's number. A grade of matter evolving a 
l»gher grade, stimulates iih;at higher grade by the law of pa-
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reJltal stimulation, appreciably, seven times as often as it is 
itself stimulated, only in the sense, that the grade of stimu
lation being higher, .it is more appreciable by a higher grade 
of matter. All electric action is appreciable by all matter, · 
in a degree; but by grades of matter, in degrees correspond
ing to the affinity existing between the matter and the elec-· 
tric fluid operative upon it to produce stimulation. Every 
seventh stimulation of the same grade of matter is more dis~ 
tinctly appreciable by that. grade, than are the intervening 
ones, from the method of nature's action,-her subdivision 
of periods into periods of action and rest. Every seventh 
stimulation, by this method, is a oon·esponding stimulation ; 
and as eras are arranged, the stimulation which ushers in an 
era succeeding an inactive pt>~'iod, is more distinctly appreci~ 
able than those which occur during an active period; though 
these may be of the same grade, so termed. , 

The grade of condensation of interior forms being higher 
than that of outer, this ratio is a more complicated ratio, 
in its truest sense; yet, it is still a seven fold ratio; as the 
minor subdivisions of eras of these more condt>nsed bodies 

/ 

correspond with the larger subdivisions of the more rare ones j 
therefore, it is appropriate to term the ratio a seven fold ratio, . 
as between Suq and all its formations. Phenomena charac
terizing the epochs of an era of Sun, characterize the corres• 
ponding epochs marking the seven eras of the formation 1 an 
epoch, so termed, in an era of Sun, being the ushering in, or 
closing, of an era of the formations. Correspondence between 
an era of Sun, as here denoted, and a corresponding era of its 
varions formations, varies, as the formations. are more or less 
condensed. Grea~r density of matter of a formation consti
tuting it of higher quality from its first institution, its eras 
are shorter than the corresponding eras of more rare forma- ~ 
tioos. There is an exact ratio of increase and decrease, of 
length of eras of the formations of the solar system, which 
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will not here be stated; as it is not .neceaMry for the purp01e1 
of this exposition. 
Th~ process of development of this {ormation was slow, com• 

paratively; it being an outer formation, and po8sessing few~r 
developing agencies than the more interior ones. It was out
stripped by the four next interior formations. It is now in its 
seventh planetary era.. Its one formation is still in an un~e
veloped condition; the law determining this will hereafter be 
stated. 

The second formation had attained the first planetary era, 
prior to the evolution of the eleventh formation of the system. 

The planetary eras are twelve, corresponding to the twelve 
cometary ~ras. The :first, is the period wherein surface mat
ter, just solidified, is preparing itself to develop forms, This 
era is also termed the volcanic stage,· Planetary surfaces, 
during this stage, are perpetually upheaving, melting away, 
by force of internal heat ; cooling by force of external cold, 
and ~aa.in melting by force of internal heat; it is a strife of 
elements. During this era, volcanic ~tion combined with 
the in1luence of external elements, develops the lowest species · 
of crystaline rock. The ages of this era. only suffice for the 
development of this species of rock. The other planetary 
eras will not here be defined. 

The second formation, larger than the first, evolved six 
formations. This formation has arrived at a higher stage 
than the first; it has attained the ninth planetary era. 

The third formation-Neptune, at the period of the evo
lution of the eleventh, had attained the second planetary era; 
it is, therefore, in a higher state of development than the 
second ; it is approaching the eleventh planetary era. It 
has evolved nine formations ; which, from circumstanres · of 
size of the solar system-depth of the stratum developing 
the forp1ation, were irregularly developed. The dispropor-
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tion in number of formations between this and the second, is 
the disproJiortion in size of the formations; the stratum in 
which each is situated being of a breadth to justify the num
ber of formations of the latter-spa.ce sufficient for their 
irregular development existing by virtue of the breadth of 
1hese strata. The existing condition of the formations of 
. this, and the second formation; is low. 

The fourth formation- Uranus, at the period of the evo
lution of the eleventh, had attaine~ the first planetary era. 
Favorably situated, priority of period of evolution of the 
second and third determining them to be further advanced at 
this period than was the fourth, was overbalanced by advan
tage of position, and suPeriority ·of. density of this. It has 
outstripped them-is in its twelfth planetary era. It may 
be termed a perfected pianet. Its formations are six; which, 
from circulll8tance of position of the formation, exhibit phe
nomena unknown in systems of larger size. Their orbits are 
perpendicular to the plane of motion of the parent body; 
while their motion in these orbits, though noi retrograde, is 

. in such direction relative to the plane of motion of the parent 
body, that it is, in a sense, retrograde motion. The original 
impulse-that which impelled the forms from the parent 
forms, decided their direction of motion until outside force...:.. 
attractive force of some overbalancing form, changed this 
original direction of motion. At the period of t~e evolution 
of Uranus' first formation, the position of Neptune, relative 
t.o Uranus, was such,. that the orbit of the infant formation 
was fixed in a plane perpendicular to the plane of its parent's 
motion. In la~ systems, or in n1ore interior strata of sys
tems of the same s.ize as the solar, such contingenciee·can not 
occur ; as, where room is given for the proper development 
of a formation, the original impulse will be obeyed,-th~ 
direction of motion will be easterly, or in, or near the plane 
of the planet's motion ; and, in interior strata of small eye-
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tems, where counterbalancing forces are abundant, the origi
nal impulse will be likely to be obeyed. However, instances 
are common in the univene, where the satellites of formations 
corresponding to Saturn, Jupiter, and the more interior for
mations, revolve in orbits corresponding to those of Uranus' 
satellite. 

Retrograde motion, as of a sun, properly signifies a west-· " 
erly motion, imparted as an impulse at the period of the evo-. 
lution, or birth of the sun, instead of an easterly one. Nature 
hM no retrograde motions, in this sense; however, practically, 
abe has motions that are retrograde in the sense of being 
westerly motion ; as the instances above enumerated, where 
the orbital motion of bodies is fixed as westerly motion, by 
circumstances of position of surrounding formations. Prox
imity of the orbits of Uranus and Neptune determined, that, 
at the -epochs of their conjunctions when they were cometary 
forms, they should join spheres for a long period ; this was 
the circumstance which determined the situation of the orbit 
of the fint formation of Uranus, and with the first, that of 
all the others . • This formation being attracted to a position 
in its parent's sphere by the powerful influence of the neigh
boring formation, was retained in that. relative position-its 
orbit became fixed in that relative position, by the periodic re
turn of Neptune to the immediate neighborhood of the parent 
system, for the ages while the other formations of Uranus 
were being 'evolved, and assuming appropriate positions, rel-

• ative to the position of the first, and of each other. Its 
spheral matter affinitizing with spheral matter of the parent 
system, it drew to the plane of its orbit a. plane of affinitized 
spheral matter, which aeted to retain it in its accustomed 
orbit, when the neighbopng formation had ,become disengaged 
from the parent system,-when the powerful. force hitherto 
Jlolding it in that position was removed ; to retain it until 
that foree was restored. The coli8to.nt tendency of the for
mation was to seek ite proper path, when free from the 
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attractive foroe of Neptune ; yet, the periodic return of this 
formation to nearly the same position which it occupied at 
the evolution of the formation, for the ages while this body 
was evolving its other formations, irrevocably fixed the path 
of the formation. Attractive force of this formation decided 
the orbits of those subsequently evolved, as that of Neptune 
had decided j.hat of this. 

It is appropriate to add, in this connection;that spheral 
matter of a parent system always acts in aid of attractive and 
repulsive forces in fixing the situation of orbits of formations; 
in determining the direction of their perfected orbital motion. 
As a force, however, it is subject to attractive and repulsive 
forces. It is by this law, that all formations of a. system of 
appropriate size revolve in nearly the same plane,-the plane 
of the equator of the parent body. The highest quality of 
currents of spheral matter rotate in that plane) theretore, 
the tendency of every formation of the system is to rotate in 
that plane; this quality of spheral matter affinitizing more 
nearly with the spheral matter of the formations of the sys
tem than that of other sections qf the sphere. It is only 
when unwonted forces are brought to bear upon a formation, 
that it leaves that plane ; and it is only when. circumstances 
like those above mentioned as surrounding Uranus' outer for
mation in its infancy, surround a formation, that the plane of 

. its motion can be fixed perpendicular to that of the parent's ; 
or, tha.~ its orbital motion can be retrograde, so termed. 

The fifth formation-Saturn, at the period oC the evolu
tion of the eleventh, had attained to the tenth cometary era, 
or heated sulphur stage. Situated in proximity to the bal
ancing formation on the one side, the third and fourth being 
near disturbing agents upon the other, it was most favorably 
situated ~r development. Although evolved at a period so 
remote from that of the evolu.ion of the first formation, at 
this period .it had nearly overtaken the first ; it has far out-. 
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stripped it. It is in its twelfth planetary era-the highest; 
the era, during which, is completed the perfecting of the plan
etary surface. Surface condition of it is qualified to that de
gree that oceans have disappeared, seas assuming their places ; 
rugged mountain ranges have disappeared to that degree that 
rocky ridges, properly termed, only, exist as mineral beds for 
the supply of the necessary mineral substanceS, as atmos
pheric elements, which mountain ranges supply.. Peserts, 
barren wastes, as steppes, pampas, have nearly disappeared 
from the planet. Animal and vegetable species, and man, 
have arrived at a stage of development unattained upon any 
other planet of the solar system. Having .. outstripped its 
competitors in the progressive race; standing as it does at 
the h~ of the formations of the system in respect to condi
tions, it stands as a ~onument of the unerring wisdom of the 
Divine Method; the unerring action of nature's l~ws. Per-

• feet development o{ planetary surfaces, approximate perfect 
development of the animal and vegetable species, and man, 
signifies what man upon Earth does not yet comprehend. 
Living in, comparatively, an early era, with unfavorable con
ditions and circumstances perpetually surrounding him, he 
conceives not the idea of perfect development of the race of 
man ; his is the highest condition he can compre~end. . Let 
him carefully study the laws which determine the gradual 
perfecting of a formation from the rare cometary condition to 
the first planetary era; from this to that already reac$ed by 
Earth; thence, by the same law, he can trace it to the per-

, fected condition- that which determines a planet to be hab
itable in Jill latitudes, and over a great proportion of its 
surface ; and all its productions, as animal, vegetable, min-

' kral, to be favorable to the existence of a perfect race of men. 
As Saturn is, so the other formations must be ; does the 
instituted universe of forms long enough exist. As planets 
of the higher orders developed by the first formations of the 
universal system, are, in degree of development, . so Saturn 
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must be ; so all forma~ions must be, does this universe long 
enough exist. The law determining planetary development 
is one law, the end is one. 

The :fifth formation has evolved the eleven formations. 
Eight are spheroids, while three are condensed strata of 
evolved subiltance. 

The method· of evolution of matter of this minor system
the comparative size of its successive formations from the 
outer, the stratification of evolved matter in the strata. evolv~ 
ing it, anomalous though these circumstances appear, exhibit 
the imperfect action of the law already delineated-the law 
determining interior, narrow strata to be favorable to the' 
evolution of few forms by the fon:nation situated within it, 
and these few to be developed irregularly. In homely phrase, 
Sa tum attempted more than it could accomplish; it sought 
to rival older and larger formations in the number of its own. 
Evolving its eight outer formations, it ewlved them in deft. 
ance of the regular law of evolution of formations, as a neces
sity of its position. Its second outer formation is its largest
its balancing formation.- No one of its eight formations are 
of appropriate size relative to position. This irregularity 
occuri in consequence ot premature evolution of matter of all 
strata of the Satumi~n system. Outer forms are too large, 
and interior ones too small, from the fact that matter, 
properly belonging to interior forms-Levolved from interior 
strata, determined to outer forms before central atOIJlS of 
interior forms were evolved. Stratifi.catiob. of matter of inte· · 
rior strata occurred as a consequence of the rapidly condensing 
forces of the system ; condensation of this matter commencing 
in the· strata evolving it, before central atoms were evolved 
to which it could determine; even before it could obey the 
attractive force of already existing centers-of forms in pro· 
ceu of completion in the parent body. 1 . 

Condensation once commencing, no power exerted by a 
central atom of a distant stratum could affect this matter in 
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the slightest degree, to cause it to determine toward a center. 
It determined to the equatorial current of the sphere, or stra
tum evolving it, and thus condensed in rings encircling the 
central body parallel with its equator. Condensation and 
stratification of the first stratum of this evolved matter
the first section of the atratum, determined the condensation 
and stratification of all matter to be evolved in futnre from 
more interior strata. Interior strata of the system were nar
row, bringing evolved matter of the different strata in. close 
proXimity; dondensiog forces exerted by the first stratum of 
condensed substance, caused condensation of substance . as 
fast as it was evolved from interior sections. The exterior 
stratified ring, so termed, condensed in three concentric rings, 
corresponding to the three qualities of matter of the stratum. 
The interior visible ring is, in reality, two stratified rings_, so 
tenned, and is composed of the matter of the tenth and 
eleventh strata, condensed into six concentric rings, corres
ponding to the three qualities of matter of the two strata. 

These novel formations instinctively obeyed the laws of the 
system. Repulsive force of the parent body developed their 
orbital motion-the rotary motion of the rings. Destitute 
of a central atom to propagate a rotary JJ10tion distinct· from 
that of the system, atoms of these revolved as independent 
atoms, subject to the in:ftuence of currents of affinitized and 
unaffinitized matter, wtil, becoming fixed by solidification, 
they ceased, as atoms, to possess independent rotary motion. 

· This matter becoming fixed in stratified rings around the cen
tral body, the induence of propagated motion of that body 
was to develop a rotary motion of these, corresponding with 
that of the central body. However, repulsive force developed 
b~ that · body, as conden~tion of that evolved matter con
tinued, together with the outside in:ftuences qualifying this 
force, qualified this rotary motion-the propagated rotary 
motion of the central body, which, otherwise, would have 
been purely rotary-into an orbital. One in:ftuence has qual-

, 
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Hied another, in this case ; the rotary motion of Saturn's rings 
is an example of rotary and orbital motion combined. 

Like other formations, these rings are subject to the dis
turl•ing forces of the system to which they belong. Pertur
bations existing in the Saturnian system disturb the equi
librium of their m<?tions. The stability of the system of 
rings depends upon the attractive and repulsive forces of the 
system, and upon the situation of their plane. The central 
body repels, while the eight formations attract ; the central 
body attracts, while the eight formations repel ; while at the 
same time, spheral matter of the system in their plane, is a 
retaining force to them. Thus, by the perfect law governing 
planetary systems, is the stability of the Saturnian system 
insured. To the inhabitants of Saturn, the system of rings 
presents a spectacle, the most wondrous_and sublime. Nine 
concentric rings, so situated with respect to the planet that 
they are all visible from its surface, luminous-shining with 
the splendor of the eight moons which beautify the nights of 
Saturn, present a spectacle wonderful as it is rare; sublime 
as it is wonderful. 

The sixth formation-Jupiter, at the period of the evolu
tion of the .eleventh, had reached nearly the ninth era, or 
boiling sulphur stage. The balancing formation of the sys
tem, of size surpassing that of any other of the system, it 
naturally p~essed advantages for development equal to 
those of any other formation of the system. However, cir
cumstances to be enunciated occurred to render its situation 
less favorable than was that of the fifth. It has attained the 
tenth planetary era. It has evolved four formations. These, 
also those of the fifth, are in an undevelope-d, condition. 

The seventh formation is an example of the overbalancing 
power exerted by the balancing formation of a system, under 
peculiar circumstances ; an ~xample of the disruptive force 

13 
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exerted by this, upon smaller formations, under favorable cir
cumstances ;-an example of the contingencies which occur 
in the universe, obedient to the law determining that contin
gencies shall occur, and shall result in the final destruction 
of the universe of forms, and the disorganization of matter. 
This formation was of a size nearly corresponding with that 
of the fifth; however it was smaller. At the period of its 
evolution, the balancing formiJ.tion-Jupiter, had reached the 
fourth cometary era ; its power over the new formation was 
immense, it being of such preponderating size and mass. The 
first revolution of the new formation determined its destruc
tion. Seeking its orbit, it approached the sphere of Jupiter 
as that formation was nearing its aphelion. The powerful 
influence exerted by this sphere diverted it from its proper 
orbit-the path it would have pursued had Jupiter been in 
any other part of its orbit; it became attached to Jupiter's 
sphere, mingling its matter with the sphere of attractive in
fluence of that formation. As Jupiter pursued its way 
toward its perihelion, this formation strove to attain its in
dependel\t orbit. Attractive influences of other formations, • 
of Sun, and its own central force, were all exerted to rend 
this formation, so to speak, from the embrace of the monster 
threatening its destruction. Vain were the efforts, however, 
exerted by these combined forces to preserve the individual
ity of the formation ; as · a whole, it could not be detached 
from Jupiter's attractive sphere. Detached f'rtions of it 

1refused to obey the attractive force of that formation, being 
too undeveloped to move with its unwonted speed; these 
remained, cometary masses, in that region of the system, 

' then Jupiter's aphelion, while others, more developed than 
these, obeying the attractive influences of other formatidns, 
became detached from Jupiter's influence in sections of the 
system where more condensed forces could act upon them; 
'other portions remained attached to Jupiter's sphere until it 
neared jts perihelion, when the lbore powerful attractive force 
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of Sun's sphere detached the last remnants of this matter 
from its train. Thus was this formation disrupted ; thus 
was what had been a perfect form, rent into fragments, which . 
were scattered, being masses of rare, vapory matter, through
out the stratum developing the formation, the next interior 
one, that in which Jupiter revolved, and the next outer. 
These fragments were numerous ; masses being detached at 
periods, during the whole journey of Jupiter from its aphe-
lion to its perihelion, as attractive forces of the different for~ \ 
mations of the system operated upon the different grades of 
mat~r of the form. Detached portions of its rarest matter 
were left behind by the unwonted speed with which the nu-
cleus traveled, obedient to the attractive force of Jupiter, 
which was steadily, stealthily, assuming the mastery over t.he 
central force of the formation. These rare fragments followed 
in the wake of the form from which they were detached, obe-
dient to its attractive force, until, by the superior velocity 
with which it was forced to travel, they were left behind
detached from the sphere of attractive influence of the parent 
form. These fragments remained in the wake of Jupiter
asteroids, revolving in the stratum in which that formation 
revolves, or the next outer, and some of them remain there 
still. Of ra,rest cometary matter, for the immense ages since 
that catastrophe, they have revolved as rare comets; not pos
sessing sufficient affinity with the nrore condensed fragments 
of the form to cause them to be attracted to these ; they have 
remained lost iii other strata of the system from that in which 
they belonged, or upon the outskirts of that, obedient to the 
foreign influences exerted upon them from those strata. 

The more condensed fragments detach~ while within the 
seventh stratum, have attained position within the eighth, 
by virtue of the ·affinitizing forces exerted upon them by that 
stratum. _ Some of these are yet cometary, while many of 
them have arrived at the planetary condition. Asteroidsf 
t)lese fragmenta are termed,-minor planets. 
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Does nature institute a form, she develops agencies for 
the protection of that form; for the retention of its organiza
tion. Does accident-contingency, determine its disruption, 
these agencies still operate for the restoration of lost condi
tions,- for the healing of the wounds, so to speak, which by 
accident have been inflicted upon it. Central force-attrac
tive force of condensed, affi.nitized matter, and orbital motion, 
are the agencies for the restoration of a disrupted form to its 
original condition; for the union of its seattered fragments, 
to make of them one whole, perfect organization, according 
to the original design; the necessities of the system to which 
it belongs. 

Does one member suffer, the 'whole body suffers ; emphati
cally true is this of a system. Not one member of the solar 
system but has suffered from the disruption of the seve~th 
formation; some have suffered to a far greater degree than 
others. The balancing formation bas suffered much; the 
fifth much, though less th~n that; the eighth has suffered 
more than any other formation of the system ; the ninth 
much; the others in proportion to 'their positions in the 
system. It being disrupted, Jupiter lacked an adequate 
disturbing force interior to it; has lacked this, although 
subqseuently, the interior formations have been evolved as dis
turbing agencies to it. In consequence, its progress has been 
delayed. Saturn lacked an adequate disturbing agency inte
rior to it, during a portion of its revolution, as did the other 
outer planets. The eighth formation lacked an adequate 
outer disturbing agent, the most important agent for its de
velopment. Separated from the balancing formation by such 
a· space,-& vacant stratum in one sense, vacant of an ade
quate disturbing agent, it revolved alone, so to speak, ,for the 
ages preceding the evolution of the ninth fonhation. 

However powerful the influence of the balancing, or any 
other formation may be, it is a propagated influence. As a 
stratum propagates attractive force from the one interior to 
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the one exterior to it, and vice versa., so a formation propa
gates attractive force from the one interior to it to the one 
exterior, and vice versa. As every stratum of a system, and 
every stratum of any form, is necessary for the perfect propa
gation of the forces of the system-the form, so is every for
mation necessary for the perfect propagation of the forces of 
the system; a vacant space being destructive, in that, with 
such a space, the forces of the system can not be transmitted 
from one extremity of it to the other. 

The disrupted formation, although it did not, in ita frag
mentary condition, perfectly serve the purposes of th~ sys
tem, served as an agent for the transmission of the forces of 
the system; although it did not serve the perfect purposes of 
its own development, and that of distant formations, yet, it 
displayed independent individual forces exerted for its own 
progress, and for the purposes of the system. The asteroids 
scattered throughout the eighth stratum propagated Jupiter's 
influence to the ninth-the eighth formation, to such a degree 
that it was qualified sufficiently to act as a developing agent 
to the ninth formation after its evolution. ~owever, at this 
period, it was so rare that its infiuence over the new forma
tion was slight,-insuflicient to answer the purposes of the 
formation-to insure its rapid progress. In consequence, 
Earth suffered much from want of an adequate outer disturb
ing agent. 

The asteroidal system, possessing the advantages of a po
eition next to the balancing formation, with the.fifth, eighth, 
and ninth as its neighboring formations, progreesed 11Lpidly, 
considering the circumstances of its · existence. The more 
·condensed fragments, as the nucleus, and parts adjoining it, 
developed the planetary condition· in the proper order of the 
formation, approximately; and sooner than the formation 
would have done had it not been disrupted. Separated from 
the rarer portions of the body, acted upon by the deYeloping 
agencies 110 numerous in the asteroidal s,atmn, and also being 
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of dense matter, comparati.vely, they developed rapidly; out· 
stripping an undissevered formation oocupying the eighth l 

stratum of a system corresponding to the solar. More than 
half of the asteroids have developed the pl~netary condition; 
while more than one half of the remainder have reached a. 
dense cometary stage ; some of them now solidifying their 
surfaces. The remainder are in all the different cometary 
stages from the dense vapory, to the lava stage. Attaining. 
the planetary condition-several stages of this condition, 
hone of these have ever produced man, or the stage necessary 
for his production. Disaster is productive of disaster; mis
fortune of misfortune ; this has been emphatically true of the 
catastrophe to the seventh formation. It determined catas-

. trophe after catastrophe, to the asteroidal system; misfortune 
after misfortune, to the individual forms of that system. 
The effort to restore the organization destroyed by catastro

. phe, has caused repeated collisions of fragments, repeated 
disaster to the developed condition of individual fragments. 

Ultra Zodiacal planets, these asteroids are termed, from 
the position which their orbits occupy in the system; they 
not being confined to the limits of the Zodiac. 

From the position which Jupiter occupied at the period of 
the disruption of the form, as has been stated, some frag
ments remained in its wake, finding their orbits in the seventh 
and sixth strata, while others, being detached at different 
periods, in diff~rent parts of the seventh and eighth strata, 
found their orbits in the eighth, by -virtue of their superi
ority of individual force and position, when detached. Find .. 
ing orbits in the eighth stratum, where disturbing influences 
of the whole family of asteroids could act upon them indi
vidually, these orbits w~re most eccentric.· Irregularity has 
marked the orbital motion o{ the asteroids from the first 
Affinitized. matter, these fragmt>nts have irresistibly, ceas
lessly, tended toward each other since the period of the first 
iU8titution of the asteroidal. &Jstem. · . The JUlcleus or frag-
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ment containing it,-all the more condensed fragments, r~ 
volve in greatly diverse orbits at present, from those in which 
they fust revolved; while all have perceptibly changed their 
direction of motion since the institution of their orbital mo
tion. Three times has collision disturbed the developing con
ditions of the nucleus. Five times have disturbing .influences 
coming in close contact with its individual sphere, disturbed 
the developing conditions of that fragment, to the degree, 
that ages were necessary to restore it to its lost condition. 
Three times have 'collisions disturbed the developing condi
tions o( six of the more conqensed fragments, next to the 
nucleus, and as many times have disturbing influences, com
ing in close contact with their individual spheres, disturbed 
their developing conditions, to the degree, that ages were ne
cessary for a restoration of their lost conditions; while to 
many other fragments, single ~tastrophes, as collisions, and 
the other above named; have occurred to disturb developed 
conditions to the same degree.· Circumstances determined 
that the fragment of which the nucleus was a part, should 
be an overbalancing fragment to the other approximately 
qualified fragments ; therefore, the tendency has been to this 
fragment. More ~tastrophes have occurred to it than to 
any of the others, Had circumstances determined either of 
the other more condensed fragments to be ~n overbalancing 
one, by virtue of superiority of individual force developed by 
size, it would have become the nucleus-the fragment to 
which would have tended the other fragtnents ; in this case, 
consequences to the system would 'have_ been the same as 
those now existing. The nucleus was not the largest frag
ment ; many others far surpassed it in size; its superiority 
of individual force constituted it the overbalancing fragment; 
it being of sufficient size to develop this overbalancing force 
from its .quantity of condensed matter. At each collision 
with the nucleus, a fragment has attached itself to this, in
creasUig ita size, individual force, and attractive influence 
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over all other fmgments; at each collision with other frag
ments, a fragment has attached itself to the most massive, 
thereby increasing its size, individual force, and attractive 
influence over other fragments. · Attractive influence of the 
nucleus, or of other qualified fragments, being increased, 
orbits being left vacant by the absorption of fragments into 
the nucleus, disorder resulted to the whole asteroidal system; 
all orbits of the system changed. Disorder resulting in the 
change of orbits-change of direction of motion of fragments, 
was disorder in their established surface coaditions; the order 
of seasons changed, and iii consequence, all surface condi
tions. However disastrous these cons~quences have been to 
developing conditions of those fragments only thus affected 
by these catastrophes, they have been slight ·compared with 
those occurring to the colliding bodies. 

In the discussion of the subject of disorganization of uni
verses, it was stated, that ponderability was developed by an 
asteroidal system to balance· that of its balancing formations. 
The asteroidal system of the solar system being a perfect ex
ample of all asteroidal systems, the elucidation of the sub
ject of collisions, disturbances, in this system, will exemplify 
the theory there laid down. ' 

At the period of the first collision of a fragment with the 
nucleus, that fmgment had attained the planetary condition. 
Immense periods of ages occurred after the disruption of the 
original form, before attractive force of the various fragments 
had become sufficiently developed to cause a tendency toward 
the nucleus of the more condensed fragments, and of these 
toward each other, sufficient to produce collision. During 
these ages, the ceaseless tendency of these fragments had been 
toward the nucleus of the system-the stmtum wherein the 
most condensed fragments were situated ; and during this 
period . these fmgments had progressed until the nucleus, and 
the six other most condensed fmgments, had attained the 
plauet&cy condition. 
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The first collision occurred when the nucleus was in the 
fourth planetary era ; water and land surface existed, also 
animal and vegetable species. · Since the latter portion of the 
first planetary era-the period when crystaline rock was ·first 
produced, emanations from it had tended to the spiritual 
sphere ; however, these were comparatively few ; no animal or 
vegetable, and but few mineral organizations having become, 
up to that time, sufficiently qualified ones to eliminate a spir
itual substance of a grade to ascend to the spiritual sphere. 

Ponderability, during the fourth era, is developed to the 
fifth degree; there being seven degrees of ponderability, so 
termed, developed by forms. 

At this period the six other fragments had attained the sec
ond planetary era- the watery. Spiritual emanations were 
ascending from all these, though exceedingly rare emana
tions ; while the third degree of ponderability was devel
oped. Other fragments had attained the eleventh cometary 
em, the lava stage, which is the stage that completes the first 
degree of ponderability of a formation. .All formations, up 
to the twelfth cometary era, or planetary stage, as the last 

, cometary era is termed, are said to be of the first degree of 
ponderability. Developing ponderability through eleven com
etary eras, they yet develop it only in the proportion of its 
development through one degree. 

The corresponding formation at this· period had attained . 
the first planetary era-the second degree of ponderability. 
It was a balancing system to the asteroidal. Developing all 
its matter together, being a perfect organization, ponderabil
ity of it balanced that of all the fragments of the asteroidal 
system taken together. The degrees of ponderability devel
oped by the nucleus, and the six other most condensed forms, 
with that developed by those in the lava stage, and the par
tial degree by the others, was the second degree for the whole 
disrupted organization, which ·determined it to be, as a sys
tem, a counterbalancing ope to ita corresponding system. 
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A contingency was imminent at this period in the univel'8al 
system. ·The nucleus approaching the sixth degree of pon
derability, when development of this ie so f~!Pid, the asteroidal 
system would have overbalanced the corresponding one had 
not circumstances determined a. collision in the asteroidal sys
tem. A collision occurred as the preserver of the balance of 
the two systems. The fragment which collided with the nu
cleus was one of the six condensed fragments. Its orbit had 
gradually approached that of the nucleus until a collision 
was unavoidable, a conjunction ·of the two fragments occur
ring in that part of their orbits in nearest coincidence with 
each other. After collision- was inevitable, they made many 
revolutions before a conjunction occu~ed determining-it. 

Spheres of attractive force meet, but never commingle ; 
this is a general law; however, asteroidal system_s being ex
ceptions to the general law of systems, this Jaw is not as 
strictly applicable in their case as in cases of other systems. 
Being affinitized matter-parts of the same form, the ten
dency of the forms of such a system is to each other ; their 
spheres, developed as individual spheres of but partially 
diverse forms, more .naturally commingle than the spheres of 
sister forms, so termed, being parts of the same sphere. They 
act as disturbing agencies to each other, as the forms of any 
other system act ; developing attractive and repulsive spheres 
like other forms ; yet their repulsive spheres are not, like 
those of other forms, strorig to resist their stronger attractive 
spheres ; in consequence, they collide ; whet-eas, in a regularly 
organized system, collision is impossi_ble-the actual com
mingling of spheres of j~ottractive force, the actual collision 
of cond~nsed bodies of formations. Th~ catastrophe which 
resulted in the disruption of the seventh formation, was not 
a collision, properly termed. Jupiter's sphere of attractive 
influence only, commingled with the undeveloped matter of 
the di$rupted formation ; which matter was attached to J u
piter'~ attractive sphere; not one atom of this formation 
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mingled with Jupiter's system-termed Jupiter's sphere of 
attractive force. U naffinitized, it was repulsed by the atomic 
repulsive force of outer atoms of this system. 

ThE~ collision of two planetary bodies, the commingling of 
two systems into one, is a catastrophe whose etfects cannot 

, be appreciated by man unin$tructed in the science of univer
sal phenomena. The total disarrangement of strata of both 
systems, the commingling of diverse atoms of primeval mat
ter, the re-stratification of this matter to form a new system; 
the commingling of diverse atmospheric atoms of the two 
condensed bodies, the re-stratification of these atoms to form 
a new atmosphere ; the concussion incident upon the collision 
of two solidified bodies, the commingling of the diverse mat
ter of these ;~all these circumstances combine to render it an 
unimaginable catastrophe; a circumstance, a contemplation 

. of which, produces in the mind emotions of awe and dismay. 
Horror upon horror to the unfortunate forms colliding; catas
trophe upon catastrophe I Ages roll away, and yet it is hor
ror, catastrophe I 

Re-stratification of primeval elements is necessary before 
they become a perfect media for the transmission of electric 
currents to the distracted mass forming the central body of 
the newly forming system. This is the principal cause of 
delay of restoration of developed conditio~s of the matter of 
this body. Being of comparatively qualified substance, these 
forms would commingle their substance, and their atmos
pheres, in a comparatively short period, were electric currents 
from the central body of the parent system perfectly trans
mitted to them ; yet being deprived of the necess~ry amount 
of the electric iluid, darkness and cold, is the condition upon 
the surface of the body, for the ages while ~he primeval Ill8t
ter of the two systems is re-stratifying. Motion of primeval · 
matter of all grades being of an exceedingly low grade of mo
tion, ages · elapse before this re-stratification is completed,-
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before a perfect combination of the diver111e elements of the two 
systems .is consummated. 

Puring these ages, conditions ort the surface of the new 
. organization, as it may be termed, are changing. Disintegra
tion of the outer matter of the least condensed form rapidly 
occurring from the force of chemical action of a compara
tively high grade of elements upon these lower ones, causes 
the surface of this to crumble away gradually, and in masses. 
Whole mountains of the lower form of rock of this formation, 
'at periods, break from their foundations and crumble, the 
debris being scattered far and wide. Volcanic fissures are 
laid bare, from whence issue in vast masses, the condensed 
elements struggling for escape. 

_A whole section of a planet blazing with volcanic fires! 
A whole section deluged with liquid, fiery lava I A period 
arrives when disintegration lays bare the interior of the more 

· uncondensed planet; then it seems that the acme of desola
tion has been reached ; the climax of low conditions been at
tained. Internal elements mingling with atmosphere, induces 
a condition similar to that which prevails in the cometary 
eras of a planet. Gaseous, fiery, sulphurous, for a season it 
seems that primeval conditions are being restored; that re
trogradation, not progress, is the law. Chemical action of at
mospheric and other elements upon these gross elements, even 

. in the disordered state of all elements at the surface, rapidly 
condenses this liquid matter-restores comparatively devel
oped conditions ;-as rapidly as circumstances of condition of 
atmosphere and of spheral elements will alfow. Cold rapidly 
solidifies the matter inundating surfaces to' immense depths; 
while liquid, fiery matter issues from the vast crater whose 
depth is nearly the diameter of a planet, and whose breadth 
measures hundreds of miles. Long periods, however, elapse 
after this condition is reached before volcanic fires cease to 
blaze forth from the uncovered section. Disintegration of 
solidifying matter is so rapid, in consequence of the chemical 
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action exerted upon it, that the crater is kept open. . Solidi
fying matter-lower species of volcanic rock, by the agencies 
brought to 1:rear upon it, rapidly eliminates the higher ele
ments, which pass off as atmospheric elements, to be depos
ited as subs'tance upon the more developed portion of the 
body ; . while the grosser elements determine back into the 
mass of fiery matter below. Thus is the more undeveloped 
planet, or portion of the body, combined with the more de~el
oped ; thus, for long periods, are the surface conditions of this 
body low, approximating to the cometary. 

By the catastrophe, ponderability of both forms is, in a 
degree, lessened; however, during the whoie period of the 
lowest condit~on of the new form, it is of the third degree. 
High conditions overbalance low ; destructability of all the 
advanced conditions of the more condensed portion is not 
possible. 

The concussion produced by the meeting of the two forms, 
instantaneously disarranges all established surfa9e condit.ions 
of both forms. A planet in the second era of its development 
bas its surface covered, either partially, or entirely, with wa:
ter; during the former part of the era it is volcanic. As the . 
spheres of the two bodies commingle, prior to . the approach
ing inevitable collision, the more condensed body, being the 
more strongly attractive one, is deluged with water, fire, and 
debris of all imaginable substances existing upon, or forming 
the surface of a planet in an early sUt.ge. Not long, however, 
does this continue before the collision ; attractive forces of 
the two approaching bodies ooing so powerful, that but 
a short space intervenes between the commingling of the 
spheres, and the actual contact of the solidififld bodies. Were 
this period long, the approaching, less condensed form, would 
actually fall assunder; its advent upon the surface of the 
other would be that of a disrupted planet. This is not na- . 
ture's method. Too destructive of developed conditions 
would be such a deluge of fiery matter as would overwhelm 
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both the planets from the central portion of this. Collision 
is never productive of disruption. The contact of two plan
etS developed to the condition of the nucleus and the collid
ing form at the period of the :first collision, or developed to 
the condition reached by any two bodies of an asteroidal 
system when a collision is possible, is the contact of two 
strongly repulsive spheres. The individual forces of each 
planet, qualified to that degree that solidification has occur
red, are qualified to such a. degree as to strongly resist the 
attractive influences drawing the bodies together. The prone
ness of the one to the other is not that of a solid body, a por
tion of a planet's crust, to it; the latter let fall, from a bight, 
tends to the surface with ever increasing velocity, it being of 
the planet, and having no individual force-no developed· 
sphere, or atmosphere, independent of the planet. The · re-

' pulsive spheres of the two bodies meeting, velocity is lessened; 
the atmospheres meeting, velocity ·is again lessened; the 
denser strata of atmospheres meeting, velocity continues to 
lessen. Attractive force, however, stronger than repulsive; 
overcomes all these obstacles. The concussion, which is 
qualified by the repulsive forces mentioned, is indescribable ; 
both forms tremble from center to circumference ; devastation 
,over the entire surface of each is the' consequence. 

Language is inadequate to give a perfeet idea of the condi
tions inaugurated by such a catastrophe. With surface con
ditions entirely c\langed, both bodies retain their original 
form. They lie in each other's embrace as individual forms 
until disintegration-the processes above described, have 
commingled their elements. The period necessary for the 

, restoration upon the nucleus or most condensed fonn, of the 
lost condition, is a period amounting in length, in every case 
of' the above description, to millions of years---periods of ages. 

The second collision which occurred in the asteroidal sys
tem, was that of a fragment in tlie :first planetary era, with 
one in the third. · 
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The third catastrophe in this system was the near contact 
of spheres of the nucleus and a condensed fragment. This was 
productive of great disorder in the system, great disturbance 
of conditions of both fragments. What of disaster occurred 

' to the conditions of the two nearly colliding forms, occurred 
in consequence of partial comminglin~ of spheres. Such a 
contingency occurred when the orbits of two asteroids tended 
so nearly together as to compel a commingling of spheres, 
should a conjunction occur in that section of the orbits. 
Actual collision 'in such a case was prevented by the overbal
ancing force exerted upon the separate forms from the direc
tion opposite the pearly colliding body. 

Delay of Development occurred. in consequence of this dis
turbance of the spheral elements of the two systems. Dis
turbance of electric conditions of the two bodies was the first 
result of this disturbance of spheral matter, resulting in dis
_astrous consequences to surface conditions in consequence of 
doods, upheavels, &c. caused by such disturbance. Succeed
ing the establishment of this condition, a night of ages inter
vened-a period wherein the vivifying effects of Sun's elec .. 
tric currents could not be felt by them; the light and heat 
necessary to a planet could not operate upon their surface 
matter to impel progress of those planetary surfaces. As in 
case 'Of an actual collision, re-stratification of spheral ele
ments must ensue before natural conditions could again exist 
upon the surface of the disturbed asteroids. The period ne
cessary for this re-strat.ification, was longer or shorter, accord
ing to the ext-ent of disturbance of these elements of the two 
systems. Ages- thousands of years, and in some cases, tens 
of thousands of years, have been required in cases of such 
catastrophes in the asteroidal system, to restore natural con
ditions upon the surfaces <1f the disturbed bodies. 

The fourth catastrophe in the asteroidal system was a col
lision of two copdensed fragments. 

The fifth, a collision of a condensed fragment with the nu-
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cleus. Thus han they continued until the number above 
enumerated have occurred to disturb the system ; to delay . 
development of the positive element by it. 

The asteroidal system exists in the solar system, as a mon
ument of the wisdom of the plan of the Originator of the uni
verse; the capacity of the Divine Mind for providing. for all 
the emergencies which may occur in a universe ; for originat
ing law to subserve all the purposes-all ~he actual needs of 
a universe. What but infinite wisdom could have originated 
a plan which should so perfectly subserve the purpose in
tended-the preservation of the balance of the universe? 
Or, what but infinite wisdom could have instituted such a. 
plan for the accomplishment of the disorganization of the 
universe, as the disrqption of a formation, the institution of 
an asteroidal system for the purpose of destroying the balance 
of the universe when the appropriate moment should arrive? 
Awed, overpowered by its emotion, mind pauses in the con
templation of a subject so sublime, so Divine I 

The asteroidal system, as remarked, has partially subserved 
the purposes of the parent system. As a system, it has sub
served these purposes, notwithstanding the collisions which 

' have occurred, the determination of bodies to each other, the 
lessening of the number of bodies of the system. The de
rangement which has occurred to contiguous formations from 
the disturbances within this system, have been too slight to 
be noted by them. The disturbance to the parent system 
by the loss of bodies from this system, the changes in orbital 
motion of bodies of it in consequence of the determination of 
bodies together, has been too slight to be noted by it. 

The eighth formation-Mars, had atta.ined the fourth 
coJDetary era at the period of the evolution of the eleventh. 
Its progress had been unprecedentedly slow from the circum
stance of its position next the disrqpted formation. It is now 
in its sixth planetary era. Its condition is less . advanced 
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than that of the ninth-t.he succeeding formation. · From 
its size, and its position in t~e system, it evolved no for
mation. 

The ninth formation-Earth, was in the fourth cometary 
era at the period of the -evolution of the eleventh. It had 
overtaken, was outstripping the eighth, from the circum
stan~e of its more favorable position. Earth is in its eighth 
planetary era. From the ..circumstances of its size, and its 
position in the system, it has evolved one formation. This. 
is in a low condition, like all the secondary formations of the 
solar systeJD. 

The wnth formation-Venus, had attained the third com
etary era at the period of the evolution of the eleventh. It 
has attained the seventh .Planetary era. From its size and 
position, it evolved no formation . 

• 
The eleventh formation-Mercury, is in the sixth plane-

tary era. It has evolved no formation. 

The secondary formations of the solar sysiem, those of all 
systems of the size of the solar, surrounded from the . period 
of their evolution by unfavorable circumstances, develop 
planetary conditions unlike those developed by their prima
ries,- lower conditions. The elucidation of the laws govern
ing one secondary of the system, being an elucidation of those 
governing a~l, Moon will be taken as the -exemplar of these 
laws in the system. 

Quality of matter of a system, in a measure, determines 
the probability of its evolution into. the eleven formations, or 
into a less numher, during the bearing period of the central 
body. Size of formations, and position in the syste~, how:. 
ever, overbalance all other circumet{l.nces. A formation -being 
of 11118.11 size, as the outer formati-on Q{ ~ $0lar system, and 
' 14 
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Earth, necessarily exert such an influence over all the evolv
able matter of their systems, ~ to evolve it in one form, be 
it of high, or low quality. · Larger formations, having corres
pondingly large systems, exert their influence over the evolv-

' able matter of their systems, to evolve it more in acconlance 
with the law of large formations-the law determining the 

. evolution of the eleven-subject, however, to position. Only 
by forms of intermediate size, is the influence of quality ot' 
matter exerted in determining the number of formations. In 
the solar system, Saturn is of the right quality of matter, 
other circumstances being favorable, for the evolution of the 
,eleven formations by. its system. Of a quality to be readily 
susceptible to the developing influences exerted upon it by 
the central body and the matter of the stratum in which it 

' was situated, and space sufficient being allowed it, matter of 
the several strata of Saturn's system evolved into forms, or 
rings, as Defore described. Jupiter was of too high a quality 
of matter, considering circumstance of position ·in the syt
tem-depth of the stratum in which it was situated, to 
evolve more than its four formations. The quality of the 
evolvable matter. of its system being high, rendered it highly 
susceptible to the influence exerted upc)n it by the central 
body, which, from circumstances, was a powerful influence-. 
powerful to effect its. speedy evolution .. 

In a system of the size of the solar, where attractive influ
ences are so intense, evolution and condensation of matter of 
secondaries occur prematurely. Of the appropriate grade and 
size to evolve, to condense its formations properly, it is of too 
small size considering its grade, its forces are too condensed to 
properly condense secondary formations ; to allow them ap
propriate time for condensation. Of a high grade of matt.er, 
a high order of formation, they would rapidly progress under 
favorable circumstances ; would reach the planetary condi
tion, naturally developed, long periods sooner than their 
parent forms ; ·yet unnatumlly developing-condensing, solid-
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~ifying too .soon, their planetary condition, when reached, is 
not of a grade termed high ; ~he premature soliqification of 
their surfaces is not the production of the proper initiatory 
'conditions to a planet's natural progress. The confusion of 
conditions, so to speak, upon these solidified bodies, delays 
the institution of high planetary conditions; destroys the 
possibility of their institution by such forms. 

Premature condensation of cometary matter, signifies the 
fixing of elements by the too rapid application of heat ;-the 
exhaustion of elements by the too rapid elimination of the 
electric tluid, the highest element of matter, by the applica-
tion of heat. · · 

The evolution of matter, signifies the combination of atoms 
of grossest electric tltiid, which combination elicits-forms, 
the element light; an ele~ent, an accumulation of atoms of 
which, sufficiently affects the nerve of the physical eye to 
render it visible, so termed, to that eye; which signifies, 
appreciable by the sensational nerve of vision. The accu
mulation of atoms is substance ; therefore, all substance 
appreciable to human vision, any physical sense, is an accu
mulation of atoms of gross electric element or tluid. 

Atomic matter unaccumulated, is unevolved primeval mat
ter, inappreciable by any physical sense. Accumulation re
sults from motion-elemental action induced by attractive 
force of an electric element pervading matter. 

Proximity of atoms .of this grossest electric element, such 
proximity as results from combination, induces stronger at
tractive force between those atoms; which forQe elicits the 
inherent qualities of those atoms-the life-elements. Life
elemepts are also atomic eleCtric elements, which accumulat
ing, combining, by the same law, form higher substances in 
nature ;-form, as they are elicited from the grades of sub- · 
stance in nature, all the grades of su bsta~ce, of forms of • 
physical nature, of spiritual also, The unaccumulated ele
ment pervading nature, termeq el®tricity, it~ the atomio el~ 
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tnc element elicited by action· froJ]l matter; from all the 
grades of matter commingling to form a planet, and the 
forms of that planet. Elicited perpetually by the perpetual 
action of matter, it as perpetually accuiD;ulates to form sub
stance of the higher grades, as above explained ; while the 

. phenomena attending the accumulation of this atomic matter,
. is all the phenomena of nature ;-is the institution of forms 
. of mineral, vegetable, animal life, growth ·of these forms ; 

the institution of the atmosphere, water; the gases, the mag
netic fluid; the organization of man-body, sow, and spirit; 
and the institution of the spiritual universe. As was taught 
in the preceding chapter, this formation-this accumulation, 
js effected by interchange of positive and negative. 

The primal elements, as . already stated, signify. forty
two different elements, formed by as many different methods 
of combination of the grossest electric element; each combi
nation forming the base of matter for the period of action 
succeeding its· evolution ; and each successive combination, 
or primal element, being of a higher grade than the preced
ing: Thus it is that all forms can be elicited from each pri
mal element; ·yet, in shorter periods during the later periods 
of action of a compound cycle ; thus it is, that re-combina
tion succeeds re-combination through the succession of eter
nities of action of a compound cycle, as 'One primal element 
after another is evolved by the universe of matter. Thus it 
is, that action of primeval matter with the evolved primal 
element during the :first period of action, elicits the second. 

The base of matter, signifies, the lowesi form of matter 
capable of entering into form ; in other words, the lowest 
substance; which term, substance, properly signifies evolved 
matter-evolved into the appreciable physical form ; or mat
ter stimulated to the degree that it is susceptible of evolution 

• into appreciable · physical matter ; or into higher grades of 
primev&l matter. In other words ; substance is all matter, 
whether physical or spiritual, ~~ptible of developmeat 
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into higher fol'Dl ; which may not properly be said of unstim~ 
ulaWd primevar matter ; it being uns118Ceptible of develop
ment into furm for an eternity or eternities, according to ita 
grade. 

The base of matter·during the first period of action is 'the 
stimulated grade of primeval matter; that grade which en
ten into form during the period. . The element elicited by 
action of primeval matter upon the lowest form of substance 
during the first period of action of a compound cycle, is an 
element but slightly higher than the first primal element; 
yet it is a higher element ; and resulting, simply, from action 
of primeval matter upon substance, as remarked. This is 
the base of matter during the second period of action-th~ 
second primal element. ·During the period of rest succeeding 
a period of action, utter decomposition does not ensue ; only 
decomposition of form; therefore, at the institution o.f the 
eecend period of action, the first primal element and the 
second. are in organization ; they exist in the form of gross 
electricity pervading universal space, inappreciable, in that it 
is una.ooumulated in a d~gree to be appreciable ; yet, it is 
accumulated in a degree. These two grades operating to
gether during the second period of action, a third element is 
elicited-a third re-combination of the gross electric element 
reslilts, a higher combination than the precedin~. This is 
the }Jase of matter during the third period of action-the 
third primal element. 
· Thus · the primal elements act upon each other for their 
·evolution to the forty-second ; thus the forty-second is 

. evolved during the forty-first period of action by· the forty
first with all the other forty, which a.re still in combination ; 
a portion of each element remaining unused-unappli~for 
the purposes of nature during the ·entire period wherein it 
constituted the base of matte~-, and sinoe that period ; existing 
as gross electri~ element in uni-versal space, ·in the form of 
·grades of primeval Jll&tta' ; too gi'o8e oo be :aeted 11pOD. for 
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evolution by nature's forces; yet belonging to the stimUlated 
grade, and to the seven grades of this stimulated grade ; and, 
which matter is that primeval matter forming the spheres of 
attractive force of the universal sphere, and the six orders of 
spheres; or suns. The evolution of a primal element by the 
co-operation of those hitherto evolved, signifies, the action of 
grades of the electric fluid upon each other;. such action as 
can not ensue without the existence, in nature, of low grades 
to act with high-grades, although low, Y.et, sufficiently a.ffin
itized to the high, to act with them. Unstimulated matter 
signifies, that unaffected at the introduction of a period of 
action by the grade of stimulation introducing the period . 
. The several grades of unstimulated matter commingling to 
form the spheres of attractive· force and influence of the 
several orders of suns, as above remarked, act upon each 
othet, an~ through each other upon the latest evolved primal 
element for the evolution of another, only-while there remttins 
a fund, so to speak, of electric force from which to draw. to 
stimulate this action. This fund is constituted of actual 

1 physical P,Ositive, inherent in all the grades thus acting 
' together, until it becomes exhausted by the continual draft 

upon it during a compound cycle of action. Decomposition 
of matter resulting after a single period of action, results 
only from partial loss of equilibrium of positive and neg
ative, properly speaking, which partia} loss is induc~d by 
exhaustion of ·positive physical from only the physical 
universe ; or the universe of evolved matter. A single 
period of rest suffices to restore the lost proportion to 
this hight>.st · gtade of matter. Continued action through 
the succession of periods of a compound cycle, suffices to 
exhaust every grade of the stimulated grade-that· stimu
lated at the introduction of the compound cycle, to the degree 
that action of grades upon each other can not result in a re
combination of matter for the formation of another primal 
element; or a new base of matter for another period of action. 

, 
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'This positive physical, as it is termed, so exhausted from the 
several grades of primeval matter, may be 'termed the power 
a grade possesses to act with another grade ; which also 
mg.llfies, the actual lOBS by the successive grades of their 
hig~t atomic matter, or life-force, by the continued electric 
action exerted upon them from higher grades through this 
long period. Thus the forty·second period of action is a 
period of inaction, comparatively ; it is a period wherein the 
basic element elicited for its use during the last periOO., is not 
acted upon by .the other primal elements for th~ evolution of • 
form, no re-combination being possible for ihe institution of 
another primal element. It itJ a period of action only in 

· that, decomposition1r~absorption of primal elements, does 
not ensue during. the period ; as atomio action of the latest 
evolved primal element and the others1 is sufficiently intense 

\ 

to prevent this. 
The primal element constituting the base of matter during 

a period of action, enters into fonil by virtue of atomic 
action of it induced by the two grades of electric-force. Form 
acts upon form, as already delineated, for the evolution of 
higher form ; electric force being perpetually the agent 
whereby form is induced. Electric currents, it has been 
stated, pass and repat~s from organs of the same body, from the 
different bodies of the universe, an4 from the different uni-

. verses to each other. As of an organized element, they thus 
pass and repass-organized as any other chemical agent is 
organized by the accumulation of lower elements; and which 
organized element enters i~to form, combining, with a like 
element upon the form to which it passes. Thus formation 
is aided upon one sun or planet by the electric current from 
another ; thus all bodies in the universe aid each other, are 
indissolubly conneeted by the life-currents which pass and re
pass from the various organs to each other. Thus life
currents connect the innumerable centers of the infinite 
umYer~e, the imlumera~ IWlt of the iD1lniG8 uoiTetJO. Thwi 
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is thE~ infinite univel'Be one ; the electric current collltituting 
its· center,- the force upon which physical centers depend. 

A grade of the electric element b_egets a higher grlde, as 
an · order of suns begets a higher order. A higher grade of 
the electric element is evolved precisely as a primal element 
is ·evolved,-by the action of a lower upon all others still 
lo1rer of the same inherent quality. Thus, Sun generates an 
_element for the use of the bodies of its system, by the action 
of electric currents from its parent sun, coiQbined with those 
from the lower orders and the central sun, acting upon that 
generated by its own matter. Earth generates a fluid for the 
use of the body of its system, higher than that. which is 

"· generated by simple elemental action of its own matter, hy 
the action of currents from Sun, the lower orders, and the 
central sun, upon this element geneta.ted by itsel£ Higher 
o:r'&ers of forms are thus supported by an electric iluid from 
parent forms, fitted for their use, of a quality to be appre
ciated by their higher order of matter....-the' element they 
themselves generate. 

Electricity-the common application of the. tenn, is a 
vague appellation of the life-element of nature. To attempt 
to enumerate the grades, the varieties of this element-this 
form of matter, would be to attempt to enumerate the grades, 
the varieties of form of developing matter. No substance 
but eliminates its electric fluid; no form but poseesses a life
principle, which is this fluid, 
· Light., · as remarked, i8 the accumulation of atoms . of 

electric fluid; it is the first condition of appreciable matter
physicalsubstance. A rare cometary body, as a sun emana
ting from the womb of its parent sun, or in its first stages 
of cometary development, is, therefore~ gross iiglit. The term 
light is applied to this matter, as only appropriate from the 
nature ·of the matter ; it being substance ~lly mthout 
heat, or any evolved form of the electric fluid, save that it is 
itaolf tA& groaeeet fOrm of that.~~ So groes ia the com-
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position of thie matter, tha.t agee elapee, and still it is simply 
an accumulation of atoms of the grossest electric element, 
action of its atoms being of 80 low a grade as to elicit the 
higher electric element and heat ·in- inappreciable degrees. 
Thill form of light is as diverse from the light generated in 
Earth's at.moephere, as is the· vapor of water. The high grade 
of light generated in Earth's atmosphere, is inappreciable, 
eave in its effects; 80 high is. its quality, .that chemical action 
of it upon surface matter elicits a grosser light from this 
matter; a light which is appreciable to the physical sense; 
this renders objects visible. • 

This first form of matter resembles vapor; it is cold vapory 
light until chemical action of its atoms becomes sufficiently 
intense to produce heat as an effect of this action. Heat, 
accompanying light, is the second condition of physical 
substance. Heat is the effect of t.he evolution of elements 
.from matter. Its existence in a cometary body is evidence 
that a 1iner electric fiuid is being generated by atomic action 
of the matter ·composing the body. .Action begets action ; 
a degree of heat begets a stronger degree; thus, as the ages 
advance-the childhood of a sun, the rare vapory condition 
is followed by the dense vapory, this by the . rare mercurial, 
this by the dense mercurial ; stages wherein are generated, 
successively, the degrees of h€'.at requisite to elicit sufficient 
of !" higher electric fluid to operate upon the grosser, for the 
evolution of still higher. These stages are necessarily long 
with suns of every order; longer with those of lower, than 
those of higher orders, necessarily ; in that, unless appropriate 
time is given for the evolution of all gr11.des of the higher 
electric elements from all grades of the lower, progress of 
matter can not ensue. No one grade can be spared from the 
infinite number composing a system of developing matter ; 
as it is the combined action of all elements that induces the 
appropriate 'condition of matter for the evolution of high 
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fonns ; and it is the combination of all elements that induces 
perfect form. 

The lower the ordir-the rarer the matter of a form, the 
longer will be the' period necessary for condensation of this 
matter; as such matter elimina~ its inherent elements less 

. rapidly than more dense matter. , The higher order of suns, 
of more dense matter, condense in shorter periods; however, 
sufficient time for proper action of all grades of matter of 
them is as necessary as in case of the lower orders ; and it is 
the premature evolution of the electric element by the high~r 
grades of a form, that degrades that form ; as in the case of 
the secondaries of the solar system. 

The too rapid evolution of the electric element by matter 
of these ,forms in process of condensation, its exhaustion, 
signifies, that higher grades of thi~ matter evolved the higher 
electric element prior to lower grades; that these evolved 
elements entered into form prematurely, or without the neces
sary addition of the elements from the lower grades; which 
addition was requisite to constitute perfection· of form of any 
grade. This premature combination of these elements fixed 
them; in other words, rendered them incapable of acting in 
aid of the evolution qf the other necessary elements from the 
matter of those forms. 

The grade of the solar system being high, and it being of 
small size, its secondary formations could not properly con
dense. Condensed matter of narrow strata, condensed fQrma
tions of these strata, acting upon cometary matter ·of these 
secondaries, condense.d it. before it was able to eliminate the 
higher electric element, from its lower grades of matter; in 
other words, form was instituted prematurelY. by the higher, 
first evolv'ed elements of these formations. In ~onsequence, 
all matter of these forms became, as it wer~, enel'vated
exhausted of its inherent force. Surface solidification of 
most of these ensued at the period when they should have 
only attained the fourth cometary stage ; a rapidity of solid-

. . 
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mcation which determines that they can never at.tain high 
planetary conditions; never develop their surfaces to the 
condition that vegetable, or animal life can flourish upon 
them. The secondaries, the evolutions of the outer forma- · 
tions-the first and second, being situated in rarer, broader 
strata, are the most advanced of any of the system; yet 
these will never develop high animal, or vegetable life. Man 
can never be produced by &Of secondary formation of the 
solar system. 

Earth was in its fifth cometary era when Moon was evolv
ed.; too early a stage for a formation to evolve all its evolva
ble matter, and that matter be of high quality, inherently. 
The condensed forces of the parent system prematurely 
evolved the matter of the system, aided in the premature 
el"ohttion of a central atom to which this enervared, prema
turely developing matter could determine. The central atom 
was of matter of the interior section of the e,leventh stratum
a qualified atom, in that it was of deD8e matter; but an 
u~qualified one, in that its atomic motion was, as yet, of 
very low grade-too low to permit its evolution by the 
natural method in that dense stratu.., Being prematurely 
evolved from this stratum, not by the natural method -atomic 
action induced by the revolution of the sphere, but by the ac
tion of evolved matter of the parerit surrounding it, slightly 

' aided by the action of stratified primeval matter, its t·otary 
motion, as an atom, was determined by the attractive and 
repulsive forces of the system ; the same which determined 
the orbital motion of the form when it assumed its position 
as an independent body in the system. An interior stratum 
of a small sphere whose rotary motion is rapid compared to 
that of larger spheres, rotates with a degree of motion Jess 
rapid, in proportion as the body is smaller. For example: 
The eleventh, and the outer section of the interior stratum 
of Earth's individual systim, rotate with far less rapid mo-
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tion than the corresponding sections of Sun's sphere, although 
Earth's rotary motion is of much. higher grade than Sun's. 
Central atoms ~n oot .be evolved by such spheres, by the 
natural process, in time to serve as central atoms for the 
evolved matter of the system, as.has been already explained; 
ho:wever, the same forces which effect the speedy evolution of 
the outer matter of the system in suc,h cases, effects the evo
lution of central atoms for the use of this matter. · Parental 
attractive and repulsive forces being early dev-eloped in such 
systems, and acting upon matter highly susceptible to their 
influence, act with the rotation of the sphere in the evolution 
of the outer matter of the system ; thus effecting the prema
.ture evolution of ·this matter. These forces acting upon an 
atom for its evolution, or upon one whose rotary motion is 
of low grade, d~ide its rotary motion. 

The unwonted forces of systems of this character, determine 
the establishment of new laws by them ; rather the unwonted 
action of the established laws. The rotary motion of a sec
ondary of such a system-of the central atom of the second
ary, which, from circumstance of premature evolution of the 
atom, is of low gr8.de, is qualified after its evolution from the 
parent form ;-qualiiWI by the attractive and repulsive forces 
of the system brought to bear upoD it as it seeks its orbit. 
In no other case is the rotary motion of a centnd atam of a 
form thus qualified. lil case of central atoms of forms 
evolved by the larger class of systems, the forces of the ~ys
tem are not sufficiently condensed to act for the qualification 
of the motion of a c~ntral atom after it is decided by evolu
tion ; the act of evolution rendering it too diverse from the 
evolved matter of the system to cause · it to appreciate action 
of such matter sufficiently to affect its atomic motion. These 
forees act to repel a form from the parent form, acting upon a 
ma~s nearly affi.nitized to the mass evolving the forces ; oth
erwise they could never· act to repel a form to its orbit. 
These ·forces, 10 powerful in a: ays\em ot auoh grade, oontinue 
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Saturn, evolving forms, so to speak, for every stratum of its 
sphere, these forms could not assume position within those 
strata. according to their order ; neithe!' could these forms be 
of appropriate size, according · to their order of position; 
forces were too condensed within the Satumian system. 

Jupiter evolved but four formations, whose size and posi
tions in its system were all deterlllined by the aetion of cQn
densed forces. By reference to astronomical treatises on the 
subject, the reader will discover the difference in the mean 
distances, and the comparative size in order of position of 
the secondaries of the various, discovered planets ; which dif
ference is disproportioned to the difference in size of the for
mations ; and which size is contrary to the established order 
of size of successive formations. This disproportion is the 

. disproportion in condensation of the forces of the systems of 
the primaries. 

Grade of condensation of forces determining comparative 
size and position of secondaries within systems, determines 
it by the premature evolution of the matter of the forms. 
Prema,ture evolution of matter of forms, and premature evo
lution of forms, determine these foriOS to be less 'susceptible 
to the forces exerted upon them to repel them from the cen
tral body; consequently, they take positions nearer t? that 
body; and consequently, their orbital motion is of lower 
grade; subject, however, to the aiJe of the primary and of 
the secondary, and distance from the primary. 

Moon's orbital motion corresponds to its quality of matter 
and grade of condensation of forces of its parent system ; not 
to real quality of forces of that system ; which forces, opera-' 
tive in the development of the rotary motion of the body, as 
before stated, develop the same quality of rotary motion of 
the ce!ltral atom as of orbital motion of the form. 

Condensation of Moon's matter commenced immediately 
upon its evolution from the parent form. Had it not rapidly 
accumulated around its central atom-the form been apeedily 
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completed, condensation would have commenced while it was 
in the womb of the parent ; so powerful were. the forces 
brought to bear upon it within this narrow stratum of con
densed matter. Solidification of its surface had occurred 
. before Earth had reached its eighth cometary stage. 

Premature solidification of Moon's surface matter resulted 
from premature evolution of this matter from the parent sys
tem; and its e:ftects upon the planetary development of the 
formation were equally disastrous with this premature evolu
tion. Life-elements were wanting iq that surface matter to· 
constitute it capable of evolving atmospheric· elements in 
sufficient quantities, or in due proportions, to constitute a 
perfect form of atmosphere; consequently, no permanent 
surface development could ensue from the effects of atmos
pheric action ; as this action, though not entirely wanting, 
was imperfect action, at every period. 

Imperfect combination of elements, produces imperfect 
organizations; imperfect proportions of elements, cause im
. !*rfect combinations ; and the lack of necessary elements in 
any proportion, causes imperfect combinations. Since Moon 
existed as a formation, it has possessed no stable form of 
atmosphere; as elements, and proportions of elements, have 
always been lacking, when, by periods during its cometary 
and planetary stages, it has organized a partial atmosphere 

' from the confused mass of elements which its imperfect sur
face matter is continually evolving, i.n greate~ or less quanti
ties, as the era is one of action or rest. Periodically, since 
Moon existed, it has essayed to organize, to establish a stable 
atmosphere. These periods have been Earth's energetic pe
Ijods-periods w~en electric attion has been most intense in 
its system. Doring these periods, atmospheric elements are 
elicited from Moon's surface matter _in greater quantities than 
during the more inactive periods'; sufficient prop.ortionR are 
thus supplied for the formation of an imperfect form of 
atmosphere ; which atmosphere, from its nature, is di~Jorg&n-

"'"""oo~Google . I 
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ized and partially re-absorbed by surface matter, when the 
action evolving and combining it partially subsides. This 
partial subsidence of action occurs periodically ; all eras of 
action, or rest, of the system, being divided and subdivided. 
An era, as here used, signifies one whose length is deteruiined 

. by the age of th~ formation, but which is, in -any event, ages 
in length; while the· subdivisions of an era are of indefinite 
length, as being greater or minor subdiVisions. 

During all periods of Earth's planetary existence, it has 
had i.Btervals of rest, dividing and sub-dividing its, so called, 
active periods or eras; and corresponding intervals-intervals 
of ·deeper repose-dividing its, so called, periods or eras of 
rest. The small sub-divisions of these eras are but few years 
in. length at this stage of the planet's development, and 
separa.ted by intervals corresponding to their length; while 
the larger ones a.re centuries in length, and are also separated 
by corresponding intervals. These shorter intervals corres
pond to the eras of rest separating those of action ; to the 
long intervals of inaction sub-dividing the planet's life
period. 

At each interval of rest, whether minor or great, there is a 
subsidence in the electric action of Earth's system; which 
subsistence results in the partial or' entire-accordiug to the 
length of the interval-disorganization of Moon's atmos
phere. 

It is ages since Moon has possessed an organized atmos
phere-one properly organized for the inducement of forma-

' tion upon its surface j as Earth has been passing through a 
period of rest many centuries in length, a period corresponding • 
to what was a period of rest to it, emphatically, when it was 

. in the cometary condition ; but which period has exhibited 
action corresponding to the grade of development of the 
planet. 

The period of rest of the parent syst.em being past, Moon 
,V now organizing an atmosphere, which will be more truly an 
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atmosphere than any it has ever before organized; from the 
fact, that it is evolving the atmospheric elements in greater 
quantities, and in better proportions, than ever before during 
its most active periods ; and much more truly an atmosphere 
than that which it has possessed during the ages of the period 
of rest just passed. Periodically, during the present active 
era, partial disorganization and re-absorption of atmospheric 
elements occur, in consequence of periodic subsidence . of 
electric action, as during the last; however, effects of this 
are less marked during this than during the last; as action is 
more intense during the intervals of rest of this active era 
than during those of the last. 

The effect of, so called, entire subsidence of electric action 
at Moon's surface, such subsidence as resulted when a period 
of rest intervened "when Earth was young" -in the come
tary and early planetary eras, was to render Moon invisible 
from any formation in the solar system. Possessing no 
appreciable atmosphere, eliminating no appreciable amount 
of the higber electric fluids, there was no means by which it 
could become a visible object in the system. The electric 
fluid eliminated by it during those eras was sufficient to make 
it an appreciative body to the forces of the system exerted 
upon it, and no more. Thus, for ages it revolved in its parent 
system, a dark body, and ages again, a dimly defined body, 
after it had solidified it.s surface matter. 

Partial disorganization and re-absorption of Moon's atmos
phere occurs at intervals of seven years; again at intervals 
of forty-nine years ; and again at intervals of seven times 
forty-nine years ; the ratio of increase of length of the eras 
being ·a seven-fold ratio. The length of the inten•als being 
one-seventh the length of the subdivisions, the divisions, &c. 
What of atmospheric derangement is accomplished during the 
intervals between the minor 'subdivisions of an era, is less than 
that accomplished during the intervals between the great sub
divisions ; not. acco!ding to the length of tb.e intenalfJ./ but 

lS 
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according to the quality of electric action in the system 
<luring the interval. As, during these short intervals, there 
is only a slight subsidence of the energy of electric action 
compared to what occurs during the long intervals, so there 
is but a slight opportunity for atmospheric derangement ; 
enough, however, of derangement and re-absorption ocpurs at 
these short intervals, to somewhat disarrange the partially 
developed conditions of the surface. The atmosphere, though 
it but partially disorganizes, ceases for a short interval to be 

·a supporter of life to all the forms, anim~l and vegetable, 
which the surface produces ; the water, which is imperfectly 
organized, like the atmosphere, partially disorganizes, and 
becomes a non-supporter of life to some of the forms de
pendent upon it ; which circumstances, occuning pe~iodi

cally at such short intervals, though they operate to deter 
development somewhat, but slightly affect general conditions 
of developed surface, as most of the animal forms hitherto 
produced by that surface, are of such a nature as to survive 
the absence of atmosphere for comparatively long intervals ; 
beiD.g dormant during the intervals. · 

Partial inaction is the condition, over the entire surface of 
the planet ; however, the speedy resumption of energetic 
action in the system, induces the speedy re.arrangement of 
the atmospheric and aquatic elements, and consequently, the 
speedy resumption of growth and development of forms. 

At the occurrence of a longer interval-of more complete 
subsidence of electric action in the system, such as occurs at 
the longer intervals, more complete disorganization of the 
atmosphere and the water of the planet, inaugurates a more 
disastrous condition; more of death, loss of forms, than can 
occur during a short interval. At the occurrence of a long 
interval of rest-the longest, all animal life upon the planet 
becomes ·extinct; no forms, by any possibility, surviving the 
stagnation of ages. 

Organized forms, aa animal and v~table, produced upon 
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Moon's surfa.ce during its various active periods, instead of 
decomposing by atmospheric action, as like forms do upon 
Earth's surface, remain integral forms, or but partially 
decomposed, and strewed over the surface developing them. 
-Moon's surface is an open sepulchre ! 

Atmospheric elements operative upon planets of high grade 
for the decomposition of such forms, can not here thus act, 
from the fact of the imperfection of the 'organizations, both 
of the a:tmosphere and the forms. The constant tendencr of 
all elements, whether atmospheric, vegetable, or animal, is to 
the mineral beds originally evolving1thef1; which being more 
perfectly organized forms than any other ·of the planet, 
exercise the strongest attractive force of any of the planet, 
by virtue of the law that ordains, ·t.he more perfect the 
organization, or combination of elements, the more powerful 
thtJ force exercised by such organization upon all element.!! of 
its grade. Were M:oon's atmosphere as well organized as its 
minerals, it would exercise the weponderating force, being a 
higher form ; in that case, decomposition would ensue upon 
the planet by its action. Does a form die, whether animal, 
or vegetable, the speedy absbrption of its highest elements 
by surface elements, renders it unsusceptible to atmospheric 
agency- such atmospheric agency as can be brought to bear 
upon it; and it., consequently, remains an integral form, in 
the sense that its fibrous structure remains entire; its higher 
fluids, only, having been exhausted, ' Thus, no forms ever 
produced upon this surface ha~e beed lost, in one sense; as 
Moon, like a closed sepulchre, preserves the forms of its dead 
from disintegration. 

The character of the forms, animal and vegetable, hitherto 
developed by the planet, has been the character of the atmos
phere', the water and the surface ; they have been, emphat
ically, constituted of elements of the lowest grade that can 
possibly combine to form animal or vegetable organizations. 

The a-oecies of animala heretofo.-e t~roll\lced by Moon ve 
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low ;-what may be termed, for want of more. appropriate 
names, the saurian, molusca, telitacea, crustacea; of veget.. 
abies, the lowest species of marine plants, with .some. species 
foUDd only on the margins of stagnant pools, or in marshy 
districts. 

These forms, animal and vegetable, have no types upon 
Earth, or any other . planet of high grade ; they are peculiar -
to planets of the character of Moon ;-of the low grade. As 
hideous as are the forms of the saurian species, some of the 
molusca and crustacea of Earth, still more hideous are those 
of Moon; shapeless forms, · organized monstrosities, are these 
reptiles, worms, and other forms thus imperfectly organized. 
No forms of any species have, in any era, attained to the 
monstrous sizes whi_ch forms of these species of Earth 
attained in early eras, from lack of the necessary elements to 
constitute them such. 

The first period that developed anim.al .and vegetable forms 
upon this surface, is as remote as Earth's twelfth cometary 
era; periodically since that era, the same, and corresponding 
species have been produced hy the same sections of the planet, 
These sections present a spectacle, such as is only to be found 
upon secondaries of the same grade. It is as though death 
had held carnival there for ages ; his insignia is enstamped 
upon every thing; even vacancy, stagnation, in unmistakable 
accentS, whisper-death. · Strewed over these 8ections of sur
face, in some instances to the depth of many feet, are the 
shriveled, remains of such forms of animal and vegetable life 
as Moon has ever produced ;-the most hideous reptiles, 
monster worms, misshapen testacea, lie promiscuously, inter
mingled upo'n beds of undeeomposed vegetation of the lowest 
orders ; beds which have served the .purpos~s of sepulchre for 
the remains of the forms of every era, as they have been 
deposited upon them by aquatic action, or otherwise. 

Higher conditions are imminent upon Moon's surface; and. 
the era is inaugurated wheriil;l these oonditions ahall prevail ; 
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yet these conditions can only differ (roin past, in the particu"' 
Iars of the periodic existence of a higher atmosphere, the 
periodic re~production of vegetable and animal formations, 
and, perchance, the production of some slightly higher fonns 
of these, by the same sections of surface, the result of more 
energetic electric action in the parent system than has ever 
oofore existed. The grade of matter of the planet is only 
susceptible of the production of, approximately, the grades 
of forms above mentioned, and a grade of atmosphere . and 
water which must disorganize at every period of subsidence' 
of electric action ; therefore, however energetic the action· 
instituted at the surface, it can not result in high conditions. 

Surface matter of Moon is composed of the lowest forms 
of volcanic matter. During the second planetary era of the 
formation, its surface structure was molded, its soil elements 
deposited. The thin crust which had been forn1ed during the 
first era, was disrupted by force of internal elements; and 
the surface of the planet deluged with volcaD.ic matter. Lava 
surface, was all surface of the planet at that period, properly; 
however, there were sections where voicariic debris abounded, 
where this debris was intermixe\1 With the lava to a sufficient 
extent, that action might result between the different classes 
of rocks for the formation of soil. These sections are the 
only sections that have ever produced v~getable, or animal 
life, or water; the only sections where soil can be said to 
exist upon the planet. They are sparse, compared ·to the 
lava sections, which latter, occupy four fifths of the surface 
of the planet. 
· The surface stntcture is peculiar. Tbi8 peclilia.rity is the 
result of lack of volcanic &.ction since the single period exhib-
iting it, and the low cbaraeter of this action during that 
period~ So enervated, so lifeless, were ihternal elements at 
this period, that only single craters.wete' formed at the burst
ing forth of volcanic firei, ilistead ot broaa cliastaB e:itending 
hUlldrede, or thousa.~ of miles, e.s 1s th6 rule upc)n the high 
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grade of planete, at the institution of their early eras of action. 
These craters 'Yere broad, and eruptive action continuing, at 
intervals, through a greater portion of the era, vast masses 
of volcl\nic matter was emitted from them ; which matter 
spread over vast sections, forming elevated plains, cones, . 
wave-like ridges, which present the same appearance at this 
remote period, as when just cooled. The craters, partially 
:filled, present strange appearanc~s; such appearances as are 
presented by craters lately cooled upon Earth's surface, only. 
upon a grander scale. Many of them are miles in circumfer
ence, and miles in depth ; with cones in their interiors, miles 
in bight, and cavities whose depth seems immeasurable. 
They are in all forms, and present all manner of appearances, 

' as of cones, ridges, fathom,Iess seams or 'Cavities. No convul
sive action has shattered thesJ elevated, shell-like craters, 
cones, ridg~s, in the least degree; no deluging rains, sweeping 
torrents, mighty• winds, or surging waves, have acted upon 
them for theit disintegration. T-hey remain mighty monu-
ments of low conditions. ' 

Disintegration o$ this ejected matter has only occurred, 
where, as before remarked, v6lcanic debris, as fragments of 
the few species of crystaline rock developed during the :first 
era, were intermixed with the lava; other sections present., 
at this period, precisely the appearance they presented at the 
period w}len the volcanic action ceased, and the disgorged ele
ments cooled. 

Mountains of lava, plains of lava, lakes and seas of lava, 
so to speak, is the order. What benign influence shall ever 
be exerted to convert these lava plains into prepared soil; 
these lava mountains into mineral beds? The answer is-
None I None I · Moon is forever accursed, in the sense, that 
it belongs to the low grade of pJanets ; its matter can not pro
gress, there being no perfectly organited life-elements circu
lating in the orga~ation of the planet. " V olcaniQ action 
baa been W&Ating whereby to create pr~r surface conditi~~~ 

' ' \ ' 
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from the lack of energy of external and intenaal elements. 
External action was necessary to produce internal, and in
terna,J, to produce external ; both being wanting, no actibn 
could ensue ;-stagnation must necessarily be the order with 
the planet while it exists. 

The dark sections of Moon's surface visible from Earth, 
are the lava sections-the larger ones. These sections are 
utterly dark, and are only visible from· Earth through the 
agency of light and atmosphere eliminated by other sections
the developed sections of the surface. Electric elements elim
inated from lava surface alone, can not form atmosphere; 
therefore, where such sections are large, the atmosphere over 
them must. be exceedingly rare during the most active peri
ods, as it must be supplied by the sparsely scattered devel
oped sections, by the aid of which the smaller lava sections 
are 'visible as illuminated surface. EquatOrial, and adjacent 
regions, exhibit .the highest ~onditions to be found upon the 
planet; while the polar, and those adjacent to them, present 
the lowest ; t>quatorial matter being of the highest grade, of 
all planets, and polar, the lowest, from the situation of cur
rents of high and low grade of matter~ as· the reader already 
understands. 

Electric action of Moon's matter, during all eras, whether 
of rest or action, is sufficient to . render it subject to the 
attractive forces of the solar system. The grosser electric 

' currents which are eliminated from its lava surface, find their 
affinitizing clements in the electric currents of all the for
mations of system with which they come in contact; thus 
placing the planet in equal subjection to the laws of the sys
tem with any other planet. Ita sphere of attractive influence 
connecting it with contiguous formations of the solar system, 
its electric currents are transmitted to these formations, as 
those of these formations are to it. 

SpherE'S of _.tractive force and infiuence SfJJVe the purposes 
of a system whose bodies are condensed to the dqp'ee that tbo 
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finer eleetric duid can be eliminated from them, by acting as 
the medium for the transmission of this higher element from 
body to body, throughout. the system; which element is the 
only link by which the bodies of the system so condensed, are 
connected. Spheral matter is like the gross metal of the wire 
which transmits a finer electric duid through it by means of 
its own electric element, latent within .. Condensed bodies, 
as suns in the later cometary stages, and planets, are only 
connected, as bodies of a system, or the universe, as above 
remarked, by means of affinitizing currents of substance 
through the medium of spheral matter ; the attractive forces 
of such bodies are propagated through these currents, asthe 
attractive forces of rare cometary bodies are propagated 
through spheral matter without the aid of evolved electric 
fluid; or more properly, the finer electric fluid. · 

The quality of electric fluid above mentioned, is not that 
quality which eliminates atmospheric light, or makes a dis
tant sun, or planet, visible ; neither is it that quality which 
institutes high conditions on planetary surfaces. · It is of a 
grade affinitized, both to · planetary and spheral matter ; 
which constitutes it · a lower grade than either ·the above 
mentioned ; yet it acts as an aid to the higher currents, both 

, for their elimination, · and in their action for the production 
of soil, and higher forms dependent upon soil . . 

As a body progresses, its eras, both of rest and action, are 
more active eras. Electric action must · be continuous upon ' 
a planetary body in all era.~, as planetary matter is of such a. 
nature as to insure the constant elimination of electric fluid 
from it; and the higher the quality of the matter- the 
more advanced the planetary surface, the more in~nse will be 
this action in all eras. The subsidence of this action, which .. 
institutes eras of rest, arises from the partial enervation of 
planetary matter by the continuous action of ·the past era
from a lack. of the positive element; which •ndition being 
tlle condition of au bodies Of the individual system,. the WJ.i .. 
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versa} system, cotemporaneously, the :flow of currents from 
planet to planet, from sun to planet, is less energetic than 
during the period when the forces are in equilibrium. . An 
era of rest, which jn Earth's early cometary stage signified 
such utter inaction as the1mind of man, uninstructed ·in the 
science of universal development, can not appreciate, signified 
in its early planetary stage an era of comparative action
action compared to that of those first cometary eras ; signifies 
now, an era of intense action:, compared with those early plan
etary eras. It is, nevertheless, subsidence of electric action, 
as in former eras, which, at this stage, inaugurates periods of 
rest, be they great or minor periods ; and as then, such sub
sidence as can occur from the existing condition of the mat
ter of the body, and other bodies of the system. 

Moon; although a solidified body-a planet, is in such 
low condition, that its periods of rest are much more marked • than those of a planet of high grade, at this stage ; yet much 
less marked, than during former stages. St1fficient action ex
isted upon Moon's surface during the era of rest just passed, 
to prevent the entire re-absorption of elements at any period 
of the era. It possessed sufficient of atmosphere, or of elim
inated atmospheric elements in partial combination, and 
higher electric :fluid, at all periods of the era, to insure the 
elimination of atmospheric light in sufficient abundance to 
make it the luminous body it has appeared since it has been 
an observed body from Earth ; or since the historic period ; 
yet not sufficient to prevent the entire destruction of all ani
mal and vegetable life ; as during the whole era no forms of 
animal, or vegetable species were organized. Since the inau-

. guration of the present era, something has been accomplished 
toward the restoration of higher conditions by the institution 
of. water-beds, wherein water in small quantities exists for 
the sustenance of th:e lowest forms of vegetable and animal 
life which the' era- can develop upon that plooetary surface. 
As yet,, tho quantity of water formed is too 8inaU to exhibi~ 
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any signs of its existence to observers at Earth's surface, by 
· the formation of vapor in Moon's atmosphere, were that 
atmosphere of a quality to originate, to sustain such vapor. 
Of atmosphere, there is sufficient . for the existence of the 
water,-such a form of water'as only exists where atmospheric 
elements are in semi-combination ; such a form as only exists 
upon Moon when its ever imperfect atmospheric elements are 
in semi-combination. 

I . 

The promise is, that during the years, the centuries, the 
ages, to come, of the present era, Moon shall shine with ever 
increasing light ; that, whereas, it now sheds a dim radiance 
over the night when reflecting Sun's light, and in the absence 
of that light is invisible, in the ages to come, when its atmos
phere shall have become as perfectly organized as is possible, 
it will shed a radiance, which, though dim, compared to that 
of the "greater light," shall yet be sufficient to dispel dark
ness when it reflects Sun's light, and to render itself visi
ble when not reflecting that light., It shall, with three
fold radiance, illumine the nights of its primary, while 
that primary shall, with three-fold power, repay its light in 
blessing. 

Moon's pale light is an incongeniallight to all the higher 
classes of forms at present existing upon Earth's surface,
an unhealthy light. It is an element affinitized to lower 
conditions than ha.ve existed upon Earth's surface since the 
early eras of its planetary stage; when all surface elements 
w:ere low, and when the lowest orders of the animal and 
vegetable species were in existence. The character of Moon's 
light during those early periods, was its present character ; or 
so nearly that, that no appreciable difference exists. Then, 
this light was an agent slightly operative for the advance
ment of conditions upon Earth's surface; since that period
since the existence of higher conditions~ it has been more 
damaging than otherwise to all conditions of this surface. 
In the rare q\l&lity of. this. light} is observed a ~se p~visioa . 
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of nature ; as, were it dense, from its low character, it .would 
prove a destructive element in Earth's atmosphere ;-an 
element destructive 'to the growth of the higher forms of 
animal and vegetable life, as well as to man ; to whom it 
would be a pestilential scourge-a death-dealing miasma. 

In the order of nature, primaries progress out of the 
inflnence of their secondaries,-progress beyond the reach of 
the deleterious influences of their light, and low .electric 
currents ; in the sense, that these become unaffinitized to those 
eliminated by the primaries, to that degree, that they have 
but little effect in producing disease, and the other more 
apparent irregularities attributable to the influence of the 
electric currents instead of light. However, enough of recip
rocation by primaries to determine the greatest amount of 
action of secondaries possible, is the order, in all eras; matter 
of them being only susceptible of a low degree of action in 
the most advanced era. Moon's electric currents operative 
upon Earth iri all ages since its existenc~, have had the effect 
to disturb established conditions ;-to disturb atmospheric 
equilibrium to the degree, that storms have been aggravated; 
also, subterranean elemental a<;tion, and the conditions pro
ductive of epidemic diseases among animals and man, since 
these have existed upon Earth. Such effects have been most 
apparent in the most active periods; while, during the most 
inactive, they have been imperceptible. The present era, 
being one of action, witnesses the effects of Moon's eleetric 
currents more apparent in Earth's atmosphere than at any 
preceding era. However, the parent is outgrowing the strength 
of the child,-is progressing with a degree of velocity so 
much beyond that of the offspring, that not many short 
periods will elapse before Mo.on's disturbing influence will be 
less perceptibly marked in Earth's atmospliere ; and not many 
of the next longer grade will elapse before this influence will 
be inappreciable in that atmosphere, in its effect to destroy 
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atmospheric equilibrium to the degree that storms, &c. will 
result . 

. What of disturbance shall then continue to result in 
Earth's atmosphere from the action of these currents, will be 
productive of apparent beneficent effects, in that it will 
operate to aid in depopulating Earth of the forms of animal 
and vegetable life of which it is outgrowing the need. 

Earth, Moon's sun, in an appropriate sens~ acts less the 
part of a sun to it, than does Sun ; that body being of such 
vast proportions compared to Earth, and at such a distance, 
that its electric currents can operate with greater force than 
can those of Earth ; a sun of such small size, though at such 
a comparatively short distance. The preponderating size of 
Sun overbalances, by far, the diversity of distance of Earth 
and Sun. Earth's electric currents operative upon Moon, fail 
to eliminate sufficient light to make it a visible object. As 
before stated, in the future of the present era, Moon will 
become more of a reciprocator of light to Earth, than during 
any former era; as Earth's more powerful electric currents 
operate upon it to elicit, with the aid of Sun's currents, all 
th~re is of high . elements in . its atmosphere, its soil, or its 
minerals. ' , 

Has the element light always been rare in Moon's rare 
atmosphere, tb.e element heat has been rare to a degree pro
portioned tQ the rarity of atmospheric light; as.atmospheric 
heat is an effeet of chemical action of atoms of atmospheric 
light. 

All conditions fitted to each other, is nature's maxim. 
· Had Moon's surface matter been as cold as its atmosphere, 
no forms of ammal or vegetable ·lite could have been pro
duced ·by that surface. The law baa b~en rever8ed. in case 
of Moon-the lawdetermining that the higher the grade, 
the more stable the organization. · This law is illustrated 
thus: At111osphere is a. higher form than water, and a more 
stable form ; water a higher form than mineral forms, and a 
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more stable form: This is the law on the higher grade of· 
planets, while with the lower grade, the reverse is the law} 
atmosphere is more imperfectly organized, and more unstable 
than water; and water, than the mineral forms. This oper~ 
tion of the law has permitted 'the production of the low 
grad.~ of . animal and vegetable forms.enu~erated, by Moon. 
Moon's crust is a partial conductor of internal heat to the 
surface, and its atmosphere being nearly a non-conductor of 
this element, having been in all eras, it being of such imper· 
feet organization, heat has existed•at the surface for the pr~ 
duction and maintenance . of the. lowest classes of · forlhs; 
classes, such as only the lowest conditions, as of warmth and 
light, as well as of .other conditions, can produce and sustain. 
Moon's atmospht>re when best organized is cold, emphati
cally ; must be, w..hen organized the best that is possible from 
the grade of the planet ; and whatever of animal and vegeta
ble life is ever produced upon it, must be produced by the 
aid of surface hea~. That rare heat is conveyed to the sur-

. face from the internal mass of still volatile, still heated.sub-
stance, by the agency of the i~perfect forms of minerals 
composing the crust. 

Were it not for the fact, that Moon's atn10sphere ever has 
been a non-conductor of heat, Moon's entire mass would have 
been, ere this, solidified ; ere · this, the planet · must have 
crumbled,. its mass being cold, and susceptible to no agency 
but that which must disintegrate. By the agency of heat 
are elicited the elements of matter which counteract the 
effects 9f atmospheric action. Suiface matter of nll planets 
of high grade disintegrates by the force of atmospheric ac
tion ; yet the constant elimination of elements from the min
eral forms :of such a: planet, causes the re-organization of 
disintegrated forms-~he establishment of new mineral beds 
in place of those lost ; creates new soils in place of those 
lost ; while the constant action of electric forces of chemical 
agents, forbids the exhaustion of internal .heat by means of 
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atmospheric agency. Lava, with the lower classes of crysta
line rocks, constitute the substance composing Moon's crust; 
which substance is porous, and susceptible of being the con
ductor to the surface of the low form of the electric fiuid 
which is generated by the internal Jll&BS; which form, in the 
higher grade of planets, escapes through volcanic fissures, 
and from geysers, or periodically eruptive springs. Convul
sive action of Moon's internal elements is wanting from this 
fact, combined with the condition of tl)ese and external ele
ments. Eruptive action resulted in a single era from the 
fact, that sufficient energy existed in the mass of volatile 
matter composing the mass after the crystaline crust bad been 
formed, to permit the grade of volcanic action which resulted 
through a. portion of one era; or, until a. certain class of ele
ments had been discharged. With the elimination of this 
class, all energetic action of the internal volatile mass cea~ed; 
henceforth, it existed as heated volatile matter, only by suf
ferance, as it were ; it existed as such, only from the fact of 
its isolation from any force sufficient to draw from it the rem
nants of its developed life-forces. 

Had Moon possessed a perfectly organized atmosphere, 
being of the low grade of planets, its disintegration, ere this, 
would have instituted d~>struction in its system ; nay, were it 
possible that a. secondary of such a. system could possess such 
an atmosphere, Moon's system could never have existed; dis
organization of the universe would have resulted from the 
disorder incident upon such a catastrophe as the disintegra
tion of a form of such a character, ere the period of Moon's 
development. Again: Had Moon been a planet of high grade, 
and occupying its present position in the system, equal dis
order would, ere this, have resulted to ~ts system; and equal 
disorder would have resulted in the universal system, ere the 
existence of Moon's system, bad it been pos'Bible that any 
secondary in corresponding position to Moon, . could be a 
planet of ~gh grade. 
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High electric conditions at Moon's surface must induce the 
elimination of a perfected atmosphere; one susceptible of 
eliminating light in quantities proportioned to the amount 
of the electric fluid received into. that atmosphere from Sun 
and Earth; and heat in proportion to the amount of light. 
Were Moon a perfect recipient of Earth's electric currents, 
Earth would be a sun to it, in the sense, that its atmosph.elio 

. light would be ten-fold more that at present, while its heat 
would be in a proportion entirely incomparable with its pres
ent amount; being in proportion to the quantity of light in 
an approximate geometric ratio. 

Were it possible that ~Moon could be a perfect reciJlient of 
Earth's electric currents, it would be indispensable that it be 
also a perfect recipient of Sun's·; and being such, t.he amount 
of its light and heat, the direct product of these currents, as 
compared with the present amount, the product of these, 
would be so much greater as to produce conditions utterly 
incompatible with the existence of the planet. The circum
stance of the correspondence of the orbital and rotary motion 
of the body, determining that one hemisphere be perpetually 
toward the primary, would cause that hemisphere to be, 
during the nights of the planet, exposed to a degree of heat 
sufficient to prevent the cooling of the surface, which might 
occur were both hemispheres alternately exposed to the pri
mary. This would cause disintegration of all solidified sur
face of that hemisphere in a short period, were it possible 
that surface could permanently solidify under such circum
stances; which could not possibly be. 

Speculations as to what would have been under other than 
existing circumstances, are only profitable as they lead to the 
recognition of the wisdom of the plan of the Divine Architect, 
who in instituting systems, so instituted them, that the high
est good should result to the systems themselves as well as 
the individual bodies of the system; and to the individual 
'bodies as forms, as well as to all forms upon the surfaces of 
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these bodies. In the institution of this plan, the: develop
ment and perfecting of the race of man was the end in view; 
and all circumstances were so ordained, that the great end 
might be answered. . . 

The secondaries of the solar system, like the bodies of the 
asteroidal system, are seeming abortions, in that thp' have 
never progressed beyond the condition ()f planets ()f low 
grade-in that they fail in the production of high surface 
conditions; high vegetable and . animal forms, ·and man. 
Yet this is only seeming, as they, like the asteroidal system, 
perfectly serve the purposes · of the system-the ·ordained 
purposes ; which purposes are as important as those served 
by the asteriodal system, or, indeed, any planetary bOdy of 
the solar system. Of necessity planets of low grade, they 
serve the purposes of the system by aiding, in that capacity, 
the progressive development of the primaries; without which 
aid, the primaries could not perfect their motiont!, or forms, 
or surface conditions. Recipt:ocal justice is a law of nature, 
plain,ly discernible in the method of the institution of the 
systems of secondaries of the solar system. If law has de
termined that these secondaries, as forms, have suffered from 
the premature evolution and condensation of their matter, 
the primaries have suffered in an equal degree; if law has de
termined their preservation by the very fact of this low condi
tion of their matter, it has also determined, by the same law, 
the preservation of the primaries. It is a law of nature, that 
suffering is inducive of progress, whether it be of high man, 
or lowest forms of matter ; as sUns; and it is easy to trace the 
action of this law in the progressive development of systems 
of the order and size of the solar, where contingencies are 
imminent, and where secondaries prematurely develop. 

Sun, the central body of the solar system, is in its fifth 
planetary era. . Its surface is developed to that degree that 
continents exist':'""'~he higher forJD. of conti~enw, tenoed con~ 
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tincntal plateaus ; also the various species of animals and 
vegetables peculiar to this era, and this form of continents. 
The carboniferous era is in progress upon the planet. Its 
mountain ranges are broad, elevated ridges, and volcanic ; its 
tahle lands are rugged, rocky surfaces, whereon a soil is being 
deposited and fitted for the production of higher forrotl vf 
vegetat.ion than now exist upon the planet ; its low lands are 
gorges or marshes wherein is being deposited debrit;, or 
sedimeat for the manufacture of soils for future use. Its 
atmosphere is humid and va}>Qcy, deeply carboniferous and · 
bituminous. . The highest vegetable forms of Sun are the higher 
order of ferns, the lowest order of conifers, . and the higher 
orders"of cryptogamous plants. The highest animal species 
is the saurian. 

Sun's atmosphere is sufficiently transparent to exhibit the· 
condensed body through it, to observers on Earth's surface 
This surface, like that · of Moon, and other bodies, exhibits 
to the observer dark spots. These spots, like those of Moon, 
are sections of lava surface. In Sun's equatorial and tem
perate regions there, at present, exist extensive tracts of lav-a . 
surface-surface of too low quality to emit light by the· 
chemical agency of the electric fluid ; thus they are visible · 
through Sun's lighted atmosphere as dark spots.· These 
spots are Vkriable as · seen from Earth's surface. They dis:.. 
appear and re-appear.; contract and expand; presenting the · 
appearance of clouds in the iuminous atmosphere, whose 
sharp outlines are bounded by a penumbra, which, when the 
spot has entirely disappeared, usually· remains to mark its 
.position. These appearances result from atmospheric phe
nomena in · the localities of the lava .surface. That surface 
emitting atmospheric elements in insttfficient quantities to. 
form an atmosphere, a partial vacuum exists over it, to which 
tend atmospheric currents, until th\' equilibrium .of the 
atmosphere is restored. Being restored, a vacuum is again 
produced by the absorption of a.tinospheric element; ~y tho · 
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surface-a surface which absorbs more than it emits, consumes 
more than it produces. The vacuum being again produced, 
spots again become visible through the rare upper strata of 
Sun's atmosphere; which upper strata are unaffected by the 
·process below, and which are too rare to pre~nt that surface 
as luminous surface ; as would be the .case did dense atmos
phere e'xtend . O'\ter the whole surface ; as is the case when 
currents of dense atmosphere press in to :fill the vacuum. 

Sun's matter being planetary matter of high grade, spots 
upon its surface are not permanent, as those upon Moon. The 
surface now visible as dark spots, is developing surface ; con
sequently, these spots must disappear entirely from Sun's 
surface. Others will succeed itr other localities upon this 
surface, of less extent, and less in number. The :fifth era is 
that in which a planet of high grade presents the largest 
sections of low quality of surface; and the era in which it 
presents this surface in equatorial and temperate regions. 

Volcanic action at Sun's surface is visible to observers on 
Earth through the medium of its~ atmosphere. Volcanic 
forces are excessively active at present, upon Sun; its moun
tain ridges are also very .elevated. Immense craters exist, 
and these in great numbers, in perpetual eruption; whose 
blazing :fires, and mountains of sulphurous smoke, mingled 
with gaseous substance, combining together, rise· to great 
bights in the atmosphere; and are of such voluminous 
character as to be visible by telescopic vision, to ~bservers 
upon Earth. 

In no respect does Sun differ frnm any other planet of the 
solar system, save that it is in an earlier stage than any other 
of them ; being of a grade lower. The rarity of its matter, 
does not constitute it atdiverse planet in surface appearance, 
neither does its character as Sun to the system. The quality 
of rarity only determines the greater length of its eras
determines that the bodies of its system shall greatly outstrip 
it. in the progressive race. All aurfaoe appeanti.ces. of planet. 
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of whatever grade of density, are similar; being in the sam~ 
stage. Its luminous appearance, its character as a dispenser 
of light ,and heat to the bodies Of the solar system, arises 
from the voluminous character of its electric currents. 
Being a body of such immense size, and at such proper 
distance from the bodies of the system, it dispenses a suffi-

, cient quantity of the electric fluid to every body of the 
system to constitute it a positive sun to those bodies. 

· A body is rendered visible by the atoms of light which are 
conveyed to the eye with the electric currents which flow from 
that body. This fact originates the erroneous idea, that 
light in sufficie~t quantities flows from Sun, to supply 
light to the bodies of the solar system. There is only 
sufficient supplied in this manner, to render its outlines 
visible; insufficient to serve the purposes of the system . 
in the slightest degree. These atoms permeate the electric 
fluid which disperses itself over the entire lighted hemisphere, 
thus rendering Sun a visible object over the entire hemis
phere. Laws governing the transmission of the electric fluid · 
are precisely those which have been discovered as governing 
the transmission of light, through the atmosphere, or other 
media; light being the attendant, so to spE>ak, upon the 
electric fluid. . This fluid passing with such unimaginable 
speed through Earth's atmosphere-through n.ll media, and 
abting chemically for the evolution of light from the atoms 
of this atmosphere, it is as though light itself were the fluid 
transmitted with electric speed through the atmosphere
through the intervening media between Sun and Earth. 

Atmospheric light is the direct result of chemical action 
of atoms of atmosphere and of the electric fluid from Sun, 
passing with electric speed into, and through the atmosphere. 
Fl'iction of atoms of these substances-such friction as is 
induced by electric speed, res1,1lts in the elimination of this 
element from atmospheric air ;-an element of such a nature 
ua to eerve the purpose of a medium for the trans1IUS!Sion of a · 
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lower grade of the same element, or character of $Ubstane& 
through the atmosphere. 

From the method of construction of the or~s of vision 
of man and animals, these orgam are peculiarJy susceptible 
to the action of the element light, and are acted upon by it 
with greater power than any other part of the syst-em. The 
peculiarity of the structure of the eye comists in the char&Qter 
of the matter composing it . . It is composed of matter of all 
grades of physical substance of the quality that elim.inates 
light; and therefore it may take cognizance of a.ll grades of 
physical substance, when magnetic elements from these grades 
come in contact with it through the J;D.edium of atmospheric 
light, being closely affinitized to . then:t. The human eye is 
affinitized to the highest quality of all grades of matter, 
therefore, it appreciates light from this quality of all grades. 
The eye can gaze upon an object too repulsive for the. mouth 
to taste, the nostrils to smell, or the hands to touch ; indeed, 
it may gaze. upon an object without detriment, who•e very 
touch would be poison to the system. This fact proves . that 
there is a magnetism in the E~ye affinitized to the magnetism 
of the· object; while the fact, that the eye may gaze upon all 
objects unharmed-all matter, proves that it possesses a 
magnetism affinitized to all grades of matter. . Animals of 
different grades appreciate lower grades of light, according to 
their grade; their organs of sight being affinitized to lower 
grades of matter than those appreciable to human vision . 

. Light of .different grades, as an element, is appreciable by 
other substances than those forming the eye; and apprecia
ble as grades of it affinitize with grades of other substance. 
Light elicited by Moon's electric currents is a deleterious 
light; whereas, that eliminated by Sun's electric currents is a 
healthy light. These facts prove thal. there are grades of this 
quality of the magnetic ftuid ;. which grades are eliminated 
according to th~ quality of . the electric ftuid Qperatiog for 
their eliminatio~. Sun's electric cur~nte beins of high qual-
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ity, a high grade of this magnetic fluid is eliminated; Moon's, 
being of low quality, a low grade is eliminated. Light elim· 
inated by currents from various substances in combustion, is 
of various grades, according to the quality of the substance 
eliminating it. 

Different grades or qualities of the element light differently 
affect the organs of sight ; therefore it is, that they are said 
to be of different colors. Atmospheric light, of highest qual
ity of any eliminated by a body, is a whiter light than any 
other; while the various grades of surface substance emit a 
color of light qualified according to grade. Suns in the plan
etary or cometary stages, emit colors of light qualified accord
ing to the· stage. Earth's atmospheric light is silvery white ; 
that of sun is white, but of lower quality; both qualities are 
inappreciable: · 

The color of a sun's light transmitted to the eye, is modi. 
ned by the color of its atmospheric light; as surface light 
mingles with atmospheric, and is transmitted with this to 
distant vision. Sun is in a comparatively high stage; its 
surface light is .modified by its atmospheric into golden. 
Moon is in a low stage ; of surface light it has not sufficient 
to modify its atmospheric and Sun's reflected light, to any 
appreciable degree; its light is of a silvery hue. 

Some stars visible on Earth in approximate sta.ges with 
Sun, emit the same colored light; some more advanced, emit 
a shining silvery light; others less advanced, being planets, 
emit a red light from the low quality of their surface substance. 
Some, being in the various cometary stage~, emit a blu~, or vio. 
let, and other shades. ·Thus, by the character of a sun's light, 
may be known the approxi01ate stage of its development. 

Circumstances of position and relation of the body ob
served to the one whereon the observer is situated, modify 
the color of the light of the observed b~y, in a greater or less 
degree. Is the obserVed body a positive sun, so temied, to 
the other• the color of its light is modified by the color of 
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the atmospheric light of that other, in a great degree. Is it 
a negative one, so termed,- a star, or a distant planet of the 
same system, it is modified in a degree, though in a much less 
degree. The great amount of atoms of Earth's atmospheric 
light intermingling with those from Sun transmitted to the 
eye, cause that light to appear whiter than it is-of a light 
golden. The less the amount of these atoms intermingling 
with those transmitted fro~ distant bodies, the less is the 
color of their light modified. 

Cometary bodies eliminating a low order of light, are 
invisible at the immense distances at which planetary bodies. 
are visible; ·from the law regulating the traqsmission of 
electric currents of high and low grades, to high and low 
_grades of surfaces. 

Light is eliminated by atmospheres of every grade and 
quality, corresponding to the grade. Atmospheric light of 
a cometary body is of such low grade as to be vapory ; light 
eliminated by the opaque atmospheres of bodies in the early 
planetary stages, is of a low quality compared to that .. . 
eliminated in later stages, when the atmosphere has become 
semi-transparent, or transparent. Atmospheric light of all 
grades is, however, a medium for the transmission of surface 
light of its own affinitized grade during all cometary and 
planetary eras ; and the electriq fluid is a medium for the 
transmission of both atmospheric, and surface light of all 
grades of bodies to the same grades, be the atmospheres of 
each opaque or transparent. Surface light of cometary 
bodies is modified by their atmospheric, to observers, wherever 
these bOdies are visible; though not to an equal degree tha~ 
surface light of planetary bodies is thus modified. Sun's 
atmosphere is semi-transparent during the present era; this 
fact does not prevent the perfect transmission of its surface 
light with it.s atmospheric, to Eartl:~ and all .other bodies 
within its fnfluence, by the medium of its electric fluid. 
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The quality of the electric current proceeding from a body 
qualifies the color- thf quality of its light. 

The great quantity of light eliminated in an atmosphere 
by the electric fluid-the direct rays of this fluid, is what 
renders a positive sun such an excessively luminous object ; 
an object which the human eye is unable to gaze upon without 
injury to its constitution. The undue amount of light between 
the eye and the object, and that light atmospheric, renders the 
contemplation of the object painful ; as the eye is only consti
tuted to ~eceive a certain amount of light without injury to it. 

Sun, "the great source of heat" to the bodies of the solar 
system, supplies this element indirectly? as it does light ; and 
that also by means of its e~ectric currents. In a sense, each 
planet of the system-of all systems, is self-sustaining in 
matter of light and heat; and yet, in a sense, dependent upon 
the central body. Heat is the product of chemical action of 
atoms of light, and light, the product of matter pertaining to 
the planet, either atmospheric or surface matter; in this 
sense is a planet the source of its own supply. The electric 
currents from the parent oody operate upon that planetary 
matter for the elimination of light, which light eliminates 
heat; .in this sense are these hollies dependent upon the parent 
body for the supply of these elements. 

Atmospheric heat is the effect of friction of atoms of light. 
lJight, as a magnetic element, traverses the atmosphere with 
more than electric speed; and in its passage, chemical action 
of atoms of rays or beams of it passing and repassing each 
other in every direction, as they are attracted to different 
objects in different directions, has the effect to induce heat ; 

· which is an effect of rapidity of motion of commingling 
atoms of all elements composing the atmosphere; m~ouetism, 
electricity, and the gros11er atmospheric elements. Heat is 
appropriately tenned an element. 

Absence of light is absence of heat; rarity of light is at.ill 
-grEater rarity of heat. 
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.. Light is the first form ..of appreciable substance; . for .agea 
cometary bodies revolve a~ masses of gross light; and action 
of atoms of this. gross sul>tltance first eliminates heat ; which 
element aids in the elicitation of other substance-higher 
~lectric elements. These propositions, combined with the 
one which affirms atmospheric light to be magnetic-a high 
grade of th~ electric fluid, illustrates the oft repeated JIFOptr 
'i~on, that matter of every quality is graded. It also illus
trates the proposition, that combination of atoms of the 
grossest electric fluid formed substance-was the evolution 
of matter; affirms the proposition, that all substance is 
accumulation of atoms of gross electric fluid ·Of different 
qualities and grades. Light was the first form of apprecia
ble .substance; being the highe~t grade of ma~ter, it fitst 
accumulated and became appreciable. It was positive tQ the 
next grade . that accumulated, or was evdlved as substance 
after heat had been developed in matter by too meth.od de
scribed. Light is positive to all other substance-is the 
highest appreciable physical element ; and heat, its sure 
~ttendapt, . the originator of all physical elements negative 
to this. 
. The physical sense of man can not <Uscover the processes 

of nature in the elimination of substance -the elements; 
therefore man is prone to mistake these proceAses; to aver 
them to be other than they are. Sun rises in its splendor, 
dissipates the gloom of night, and spreads light and warmth 
9v:er the earth by its beneficent beams ; • and man says : " Be-. 
h()ld what a storehouse of light and heat i,s this our sun." 
Philosophers wonder whence this inexhanstable store; discov
~ring no possible principle· by which f.t. body can supply its 
Jiyswm with these elements-no possible law for the existence 
of a b.ody so intensely .heated. as Sun must be, to supply heat 
to its system by their calcul~~ method. Vaguely dreaming 

R.f .a~fl!Jpheric ~~ncy in. the production . of light aDd heat, 
they yet ofi'er no theory but the gen~y repei~ed o., ~at 
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tbeae Are <lireet emanations from Sun ; the atmosphere being 
only the medium of their transmission to planetary surfaces . 
. When philosophers are at fault, how shall the unlearned de
cide? Clairvoyance is a gift vouchsaft~d by nature to indi
viduals of particular temperameats and constitutions, by 
means of which, they may study the secrets of nature-may 
<liseonr the action of the invisible elements, the life-forces 
of ·nature ; therefore men are not left without the means of 
atudying.nature's most intricate methods. Are the discove
ries of the astronomer; the chemist, of value to man ; not 
less so are those of the clairvoyant. Are the telescope ~nd 
the microscope, products of art and of nature combined ; so 
is well directed, cultivated clai:ryoyance ; and if men ,Prize 
the former,. and avail themselves of discoveries made by their 

, means, they should no less prize the other, and avail them
selves of discoveries made by its means. Man has no more 
right to deny the discoveries made through clairvoyance than 
those made through the telescope or miscroscope; it ranking 
with these as a product of natural law, and thE>refore its dis
coveries not possible to be set aside. Men can not truthfully 
say, "We have no means of testing the truth of principles, 
of proposition11, relative to the action of nature's invisible 
agerits ; " they may. trust the revelations of the clairvoyant 
as well as those of the telescope; which latter, they do not 
preteDd to deny from want of personal observation. 
: The educated clairvoyant may behold in the beams of the 
morning sun the grades of the electric fluid, and their action 
upon each other ; also the effect of that ,action. He cari be
hold atmospheric atoms eliminating light ; and he may behold 
that the effect of the rapidity of this actiou is the effect of 
heat:;. therefore, he unavoidably arrives at the conclusion, 
that chemical action of atolllB of light produces an effect, 
which is heat. \Thus as he .observes-as he perfects his clair
voyant · sight by .practice, by art, he may discover the most 
. intrioate proeeasee of ·Datu@ r aDd arrive .at :j~t concluaiou 
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concerning the methods and the results of these prorcessee, 
by the use of his reasoning faculties. 

The highest form of atmospheric light, is substance elim-
, inated from atoms of grosser atmospheric light to act as a 

medium for the transmission of a corresponding quality or 
grade of surface light. Thus all grades of atmospheric light 
act, there being many, upon the principle of the gradations 

. of matter-act as media for the transmission of corresponding 
grades of surface light ; each grade of surface matter having 
its affinitizing atmospheric. Light of the variouR grade, the 
indispensable attendant upon heat, is the substance elim· 
inating heat in all bodies. That an object is dark, is not 
equivalent to absence of matter of light; though it is absence 
of the higher qualities of light ; light being of all grades, all 
colors ; and surface substance emitting all the colors of light 
from transparent white to black; atmospheric, only emitting 
what are termed the seven primary colors. The eye beholds 
the landscape clothed with green; this signifies that green 
is the color of the light transmitted to the eye through the 
medium of atmospheric light; it beholds the variegated col
ors of the flower garden, the sombre hue of the soil, the iron, 
the lamp-black; this signifies that. the eye takes in atoms of 
light of all these various colors transmitted from the objects 
to it. 

The heated iron exhibits no action of its atoms to the 
physical eye; yet, action of that substance in eliminating 
heat is the same as action of atmosphere to this end. It is 
the inappreciable electric fluid of the various qualities circu
lating in the iron whose action eliminates the heat, as it is the 
action of these in the atmosphere which eliminates this ele
ment. The action of the fire upon the cold iron is the action 
of electric fluid upou electric fluid; the heat applied to the 
iron excites action of its electric fluids; which action, as the 
iron becomes more and more heated, is assimilating to the 
action of the element . surroUllding.it ; whioh a.re .the ~ 
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element! of .coal, wood, or some other inflammable substance 
in combustion. Thus heat acts upon all substances for the 
elimination of heat, as it may be said; but, in appropriate 
terms, thus light actS upon all substances for the elimination 
of heat, according to the aboye exposition. 

The electric fluid is dispensed by all bodies for the use of 
all others within its influence, according to size, distance, 
and affinity; and . thus light from suns is transmitted to each 
other ; thus suns at inconceivable distances from other suna 
are rendered visible; the electric cun-ents, like cords of love, 
extending from sun to sun, to inconceivable distances, and per
sonating the love of the Divine Father in binding these bodiea 

• indi81!0lubly together; binding in one the infinite universe. 
Thus it is, that suns are visible as minute stars ; the small 
quantity of the electric fluid that is received by a body at 
such a vast dis.tance from another, making it appear in size 
according to the minute quantity of light transmitted with 
the rninute quantity of the fluid. Beautifully illustrative of 
the Divine Omnipresence of .love, is the method of the dis
tribution of the dectric fluid among the bodies of the uni
verse. The most minute form is the recipient of as much of 
this fluid as is necessary for its use, as is the most vast ; no 
nook of the universe is so remote from the pentral body, but 
that it is the direct recipient of electric influence originating 
with that body; direct, in that, law forbids that any can fail 
to be the recipient of electric currents from parent bodies, by 
the established Jaw of organized systems. 

A sun, in the appropriate sense, signifies a dispenser of the 
electric fluid; in which sense, all bodies are suns; all being 
dispensers of this fluid. .A sun which dispenses sufficient .of 
the electric fluid for the use of another, as of a system, is a 
positive sun to that body or system. In this sense is Sun a 
positive sun to all the bodies of the solar system. A sun 

• whicb dispenses insufficient of this fluid for. the uee of,a body 
or sr.etem, is a uegative aun to that body or 818tem. In tbit 

' 
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lellee Earth is a negative sun to ite satellite, and the other 1 

bodies of' the solar system ; and these bodies, in the same 
sense, are negative suns to it, and to each othE"r. Bodies of 
small size are never positive suns to the bodies of their indi
vidual systems; the bodies of .these minute systems being 
dependent for a sufficient supply of the electric fluid upon 
the central body of the parent system-the grand parent; ae 
the secondary formations of the solar system, and all systems 
of its size. 
. Sun's office is to supply 'the electric fluid generated by 
itself by the aid of the parental electric fluid, as before de. 
ecribed, in sufficient quantities to each body of the aystem, 
to aid in the elimination by that body, of sufficient light and • 
heat to supply the needs of the body. Being of suffieient 
size, it perfectly answers the end in view. 

Sun's atmosphere is of a depth corresponding to the size 
of the condensed body. This atmosphere is visible around 
the condensed body when Sun is eclipsed; however, its out
lines are indistinguisha.ple, there being another medium which 
is also visible around Sun when it is eclipsed, causing greater 
apparent density of its real atmosphere, and its apparent 
indefinite extension beyond the surface of the body. This 
medium is the dense stratum of unevolved matter within 
which sun is situated; and which is most appanmt just out
side Sun's densest strata of atmosphere. This is sufficiently 
dense to be actually visible, in the following sense: it is a 
medium of such density.- such quality of attractive force, 88 

to retain the most imperfect atoms of the electric ftuid, and 
with them atoms of light, 88 this fluid passes through it in 
its progress to the various bodies of the system. These 
atoms can only . be retained ·by it for a short time, being 
attracted, and then repulsed as being too unmfinitized with 
thia low grade of matter to come in close contact with it. 
Such vaat quantities of this 'fiuid are continually passing 
through this DUidiwn1 tba• the alightes~ retentioil of &DJ <Jf 
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its atoms 'vith their ao09mpanying atoms of light, will cause 
a visible sphere of light to appear where this spheral matter 
is most dense. In this manner does this and the next outer 
stratum of unevolved matter become visible to Earth's inhab
itants, at _certain seasons, in ·the form of a cone of light in t.he 
atmosphere in the . neighborhood of .Sun after its disappear
aJ}Ce below the horizon, and previous to its appeala.nce above 
it. This phenomenon is. termed zodiacal light, by astronO
mers, and is an unexplained phenomenon. 

The existence of a resisting .medium, so termed, within. the 
solar .system, has been conjectured by astronomers, .from the 
existence of such phenomena as zodiacal light, and motions. 
of cometary bQd.ies within the system. · It is mere conjecture; 
however, with them; no definite conclusions as to the qual~ 
ity of this supposed mediumr its origin, or its purpose in the 
system, having been arrived at .; and tb.e existence of such a 
medium, considered as immaterial to the existence. of the 
system, in their calculations 'upon . the l~w:a governing . ihe 
system-binding it together and constituting it a whole, 
whose every form exerts its ~ppropriate force upon every 
·other form of it, according to the Newtonian theory ·of 
attractive force. The existence of a medium in the system 
as the propagator of the forces of the system; ia as necessary . 
to the stability of the system as the forl}es .thelllBelves; al
though this fact seelllB to have been overlooked in 'the New
tonian theory of gravitation. The existing mediu'm in the 
solar sy.stem- the medium which propagates the forces of the 
central body .to the other bodies of the system, which connects 
the system with other systems, constitutes it a for!ll of the 
universal form..;_as the reader understands, is the sphere of 
unevolvedmatter,constituting Sun's sphere of attractive force 
and influence....;. the body of the solar system. 

The matter cQmposiilg this medium-this sphere,is un
evol ved, .and unevolvable by any power which t:an be brought 
to bear upon it ,during the present period of action i· &CQOl-ding : 
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to the law already enunciated governing the evolution of sys
tems. It is also matter of Sun, -in the sense, that it rotates 
with it around the center of gravity of the system. As 
matter, it exists in stratified form within all the individual 
spheres and bodies of the system ; extending from t.he limits 
of the repulsive sphere of the central atom of the system to 
the bo"undaries of the systems surrounding the solar, without 
reference to the evolved. matter, or forms of the system.; 
which matter is so slightly appreciable by it, that it remains 
as undisplaced matter of the twelve strata of the system. 

U nevolved matter is so utterly inappreciable to man's 
physical senses-the condition of unevolved matter, that it 
is incomprehensible to him how this matter can exist as undis
placed matter in the system, the system being occupied by 
other spheres of unevolved matter, and solidified bodies. It 
is by the law of a,ttra.ctive and repulsive force that this is 
possible. Substance is simply an accumulation of atoms of 
like quality ; and coasequently, these atoms being like mat
ter, can commingle with atoms of evolved matter in every 
stage-either volatile, or solidified. 

Atomic spaces being inappreci~ble by physical sense, it is 
incomprehensible to man, how fluids, or currents of atomic• 
substance, can circulate through solidified forms. Yet these 
spaces exist, as man knows from the existence of life-forces 
within all' solidified forms. It is upon the principle that 
atoms of the electric fluid circulate through physical 
forms by virtue of the law of affinity, and by me.ans of atomic 
spaces, that this unevolved matter permeates all physical 
substance. Its affinity to the lowest qualitY of atoms of all 
physical substance, causes it to permeate this substance
occupy unoccupied atomic spaces existing in all fol'ltls of 
solidified and unsolidified substance-as it is the affinity 
between the highest atoms of this physical substance and the 
electric iuid, which causes this fluid to permeate physical 
&\lb&tance-thus occupy unoccupied atomic spaces-; . 
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THE SOLAR SYSTEH. 255 

This matter rutates around the central atom of the system, 
by virtue of the propagated force of that atom, by the saiOO 
law that fixes the orbital motion of bodies of the system. 
Atoms are infinitessimal bodies, and, as such, are subject to 

I 

the laws which govern bodies. Juxtaposition of spheres of 
nil atoms composing this sphere of any sun, causes them to 
rotate in equal time around the central atom, according to 
the exposition of the rotary motion of cometary bodies in the 
preceding ·chapter. ' 

As mind can not appreciate infinitesimals, so also it can • 
not appreciate infinities. As it can not appreciate the 
Infinite, so it can not appr#lciate the forces of matter which 
are derived from the Infinite. Attractive force propagated 
from the central atom of the solar system-which atom 
rotates but once in twenty-five days-to the outer stratum 
of the system, causes this stratum to rotate with a velocity 
as inconceivable to finite comprehension as is the extent of 
the universe, or the quality of motion of outer atoms of it 
around its central atom. Atoms obey forces affinitized to 
them; such forces only can they appreciate; and appre
ciating them, their obedience to them is as prompt, be they 
atoms of lowest grade, as is that of atoms of highest grade 
to t.heir affinitized forces. 

The electric cuiTents which are propagated by means of 
spheral matter through the system-the cords binding the 
system in one-are propagated with a speed corresponding 
to the grade of the fl~id, and the spheral matter. Sun's 
light transmitted to Earth's su;face, by means of its electtic 
cutTents, reaches that surface, it is calculated, in eight 
minutes fro~ Sun; thus Sun's electric currents occupy that 
length of time in passing to Earth. 

The grade of a fluid eliminated by a body being affinitized 
to its sphere, the grade of motion of the fluid propagated 
t4rough the sphere, is the grade of electric motion of the, 
sphere, or of the central body of the sphere, so termed ; 
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which grade is numbered to correspond with the number of 
the sphere. Thus:-:- Sun's sphere being of the fourth 
grade, the grade of motion of Sun's electric currents is the 
fourth. Earth's sphere being of the fifth grade, the grade 
of motion of Earth's electric. currents is the fifth. ·The 
grade of electric motion is the same of all the eleven forma:.. 
tions of the solar system, they being of the same grade~ The· 
grade of motion of a. fluid passing from a sphere of one grade 
into another, changes in a degree; but not 'in a sufficient 

. degree to constitute its grade of motion, in that sphere, that 
of the sphere; thus:- Sun's electric currents passing· into 
Earth's sphere; have their quality of motion modified in a 
degree ; yet not in a sufficient degree to constitute it motion 
of the fifth grade. Earth's electric currents passing beyond 
its individual sphere, have their grade of motion modified, 
but not into the fourth grade. Grades of the fluid passing 
from sun to sun through spheres of various grades, find 
affinitizing elements in each sphere; therefore their grade of 
motion, though modified, is not changed in passing through 
these spheres. 

The much mooted question, as to the reality of the exist
ence of a resisting medium in the solar system-a medium 
capable of resisting the motions of comets, &c. and the qual
ity-the approximate nature of that medium, might be set
tled by those who are speculating upon it, would they reason 
from the data they possess-from effects to causes, from 
causes to effects. 

Cometary bodies, as they discover, are masses of gaseous, 
vapory matter,-matter of exceedingly low quality; and a 
medium which can resist the motion of such matter must be, 
according to the law of chemical affinity, of nearly like qual
ity, or affinitized to it in a degree. Also, this medium must 
be an excessively rare medium, being an undisturbing one to 
all bodies of the system, save cometary bodies, and to those, 
except in the vicinity o£ the cenW:f of tht' system.; It ia. : 
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granted by philosophers, that propagating media are neces
sary for conducting experiments in the atmosphere, and that 
the atmosphere serves the purpose of a propagator of light 
from celestial bodies to Earth's surface. This is equh,alent 
to granting, that without propagating media, forces can not 
be transmitted. As without the atmosphere, or an equally 
qualified medium, the surface would be the non-recipient of 
light from Sun, so, without a medium extending from Sun 
to the outer stratum of Earth's atmosphere, Sun can have 
no power to transmit light to that stratum. 

According to the definition already given of attractive force, 
or gravity, as it is termed, this force is matter, and propa
gated by the medium of like matter. It fills all space, is 
the force-: the matter, constituting the universe a body, in a 
true sense. Like the strata of matter of any solidified body, 
it is connected strata or matter-connected'by juxtaposition 
of atomic spheres. Being graded, it acts in accordance v.ith 
the law before stated, de'termin(ng that grades of force shall 
act upon similar grades of matter. Is a .force-a medium. 
or element, being matter, propagated through atmosphere by. 
the medium of atmosphere- that atmosphere being matter, 
so is gravity, which is matter, propagated through spheres, 
they being matter. Space may not be scanned by man in his 
physical condition; yet atmpsphere may he; and the laws 
governing forces as propagated through atmosphere-.-dense 
and rare strata of .atmosphere, can be calculated with accu
racy. These laws in their modifications, their applications 
to diffP-rent media, are the.laws which govern the propagation 
of forces through all media. 

The UQiversal distribution of matter-the non-existence of 
vacuity, is what constitutes the Infinite Universe one; is 
what connects all matter with G~d. It is by law of tenure-
the existence of media of an infinite number. of grades, that 
God is constituted the center of His Infinite Universe; .the 
controlling power of that Unh:erse, spititWll anq physical;-. 

17 
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258 PRINCIPLES OJ' NATURE. 

as Sun is constituted, by means of a medium, the governing 
}lOwer of' the solar system. 

Sun's form is spheroidal; its orbit elliptical It oscillates 
in space, like the planets of its system, obedient to the dis
turbing influences of its parental system. The obliquity of 
its ecliptic varies as that of planets of the solar system 
varies; its nodes recede upon its equinox as theirs do; and 
it gyrates with more minute perturbations, as these do; its 
periods of vibration, &c. being vast in comparison with those 
of the bodies of the solar system, which are, some of them, 
~vast to be comprehended by man in his present state. 

These motions-perturbations, will be described, only gen
erally, in the description of the perturbations of Earth; 
which will be given as a type of those of all suns. 

· Perturbations, otherwise oscillatory motions of suns in 
space, arise from imperfectio~ of form of those suns-of all 
suns of a system. It is appropriate here to remark, that 
suns or planets of separate systems do not act upon each 
other to cause perturbations; it' is the action of the bodies 
of the parent system upon a body which causes its oscillatory 
motions-the union of forces, termed disturbing forces, of all 
the bodies of the parent system, or the single forces of the 
separate bodies, which cause the various motions, termed 
vibrations, oscillations, and gyrations, of a single body, and 
of all the separate bodies of a system. Sun is operated upon 
by the disturbing forces of its parent system- the united 
disturbing forces of its parent sun and all its sister suns; 
and by the single forces of neighboring sister suns; the com
bined forces of the nearer sister suns and the parent sun, 
which cause its distinct oscillatory motions. 

Earth is operated upon by the disturbing forces of its 
parent system-by the combined disturbing forces of its 
parent sun and all its sister planets; and the single force of 
its neighboring planet, Moon ; the combined forces of Suo 
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THE BOLAR SYSTEM. 259 

and Moon, and the combined forces of Sun and. the nearer 
planets, which cause its distinct oscillatory motions. 

Disturbing fdl-ces, signify attractive force exerted by the 
protuberant part of a planet, or sun, upon the protuberant 
part of another turned toward it, distinct from the actual 
force exerted by that body as a whole, upon the other. This, . 
the reader will keep distinctly before the mind, lest he con
found the actual attractive forces of the system, so called, 
with the disturbing forces, so called. As the actual motions 
of bodies of a system determined by the attractive forces of 
other bodies, differ from the perturbations of bodies caused 
by the disturbing forces of other bodies; so attractive force 
differs from disturbing force. Tne one causes the orbital mo
tion of suns1 while the other causes their oscillatory motions ; 
the latter being as necessary to the perfecting of a system, as 
the former; as much an ordained force as that ; as will ap
pear. Equatorial regions of all planets of the solar system 
are protuberant; no planet of that system being of perfect 
form. The spherical is the perfect- is nature's form of 
planets. Spheroids are such because matter of suns is vola
tile at first-subject to the laws of cometary motion. · Con
densing forces operating upon a body possessing rotary and 
orbital motion, always determine that suns solidify their sur
face& being of the spheroidal form-obla~ spheroidal. This 
is a general law operative upon all sQns; there being no ex
ceptions to it. The latter cometary eras complete the con
densation of cometary matter to that degree that it obeys 
central force sufficiently to retain the form determined by • 
rotary motion, not orbital. Centrifugal force, so termed, de
termines equatorial regions of forms whose matter is volatile, 
to be protuberant, according to the law that all atoms of a 
form seek to revolve around the central atom from w.est to 
east, or with the easterly or equatorial current. 

The motion which determines this to be the form of the 
cooling planet, determi11es -.lao the loss, by that planet, oi 
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260 PRINCIPLES OF NATURE • . 
the true cometary form. Condensed to the lava stage, cen
tral forces operative upon it steadily for the acquisition of the 
true form, rotary motion causing that every lrection of equa
torial regions, or those presented in the direction of motion, 
shall be alternately presented in that direction, in the oppo
site, and in other directions relative to that, and this contin
uing through the ages while the surface is cooling, orbital 
motion ceases to affect this matter so condensed, so operated 
upon by rotary motion, to cause·the true cometary form. 

Centrifugal force applied to atomic matter of forms in rota
tion, signifies negative force- the repelling force exercised by 
atom upon atom, equal masses upon equal masses ; the samo 
force which repels worlds from centers when they are devel
oped to be repulsiV'e to a superior mass of matter. Central 
force of a body is powerful to retain all atoms of volatile sub
stance within its sphere of influence, as central· force of a 
system is powerful to retain all bodies of that system within 
its sphere of influence. Is orbital motion of suns regulated 
by central force aided by other forces ; so is orbital motion of 
atoms regulated by central force aided by other forces. Does 
a comet when in its rare volatile state pursue an eccentric 
orbit-an orbit which is p(l.rabolic, almost hyperbolic, and 
does this orbit gradually lose -its pa•abolic form and merge 
into the elliptical, as the matter of the comet condenses-as 
it ceases to be a comet ; so do the independent atoms of this 
rare, volatile comet pursue eccentric orbits-orbits which aro 
parabolic, almost hyperbolic, but which gradually'merge into 
the elliptical' as. the cometary matter condenses-atomic 
spheres contract ; and whi<Jh, like orbits of Sun, lose the 
elongated ellipsoid form as matter condenses to solidification, 
and assume the true elliptical form. And as orbits of suns, 
by t4e perfect action of the laws governing a system, cease to 
be elliptical, and become circular; so will the orbits of atoms 
of. suns, though thes~ atoms are fixed by solidification, by 
the perfect action of the laws governing suns, cease to be 
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elliptical and become circular. The law is one determining 
the form of orbits, and of Suns or planets. 

Volatile matter rotating as a sphere, always tends, in undue 
proportion, to equatorial regions, creating the spheroidal form; 
whereas the spherical would be the form, were the body at 
rest. This arises from the nature of volatile matter, 
which, as signified here, is matter undeveloped to solidifica
tion. Volatile matter is of. two natures, the one here men
tioned, the other developed above sol\dification, prop~rly 

speaking ; as 'for example : Lava is volatile matter unde
veloped to solidification ; magnetism is volatile matter 
developed above solidification. The former is unqualified to 
obey, perfectly, the laws of attractive and repulsive forces; 
the latter is qualified to obey, perfectly, these forces. A 
sphere of volatile matter, as lava, ·water, in rotation, from 
the undeveloped condition of this matter, will always be 
oblately spheroidal in form; while a sphere of magnetism in 
rotation, from its developed condition, .will always be spherical 
in form. 

The nucleus of a comet is always obRerved to be nearly 
spherical, while the form of the comet ml,\y be parabolic, or 
elliptical. This arises from the nature of the matter of the 
nucleus, and that of the' outer matter of the form ; the former 
being qualified to obey central force, and the latter unqualified 
to obey this force. All planets approach the spherical form ; 
some nearer than others; this arises from the fact that central 
force is ceaselessly operative with other forces llpon matter of 
planets, although their surface matter is solidified, to perfect 
their forms. Cooling oblate spheroids, solidifyi~g their sur
faces when their forms are very imperfect, centrifugal force 

. continues to be modified by the progressive development of 
matter of the form, until the protuberant equatorial regions 
are modified-appropriately rounded ; and depressed polar 
regions are also modified ;~until it ce-ases as a force to dis
figure the ;planet's form. 
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Planetary surfaces being, subeequent to the development 
of crystaline rot!k, watery to a greater or less degree through all 
the ages wherein the planet is perfecting its solidified struc
ture-until the period when it has so perfected its surface 
that water only exists as subordinate to the land-the oblate 
spheroidal form is retained by planeta during this period ; 
'though being gradually modified into the spherical as the 
developing processes continue-as convulsive action con
tinues, and as oceans disappear, and seas and land aBSume 
their places. 

It is a law of matter well understood by philosophers, that 
masses of matter whose atoms are free to move among them
selves, invariably assume the spheri<'.al tonn, all circumstances 
being favorable. This observed truth-this law governing 
volatile matter at rest, constitutes the premises whereon may 
be based the proposition: That all matter, wheth~r volatile 
or solidified, naturally thus arranges itself-seeks the spher
ical form, being in ma15ses bf whatever size, whether at rest 
or in motion. This proposition being established, it remaina 
to establish its kindred one. That all m!'tter in separate 
masses, or in a single · mass, whether volatile or solidified, 
does thus arrange itself being left free thus to do; that 
motion, the disturber of the equilibrium of matter-of 
masses of unperfected matter, only dil5turbs it that it may 
perfect it-render it capable of obeying this law of its 
nature under all circumstances, whether at rest or in motion, 
volatile or solidified1 appreciable or inappreciable. 

Planetary perturbations, declared by the astronomers of 
the day to be necessarily fixed, eternal, are the aids which 
nature affords central force-the regular motions of planets, 
for perfecting planetary forms, and the forms of orbits
for establishing the true equilibrium of systems. By nature's 
method, disease is the remedy for its cure, so to speak ; the 
effect of protuberant regions upon planets is the principal 
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remedy for the modiftcation of theee protuberancea-the 
principal agent for perfecting ·the planetary form. 

The forms of secondaries of systems of the size of the 
solar, develop much more slowly than forms of larger systeiDI, 
from the nature of these bodies-the unqualified condition 
df the J:ll&tter composing them. The low electric condition 

• of atmosphere and internal elements of these bodies, prevents 
the occurrence of convulsive action to aid in perfecting their 
forms ; this is accomplished by the slow action of disintegra
tion of surface matter by low atmospheric induence ; while • 
it is accomplished for others-:- those of higher grade, by the 
combined action of disintegration, by high atmospheric 
induence, and frequent convulsive action. However, nature 
has provided that these bodies shall be no hindrance to the 
progress of the other forms of a system. 

The high quality of the forces of s1stems of this class
the quality which causes the premature solidification of the 
matter of these secondaries, causes them to cool in nearly the 
spherical form. The slower process of perfecting the forms 
of these bodies accomplishes that object, they being of so 
nearly spherical form,·in the time that the higher processes 
operative for perfecting forms of primaries accomplishes that 
object. 

Great vibrations, so· termed, of cometary bodies and plan
ets, caused by the combined disturbing forces of a whole sys
tem of suns or planet!! upon one of their number, each one 
of their number, causes the obliquity of ecliptios. For ex
ample : Earth acted upon in its protuberant part, at periods, · 
by the disturbing foroes of all the bodies of the solar system 
eombined, is swayed in its orbit from an erect position, so to 
speak, causing the obliquity of the ecliptic, so termed;
causing its cfuection of motion around Sun to be oblique to 
its equinoxial. These periods occur when Earth is situated, 
comparatively, alone upon one side of Sun; all the other 
bodies of the system being situated, ~ely, upon the 
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other side; relatively only. This signifie8, so situated that 
the disturbing forces of all other bodies of the system act ' 
from one relative direction to sway the planet's protuberant 
part in that direction. This position of the bodies of the 
solar system has never been assumed but twice since Earth 
existeJ. The first period of the assumption of this position 
occurred when Earth was a rare comet; its form waa swayed • 
to that degree that its tropics were above the fortieth parallel 
of latitude- intersected its temperate zones about equidis
tant from it present tropics and polar circles. 

The obliquity of its ecliptic, so great at that period, grad
ually decreased during the immense ages while planets were 
assuming different positions in the system ; exerting their 
disturbing forces separately, and in opposite directions; the 
planet swayed back toward its erect position-to that posi
tion. As it reached that position-maintained it for a sea
son, the planets were again assuming position to combine 
forces to sway it in the opposite direetioo. It vibrated like 
a pendulum in space. This, its greatest vibration, is as one 
vibrntion in an eternity, comparatively speaking. 

The second period occurred when it. was a dense comet. 
So .much had its form-the disturbing forces of the system 
been modified, that when it was swayed over to the extent 
that these forces could sway it, its tropics were far removed 
from their position at the former period. These forces again 
distributing themselves throughout the system as before, 
Earth is swaying back to its erect position in its orbit. 
Reaching this, as the ages advance, it will find no disturbing 
force to sway it in the ·opposite direction again ; when that 
period shall have arrived, according to the .laws governing 
the system, disturbing forces will have disappeared from the 
system; as calculations upon these forces ...... their present 
quantity, their 'gradual disappearance by exact geometric 
ratios, clearly prove. 

The mitior vibrations, so termed, causing the variation of tho 
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obliquity of ecliptics, is caused by the unequal -division of 
the disturbing forces of a sys!em upon opposite sides of a. 
body of the system ; for example: The major maes of the 
disturbing forces of the solar system being situated upon one 
side of Earth, relatively, that force is exerted to· sway the 
planet slightly in that direction with a minor vibration ;
one subservient to the gre.at vibration ; bodies of the system 
gradually changing positions, the forces are so distiributed 
that the planet sways back again to its former position. 
Attaining .this position, for a season it retains it, subservi
ent to the great vibration ; while the forces are accumulating 
on the opposite side-until the major force is exerted from 
that side, when the planet is swayed in that direction. 

This minor vibration is discovered and calculated by as
tronom~ of the day; while the great vibration is not. Of 
these minor vibrations, there- have been ten since Earth ex
isted ; like the great vibrations, they are decreasing in in• 
tensity as the disturbing forces of the system decrease in 
int~nsity-diminish in quantity. ' 

As· the bodies of a system lose their cometary form, these 
forces diminish in quantity. When: a system contains no 
cometary bodies, these forces are graduated to their min
imum quantity, so termed; being at their maximum when 
all bodies are in the cometary form, and at their medium; 
when part are cometary, and part planetary. These forces 
in the solar system are now at their minimum quantity. 

The vibrations above mentioned, termed the great and mi
nor vibrations, are the most important of the oscillatory mo
.tions of the bodie!l of a system, as it regards their purpose of 
aiding in perfecting the forms of planets. Others as impor
tant, as rega.tds the purj.oae of perfecting lllatter of individual 
planetS', are ~~ss important as aids in perfecting planetary 
form. · Thel!le vibrations are directly productive of the varia
ti?ns ,.of climate upon surfaces of bodies, which variation& are 
productive of the ~sa.ry conditions for carrying on nature's 
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processes of condensation of cometary matter, the cooling of 
surfaces, the qualification of atmospheric conditions of com~ 
etary and planetary bodies. The destruction and restoration 
of atmospheric equilibrium, is productive of all the processes 
of periodic evolution of masses of gaseous atmospheric matter 

, from the interiors of cometary bodies to mingle as a refining 
agent with the already existing atmospheric elements of those 
bodies ; of periodic disruption of solidified planetary surfaces 
to permit the emission from their interiors of, this aame :re. 
fining element, imperatively demanded by their equilibriated 
atmospheres. 

The oscillations, eo termed, of bodies, of systems, are caused 
by the combination of the disturbing fOrces of the central body 
and neighboring planets, as primaries or satellites. Earth os~ 
cillates obedient to the combined forces of Sun, Mercury, and 
Venus ; Sun and Mars ; Sun and Moon. These minor oscil· 
lations are productive of a greater oscillation, discovered by 
astronomers, and termed the oscillation productive of preces
sion of the equinoxes. · This oscillation, ascribe-d more par
ticularly to the combined disturbing forces of Sun and Moon, 
is directly affected by the combined action of these forces of . 
Sun and the interior planets, and of Sun and Mars. The 
great oscillation is made up of minor oscillations, and could 
not exist, did not these minor ones exist. These minor oscil
lations described, would be but a repetition of a description 
of a vibration. The fact of the operation of so many distinct 
forces at t4e Sf'me time, major and minor, from all airections 
upon the body, gives the vibration the nature of a gyration
a repetition of the vibration from all directiona around the 
body. 

Moon acts alone as a major or minor force, according to 
the position relative to other disturbing bodies ; and acts 
with other bodies in making up a major or minor force, . ac
cording to its position relative to other bodies, and to Earth. 

Nutation, so tor.med-the gyration produced by-the sep-· 
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arate action of the disturbing forees of Moon, Sun, Me.rcury, 
Venus, and Mars; Moon's, and Sun's, being termed the major 
forces, is the oscillation to which the great oscillation, 
so termed, is properly subordinate ;-the oscillation which 
makes up the great oscillation, and therefore to which it is 
subordinate. Nutation is the actual disturbance of Earth in 
its orbit by the disturbing forces above mentioned operative 

- upon its protuberant portion ; the quantity of which force ia 
sufficient, in this case, to cause the disturbance produced 
upon the protuberant portion to. be communicated to the 
whole mass of the .Planet; actually disturbing its orbital 
motion as above assertoo. Its nodes recede upon the equinox 
in consequence of this disturbance. Moon, revolving around 
Earth in short periods, having its aphelion at so, compara
tively, short a distance from it, is the major force in thia 
gyration during a greater part of it. 

The pole of Moon's orbit is the point around which Earth 
actually revolves, obedient to the gre.at oscillation, in a period 

. varying-increasing in length as the quantity of the dis
turbing .forces diminish in the system. This pe~iod, com
puted by the present quantity of these forces in the system, 
is nearly twenty-six thousand years. Earth's first oscillation 
-revolution around this point, was completed in less than 
one-fifth of that time; while its last, could it be completed, 
would be performed in a period much longer than the present 
period. 

Nutation-the gyratory motion of Earth, making up, as 
before remarked, this great oscillation, is caused by the dis
turbing forces of Moon and Sun as major forces ; thus :. 
Moo.n:.-its disturbing force, operates upon Earth's pro
tuberant portion with such power during that portion of the 
cycle in "which this gyration is performed when Earth is in 
its apogee while Moon is in its perigee, that it actually 
retards Earth's motion on the ecliptic; causing it, by this 
force, to sway over-to vibrate in the direction of the force. 
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GraduBlly changing po1.11ition, Earth, for the :minor portion of 
this cycle, is in its perigee, while Moon is in its apogee ; 
this call8e8 the major force to be t~nsferred to Sun, co.using 
Earth to vibrate in the oppo1site direction with a minor 
vibration. · 

Were it not for side forces, properly termed, these motions 
would constitute -ribrations; however, side forces-the dis
turbing forces of Sun and the above· named planetR, Moon 

, and the above named planets, being minor forces continually 
operating upon Earth from various directions aecording to 
the circumstances of their position, change this vibration into 
a gyration, as before remarked. ' 

The form of the curve described by Earth's pole by this 
gyration, its whole body being tilted along on the ecliptic by 
the. force described, is that of a cycloid having the axis of' 
motion removed to one side ; the elongated section being the 
curve described while Moon is the major force. The effect is 
as though Moon, having disturbed, or retarded Earth's 
orbital motion, Sun, in seeking to restore the equilibrium of 
this disturbed motion, but partia~ly etfects the object ·; it fails 
to affect Earth's whole mass during the shorter period when 
its own is the major force, to the same amount that Moon 
had done in the longer period while.its own was the major 
force. Earth does not assume its true place on the ecliptic 
in obedience to Sun's counter force.· The annual displace
ment of Earth on the ecliptic in obedience to Moon's over
balancing force is 5{).1 il. At this rate, in little less than 
26,000' years, Earth retrogrades one whole circuit of the 
ecliptic.: · / · 

This explanation of nutation will make it plain to the 
reader how the great os~illation is made up of the gyrations, 
tmned nu'tation. The period in which On.e gyration is accom
plished is ab9ut nineteen years, and termed a complete cycle 
of Moon . 

. These most-important of the oscillatory motioDS of Ea.rth, 
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are types of those of Sun, and all the plauets of tll.e solar 
system; of all planets-all suns, of all systems. · Minor 
vibrations there are, peculiar to satellites ; yet these, ·depen· 
dent upon the same laws with those already deseribed, need 
not here. be explained. 

The effect of the great oscillatiOn, more properly, nutation, 
is .to aid in the development of surf~ after climatic i.ulu
ences havf\ produced the requisite conditions for this develop
ment. ·Earth's surface is greatly affeoted by· the disturbing 
forces of Sun, and .the nearer planets; those causing nu~ 
tion. These 'forces greatly aid the regular forcea of .these 

. planets in influencing Earth's electric and atmospheric con
ditions, tides, &c. ; thus aiding : in perfecting surface matter 
which has been reitdered susceptible of higher developi:Dent 
by convulsive ~ction and regeneration of the atmosphere, 
dependent upon climatic conditions as above described. 

Cometary bodies of long periods which make their appear .. 
ance, either periodically or otherwise, apparently in the s.olar 
system, never enter the system-the sphere of attractive 
force of the system . . It is taught by the astronomers of the 
day, that comets oflong pel'iods enter the solar system, eome 
in close proximity with bodies of the system; that : they 
sometimes move, presenting their tails in the direction of 
motion ; that they change their forms in remarkably short 
periods, assuming all varieties . of fo~m ; being apparently 
anomalous, aimless, erratic bodies. From principles already 
enunc.iated in this volume, it will be rea<!i]y comprehended 
by the reader, that these teachings are erroneous ; and founded 
upon the .ignorance of those enunciating them of the laws of 
aystems, of suns, of all matter. 

Spheres of attractive force meet, but never · commingle; 
this proposition comprehended, is suffi,cient to invali<late the 
above mentioned teachings; to convince the lnil)d of .the 
thoughtful student of astrQnomic science, that whatever ~&&y 
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be the phenomena attending the appearance of comets, their 
apparent nearness to....Sun, or other bodies of the system, they 
never enter the second stratum of the system ; which stra
tum bounds the sphere of attractive force of the system ; 
their presence within this boundary is only apparent, and a 
phenomenon which is explainable by law. 

By the laws of optics, are explainable all the phenomena 
attending the appearance of comets which approach the solar 
system, and linger upon its confines for periods, obedient to 
its attractive force. Spheres of different degrees of density 
situated between the eye of the observer and the body 
observed-spheres of unevolved matter of the solar system, • 
and of the various bodies of the system, are lenses of different 
quality or density, which, placed in all the various positions 
whi~h these actually assume between the eye and a comet 
situated upon the confines of the system, present that body 
in all the variety of forms which bodies would assume viewed 
through lenses of all the different kinds. 

A comet approaching the sphere of attractive force of the 
solar system as nearly as its own sphere of attractive force 
will permit, it-being attracted nearly to the verge of its own 
aphere by the superior attractive force of the system, will, 
invariably, be an elongated body; the length of its tail being 
according to its size, and the quality of the forces operating 
upon it. No comet ever comes in actual contact with the 
system that is not rare-unqualified to readily obey. the 
central force of its own system; consequently, all comets 
coming in actual contact with the system, have tails. No 
comet ever approaches the system being of less size than the 
primaries of the system, or of shorter period than the outer 
primaries of the system ; while many approaching it are, in 
size, equal and superior to Sun. 

The verge of the sphere of at~ractive force of the system, 
ia convex; the comet's light projected ·upon this convex sur
face, is dissipated-expanded. Viewed by an observer from 
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Earth with no intervening sphere between, save that of Earth, 
it is seen through a plano-concave lens, of the size to which 
its image is expanded, being projected upon the outer surface 
of the sphere, subject to the law of convergence of rays 
paasing to the eye through the medium of both these spheres. 
The distance being immense to the verge of the sphere of 
attractive force of the system from any point in it where 
Earth can be situated, a comet thus seen will appear of small 
dimensions, and exhibit a more natural appearance than one 
seen under any other circumstances. Do dense strata, or a 
planetary sphere intervene, the comet is seen under such 

. different circw:nitances that its appearance greatly differs 
from one seen under the circumstances just delineated. The 

' comet projecting itself, as in the other case, upon the convex 
surface of the sphere, as in that case, ·is expanded; its light 
passing through a section of that sphere, slightly converging, ' 
is projected upon the intervening stratum or sphere, where, 
as before, the object is expanded. An intervening sphere 
being of smaller extent than the parent sphere, is more convex 
on any part of its surface than is that ; the object projected 
upon that surface will be more distorted than was the object 
projected upon the former surface. The sphere intervening 
between the eye and the comet is a concavo-convex lens to 
the eye of the observer; the light of the comet passing 
through this lens will presen't the object as greatly distorted. 
However, it will not generally be presented to the eye direct 
through this sphere. Light from the comet projected upon 
this sphere is projected upon a more condensed sphere than 
the former; one which does not so readily transmit the light 
of the comet, as the former, its, electric fluid being more · 
diverse from the electric fluid of the comet than the former. 
Instead of transmitting this light, it reflects it ; reflects it 
back upon the concave surface of a stratum of the parent 
sphere, forming a distorted image of the comet, which is pre
sented to the eye of the observer. 
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Circumstances may QCccur where this image . ma.y. be re
flected, and the reflection presented to the eye, thus present
ing the comet distorted beyond comprehension. 

Again :-A comet projecting its light up9n one of the 
three interior-denser strata of the system, this. light will 
gene~ally be reflected before it is transmitted. Being pro
jected upon the interiQr surface o£ the contiguous outer stra
tllm, the-image thus pictured-presented to the eye, is the 
image of a vast comet in near proximity t:o Sun,. whose tail 
may be presented in the direction . of motion, or otherwise, 
according to the circumstances of ~he position of the cQmet 
relative to the observer, or relative to Sun. 

Circumstances . may occur, where, in the short space o( a 
few days, the c.omet will apparently change its direction of 
motion, presenting its ·nucleus and tail, alternately, in the 
direction of its motion ; lengthen . its tail enormously, or 
lose it entirely. These ci,rcumstances are the position of the 
comet and the observer-the angles under which the light is 
projected upon a stratum, and is reflected from it to the eye. 

The enormous comet visible in 1843, presenting such re
mjl.rkaple phenomena, projected its light upon the interior 
stratum of the system, and reflected it back upon the interior 
surface of .the contigwms stratum at such an angle, that it 
presented the phenomena observed. Many other. inStances 
have «?Ccurr~d where comets have thus projected their light 
upon this interior stratum; and the two contiguous ones, re
flecting it upon contiguous concave surfaces, presenting the 
image to the eye thus reflected, causing the impression that 
the comet 'Yas. actually in the immediate vicinity of Sun ; 
being almost lost in its rays. With such distinctness is an 
image thUs projected upon adjoining surfaces, that it is diffi
cult to convince the mind . when it is viewed, that it is not 
the real object, though distorted . to such a. degree that law 
can not account for its forp1 or proportions. 

The re-appearance of comets of ascertained. period$ under 
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diaiertmt circumata.nces at .each successive re-appearance, is 
proof that tlie orbita of these are not within the solar sys
tem, either wholly, or in part; is proof tliat it is position of 
the bodies of the system-their individual spheres; and tha~ 
or the observer relative to the-comet, which is productive' of 
the phenomena attending the appearance of a comet. There · 
are· fewer comete of ascertained· periods than astronomers cal
culate; how~ver, they have justly calculated the periods of 
many of "long periods." They mistake neighboring com .. 
eta-denizens of the same system, which periodically ap-
proach the solar system, and come within the influences of 

/ its forces, for the aame comet. · Circumstances of orbital rev
olution of the solar system, and the neighboring systems to 
which the coi:nets belong, determining that the periods of 
these alternate approaches to the system shall so nearly coin
cide, that they are readily mistaken fur the saD1e comet. 

The remarkable comet of 1843, whose period is actually 
175 years, or nearly that, has been calculated by sotne to be 
a comet of " short period ;" its period has been calculated by 
some, to be twenty-one years, by others, to be seven y~.ars, 
and by others, six years. These miscalculations are suggestive 
Of the mistaken calculations of astronomers as to the actual 
number of cometa which come within the sphere of'attractive 
influence of the solai- system ; suggestive of the mistaken 
calculations as to the length of the periods of most of those 

. whose periods have been calculated. · 
Halley's comet is an example of correct calculatioti of a 

comet's period. It· is also an example of the different circum
stances under which a comet may be observed in the system. 
Its "perihelion· passage," so ten:ned, has never been observed 
to occur successively upon the· same day or month of the 
year, and its successive re-appearances have·always been de
ferred for intervals of months. It has always~ when observed 
at· its "perihelion," presented different phenomena !tom tha.t 
ever before presented at thiJr period. · ·At one time it·a.ppean 

18 
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with a tail 30° in length ; at another with one 20° ; at an
other with no tail during the greater period of its nearest 
apparent proxiririty to Sun ; while at each of .these distiuct 
periods, it has presented new and varying phenomena. 

This comet may be tf!.ken as an example to illustrate the 
action of the law productive of the phenomena attending the 
appearance of comets. Its "perihelion passage" has been 
accurately calculated, so to speak, three times, to the day. 
This signifies that the day of its appearance, in nearest prox
imity to Sun, has been calculated ; that appearance being 
the projected image of the comet on the interior surface of 
the outer of the three interior-denser strata of the syt~tem; 
the actual body presented through the second of these strata. 

. being loat in the light intervening between it and the observer. 
Sun under certain circumstances may be nearer the verge 

of its sphere than under others. 
The sphere being cometary, obeys the laws governing com

etary matter ; its matter falls behind the center of motion of 
the condensed body of the sphere, subject to the position of 
the planets. These planets being situated, relatively, behind 
that center of motion, Sun will occupy a position in its sphere 
similar to that occupied by the nucleus of a comet ; a.re they 
situated forward of the center of motion, or on either side, 
Sun will occupy a central position within its sphere; planets 
being retaining forces to the matter of this sphere in nearly 
an equal degree to Sun. The coincidences are rare when 
Bun is approachable by a comet ~o within less than the 
actual semi-diameter of the sphere,· were that body spherical ; 
therefore, the "perihelion passages" of comets, are only their 
nearest appearance to Sun, as above stated ; and the phe
nomena exhibited at such periods, depend upon the position 
of Earth and other bodies in the system. 1 

The "perihelion passage" of some of the observed com
ets, is their position behind Sun relative to Earth, or 
so nearly so, that their bght, to ·reach Earth, must pus 
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through one or all of the three interior strata of the system. 
This, generally, as before remarked, determines the prod.uc
tion of ~traordinary phenomena. Of the comets which 
have beeu .. 9bserved, comparatively few have presented the 
remarkable phenomena attendant upon the contact of a. 
comet with the system in the position above named. Coin
cidences are rare when the same comet comes successively in 
contact with the system behind Snn, relative to Earth, pro
ducing the phenomena in question. 

The last appearance of Halley's comet previous to its 
appearance in 1835, was predicted under extraordinary ilir
cumstances-circumstances ·showing that coincidences may 
happen, so that the periodic return of comets, to their "per
ihelion" may be calculated, subject to the forces of the sys
tem ; as in the case cited ; also showing that, under certain 
circumstances, planetary spheres-those of the balancing 
and contiguo.us outer planets, may reach the verge of the 
system, and retard the motion of comets which may be in 
their vicinity. The spheres of Jupiter and Saturn; actually 
retarded the motion of the comet along the verge of the sys
tem. All the observed "perihelion passages" of this comet, 
have occurred when Sun was in the center of its sphere; or 
comparatively so. The retardation of this comet referred to, 
was only its retardation upon the verge of the system as it 
sought to pursue its path near that verge, obedient to the 
powerful attractive force of the system; which, for the time,. 
diverted it from its true path. Being th~n in its aphelion, 
the period when it was least subject to its own parental cen
tral force, it was subject to any in.fluence with which it might 
come in contact. Jupiter and Saturn being then so situated 
upon the same side of the system that their spheres of attrac
tive force came, successively, in ·contact with that of the 
comet, and their spheres being of higher grade than the pa
rental sphere, detained it in that locality, contiguous to the 

I • 

system, until the orbital·motions of these planets had carried· 
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their spheres beyond the reach of the cometary sphere ; when 
it was free to obey the weaker force of the parent sphere. 

The last appearance of this comet-that of 1836, was un
attended by · this phenomena; its "perihelion pas88.gEi" was 
correctly calculated. It was visible from Earth nine months ; 
though at no one place for that period. The phenomena 
attending its approach to its "perihelion· passage" during 
the whole' time of its visibility was peculiar. Its first ap
pearance was that of an oval nebula With a point of concen-

' trated light within it. It retained this appearance for two 
months, nearly, when a tail began to appear; which, from 
this time rapidly developed until it reached its greatest 
length, which was 20°. After reaching its greatest length, it 
again tio rapidly diminished that in twenty days it had dis• 
appeared. Attending the development of the tail was an 
unusual phenemenon. The nucleus, suddenly, on the day 
of the observed commencement of the tail, brightened, and 
was observed to throw out jets of light from that part 
turned toward Sun-in its direction of motion. With occa
sional intermissions, this phenomenon continued until the 
tail had . disappeared. These jets were ejected from the DU

eleu.s in all possible :directions, subject, however, to the gen
eral direction of motion of the comet. :Being ejected in 
directions approximating to the direction of motion, they 
curved backward, their matter apparently commingling with 
that of the tail, and helping to form it. ' A single jet was at 
one time obsened, .barely visible, so narrow were its limits 
of·divergence from the nucleus; also fan-shaped jets at other 
times ; at others many single jets darting forth in different 
directions. All these jets aurving backward and mingling 
their vapory matter with the tail, conveyed to the mind the 
idea of a bOdy movin~ against a wind ; which body was con
stantly emitting jets of vapory matter which was carried back 
by the wind, and re-absorbed into' the body, or dissipated in 
&pace behind it. After the "perihelion passage," the eomet 
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was lost eight of for ·n;o · monthS. At ite re-appeai'alice, ii 
pre~ented an entirely different aspect, having, ap~ntly, 

I 

undergone an entire transformation dlU'ing. tltat period. li 
presented no vestige of a tail; the nuole~s appeared sur
rounded by a coma, which seemed to be gradually abaorbed 
into the nucleus itaelf, aa tqe comet continued to recede from 
Sun; meantime the comet was observed to be rapidly in,. 
creasing in dimensions; in the ep~ of one .,eek it dilated to 
forty times its dimensi01111 on the previous week. ·. Oontinuiug 
to dilate, it gradually &88umed a cometary form ; its poe~riol' 
portiOD, however, being too . broad to be denominated a tail. 
It actually became invisible frbm ·expansion, all except the 
nucleus, which continued to brighten while the enTelop con
tinued to dilate and disappear. At its last appearance, it 
presented the same aspect presented at its fust appearanCe
that of a small row;ul nebula with a bright point in the 
center. 

The above described phenomena at~nding the last appear
ance of Halley's comet, is the same as that attending the ap
pearance of any comet of its proportions which assumes ·the 
same poeition relative to. Earth that this comet did ; an«! 
coming in contact with the system a.s it did. The · .comet 
·was first seeu as a small, round, nebulous body ; not until 
two months after ite first appearance did a tail begin to .ap
pear ; which having begun to develop, grew so rapidly, tha.t 
in fifteen· days it had reached its greatest length·, 20°,· The 
light of the comet was · reflected from the convex surface of 
'the second of the three• interior strata .of the system; O:Q. to the 
interior, eoncave euri'aoe of the outer of these three , interior 
strata; which reflected image transmitted its light to observ
ers upon Earth through the medium of this stra.t~ · The 
most developed light-that of the nucleus and adjacent por
tions, was first reflected, first tri.nsmitted to• the eye ftom the 
image ; thus its firSt appea.rarlce was that of a nucleus sur
rounded by a cottla., which -coma brightened....;.seemed. to 'be 
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absorbed into the nucleus, while a ne'buloua euvelop of greater 
proportions was developed around the nucleus, preceding, and 
simultaneously with, the development of the tail. Light 
from the rarer ~atter of the com~ projected upon this con~ 
vex surface, could not ae soon reach that surface as the higher 
quality of light ; could not as ~n obey the law of reflection; 
or when reflected, as soon reach the surface of the adjoining 
stratum ; consequently, light from the nucleus, which was 
fust reflected upon that eurfa~, began to be transmitted to 
the eye before the whole image had been projected upon the 
surface. The nucleus would thus, necessarily, be alone visi~ 
ble for a period, while the lower quality of matter of the 
body was reflecting its light, and transmitting it from the 
projected image. 

The nucleus of a comet transmits its light through strata 
of the system, and through planeta;r spheres, readily, in 
comparison with that of the rare portions ; it as readily 
reflects it, and as readily transmits this reflected light to the 
eye; therefore, a comet assuming position favorable to its 
visibility, its nucleus and adjacent portions become visible 
previous to the more rare portions. So low is the quality of 
the light of the rare portions of a comet, that when it must 
reach the eye by reflection, as in the case of the comet under 
consideration, it is long in reaching it ; long in comparison to 
the time occupied by the higher quality of light. 

Rare cometary matter is ~f such a · nature; the electrie 
:8uid operative upon, and generated by it of sO low a quality, 
that light of low quality is elicited from this matter, aDd this 
light transmitted: at a comparatively lo:w rate of electric 
speed. 

Two months elapsed after the nucleus of this comet had 
transmitted its light to the eye before the matter of the tail 
began to be visible ; before its light began to ·reacll Earth, 
-trahsmitted from its. reflected .image. This light, like that 
of other portions of the oomet, was transmi.tted. according to 
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its quality; the denser portion of the tail first becoming 
'risible, the extremity, or rarest matter, last. Changing 
position, gradually the matter of the tail disapp~red, while 
the nucleus and coma remained visible. This appearance 
arose from the position which the reflected image assumed 
relative to the observer-the form . of the · image reflected 
upon this conca.Te surface. It remained Visible only while 
in such a position as to reflect this image upon the in
terior surface of the third stratum. Its dimensions were 
such, that reflecting its image upon an interior surface to 
this, it became invisible from Earth -lost in the intervening 
light. 

· The rare phenomenon presented by this comet, of the jets 
of matter emitted from its nucleus, is one which illustrates, 
perfectly, the phenomena attending the rotary motion of 
cometary ·bodies. Matter of these bodies, it has been re
marked, revolves around centers in currents. These currents 
actually became visible through the telescope, in the case of 
this comet. Carried around the center by its resistless force, 
these currents of matter fell behind the center of motion, 
speedily, as they rounded the extremity of the nucleus, pre
senting the appearance of jets of vapory matter left behind 
by the superiority of motion of the nucleus ; which vapory 

·matter intermingled with, and formed the matter of the tail 
Nature has given philosophers, at least one illustration of 
the action of the law of revolution of cometary matter; one 
land-mark, so to speak, by which they may understand the 
method of the revolution of this matter, and measure the 
effects of solidification, and thus infer the just law of rotary 
motion of an· suns. 

Emerging from the absorbing light intervening between 
it and the observer, this comet became again visible · by 
itir · image, projected, as before, upon the interior surface · 
of the outer of the three strata. Its aspect, upon its 
re-appearance, was nearly identieal witlh that at ita first 
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appearance ; however, ~ng reGected tJJMl.- dit'ema~ eir-. 
eumstances, it presented different pheuomena. It pre
sented such enormous .diQMnsiooe-dilateQ ita form to 
such a remarkable degree, that it became invisible, e.scept 
the nucleus. It preaented, after a time, ita whole form to 
the view, as before ita disappearance ; bot so e~ted 
lV&8 that form, that it was -.id. not to ha.ve developed a 
tail ; but to have qualified ita form into that of a para~loid, 
the extremity of which 'W&8 dissipated-lost to the view. Ita 
remarkably exagerated size, upon its re-appearaaee, was 
simply owing to the position ·of ita projected form. This 
form was projected upon the sharply rounded extremity of 
the outer surface of this second interior stratum ; sharply 
rounde<l in this instance by the position of Venue, the planet 
revolving in that stratum. 

An expanded body like a oomet, tranamitting its light to 
a distant surface, projects that light ·upon an imment1e area 
of surface. Sun is visible from every point .wi~in the sys
tem ; the eye of an observer takes in r&)'8 from. all pointe 
upon that surface presented toward it ; y~t it takes nat in all 
the light from that surtace ; each observer takes in only that 
which is suited to his eye. Thus Sun ·is visible in apace to 
that point where bea,me of electric fiuid from it become 
dissipated-lost in apace by being abeorbed by intervening 
objects. 
· A comet is visible in apace to a point where beams of 

electric fiuid from it are lost, having been thus absorbed. A 
surface, like the eye, attracts those ~~ which are affin
itized to it ; and surfaces most ~v.orably situated being 
those which attract the most light, present the most vivid 
picture of the real body of a comet. It is such a surface 
which ahvays transmits the light of the comet to the eye 
by' reflection ; surfaoes unfavorably situated rarely traoa
m1tting any image of. the. reflected bQdy. : Whe~ not reflec~, 
».-~met ie e-. aa :any ather.: oij~ ;is eeen, .bY~ of~tolDI 
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ot its light traosmitt.l ia beaDu of .electric fluid from· iti 
body. 
· Th'88, ·'When a mrfa.Ce refiecte an :image, it always reflects 
it exaggerat.ed,muesa reileeied froQl a concave surface. .The 
surf&c& receives beams of elootric 'fiuid--beama Qflight, jut 
in proportion to its &itUatioD relati.-e to the body:. Ia it a 
-plain surface, with the body .sitttated ·perpendicular to it, it 
will reoeive- an exaggerated projection.of the ·body upon it; 
that projection· being in ai&e according to diitanee; is it situ
ated diag9nally relative to the surtac'e, the projection may be 
exaggerated, or ot'M.rwise, according to the obliquitY of the 
beams emanating from the body and striking the surface. Is 
the; stirfaoo a concave, the projection · of a body situated per
pendicular to it will be of the natural proportions, or exag
geratEid, according to the concavity of the surface. Is it a 
convEtt surface, the image will be exaggerated to a degree be
yond that to which it is possible for a plain or ·concave sur
face· to exaggerate it. 
· The oontexity of that section of the stratum upon which 
the light of the comet in queation was projected at .its re-ap
pearance, was suffi.cient to exaggerate its proportions greatly 
beyond what they• were -exaggerated upon its.first appearance; 
as much · more eliaggerated as the . transmitted image of the 
comet seen after its re-appearance was greater than that of 
the transmitted image seen after its first appearance. To 
such a degree was. tae projected light dissipated upon this 
ooilvex surface, that the reilected image was. of suC?h rarity 
that it could ·not.be perfectly transmitted to the obse"er upon • 
Earth; only· the · denser portions of 'the e~-rillop perfectly 
transmitted their light ; and this was of so lare a consistence 
aa to· be·barely visible. · 
· . Changing its -position aa it ~ooeded alopg •the verge of the 
aystem from the.relative position of 181in, it again presented 
~e aspect preaented. at its ftrst appearance ; the ·projected 
image having tD0\7ed to a point u~ ~he sphere less coDva. 
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The comet ·diBappeared 'Whftl. ita ~ WM wit.hdra1n1. from 
the surface transmitting it. 

This comet is of comparatively small proportions; approx
im4ting to the sia of the planet Uranus. Th~:comet of 1843 
was of much greater proportions ; of su~ proportions as· .to 

become visible, as before stated, by its image, projected upon 
the interior surface of. the second of the three strata. The 
sitae of this comet correeponds nearly to that of Neptnne. 

All comets visible within the solar system come ih actual 
contact with the system, by the medium of their spheres of 
attractive force. 

Occasional visitants to the solar system, are comets of 
more vast size ; of a size corresponding to that of Son. 
These visitations are extremely rare, but three having oc:eurred 
since the first observations in astronomic science upoQ Earth. 
The first of these occurred in the year 575. The comet was 
seen at noon day "close to the sun," as is reoorded. The 
second, in the year 1105; the third, in 1402. These have 
all been confounded with those of Jess size, and of shorter 
period ; however, they make their periodical returns to the 
vicinity . of the solar system but once in thousands of years, · 
each of them. They are sister suns to Sun ; but not of the 
saine formation ; they belong to the next interior formation 
which is now being evolved by the parent sun. 

The · other comets which visit the vicinity of the system 
are members of contiguous sister syetems. The suns of the 
formation of whioh Sun is a member, number thousands; 

· tae ·spheres of these suns must, from necessity, collide fre
quently ; as they revolve in the same plane around their cen-
tral body: • 

The solar system, in the course of ita orbital revolution, 
tAus comes in contact with many sistec systems-many 
which are evolving their forms; consequently, the number 
of comets which become visible in this system is great ; they 
number by thousands ; ~. :thoUS&Dds o~: years e1apae while 
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.n theBe are becomiag ·'ri~ble in the system-while the. sys
tem is performing its complete revolution. 

Come tic· astronomy can hardly be said to be in iis infancy 
among men; it is yet unborn ; the true theory of cometary 
phenomena-the nature · oi comets, and their uses in the 
UD:iverse, haYing· never been discovered. Of all the errors 
taught by philosophere concerning astronomic phenomena; 
those taught relative to comets are most glaring. The fail· 
ve . to discover the use of·.these bodies in a system, in the 
universe, their perpetuity as bodies, the fact tha.t no comets 
of "long periods" are denizens of the solar system, or can 

. possibly be such, discovers a degree of ignorance of .nature's 
methods, of the laws of the system, that is truly remarkable 
in this· age of -comparative light. It is taught by some of the 
most eminent astronomers of Earth, that comets, undoubtedly, 
at each revolution-at each "perihelion passage," lose a por
tion of the matter of their tails; which matter is now, prob
ably, intermingled with the luminous matter surrounding 
the sun, and visible from Earth. They have never paused 
to consider the consequences of such catastrophes in a system, 
else they could never have promulgated such a theory. With 
such catastrophes ilnminent at all times, how is the balance 
of the systettl to be maintained ? Such matter as can make 
itself visible upon Earth from the reputed distances of these 
eomets at their "periht'llion passages," howiever vapory it 
may appear, must possess ponderability; and possessing this, 
cast at random iD. any part of the system must produce dis
order-destroy the balance of the sys~m . . Who has ever 
discovered that ·God ever instituted a form as useless, as 
purposelesa, 8s comets are, according to the received theory 
of the nature of these bodies ? From the atom that 1loats in 
·the sun-beam, the mighty sun that revolves in space, to the 
spirit of man, there is no form purposeless ; none that does 
not fill a place in the universe,-in a syitem, in a world, which 
none . but that :Wrm can' fill ; ·a.ntl whiah, without that form, 
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would be a veid; creating diaorde,r, diuatll!lr, ia the univer&e. 
·As progress is the. law-u form progressively develepa, it 

oan readily. be aooepted, . that comets are infant suna- em
bryonic planets, whose ultimate purpose in the uDiveree is to 
produce man ; and: thus to glorify the God of nature . 

. Comets of "short periocls" dilcoveM<I. within the system, 
~ fragments of the disrupted formation-asteroids, which 
have retained the cometary ccmdition ainoe the disruption of 
the seventh formation.. Of these . it ie aot aeceaeary here 
further to speak. 

Not more inconsistent with law is the theory of aitroao
mers above mentioned concerning the rare matter of comets, 
than is that which teaches .that· there is actually meteoric 
matter in revolution in the system, outside of.Earth1s atmos
phere. The periodic occurrence of meteoric _ showera, the 
occasional . fall of masses of mineral substance to the surface 
from high regions in the atmosphere, these showers ema
nating, apparently, from one region of the heavens, and these 
mineral .IQ888es falling in ·localities far removed from active 
vol~n~s,..it .has been conjectured--:without a shadow of 
re&tSQD, or philosophical proof, that these emanate from re
gions beyond· the atmosphere ; that, possibly, they are rem
nants of disrupted bodies, or comets' tail8, which are in 
revolution in ,.the system in the vicinity of Earth. Without 
en~ into the discussion of the principles by which the 
ph~omena of meteoric showel'B occur,· it .ia appropriate, in 
this connection, to st&Aie; that these ahowrs.-all meteors 
of every description seea in Earth's atmosphere; originate in 
that atmosphere by virtue ·of chemical action instituted be. 
twee~ the currenta of the electric B.Uid passing -into it from 
distant planets and· that originated .ln. it, and currents of 
gr088er atmospheric matter. Outrents of gross · atmospheric 
matter of certain qualities ooming • in contact with iimilar 
currents of the' electric fwd .. of .certiin q-.lities, i.nstao.tane-
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ous combustion ensues; meteoric masses are formed, or the 
substance formed by the chemical union of affinitized matter 
is dissipated in star like corruscations of gaseous matter. 
The periodic occurrence of meteoric showers, is owing to the 
pt'riodic .return of. tlie conditions. producing them; which 
conditions are the atmospheric conditions attending pecu
liarity of position of Moon with regard to Earth; which 
peculiarity of position is inducive of peculiar electric condi- · 
tions of Earth's atmosphere. 

No sphere of meteoric matter is in revolution in any part 
of the solar system ; neither is it JIOSsible, that were there, 
any portion of it could leave its plane of revolution and de
termine to any planet of the systel1l, without producing dis
order of the system-destroying its balance; as will be 
readily comprehended by the reader, from what has been said 
upon the laws governing systems. 

• 
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CHAPTER IV. 

EARTH. 

' ~8 the solar system has been selected as a perfect example 
~ of the method of the evolution and progressive develop
lfil ment of all systems, Earth is selected as a perfect exam
ple of the method of the evolution and progressive development 
of all suns. As what has been said illustrative of the laws 
developing, regulating, and governing, the solar system, 
equally applies to all systems, so what will be said illustra
tive of the laws developing, regulating, and governing Earth, 
equally applies to all suns of all systems. The solar system 
having been discussed as to its evolution, the evolution of its 
several forms, their distribution, &o. it now remains to dis
cuss, as minutely, the method of formation of a sun-a 
solidified body, and the method of perfecting the form and 
matter of that sun. 

It is the purpose in this chapter to discuss the develop
ment of Earth to the planetary condition. 

Earth, lhe ninth formation of the solar system, was evolved 
by the parent sun according to the law of evolution of suns 
already stated. By this law, when first evolved, it was a 
rare comet. Its fil'Bt revolution was that of a comet rarer 
than Halley's comet at the period of the first observations 
upon that comet; rarer than the comet of 1843 at the period 
of the first observations upon it, which was many cent.uries 

· ago ;-a comet whose train, viewed from the distance of 
Earth and Sun, would have measured :!0°, and more.- .At 
its first revolution, the aphelion of its orbit was beyond the 
orbits of the nearest asteroids ;-near the ' loca~ity where the 
orbit of the disrupted planet would have be~n when regulated; 
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its perihelion ill8ide the regulated orbit of Mercury. Many 
revolutions of this rare comet were performed before there 
was any sensible variation of the location of the aphelion 
and perihelion ; many revolutions before there was any sen
sible diminution of the length of th~ tail 

Mars, itself a rare comet at this period, was its only near 
disturbing, developing agent ; the disruption of the seventh 
formation having deprived it of a powerful agent for the 
regulation of its form and motioll8. Jupiter exerted its 
influe~ce upon the infant sun, as did the more distant 
Saturn ; which influences were powerful to aid that of Sun 
and Mars, in regulating its orbital motion. Its first comet
ary era was longer than it would have been had the system 
been regularly developed-had no catastrophe occurred 

· within it. This era closed when the cometary matter forming 
the body had so far condensed that chemical action of it 
could elicit heat. During this first era, the matter of the 
comet was gross light; so gross that it was visible as vapory 
substance. 

Cold, was the ftrst condition of matter of Earth, as of all 
suns. The duration of this era was longer than that of any 
other; it measured by myriads of ages. At the close of this 
era, little appreciable change had occurred in the situation 
of its orbit, little in its proportions. The institution of the 
second era was the institution of more rapid progress in the· 
development of the body. Heat could now be elicited as an • 
attendant agent upon light; one which could aid in the 
elicitation of a higher form of the electxric fluid than had 
heretofore been eliminated by the matter of the body; which 
fluid should operate with the other existing elements for the ' 
institution of higher conditions of maUer. 

Heat was rare during the second cometary era ; yet, it 
act~ to appreciably condense the matter of the comet, and 
thus appreciably aid central and other forces of the system 
in the regulation of ita orbital motion. During this 8Jld the 
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first era, the atmosphere of the body was of neady equal 
density with the condensed body, ao termed. Its substance 
was the higher quality of atoms of light repelled .by the 
more gross atoms ; which atoms escaped from contact with 
these grosser atoms i~ e19anations, aud which retained places 
around the condensed · body according to their degree of den
sity, or quality; the grouer ones taking position nearest the 
surface of the body, those of higher qwi.Hty at greater dis
tances. This atmosphere, during these two eras, was dimly 
discernable from the condensed body of the comet. · 

At the close of the second era, the aphelion of Earth's 
orbit was still outside the regulated orbit of Mars; its peri
helion inside that of Mercury. The· tail of the comet would 

, have measured, at the distance of Earth from Sun, nearly 
30° ; so slightly had condensing forces, during this long 
period, operated upon its rare matter. The introduction of 
the third era was 'but the stimulation of action of this 
cometary matter . 

.As noticed in the preceding chapter, cometary and plane
tary eras,. like eternities and cycles of eternities, are separated 
by intervals, which intervals are periods of more utter inaction, 
closing the night of the era., as the la.St portion of an era. is 
termed, and preceding the day, as the former portion of an era 
is termed. These· periods of inaction are not distinctly dis
tinguishable from. the preceding portion of the night of an 
,era; they are only dimly so ; being periods of deeper repose
more utter stagnation of forces than in the former part of the 
night of an era.. This period of deep repose, of utter stag
nation, corresponds with that which ·precedes the ushering in 
of day; succeeds the midnight hour,-a period of quietude 
in all nature, such as was not during the evening. It also 
corresponds to the intervening periods between eras, cycles 
of eras, eternities, and cycles of eternities. It is reckoned as 
a separate period in all eras, from the fact of its being a 
marked period ; in some, it is more marked tha'n in others. 
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This period intervening between compo11nd cycles of eterni;. 
ties, is the period succeeding the perfect decomposition of 
matter-the re-absorption of the primal elements; and is a 
marked period ; the same period between cycles, and days of 
a cycle, are nea.rly.equally marked periods. Though· termed 
intervening periods, they are reckoned as portions of the coni
pound cycle, cycle, or day; being, properly, part of it, as will 
appear. 

Morning, proper, signi:6es a period of action, as evening 
I . 

or night, proper, signifies a period of · rest ; therefore, the 
intervening period here spoken of is properly of the night of 
the era. · 

Eras, like days, are subdivided into the morning, the day, 
the evening, and the night; each subdivision being· distin
guishable from the preceding, or the succeeding, by the ·exist
ing conditions of nature during that subdivision of the era. 
As in the morning of a day, nature awakes from sleep, arouses 
herself preparatory to the labors of. the : day, and Ullhers in 
the sunrise, the busy period ; so, in .the morning of an era, 
nature awakes from sleep ; her forces, 'Which, just previous~ 
were stagnant, arouse ihemselves to renewed action. As it 
were, the crowing of the cock is heard, and the loo{ng of the 
herd; the chirping of the early morning bird, the S'ound: of' 
the anvil, and the whistle of the laborer as he hastens to 
begin his day's · labor. • Motion is stimulated in aU matter ; 
convulsive ·action succeeds ; element S6flks its 'kindred ele
ment; atmospheric elements begin to combine with 6lltthy. 
elements in planeta.ti bodies, and cometary. matter hegins . to 
send forth higher elements . to meet the wants of a stagnated 
oometa.ry atinosphere ;~in a word, labor begins.· As the day 
proper is the period during which active labor is•petf'ormed
the energetic period;· so is the day of.ari: era the }leriod when 
active labor is 'pert:ormed by nature--the energetic' periOd. 
Action commenced during the ·morning, is energized as the 
day is ushered in: a~d -a.civances; 'l'he most of; labor ti&·t is: 

19 
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accomplished during an era is accomplished during the day 
of the era. Elemental action is intense during the day, 
which, during other periods, is either dilatory or inert. As 
in the evening proper activity subsides, all natllfe naturally 
seeks exemption from labor-seeks repose, so in the evening 
of an era, elemental action gradually subsides ; nature grad
ually seeks her needed rest-sinks to repose. As in a night 
proper, all nature sleeps, so in a night of an era, all nature 
sleeps. Elemental action is stagnation, so to speak; life is 
d h . . , I 

eat ; actwn 1s rest. . 
Ete~l periods-days and nights, cortespond to the day 

and night of an era ; the day or period of action correspond
ing to the day of an era, (which day comprises the so called 
morning and day of an era,) the night, or period of rest, to 
the so called . night of an era, (which night comprises the 

, evening ~nd night of an era.) As these periods-the day 
and night of an era are of equal length, so the eternal periods 
are of equal length; 'being properly subdivided, as are the 
day and night of an era. I The nature of the subsidence of ac
tion at ~e ushering iit an era of rest, corresponds to the nature 
of that which ushers in an eternal period of rest ; as also the 
nature of the renewal of action at tJie dawn of an era of ac
tion corresponds ·to the nature of that which ushers in an 
eternal period of action; however, in case of an era, the open
ing and closing processes are less marked than in case of the 
longer periods, as matter has so . far progressed that action 
can not c~e to the extent that it does at the close of an 
eternal day ; and, therefore, decomposition of forms can not 
ensue. 

The cometary period, divided into twelve eras, is composed 
of two cycles, properly termed, of six eras each. In like 
manner, the twelve planetary eras compose two cycles. 

E&rth's third cometary era, ushered in after a night of 
repose of all elements of the body, was an era of greater 

_ action than the preceding; each new stimulation of motioD 
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inetituting a higher. quality of motion-a higher condition 
of matter. During this era condensation eneued more rapidly 
·than during the former one, from the fact of the evolution of 
greater quantities of heat by the stimulated action. At the 
close of this era . Earth was still a rare, vapory comet ; iu 
apheli9n was situated just outside the regulated orbit of 
Mars; its perihelion, just outside that. of Mercury. Its tail 
.would have measured 28°. Atmospheric conditione had not 
appreciably changed during this era. , 
. The ushering in of the fourth era was the institution of still 
higher conditions of that cometary matter. A still higher 
degree of action induced the elicitation of still greater quan
tities of heat from that matter during the era ; condensation 
more rapidly ensued than during .the preceding era. During 
this era, orbital motion was regulated more than during the 
two preceding ones ; still, however, at its close, the orbit was 
exceedingly eccentric ; its aphelion and perihelion being, com
paratively, littie removed from their positions at the close of 
the last era; ·its tail measured, comparatively, little less than 
then. During this era the procreative force of the body was 
qualified to that degree that formatione could .be instituted 
within it, and might have been perfected to evolution had 
the sphere of the body been of greater proportions and of less 
deneity; however, no formation was instituted during' this 
era, within the body, which was co~pleted to evolution. 
Centers were established, around which affinitized atoms 
accumulated, answering to the centers of formations for the 
three strata contiguous to the outer stratum of the system. 
So rapid was the evolution of matter of' this system, so rap
idly did strata successively begin to evolve their matter, that 
these embryonic suns were disorganized, and their matter 
attracted t-o other centers as the evolution of more dense 
matter progreBBed. Not qntil after . the ~ommencement of 
the fifth. era 'Was there a permanent center instituted; i>ne 
which could be permanent from its nature. The centl:IU 
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atom, in· this case1 was from that :portion of the setond inte~ 
rior . stratum of the system which could evolv~ atoms in sea-; 
eon for them to assume the office of tentral ·atoms. One 
being eYolved fitted for ·this purpose, instantaneously the 
eTolved matter of. the system began t& accumulate around· it; 
iminedi&tely its force became eo strengthened that no atom 
of the system could disorganize· the germ .of a formation thus 
instituted. It W&l 'tlOmpleted and evolved before the institu
tion of the sixth era. All the evolvable matter of the system· 
determined to that center-is comprised in Moon's diminu-. 
tive system. 

During the fifth era, heat was the condition of matter of 
the body. . Condensation rapidly ensued from the nature of 
the action induced by the quantity of heat and higher electric 
fiuid developed at this stage. 

Previous to the institution of the third era, Venus wu 
evolved ; which body acted as a· developing agent ro Earth 
from the penod of its first evolution. It rapidly progressed 
under· the powerful infiuenees operative :upon it; and wa8 an 
ei'eetiTe qualifying agent to Earth during the fifth and sub
aequant eras. Mercury, evolved prior to the in!Jtitution of 
the :fifth era, acted also the part of a qualifying agent to 
Earth's form pnd motions duririg these eras. 

At the close of the fifth ·era the aphelion Wa8' locate4 newly 
hl coincidence with the regulated orbit of Mars : the perihe
lion, nearly midway between that of Mercury and V en:us. 
The size of the' comet had sensibly diminished ; the tail 
would have measured 26°. 
. Atmospheric conditions during the fifth, as duriug the pre
ceding eras, wtn nearly those of the condensed body. But 
slightly rarer than the matter of the body, atmospheric ele
ments wrought for their own progress, as did the elements of 
the body. . Rare Tolatility being the condition, during this 
period, of·. the ·matter of ,the· condensed· body, there was eon
tmued .reciprocity .of,action· betwem ·atmospheric .elements 
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and those of the body. PerpetuaJly emanating from the 
body were streams of gaseous fluid. aftinitized to the atmoS
phere ; while surface elements of the body were perpetually 
attracting the· groaser atmospheric elements to· themselves ; 
thus developing themselves-producing higher suiface con
ditions than those prevailing in the depths of the body. 

The institution of the sixth era, was the institution of tae 
rare, or boiling mercurial stage. The dense vapory, bad pr~ 
eeded this-was the condition during the fifth and the latter 
portion of·the fourth era. 

While in the dense vapory stage, the · volatility of matter 
is as that of condenSed vapor. . The semi-dense vapory stage 
occupied the third and former portion of the fourth eras ; 
being the stage immediately· succeeding the rare vapory, which 
occupied the :first and second eras. · · · 

During the continuance of the rare lllercurial stage, inten
sity of heat was the condition of matter of the body. Not, 
however, until the seventh era;_the latter portion. of that 
era, was the greatest intensity of heat developed. The vola
tility of matter was decreasing, while intensity of heat wu 
increasing. At this· period, matter was of the volatility of 
boiling mercury; its constituents were the lowest forms of gas
eous substance. Sulphur was the proponderating element; 
and this, in combination with the basic elements, was mat
ter-all matter at that period. A close examination of this 
matter would have COnveyed to the mind the idea that it W81 

sulphur, simply ; though much more volatile than sulphur 
in its boiling condition; not the pure golden brimstone of 
t&-day; but gross metalie sulphur of great impurity; but 
resembling nothing so· much, either in taste ·or smell, · aa 
sulphur. 

Condensation progressed during this era as much as in the 
three last. At its close, the aphelion waa inaide the regu .. 
la.ted orbit of Mars ; the perihelion, approximating tO ·tha$ 
of V enu$. Its ta.il 1rould ha•e me&sured: over • · · 
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disturbing forces of the system operating gradaally to bend. 
the body from its upright position, the greateat obliquity. of. 
t~e eclip#c ~as attained about the !Qiddle of the third . era.. 
At·the clo~e of the·seventh, it had swayed back toits upright. 
position, when its equi~oxial was paraijel w.ith the plape of 
the ecliptic. During this immense period, three of the smaller 
yibrations had. as many times brought the ecliptic and ,equi-: 
noxial into near coincidence, wl;rile the smaller · oscillatio~ 
had been periodically inducing th~ir desig~OO. e~ upon th~ 
matter .of the body. The periodic occuTI'\lnce of near coin
cidence of the ecliptic and equinoxial, was productive of the 
effect to equalize . the . temperature of the volatile :q~atter ()f 
the body, or of the atmosphere of the body-of all sections 
of it. This resulted in the production of greate~ d~ees of 
hE>,at in the matter of the whole body, or whole atl008phere, 
than when the body was ~ore inclined ; thus' induciqg inten
sity of atomic action of all matter of the body, or of atmos ... 
p~eric elements of the whole enveloping atmosphere. Again; 
the three epochs, when these. lesser vibrations caused greate~ 
obliquity of the : ecliptic, wer:e epochs when ~::\imatic condi-, 
tions of various sections of the body or atmosphere were most . 

. diyef!Je. Torrid heat, ahd intense polar cold, was the cotem
poraneous condition of different section~. at : these epochs. 
This condition was a}ijO . }U"!)Ciuctive of jntensity of action. 
Cold operative with. he~,~,t, is productive of: greater intensity of 
elemental action, so termed, than results ~rom the action of 
h~t alone. Element acts upo~ element. in thls case, as a~m 
acts upon atom in the other ; . thus inducing intensity of 
~enient~M action, as intensity ef atomic a~ion is induced in 
the other case. · The effects, in each case, are the most beneft-

. Qent upo0 .the come~ry matter of a con~nsed body and ita 
atmosphere at the early period~! when it is yet so undev.eloped 
aa ~ bq.t slig~tly appreciate the influenc~ ~f positi~m, when 
it h~ ~ar.cely. ~gun to eliminat;e heat . as an agent for ita 

, ~~ eleyatio~, 9r to .oper~t~ with co.ld ~D el~ia f~r the 
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4lYDltt\ion of aew elemeDia; and are equally ~ueficent. upon 
m&tta- of':a condensed body through the agency of its. atmoe
pbere; .and upon the atmosphere itself. 

Oondenaation of cometary ~tter productive of heat of 
matter. of the .cOBdeDBed body; is proquctive of a higher con
dition of atmosphere ... The evolution of heat-the intensity . 
of chemical •action of. elements productive ·of the condition, 
heat, induces the elimination of .atmospheric elements~ · At
mOspheric elements, . signify elements of the same nature as 
earthy elements; they being .a higher :grade of the same 
elemente; the .abaenae .of earthy matter in atmosphere being 
the abseJlOO . of the grosser fotiD8 .of the electric 11ubsta:D.ce 
constituting ,all matter. Theie higher elements, eliminated 
by intensity of chemioal action, gravitate toward the spiritual 
plane ,as .far as their nature will allow; however, their po~ 
derability, or affinity with .phyt~ical substance, does not permit 
ihei~ ei!C&pe from the immediate sphere of infiuence of sur-
face matter of the condensed body. . 

.A body .is .never de.stitut.e of· an atmosphere, from the 
period .of its first institution, . from the fact that matter is of 
two natures, atmospheric and earthy, so termed. Atmos
pheric matter assimilating to the spiritual plane is ever outer . 
matter; while in its nature it is of rarer consistence than 
earthy . . Thus a body, even. in its embryonic state, po88esses 
an atmosphere ; even the single central atom, prior to th~ 
1!-CCumulation of a.t()ms around it, eliminates its atmosphere, 
as dQ all single atoms, and all accumulations of .a.toms. 

Intepsit.y of heat, a.s intensity of cold, is a low condition 
.of matter; the intensityof heat. developed by matter of the 
cond!3nsed body of a sun in the sixth and seventh eras, is not 
devel9ped by at:n10spheric . matter ; it . being of a nature 
4uring ~hqse er&$ to appreciate the cold of .space ; which, 
4uriug former eras, it was · little better qualified. to appre
cia~ thaJ\ the matter of ~he eondensed body. The rare mer· 
Q~ .s~ Wns reao.hed, !d . befom atated, elimination of. 
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higher atmospheric elements commences ; the atmoaphere 
commences to rarify, while the cond~ body condenses. 
With the inauguration of this stage, commences a new era 
of atmosph~ric development ; henceforth, the cold of space 
can operate to qualify its temperature- to condense ita 

, grosser elements, that they may tend to the surface; and 
thus the atmosphere becomes continually rarer. · .All space is 
cold-:-must be from the nature of the matter of space ; 
therefore this .is a perpetually operative agent for the qualin
oation of atmospheric matter. 

The ages of the sixth and seventh cometary eras of a sun 
only suffice to qualify atmosphere to the degree that it can 
act as the agent for transmitting the cold of space to surface 
matter. This immense period suffioes to cool and rarify 
atmosphere to that degree that the cold of space may be 
transmitted through it to the surface of the condensed body, 
by the mooium of its several strata. Thus, the institutioa 
of the ~ighth era and mercurial stage, is the institution of a 
new era in the progress of the condensed body-an ~ra of 
more rapid progress ; from the fact that atmospheric cold can 

, now aid in its condensation; which condensation could not 
possibly progress from this period, without the aid of this 
new agent. The parental electric currents operative upon 
the atmosphere and condensed body, which are only indirectly 
productive of the varieties of atmospheric and surface 
temperature of bodies in higher stages of development, 
it may be said, directly affect atmospheric and surface tem
perature of bodies in the early cometary stages. Their effect 
is to produce a degree of action of all matter of · the body, 
dependent upon the susceptibility of that matter to their ac
tion and the direction of the beams of this fiuid coming in con
tact with ·the various sections of the body ; which direction 
·is dependent upon the position of the body on the ecliptic. 
The electric fluid, which, indirectly, through the agency of 
light which is first elimiDated, operates to produce heat in a 

# 
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qualitied atmosphere, upon a q11alified surface, directly ope
rates to produce heat in low cometary matter ; thus, as sub
eta.nce, it acts directly with this substance, at the same time 
causing more intense action of atoms of it among themselves ; 
w.hich action is productive of heat in cometary matter. 

The diveraity of condition of cometary and planetary mat
ter, necessitates a diversity of method whereby to eliminate 
the necessary quantities of heat for the uses of the bodies in 
these two conditions. Heat, deYeloped by a cometary body 
by intensity of action of its volatile matter, and by planetary 
bodies by atmospheric agency,- volatility of matter being a 
necessity in the elimination of heat-is the effect of the 
same quality of action ; viz : chemical action of atoms of 
light. However, the method of this action is diverse, in that 
atmo1pheric heat is eliminated by the agency of atoms of 
light elicited from lower atmospheric matter by the agency 
of the electric 1luid ; while heat of cometary matter is elim
inated by the action of the electric fiuid with already exist
ing atoms of light, or low matter, and action of atoms of this 
light, or low matter, among themselves, as above described.· 
In other words: It is by direct chemical action of atoms of 
the electric fiuid with existing matter that heat is elicited 
from this matter. A quality of heat exist-s in the qualified 
atmosphere of planetary bodies and all substance, ~he effect· 
of similar aotion ; however, it is of too low a grade to be dis
tinctly appreciable · unless stimulated by · artificial means ; 
as in case of heating air or substances by means of the. com
bustion of certain other substances ; as woOd, cop.l, &c. 

This method of produ<:ing heat operates with extreme tar
diness in case of low cometary matter ; and hence the ages 
that intervene while this matter is becozhlng heated; while 
atmospheric heat, so termed, developed by a compara.tive1y 
high quality of matter during all eras when it is distinctly 
developed, is elmunated with a great comparative degree of 
rapidity duriug all thete eras: . 
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Ia qttaliled atmoepheret, cold qu.liftee the degrees of heat 
elimioated by all the various mea.DB, by atmospheriC or surfate 
matter; while, in unqualliied atmoepheree, this ageat is not 
operative . to this end tO Ule same degree, or to aby apprecia
ble degree. Therefore it is, that matter of coioetary bodies 
becomes 10 intenaely heat«! during the pmod wherein atmoe
phere ia a non-conductor of cold to. the surface ; and therefore 
it is, that subsequent to thia period matter eoole. · · 

The condition of atmospheric . ma.tter. at the clorae of the 
aeventh era, waa such that it oould act u a medium for the 
transmission of cold to the surface. At this period, it was 
dense vapory su~tance heated to intensity. It passed its 
period of greatest intensity of heat juat. previous to the pe
riod when it became .a medium for the. transmission of cold
juat previous to the close of ·the seventh era. Ita whole 
m888 was, during the vast period while the body wu .nearly 
approaching its upright position, continuing in, and just 
recedillg. from that position, ·in intense atomie action . .. Na
ture's objeQt, &t this. period, was to cool. matter; to rarify the 
q.tmQsphere .sufficiently by atomic action, that the whole sur
face might · be simultaneously operated upon by cold. Ele
mental action induced by the actioo of cold with heat upon 
matter, together with atomic, aots more powerfully to rarify 
a cometary atmosphere . than .atomic alone ; yet, thia agent 
could not be effectiv-ely employed and the whole surface be 
ttimultaneously operated upon by cold. At this. period, con
densation had induced the development of a sufficient degree 
of heat for the elrolution of the ba.aW elements, which here
tofore bad been in oomhin&tion ; this evolution of those 
elements, signifying only their eliminatioa in form ofgrossest 
fused l!ubstance,· all \':ommingling in mallli . . Now the effort 
m:ust be to cause a · subsidenae of heat, that these eleJDents 
may perfect; and naturally act upon each. other for the evo
lution of highel' el~ente. The period necel88.i'y for the con
densation of matter from the heated mercurial atage, w tbM. 

, 
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portion of tbat stage when the greateat heat preftiled, to the 
mercurial &tage' proper,-that condition when cooling pro
cesses commenced materially to .aid in 'the condensation of 
matter, was equ.al.in length to ,the;ninth era. 

The average ratio Gf diminution of length of the eras .under 
consideration, is a: ratio varying from one and a half to one, to 
one and two.thirds to one. The length of the first era t)f·a 
cycle, which· is the same, app~ma.tely, as the last era of the 
preceding cycle, is once and, less· than a 'third .the length of 
the second era o~ the cyole ; while the fifth era is nearly twice 
the length of the sixth;· thus making the average as above 
atated. . This is the comparative length of the eras cOmpos
ing a single cycle, whatever its natUre-be it a cycle ofeter_. 
nities, or the shortest eras of planetary de-velopment. ' 

The mat cometary era of Earth was once and a thiTd the 
length of the second, while the fifth was nearly twice that ()f 
the sixth ; . thus with the . eras of the second cycle of come-· 
tary eras. 

The eighth era accomplished the condensation of Earth· tO . 
that degree, that -~t. its close, its cometary tail would have 
meaaured less than 10°; while the position of its aphelion 
and perihelion w6l'e changed in an equal proportion. 

The ninth era, or boiling sulphur stage, accomplished its 
condensation to that degree that its tail, at its close, would 
have measured leu than: 3°. Volatility of matter was so 
decreasing that the body was assuming proportions-was 
approximating to the spheroidal form. The latter cometary 
eras accomplished, apparentLy, less in regulating the propor
tions of too body than former eras ; however, more was 
accomplished in these eras toward the condensation of matter, 
its preparation for rthe assumption of planetary form, than 
during all the f01mer eras. 

During the ninth · era-the boiling sulphur stage; ·· the 
tenth-the. heated sulphur stage; the eleventh...:..the lava 
stage; more was . accomplished ·of actual condensatioD' of. 
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matter, than during all the preceding eras. At th~ close of 
the tenth era- the heated sulphur stage, the body lost ita 
true cometary form ; assuming in the progress of the lava 
stage-the eleventh era, the oblate spheroidal form. At the 
period of the assumption of this form- the former part of 
the lava stage; the positions of the . aphelion and perihelion 
were approximating their pr~ent positions. As all bodies _ 
of the system lost their cometary form, all revolved in, com
parativ:ely, regulated orbits ; as nearly regulated as the forces 
~f the system 1VOuld permit ; its forms being condensed sphe
roids. Reaching the spheroidal form, bodies continue of this 
form for long periods ; during which, their orbits are irreg
ular ; becoming, for the time; fitted in the elliptical form. 

The development of bodies from the oblately spheroidal· 
form to the spherical, and that of their orbits from the ellip
tioal to the circular, corresponds in ratio of progress to their 
development from the lowest cometary form to th& spheroidal ; 
that of their orbits from the eccentric to the elliptical. At 

. fust progress is slow ; as in the case of rare cometary forms, 
when from one era to another scarcely any appreciable change 
of form is effected. A period arrives when progress is stim
ulated ; when the spheroidal rapidly determines to the sphe
rical; corresponding to the period when the cometary so 

· rapidly determines to the spheroidal. · - . 
Atmospheric c'onditions, during these last mentioned eras, 

as rapidly progressed as did those of the condensed body. 
During the ninth era, the atmosphere lost its, so termed, 
dense vapory volatility, and a~sumed the semi-dense. Peri
odic change of climatic conditions wrought its regeneration 
to this stage prior to the period when the second great vibra
tion should cause the greatest inclination ·of Earth's axis to 
the ecliptic possible from the existing quantity of disturbing 
forces in the system-about midway the period intervening 
between that when it was in its upright position and this. 
At the period when the atmosphere merged from the dense 
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iDto the semi-de:ue vapory stage, a lesser vibiation had 
brought the equinoxial and ecliptic into near coincidence; 
therefore, action of it, at that period, was atomic ; not ele
mental. Atomic action, rife throughout the whole atmos
phere, determined the whole mass to be simultaneously de
-yeloped to this condition; while the equalization of the 
temperature of the whole enveloping mass induced rapid 
QOndensation . of surface matter of all sections of the con
densed body. 

Intensity of heat was still the condition of matter. New. 
elements could not be evolved until condensation · had pr~ 
ceeded to solidification ; until the basic ·elements had devel
oped into form, so to speak. These, while commingled in a 
state of fusion, could eliminate no new elements. Electric 
action upon them while in this condition only elicited atmos
pheric atoms of like substance, which escaped from the 
volatile mass of .the condensed body as gaseous emanations. 

The dawn of an era was · the institution of a period of 
greater intensity of action than marked its close. Stagna
tion of nature's forces always marks the close of an era, of 
whatev~r nature or length be that era: As there are: degrees 
of stimulation of force, there are degrees in stagnation of it. 

The dawn of a cometary era was marked by the simulta
neous evolution of masses of gaseous atmospheric matter from 
the volatile ·matter of the body. Matter being volatile, the8e· 
masses were evolved without such apparent effort as marks 
the evolution of such masses at the dawn of a planetary era) 
howevEir, the effect was the same in comparison to the degree 
of development of the matter, cometary and planetary. Dur
ing the day of the era., intensity of action prevailed; emana
tions of this matter were continual or periodic, according ·to 
the volatility of matter. As the evening succeeded the day, 
intensity of action ceased ; as the night approached, action 
subsided, a.ppal-en.tly, an~ stagnation was the oonditioli of 
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elemeats, wta of the condensed body and the atmosphere. 
As ihe night waned, mo~ utter stagnation was: the condition 
of these elements; howeTer, it .was not' iltter stagnation, as 
action -is perpetual ; neither was it, at the period under con.
aidera.tioQ., staignation such as marked the night of a cycle of. 
~arth's early cometary eras ; and yet it was stagnation. 
Action w&S iilsllfiicient 'to induce evolution of Mtnospheric 
elements from · the volatil~ matter of the eondensed body. 
The process of evolution of these elements froni the body 
ceased .in the former part of the evening·; yet, action c6n
tinued from the force of existing conditions. 

· AtmOspheric element& wrought with one another, wrought 
upon surface. elements; and these with each other and upon 

. atfD.()spheric. ·Thus action continued until the wa.nitig forces 
of the atmosphere and of surface inatter were exhausted ; 
then the night .~n. The.exhaustion·ofatmospheric forces, 
and those of surface matter, was not utter ·exhaustion of 
these; . it was apparent exhaustion,-exhaustion in degree. 

The institution of the eleventh era was the institution of 
the hlgheet condition of oometary matter. Atmospheric con
.ditions were less fa~onL~ for the development of the .surface 
matter of all eecticins of the body than they had been during 
the immedia.tely preceding past eras. · The great :vibration 
was causing great obliquity of the ecliptic, extremely diverse 

' 1 ClimatiC COnditionS of dift'erent sectiOnS Of the atmosphere, 
which detennined that elemental action should be most favor
able for the qua~fication of · the atmosphere during that era ; 
and that elemt.1nta.l action of surface matter should cauee a 
preparation of that matter for more rapid progress, in a 
future era. 

The lava stage witnessed the basic elements in a state of 
fusion ; still aetiDg upon one another a.a elements. for the evo
lution of atmoepheric elements. ' 

. Elemental action is always stimUlated by divenity of cli
matic conditions of different sections of a body. Atmos-
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pheric conditions during the contiAuance of the lava stage 
were becoming. more and more favorable to the production of 
active conditions at the surface; they were becoming more 
favorable to the production of more active conditions of 
atmospheric elements. Atmosphere was becoming a better 
conductor of forces, as it was becoming more volatile, more 
refined. Its volatility during the eleventh era correspon4ed 
to that of semi-dense vapor. It was of too low quality to 
transmit the prarental electric fluid in sufficient quantities 
to t.he surface of the condensed body to develop climatic 
conditions of that surface, properly termed ; however, auffi
cient was transmitted to the s'urface to cause intensity of 
action of fUfed elements-intensity :of action ae . compared 
with any former action. 

Upper strata of the atmosphere, being moat refined matter, 
was most susceptible to the influence of the electric fluid ;. 

· most susceptible to the influence of position of the . body
position of v~ous sections of it relative to Sun. . TMse 
developed the diverse climatic conditions depende~t upon 
position of the various sections of the body relative to. Sun, 
in a degree. Lower strata, though less qualified to ~ppre
ciate- position, developed these diverse climatic conditions in 
a smaller degree ; in other words, became mediums for the 
transmission of theRe conditions to the surface. 

Still all matter was fiery. Earth's condensed body was a 
shorelesA ocean of boiling, seething, steaming lava ; its atmos• 
phere, black, sulphurous vapor. Light may be said to have 
been the condition at .the surface·at this period; :as from the 
liquid boiling mass were constantly being emitted· streams of 
flame-like gaseous substance, which emitted light sufficient 
to cause lower strata of atmosphere to resemble flame, in 
sections ; while other sections where these . emissions were 

, less continuous-were only·periodic, were .black; a darkness 
overspread these sections of the surface that W!J.S, elnphat
ically, "thick darkness." So great was the heat at t}J:e sur

~0 
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face, aild in lower strata of atmosphere, during this era, 
that all metals known now upon earth would have' been 
fused by it. It is hardly possible for the human mind to 
conceive how cold, in sufficient quantities to cool that surface, 
could have been transmit'ted through such an atmosphere to 
it; but when it is understood that the era under consider
ation was hundreds of millions of years in length, it will be 
understood that much could be accomplished during the era, 
although the cooling process, from the condition of the atmos
phere, was so extremely slow. No perceptible diminution of 
heat upon any part of that surface, at any time, could have 
been perceived by human comprehension, for these ages. 
Apparently, it was one condition through all the former part 
of the era- that of intense heat of atmosphere and of surface. 
And yet, cold acted upon that atmosphere, and, by its agency, 
upon that surface. By the influence of contiguous coolur 
strata an intensely heated stratum became a less heated l()ne ; 
this acted upon the next intensely heated stratum, and thitl 
upon the next; thus to the lowest stratum; which, in like 
manner, acted to cool the intensity of surface heat. Thus, 
though imperceptibly for the ages, the cooling process was 
surely progressing. The human mind in its present state, · 
has no power to appreciate intensity of heat ; as of matter 
of a sun in its mercurial, sulphur, and lava stages. 

At the close of the tenth era, the true cometary form of 
the body was lost ; no tail, properly termed, was developed by 
motion of the body, the matter of which was still volatile
cometary. It was assuming the oblate spheroidal form at 
the institution of the eleventh era. At the ciose of the 
tenth era, the great vibration was causing the greatest incli
nation of the axis to the ecliptic possible from the existing 
quantity of disturbing forces in the system, subject to tho 
lesser vibration, which, at this period, was acting in opposi
tion to it. At this period, the tropics were located north 
and south of their present position ; causing great diversity 
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gf climatk conditions of the different sections of Earth's 
atmosphere. The effort was, to so qualify matter during the 
progress of the eleventh era-so cool it, that the elimination 
of the bB;Sic elements in individualized form, so to speak, 
from surface matter of the body, could result. The insbitu
tion of this condition was the institution of the twelfth com
etary era., or planetary stage. 

During the twelfth era., solidification of matter commenced. 
Continued action for the unnumbered ages since Earth was 
evolved from the womb of the mother sun, had accomplished 
only the elimination of the basic elements. 

When solidification had resulted from the cooling process, 
the solidified matter resembled gross lava; these elements 
were that matter. Behold na.ture"s work I All matter in the 
lava 11tate I To the uninstructed mind, it would seem that 
little had been accomplished during all the past, toward per
fecting matter by the processes instituted at the various eras 
since matter was evolved from its lowest primeval condition. 
Such a mind would have exclaimed, upon viewing the result of 
all this action: "It is a. failure !" "Nothing has been accom
plished, save the development of ashes I" Yet, when Earth 
had reached this condition-when its vplatile matter had 
commenced solidifying, all the hosts of the Most High shout
ed for joy ; crying: '"It is accomplished I A child of hope 
is born! A planet is issuing from the womb of nature I" 
Well might all intelligences rejoice in view of what bad been 
accomplished; well might they glorify the Father as. they 
observed_:_studied the processes by which a· planet bad been 
developed~ the processes which, thpugh in their accomplish
ment untold ages had been consumed, yet had accomplished 
that whereunto they were instituted. Well might these 
rejoice; knowing from what they had already observed, that 
what God had promised He was able to perform-would 
perform, as surely as he had performed thus far. 

The ages of the eleventh era had sufficed to cool surf~ 
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matter sufticiently that it could consolid&te by the further 
action of cold upon it. The atmosphere was becoming a 
'better conductor of cold to the surface, as its several strata 
became qualified to appreciate position, as· climatic conditions 
of its several strata were developed. Elemental action, dur
ing the long period since Earth had been in its most inclined 
position, accomplished much toward the refinement of atmos
pheric elements. ·At the institution of the twelfth era, the 
volatility of the atmosphere was becoming of the rare vapory. 

At the period of the close of this era, Earth had assumed 
the regulated spheroidal form ; rotary motion had regulated 
the form of the body so that its protuberant section was the 
equatorial section. In aid of rotary motion, the lesser vibra
tion, had, dunng the progreBS of the era, brought the ecliptic 
and equinoxial futo near coincidence. This occurred about 
midway the era, when matter was in that condition that it 
was susceptible to the influence of orbital motion sufficiently 
to constitute that motion an aid to rotary in regulating the 
form. As this lesser vibration again acted to cause greater 
obliquity of the ecliptic, matter was becoming less suscepti
ble to the influence of orbital motion ; consequently, this 
motion had no longer the effect to vary the form of the oody. 
The oblate spheroidal form became the fixed form of the 
body, until planetary developing forces should change it to 
the spherical. · . 

Heat was still the condition of the s'l)rfaCe and atmosphere 
at the dose of the twelfth era; yet, intensity .of heat had 
subsided to that degree that atmospheric cold couJd operate 
upon surface matter to aid in its condensation ; its solidifica
tion. Intensity of heat was still the condition of central 
matter of the body. . This implies that all matter of the 
body, save one stratum of surface matter, was in an intensely 
heated cmidition. Therefore, long periods must elapse before 
much could be aecomplished towards solidifying surface mat
ter to that degree that a permanent crust could be formed to 
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the fuaed Dl881 • . During the twelfth e~-the plantery atage, 
no permanent crust was formed to the volatile mR88 consti
tuting Earth's condensed body. Action operative duriog 
. that era, waa action of 'the basie.elements· UpQn one another 
through the agency of the electric fluid generated by each. 
It waa : action of the parental and attB08pheric electric fluid 
and gross atm021pheric elements with the earthy electric fluid 
and the gross earthy elements ; this latter action beiDg a 
powerful agent for advancement of surface ~tter. A section 
f){ surface being solidified by cold, immediately the . ptm~ntal 
8lectrio . fluid combined with the atmospheric, opt~rated to 
evolve a similar fluid from· the elements composing this solid
ified matter, which elemerats were of the nature of the gr011 

ele'm'ents from which they were evolved. TMse acted chem
ically upoa. the corresponding groas elements, and upon eac1l 
other, and co-operated with atmospheric elements for the evo
lution of new-higher, earthy elements. Thia actio~ through
out the whole era, accomplished the regeneration of surf$06 
and atmospheric matter, S<. to speak ;-accon;lplished this 
regeneration by determining the -evolution of new elements to 
act with the already existing onee, for the p\Uifioation of tlt.e 
atmosphere, and the development of the surface. Partial 
erystalization oommeuoefl during the latter portion of the 
era ; no :permanent cry:atalization · could . result during the 
era, as elements were yet too gross to crystalize in just pro
pomona to form permanent organizati~I)S. Deoomposiuo~ of 
·the low crystaline· formations .fu.rnished the highest eletoenta 
for tile orpnization of new forms, for the s~pply of at.IQ.oe.
pheric elements auited to aid ia the evolution of~ forma. 
Many attempts at permanent erystalizauon were made; so to 
speak, during the .era ; ~h effort pl()dqcblg a higher form 
than the preceding. And yet, matw waa ashes I Each 
.form determined back, &ppareDtly, to ita original conditioa 
of grol8 lava in fusion. 

Hea• ~ the aaaiaut age11t of oold for. the ~volutioa .of 
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higher elements from this low form of earthy matter. No 
sooner bad a section of surface matter cooled, than, certain 
changes occurring in atmospheric strata inducing a lees de
gree of cold in that particular section, and thereby internal 
heat gaining the ascendancy, that section of solidified matter 
would merge into the heaied mal8 below ; and again that 
section of surface would be boiling, surging lava. Apparw 
ently, what had been gained by solidification, by thia action 
of internal heat, waa lost ; yet this apparent 1088 was gain. 
The re-fusion of the gro88 solidified substance couatituting 
the newly eliminated basic elements, was nature's process for 
the evolution from them of the highest elements possible to 
be evolved from them in the existing state of matter. These 
elements commingling with the atmosphere, or determining 
to some section of solidified surface, entered into combination 
to form the imperfect crystaline rocks above referred to. The 
re-fusion of these still higher forms of surface matter, as be
fore, was productive of still higheli elements; and thus the 
process was continuous through the whole era. 

Of rare vapory consistency, the atmosphere waa yet black; 
thick darkness was the condition at the surface, save only, 
as sections of the lower strata of atmosphere . were lurid 
flame, or seemingly such, from the quantities of fiame-like 
gaseous substance emitted into them from the agitated mat-
ter of the body. · 

A sun is a machin~ for the manuf~P.Cture of the electric 
fluid for the support of its individual body, and that of ita 
entire system ; it ia an organization whose several organs act 
as generators of the various kinds of this fluid necessary to 
the support of the body and the system. The heart of thia 
organization is the most highly qualified matter of it. At 
the period of the institution of the formation, and until nat
ural forces have developed surfaoe matter higher than this, 
central matter constitutes this organ. The several organs of 
this organization are the miDeral substances compoamg the 
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body ; which, at all periods during its exiatenoe, in their high-
- est forms, accumulate in distinct localities within it, subject 

to surface conditions induced by elemental action. From the 
period of the institution of a body, currents of the electric 
fiuid originated by these organs by the co-operation of the 
parental electric fiuid, are coursing through it for the stimu
lation of its progress, and as the originator of all action of ita 
matter. Circumstances of position of a body in its orbit, 
climatic conditions, elemental and atomic action, determine 
certain sections of a sun to be positive to other eections, for 
periods ; and finally fix the positive and negative relation of 
hemispheres and poles to each other. 

Earth's north pole is positive to its south; its northern 
hemisphere is · positive to its southern. This condition was 
determined by position when Earth was in its third cometary 
era....:...a rare volatile state. 

It is here remarked, that the poles of all Sllll8 are fixed a• 
positive and negative during the rare volatile condition of 
their matter; and by the same method as Earth's were fixed 
as such. 

During this era, as already stated, the great vibration in
duced the greatest inclination of the axis to the ecliptic. 
The greatest diversity of climatic conditions of the differellt 
hemispheres possible from the condition of matter at that 
early era, were induced by this position. Tha era was long 
wherein this diversity of climatic conditions existed-the ara 
of the greatest inclination of the axis ; and during this long 
period, elemental action established currents of positive mat
ter in the northern hemisphere, and currents of negative 
matter in the southern hemisphere. This was determined by 
the comparatively trivial circumstance of the'direction of the 
inclination ; the northern hemisphere being the one inclined 
toward the disturbing force. This force was sufficient to aot 
upon the, most highly qualified matter of the body to gradu-
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aDy draw it to that hemisphere, fix it in that hemisphere, 
subject to the in1luence of elemental action. 

This result was &eeOmplished by the action of. the disturb
ing force-the great quantity of it which produced the great 
vibration, the obliquity of the ecliptic. Conden~&tion had so 
far proceeded before the inclination of the southern hemis
phere in the direction of the.disturbing force, that 'this force 
)lad no power to displace the matter of' the body, :aa formerly. 

The true poles Of the earth, according to the · exposition 
already given of rotary motion of a ·body, ·signify .the points 
at the ·extremities of.the body fixed by solidifibation of sur
face matter as single revolving points-&toms which hav-e no 
power to· rotate around the central atom, being fixed by .the 
solidification of · surrounding matter ; but which rotate in 
obedience to the ceritial atom. like the extremities of. an axis. 
These poles are not the electric poles of the body. The elec.
-tric poles are fixed-in the vicinity of the true poles, in locali
ties where the located matter is the best cOilductor of the elee
.tric fluid. . The location of these poles iS fixed; ne8l' that of 
the true poles in consequence of the nature of the conducted 
.fluid ; it being of the lowest kind generated by the surface 
.matter of the· body, and affinitized to the lowest kind at
tracted to the body from Sun. There is coneta~:~t reciprocity 
of action betwe~n Earth's poles and Sun's; the electric fluid 
flowing ,in massive currents from the one to the other, these 
being. points particularly attractive to these grades of the 
.fluid ; they being, as · remarked, conduetor8· to these qualities 
of the fluid. Theee are the true electric poles, simply be

·(l&US~ they are the best .eonducrors . to this low grade of the 
fluid. ·Any other localities corresponding. on each hemis
ph~, - might · be the poles, were the mineral substances con
:gregated in those loeiUities of the right nature to · constitute 
:them the best conductors . o£ the great :rn.M~ of the electrie 
juid . conducted by :these pole$. , Every lOcality, oonatiiuting 
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a mineral bed, may be termed a pole, and a positive or neg .. 
ative pole ACCOrding to its situation in either hemisphere. 

Corresponding to every positive element is a negative one; 
COJTesponding to every positive body is a negative one ; cor
responding tic? the positive hemisphere of that body is the 
nega.tive one ; and corresponding to the positive elements of 
that positive hemisphere are the negative elements of the 
negative hemisphere; according to the exposition of this 
subject given in a preCeding chapter. Reciprocal action of 
the members of the dual force-the positive and negative, 
determine this. Every cuJTent established 88 a positive cur
rent in ·the northern hemisphere, has its co1T68ponding nega
tive one in the southern ; because thus act the two forces 
when the one is constituted a positive force at the period 
named. From the first institution of the form of the body, 
these forces had reciprocally acted; yet, not until regulated 
.by circumstances 88 above described, did they. act regularly for 
the development of the body. 

This &JTangement of the positive and negative forces of a 
.sun, is, in every sense, a necessary arrangement-is nature's 
own arrangement. In every sense is this arrangement of 
.these forces that of every form, from a universe to an atom. 

The period that fixed the positive and negative hem.is
pherea, fixed the positions of the electric poles. Botary mo
tion determines that the position of the highest quality of 
matter of a body shall be in equatorial regions ; the atomic 
.force of this matter overhalaneing that of lower q.uality, thua 
determining that currents of this matter shall revolve in 
equatorial regions ; or in a direct easterly direction. Thus, 
when matter was· in its volatile state, all currents were :fixed 

·in this relative position ; this principle determining that the 
.currents of lowest quality of matter should be those rotating 
.around the true poles. 
. The currents of matter of a rotating body are . similar, in 
the arraagemen:t of ddl'erent qualities of matter, to the strata 
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of a sphere. These currents are not currents of diverse 
matter ; u of substances of different natures, . but are cur
rents of different grades of substance of the 'same nature. 

The great law of matter determining that th.!l moet con
densed matter of a body determines to the center, is the law 
that fixes the location of the poles. Along and near the 
axis of rotation, through the entire crust at both extremities 
of Earth, is located a vein of mineral substance of a quality 
to act as a magnet to the circulating electric fluid- that 
quality of this fluid evolved by the gross minerals: This 
vein is thus located from the circumstance that the matter 
composing it was the highest ·quality of matter of the cur
rents there located-the most condensed ;-matter which 
determined to the center, or, as near it u possible from the 
position of the currents. Solidfying surface matter became 
more highly qualified matter thAn this; yet of such a nature 
was this matter, that while whole sections of intervening sub
stance between this and surface matter, comprising in some 
localities miles in depth, is, comparatively v,ndeveloped sub
stance, this is developed to the high form of mineral substance. 
Being of such a nature u to be peculiarly susceptible to 
developing forces, through the agency of pressure and sub
terranean heat, it has attained to this form. The surface 

, extremities of these veins are broad areas-miles of surface; 
not necessarily metalic in all sections, but necessarily charged 
in all sections with electric fluid of the nature described. 
The localities of the electric poles are determin~ by surface 
structure of the extremeties of these veins ; which structure 
resulted as an effect of convulsive action during a remote era 
of the past. A section .is properly an electric pole-a sec
tion of the great mineral bed, whose .surface has been least 
disintegrated by elemental action, and which is, therefore, 
best calculated to conduct the fluid to, or from, interior sec
tions of the crust. Could polatregions be scanned, thoroughly, 
many localities would be discovered •hich might .be Wined 
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J1C1le8, in the same 8eD8e. that the dbJcoTered ones are thtti 
termed ; there being many sections of this surface good con
ductors of tl1e fluid. 

Nowhere else ia Earth's whole crust do sueh veins exist; 
nowhere else can they exist, from the constant tendency of 
surface matter to progress into higher fotms. These veins 
being continuous through the entire crust at each extremity, 
th~y are perfect conductors of the fluid to the whole crust. 
They are, in a sense, the heart of the body, fr()m which, and 
to which, determine all the veins and arteries of the body 

·through which this character of fluid is transmitted. 
While these are the vehicles of transmission for the great 

mass of gross electric fluid-that quality evolved in greatest 
quantity by matter of Earth's crust, and received in greatest 
quantity by Earth from t~e parent sun, there are numberless 
other vehicles for the· transmission of higher qualities of the 
electric fluid; there are many electric poles to Earth-local
ities which are conductors for the different qualities of the 
electric fluid. Each pole transmits its own peculiar quality 
of the fluid; each mineral bed is the recipient of a peculiar 
quality of the fluid, which quality is manufactured by it by 
the aid of the parental fluid which it receives. 

As matter acts in the planetary atate, so it acts, in degree, 
in the cometary. As veins, mineral beds, and poles, are 
located in Earth's ,crust, being in a planetary state, they 
were located in its surface substance when\in the cometary 
state; subject to the cometary condition of matter, as already 
explained. There is a perfect correspondence between na
ture's action in the corresponding eras of the planetary and 
cometary state: Each era of the planetary state had its cor
responding era in the cometary, wherein action was similar 
action in degree. 

The twelfth era accomplished the preparation of matter for 
the assumption of the first planetary stage. Although it 
had failed to perfect a single organization, it had not failed 
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in a eiqle purpoee in- •hich it wu iuatituted. While qual
ifying the form of the body, it waa developing 81ll'face matter 
to the stage, that when motion should be again s~imulated, 
permanent organization might result from nature's. action. 

The era waned ; ita evening advanced ; elemental action 
aubaided. ·Then waa ~kqeas univeraal. The mighty deep 
oeued i~a surging; calm, quiet, settled upon the face of na
ture; it was as though life waa not ; aa though death uni
v~raal reiped. The evening was succeeded by the night; 
the darkness was not d~per, yet ,the quiet was greater, the 
repose more profound. 
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~. daal, 181. How eaata.ined be
tween the spiritual and pbyaical, 187, 
188. How sllltained between man's 
spiritual and physical, 181-2. I. 
tent,. how induced, 9i. 

4/ilfity, developm-ent of, 26. 
.tbew.idf, method of development of, 

148-4. Nature of forces of aster
oidal systems, 144. Method of for
mation of BJitem · in aolar system, 
198-4. 

.At~M~pliwl, nature of, and bow elimi
nated, 297. From its nature, outer 
matter, ib. All bodies and atoms 
~. ib. Agents operative for 
the development of, ib. 298. 

.4tott~~, motions of, 88. Natu.re of, 83, 
8!. Are spheres, 42. Procesa of 
evolution of, 6!-6. Signification of 
evolution of in its two senses, 6'-66. 
End of evolution of, and etrect upon 
lower matter, 64-6 . 

.4tlmw, emtrlll, when impregnated. M. 
Nature of impregnatwn of, 66, 61-2. 
Spheres of ~tive and repulsive 
force of, 60. All posaess spheres of 
repulsive force, 61, 82. Offioe of 
apheres of repulsive force of, 60. 
Cease their revolution around centers 
when evolved, bow, 61. Of ·forms 
of a sphere, whence derived, and ac
cordln~ to what circumstances, 121, 
179-80 . 

.4tomie 'natt11r, nature of, 27. Compar
ative period required for condensa
tion of deose and rare, 78. 

.4tamie fiiOtHin, nature of ot rare and 80· 
lidilled bodies, 61-2. How devfllop. 
ed, 62. When latent In matter, 94. 
How induced from eternity, 87. 

.Attrttidif/1 force, office of, 24. How de
veloped, 62. Nature of, 26, 63,. 267. 
Illnstration of, 68-4. Nature of 
spheres of, 60, 66-6. Method of 
action of, 68. Spheres of never 
commingle, 61. The medium by 
which God exilts, 131-2. Of for
mations. exercised in degree accord
ing to density, 168-4. Offioe of in 
the inBnite universe, 168, 257. 
Spheres ·of serve the purposes of a 
system whose bodies are condensed, 
bow, 281-2, 268-4. Illustration, lb. 

Attractwe ittjfunw, nature and office of, 
62-3. Nuure and office of spheres 
of, 60-4-6. May enter spheres, 61, 
67. Etrect of commingling of 
spheres of, 68. Spheres of, of spirit 
co-extensive with the universe, 162. 
Extent · of spheres, of, of spiritual 
spheres, 187-8. Spheres of, bow 
serve the purposes of condensed 
bodies, 231-2, 268-4. 

Bal«Mt~~ orgiiM, bow developed, 85. 
Nature of, 86-7. Signification of 
term and olBce of, In all formations, 
119. Office in .universe of balancing 
formation, ib. 

c-ur,, universal, Innumerable, organs 
of the Deiftc body, 17. Location of, 
bow determined, 26, 84-0. Organs 
of the universe, 86. Procreative ac
tion upon, 85. Location of in 
spheres, 123. 

a..tralltodie•, principle upon which de
'Veloped, 63-4. 

Cmtral Stm, establishment of rotary 
motion of, 26. Nature of, 27. 
Grade of matter of, 27-9, 61. Pe
riod consumed In condeuaina to 
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atage to develop formationa, 28-9. 
Motion of central atom of, stimu
lated, 24. Quality of central atom 
of, 26, 128. When evolved, and 
when impregnated, 56. Effect of 
stimulation of, and power of attrac
tive force of, 69. Condition and ap
pearance of, at completion of first 
stage, and period consumed in com
pleting, 80. Condition and appear
ance at the institution of the third 
atage, and jleriod conaumed in con
summating second stage, 80-1. Con
dition and appearance dwing fourth 
stage, ib. Procreative force devel
oped within it, and impregnation oc
curred when, 81, 68. A type of all 
suns, 61. Present state of conden
sation of, 148. The planetary con
dition developed by what orders of 
what formations of, 149. Number 
of forms of formations of, 166. Firat 
formation of, whence central atoms 
of suns of, 81-2. Whence, and na
ture of matter of, 87. Single forms 
of, whence instituted 77. Number 
of forms of, and appearance when 
first evolved, ib. Period necessary 
for condensation of, 78. Completed 
by evolution of single forms, 80. 
The first six forms of, period con
sumed in forming, size, and nature 
of, 87-8. Simultaneously develop
ed, 84, 87. Positions of orbits of, 
40. Form and motions of, in em
bryo, 41. Grade of matter of, 51. 
Period occupied in evolution, 42. 
Method of regulating orbital motion 
of, 67 to 73. Condensation of, com
menced when, 62. Position or peri
helion at first revolution, 72. Of 
aphelion, 68. Balancing forma of 
11rat formation, 77. Second forma
tion of, when instituted, and whence 
central atoms and matter of forms 

. of, 82. Six forms first and simultan-
eously evolved, ib. Comparative size 
of forms of, and completed by evo
lution of single forms,- number of 
forms of,-position of foi'DlAtion, 82, 
83. Period of evolution of third, 
fourth, fifth, and sixth formationa of, 
118. Present state of condensation 
of tlrat order of auns of first, second, 
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth forma
tiona of, 148-9. Comparative size 
of forms of sixth formation of, 118, 
119. 

c.trifUFJ 1- determines the form 

ot bodiea, how, IDd by what law, 
269. Slgnitlcatlon of, 260. Bow 
modified as effecting the form of 
cometary bodies and planets, 260 to 
262. Law of matter, 262. 

CMmictll aaitm, office and nature of, 24, 
25,51-2. . 

Clairwyattee, use in discovering process
es of nature, 249. 

Cli1114U, effect of variations of, 365-6. 
Influence of position in determining, 
~. 

Cold, the first condition of matter, 287. 
Signification of, 295. 

Colnet. of long periods never enter the 
solar system, 269. Laws and cir
cumstances originating cometary 
phenomena, 269-70. Degree of con
densation, comparative si1.e, and pe
riod of, which approach the solar 
system, 270. Explanation of com
etary phenomena by the laws of op
tics, 2i0 to 272. Number of, of as
certained periods, &c. 278. Of the 
one of 1843, 272-3. Of Halley's, 
278. Form of Sun's sphere under 
different circumstances, 27 4. Peri
helion passage of, ib. Effect of plan
etary sphel'f'll upon motions of, 275. 
Phenomena attending the appearance 
of Halley's, and explanation of, 275 
to 282. Comparative quality of light 
of nucleus and rare cometary matter, 
278. The phenomenon of jets illus
trative of the law of rotary motion, 
2i9. Comparative size of Halley's 
and that of 1848, 282. AU comets 
visible in ayatem come in contact 
with it, ib. Of the comets of 575, 
1105, and 1402, ib. Systems to 
which most visiting solar aystem be
long, number of, &c. ib. Of com
etlc astronomy, 288-4. Of short 
periods, asteroids, 284. 
~.how induced, 62 . 
Cmtting-,, how determined In uni

verse, 184. In universe, balance 
each other, 186. Effect of In deter
mining disruption of forms of a sys
tem, 141-2. 
Corr~, nature's method, 96. 
~. single, compoupd, and complete, 

19. Nature's seed-time, 20. Nature 
of complete, ib. Of the present 
compound, ib. Of the first and 
second of present compound, ib. 
Result of the second, third, fonrtb, 
and tlftb of, of 'i're&ent compound, 
20-1. Sixth, present, its result, 21, 
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22. Signa marking commencement 
and close of, 21. Cloee of present, 
22. Compound of rest, 22. They 
shorten, 148. Nature of action dur
Ing compound of action, 213-14. 

Deifo EI«Wie F-, see E~ f-, 
Deiflc • 

IHPelopnunt, the result of what, 18. 
Foundation principal of true theory 
of, 179. · 

:BIIrth, ninth formation of solar system, 
197. ~velopment of, delayed in 
consequence of disruption of seventh 
formation, 197, 287. Stage at evolu
tion of eleventh, 209. Present stage 
of, ib. Number of formations and 
conditions of, ib. Quality of elec
tric fluid generated for the use of 
system, and method of Ita evolu
tion, 200, 216 •. Grade of motion of 
electric currents of, 266-6. Disturb
ing forces operative upon, 268-9. 
Obliquity of ecliptic, how caused, 
263. Position of tropics at culmina
tion 'Of first and second great vibra
tion, 264. Of minor vibrations of, 
265-6. Of oscillations of, 266. Of 
nutation, 266 · to 268. Period of 
great oscillation- a varying period, 
267. Condition of, when first evolv
ed- form at first revolution, 286. 
Position of aphelion and perihelion 
at first revolution, ib. Agents for 
regulating orbital motion of, 287. 
Condition of matter during first com
etary era, ib. Cold the first condi
tion of matter, ib. Length of first 
cometary era, ib. Condition during 
second, ib. Condition and substance 
ef .atmosphere during first and sec
ond eras, 288. Position of aphelion 
and perihelion at close of second era, 
ib. Length of cometary tail, ib. 
Of third era-position of aphelion 
and perihelion at close of, and length 
of tail, 290-1. Of fourth era, &c. 
291. Procreative centers established 
during era, ib. Eff'ect of rapidity of 
evolution of matter of system, ib. 
Circumstances and period of institu
tion and evolution of formation, 291, 
292. Conditions during fifth era, 
atmospheric, &c. 292. Evolution of 
Venus and Mercury-influence upon 
development of, ib. Position of 
aphelion and perihelion and length 
of tail of at close of fifth era, ib. Of 
tb\1 rare mercurial, dense, semi
dense, and rare vapory stages, 293. 

Conditions d!lring sixth era and rare 
mercurial stage, lb. Greatest inten
sity of heat of matter of, when de
veloped, ib. Progress during sixth 
era, ib. Close of fl.rat cycle of com
etary eras and introduction of sec
ond, 294. Comparative grade of ae
tion during fl.nlt period of second 
cycle, ib. Of seventh era, and heat
ed mercurial stage-progress during 
era, 294-6. Atmospheric conditions 
during mercurial stages, 294 to 800. 
Illustration of eighth era, and mer
curial stage-an epoch, 296-8. In
fluence of perturbations in establish
ing climatic conditions, 29~7. 
Agent for the production of beat of 
cometary matter, 299. Eff'ect of in
tense atomic action of atmosphere 
at close of seventh era, 800. Period 
of evolution of basic elements, ib. 
307. Comparative length of the suc
cessive eras, 300-1. Progress during 
eighth era, ninth, and eleventh, 301 
802. PeQod of assumption of oblate 
spheroidal form-form of orbits, 802, 
806. Bodies retain spheroidal form 
and elliptical orbits long periods, 
802. Ratio of progress, &c. ib. 
Conditions marking dawn, evening, 
and night, of cometary era, 803-4. 
Conditions during eleventh era, 304. 
Atmospheric conditions during lava 
stage, 806. Condition of matter at 
this period, ib. Condition at surface, 
heat, &c. 806. Methgd of cooling 
surface matter, ib. Position of trop
ics at close of tenth era, ib. Condi
tion introducing twelfth cometary 
era, 307. Solidification of matter 
commenced during twelfth era, ib. 
Volatility oi atomsphere at this pe
riod, 308. Period of assumption of 
regulated spheroidal form-agents 
for regulation of form, ib. Period 
of near coincidence of ecliptic and 
equinoctial, ib. Condition at cl~ 
of and during planetary stage-ac
tion during stage, 30S-9-10. Agents 
for evolution of higher elements, 809, 
810. Condition of atmosphere !It 
this period, 310. Circumstances fix
ing relations of hemispheres and 
poles to each other, 811. North pole 
positive to south, northern hemis
phere to southern, ib. This condi
tion determined when, and how, ib. 
Signification of " true poles " of, and 
of "electric poles," 812. Position of 
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electric poles when, • how flied, 
812-18-14. Reciprdllal action· of 
positive and neg&Uve in correspond
ing hemispheree-nature's arrazage
ment, 818. Law fixing location of 
electric poles, 814. Of other electric 
poles, 816. Similarity of action of 
matter in planetary and cometary 
state, ib. Promise for succeeding 
era-close of era, 816. 

.Blectric force, Signification of, 87-8. 
Method of action upon matter, 86. 
Nature and office of, 17, 18, 24-6. 
Is a. dual principle, 86, 86. Constit
uent elements of dual force, 86-6. 
Other appellations of, 24-6. Effect 
of action and rest upon, 21. Action 
of, at the universal center, 28. In
duced action of disorganized matter, 
88-9, 94-6. Effect of action of phys
ical electric fluid upon the spiritual, 
86-6, 102. Two principles of, act 
through male and female forms, 86. 
Action of two principles of, positive 
and negative relative action in phys
ical nature, how, 86-7, 102-3. 
Number of grades of, and different 
appellations of two great grades of, 
87-8,118-14. Deide>-natureandof
fice of, 17, 18, 96, 104, 114. Method 
of in stimulating all grades of matter, 
103 to 108. Eternally a developing 
foroe, how-illustration, 147-8. 
Physical-nature and office of, 114. 
As electricity is graded-action In 
nature, 211 to 216. Agent for evolu
tion of form, how, 216. Grades of 
fluid how evolved, 216. Eff&lt of 
premature evolution of. fluid, 218. 
Action continuous upon planetary 
bodies in all eras, 232. Law. by 
which the lluid permeates all physi
cal substance, 264. Currents of, 
how propagated through systems, 
and v.ith what velocity, 266. Cur
rents ·operate directly for develop
ment of cometary matter, 298-9. 

Eltt:trie condition, a balancing agent in 
systems, 176-7. Counterbalances 
density, in a degree, 180. 
~. of different, bow constituted, 

92-8. Disorganization of, when en
sues, 98. Basic, period and method 
of evolution of, 800-7. Primal, mtm
ber of, when evolved, how, 128 to 
130. Not known to the science of 
man, 129-80. · Enter into all forms, 
lb. Effect of evolution of all the, 
180. Formation reaults trom trio-

tlon of atoms of, ib. The baae or all 
~menta, lowest elements of nature, 
nature ·of, correspondence with 
Jmown elements, 181. Signification 
of, and · how formed; each of all 
grades of matter, 212. Method of 
evolution of, 212-18. How enter 
into form, 216. 

Bt-ity, a· relative term-relative 
length of, of shortest period, 18 . 

Furu, attractive, eee ~ttr«ctwl force. 
.Repulsive, see :&ptdnw f()l'tt. Pos
itive and Negative, see PoJtw, 41ld 
Negatit11 jwu. Centrifugal, see Om
tNf"fl«l for~~. Major and minor of 
man's system, signification of, 126, 
126. Of the universal system, aigni-. 
ftcatlon of, ib. Eqw1ibrium of minor 
of universal and of human system 
in sleep, how destroyed, 181-2. 
Procreative, 11ature of, 82, 86. When 
developed and perfected in suns, 81. 

Fm,., high, perfect, how induced, 216, 
216. • 

FormatitJM, method of evolution of 
forms of, 89 to41. Periodofbirthof 
forms of, how decided, 89. Law of ev
olution of various, bow, ·166. Of the 
same systems have an equal number 
offorms, 168. Number of evolved by 
the several orders, 181-2-8. Law of 
evolution of, ib. Circumstances de- . 
termining number of, of high orders, 
182, Of small systems, developed 
irregularly, 188. When a single, 
e.volved at what period of a bearing 
period, ib. Influence of, propagated 
through systems, how, and circum· 
stances determining probability of 
evolution of the eleven or of less 
number of, 209. Of high order and 
small size can not properly evolve 
and condense secondaries, 210. 

God, attributes and prerogatives of, 17. 
Soul principle of, 210. Its nature, 
18, 87. Medium through which He 
acts, 18. Nature of, 17, 28, 86-7. 
Method of existence, 86-9, 92-8, 
181-2. How consiituted God, 99, 
100, 188. Pe1iodic seasons of rest 
of organization, 104. Method of 
action of, in carrying on the pre-' 
cessesofnature, 18,104-6-6. Method 
of, of inducing action, 124. Mind of, 
constituted of.material elements, 188. 
Mind elements of, perfectly propor
tioned, ib. Nature of mind of, ib. 
Interchange, the method of supply
ing spirituat and physical of, 182 to 
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lU. A trinity, 89. Pei'80D8 con
stituting trinity, ib. Decomposition 
of, can not result, why, 98-4, 131-2. 

BetJt-nature of, and how first devel
oped, 217, 247. Existence in com
etary body evidences what, · 217. 
D:lferent degrees of, bow de'l'eloped, 
ib. Agency of in eliciting elements 
of matter to counteract atmospheric 
action, 237. Planets, the source of 
their own light and beat, in what 
aense, and what sense dependent 
upon the parent body, 247. Atmos
pheric, the effect of what, 247. Re
lation of to light, and office in nature, 
248. Condition neceaaary for elimi
nation of, 298-9. Diversity of meth
ods of development of In cometary 
and planetary bodies, 299. Quality 
of methods, 299, 800. Why comet
ary matter becomes so Intensely 
heated, and why cools, id. 

Jit.finity, degree& in, 18. 
Interchange, method of supplying spir

itual and physical, 182 to 134. 
Law, parental, development of, quality 

of, 81, 64. Of generation of forms, 
188. 

Light, nature of, 211, 216, 247-8. 
Grades of, 2111, 244. How a body is 
rendered visible, 243. Nature of 
atmospheric, and how evolved, ib. 
Susceptibility of organs of vision to 
action of, and peculiarity of consti
tution of eye, human and animal, 244. 
Nature of light elicited by Moon's 
electric currents, Sun's substances in 
combustion, cause, ib. Origin of 
colors, color of atmospheric and sur
face of cometary and planetary 
bodies, 246. Color of Earth's and 
Bnn's atmospheric, inappreciable, ib. 
Color ot Snn's surface light, of 
Moon's, of various stars, ib. Color 
of, of suns bow modified, ib. 247. 
Nature of atmospheric, of cometary 
bodies, and planetary in early stages, 
216. Atmospheric, a medium for 
transmission of surface, ib. 2.50. Me
dium for transmission of, to distant 
suns, 246, 261. Why a positive sun 
is Huch an excessively luminous ob
ject, 247. Originates beat, bow, ib. 
Is the positive or highest appreciable 
physical elemt'!nt, 248. Eliminates 
beat of all bodies, bow, 260. Bur
face substance emits all colors of, 
atmospheric, the seven primary of, 

21 

ib~ Law of transmleskln of, from 
varieties of surface, ~1. 

Jlan, method of being of, 90-2. Na
ture of, and method of formation of 
physical, soul, and germinal spirit
ual organization, 90-1. Disorgani
zation of when enaues, 91, 126. 
Action of organization during sleep, 
96-7-8. Physical exhaustion-death, 
bow induced, lb. Positive and neg
ative, when in equilibrium, 98. Na
ture of his positive, negative, ib. 
Nature of action of positive, nega
tive, in youth, maturity, and old age, 
98-9. Organization corresponds to 
the Deiftc, bow, 89, 90-9. Signifi
cation of germinal essence of, 90. . 
How constituted man, and bow de
rives' intelligence, 99, 100. Method 
of perpetuation of race of, 100, 101. 
When impregnation ensues in system 
of, 12fHI. Mind constituted of ma
terial elements, 188. Method of 
perpetuation of existence subse
quent to death, 92. Formed in the 
image of God, ib. A trinity, 89. 
End of nature's action, 166. 

Hatter, universal, nature and stimula
tion of, 24. Qualities of bow deter
mined, 27-8-9. Nature of rare com-

• etary, 216. Une,·olved primeval, 
nature of, 30, 46, 211. Number of 
grades of, 46. Nature of grades ot, 
214. Stratified, 81. Never con
denses, 154. Universes of, balance 
each other, bow, 167-8. Spheres of, 
in systems of condensed bodies 
unevolvable, 263. , Evolution of tmi
veraal nnevolved primeval, bow ef
fected, 46. Universal, when first 
stimulated, 47. A resisting medium 
in system of condensed bodies. 268. 
A propagator of the forces of con
densed bodies, ib. Permeates all 
physical substance, by what law, 
264. Atoms of, subject to the laws 
which govern bodies, 266. Compar
ative velocity of outer and inner 
atoms of spheres of, ib. Physical, 
when evolved, and by what method, 
68, 122. Signification of evolution 
of, 211, 248. Nature of, 88,211,248, 
264. Grades of, bow formed, 211. 
Firat and second condition of, 216. 
Firat Conn of appreciable substance, 
248. Volatile, two natures of, and 
examples, 261 .. 

J{,uor•, origin ot, 284-5. No sphere of 
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meteoric matter In ·revolution In 
system, 286. . x-. stage of Earth at period of evo
lution of, 219. Prematurely devel
oped, ib. Derivation of central atom 
of, ib. Quality of central atom of, 
220. Quality of rotary motion of, 
and why,. coincides with orbital, 
2'.»-~. Orbital motion corresponds 
to what, 222. Condensation of, com
menced, when, ib. Quality of forces 
In ayatem and effect of, ib. Prema
turely solidified, and resqlt of, 228. 
Never developed astable atmosphere, 
and why, ib. Condition of atmos
phere in present era, 224-6. Elfect 
of subsidence of electric action in 
early eras, 228-6. Length of eras, 
divisions, subdivisioll8, and inte"als, 
ratio, 226. Effect of subsidence in 
l'lU'ious classea of inte"als, 226-6. 
Natnre of animal and vegetable pro
ductions of species, 227-8. Decom
position does not result on surface, 
from what cause, 227. Has lost no 
forms, ib. First era developing ani
mal and vegetable forms, 228. Pres
ent apearance of a developed section 
qf, ib. . Higher conditions imminent, 
and necessary quality of such condi
tions, 228, 2U, 286. Volcanic char
acter of surface matter, 229. Bur
face condition since second era, ib. 
Volcanic era, ib. Method whereby 
soU was foi'Jiled, ib. Peculiarity of 
aurface structure, and cause, ib. 230. 
Cause of mottled appearance of disk, 
281. Equally subject to the laws of 
the system with other planets, bow, 
lb. Office of lowest electric element, 
ib. Quality of . electric action !)f, 
during past and present eras, 288-4. 
Conditions during . these eras, ib. 
Quality of light of, and its eftect In 
Earth'B'&tmosphere, 284. Earth will 
progress beyond influence of light 
and electric currents of, in what 
sense, 286. Effect of electric cur
.rents on· Earth, ib. Positive sun to, 
why, 286. Rarity of beat of atmos
phere, ib. Nature's muim and illus
tration, ib. Animal and vegetable 
forms exist on surface by virtue of 
what law, 286-7. Its atmosphere a 
non-conductor of heat, and result ~ 
the planet, 287-8. Substance form
Ing crust, 288. Convulsive action 
of Internal elements wanting, and 
why, ib. Resulted In a single era, 

why, lb. lteelllt, bad Moon 'Men a 
planet ot high grade, 288-9. 

Jlotion, the eternity of, 17. The result 
of what, ib. 88. When stimulated, 
29. Cometary, bow. developed, 40, 
(}-6-6 .. lllustration of, 47-8. De
scription of, 48 to 60, 67, 78. 

Ntitur1, bow develops herself, 82-3. 
Elfort of, 127. 
N~, are sections of what, 162. 
OrbiW motiola, origin of, 46. Character 

of newly instituted orbital, 67. De
lineation of development and regula
tion of, 67 to 76. Spheral matter an 
agaot in fixing orbits, bow, 188. 
Natural plane of, ib. Why and when 
retrograde, 188-9. How perfected, 
260. Rotary, see Rottwy motion. 

Order• of -., methods and orders of 
development of, 66~7. Method and 
period of development of procreative 

·coree of, 68. Number of forms of 
formations of the varions, and why, 
166, 177. Necessity for gradation of 
length of stages of the several, 217.' 
Signification of, 164. All developed 
man in a period of action, 164-6. 
First develops single organs-num
ber of lingle, 178. Third and high
er, developed no single, why, 178-4. 
formations consisting of a single 
form, how balanced, 177. The sixth 
the highest, why, 188. The mgber, 
how supported, 216. Comparative 
length of periods necessary for con
densation of the several, 218. 

PerioM, inte"ening between the devel
opment of formations, nature's sab
baths, 116-17. Nature of decompo
sition of fonns occurring during 
short, 129. Shorten In first sense, 
ratio, proportionate length of suc
cessive, nature's number, 158-9, 226, 
226. Shorten in a second sense, ra
tio, 169. Of evolution of formationa 
shorten, ib. Explanation of compar
ative length of, 184. Number of 
planetary eras, 186. Character of 
first and second planetary eras, lb. · 
Of rest and action subdivided, 224, 
289, 200. Illustration, ib. Of rest and 
action developed-illustrations, 282, 
288. Of inte"als separating cometa
ry and planetary eras, compound cy
cles, &c. 288-9. Correspondence of 
between eternal, and eras, 290. N um
ber of cometary eras-cycles in com
etary and planetary, ib. Conditions 
marking dawn, and close of era, 808. 
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Plrl•rWtittlu, algniftcatfon of, caue of, 

268. Disturbing. forces operative 
upon the bodiM of separate systems, 
ib. Signification of disturbing foroes, 
distinct from attractive, 269. Use 
of, 262. Great vibration, cause of, 
causes obliquity of ecliptic, 268. 
Number of Earth's great vibra
tioM, 264. Decreasing in inte011ity, 
ib. Great, not discol'ered or calcu
lated by astronomers, 265. .Minor vi
brations, cause of--cause variation in 
obliquity of ecliptic, discovered and 
calculated, 264-5. Number of 
Earth's minor, 265. Decreasing in 

. intensity, ib. Disturbing forces di
minish in quantity in a system, in 
what proportion, when at maximum 
and minimum quantity, ib. .Most 
important in what sense, ib. Great 
and lesser · vibrations productive of 
variations in climate of bodies, 265, 
266. Oscillations, cause of, ~6. 
Of great and minor oscillation, 2ti6, 
267. Nutation, nature of, 266-7-8. 
Of gyrations, 268. Period of one 
gyration, ib. Effect of great oscilla
tion, influence of in affecting atmos
pheric conditions, 295-6. 

Plam, physical, proper signification of, 
103-4. Stability of forms on phys
ical, 189-40. Spiritual, proper sig
nification of, and position in uni
verse, 103-4. 

Plattlt, first form of, and perfect form 
of, 259. How attains the oblate 
spheroidal form, 259-60. Law by 
which perfect form of bodies and 
orbits is attained, 260-1-2. 

Pole., magnetic and electric, position 
and nature of, 79. Period and meth
od of fixing poles and hemispheres 
of all bodies as positive and negative, 
811. Signification of true, and of 
electric, 812. 

PtmtkrohiUty, signification of, 141. 
Comparative of planetary and come
tary· matter, 142. Development of, 
by asteroidal system keeps pace with 
corresponding system, 143-4. Loss 
of by a form, how balanced by an 
asteroidal system, 145. Balance 
bow lost between the asteroidal, and 
its balancing form, 145-6. Number 
of degrees of, forms when of the first, 
second, &c. degrees of, 201. When 
lessened of forms, and how, 205-6, 

P01itw• llftd Nllflatw•, male and female, 
2W, 86. Bomiepherle, 86-7. &. 

feet of equal action of, upon a body, 
88. Nature's balances, bow, 89, n. 

· Dluatration of union of in one form, 
simultaneons del'elopmen' ofpositil'e 
and negative organs, 78-9. Nature 
of positive, negative, positive and 
negative organs, 79. Nature and of
fice of positive and negative matter, 
M-6. Relative and absolute terms, 
85. Signification of, when nsed as 
relative and absolute, ib. .Method 
of action of In inducing formation, 
ib. How applied as upon physical 
and spiritual planes, 87. Equilib
rium of, bow restored ~r decom
position of matter, 95-6, 101. Dlua
tration, , 96-7. Interchange of, in ' 
the Deillc organization, 101. Result 
of restoration of equilibrium of, in 
disorganized matter, 95-6. Result 

· of equilibrium and loss of equilib
rium of forces upon universal forms, 
125. Equilibrium and non-equilib
rium of, the universal law, 125. n
lustration of proposition, 125-6. 
Action of, .in organization of man, 
90-1. . To induce perfect form, most. 
be of same grade, and result o 
combination of divel'lle grades, 91. 
Office of each-law of affinity, 101-2. 
.Method of instituting motion and 
form by, 102. Physical and spir
itual pervades all matter, effect, 108. 
Nature of negative or spiritual acting 
upon positive of physical for institu
tion of form in universe of primeval 
matter, and quality · of such action, 

. 103. Effect of union of higher posi
tive with lower negative and vice 
versa; illustrated by eftect of copu
lation of animals of different species, 
108-9. Two methods or grades of 
stimulating matter, effect of, 109-10. 
Spheres stratified in conformity to 
the law of, 110. Spheres possess 
positive and negative hemispheres, 
ib. Organs and hemispheres of ao
lidified bodies, ib. Office lit all forms 
in nature, 110-11. Office of central 
organ offorms, 111. Two centers to 
every form, lb. Physical and spirit,. 
nal center in man's organization and 
corresponding organs, and office of, 
n 1-12. Position of physical and spir
itual center In sphere of unevolved 
matter, and In & system of suns, ib. 
.Method of action for propagation of 
forms in higher and lower orders of 
DMure, 112-18. All forma, pollt.ive 
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and nepti'l"e to each other, re1aiive
Jy, 118. A suu is positive to an
other sun, when, ib. The female is 
positive to a male, when, ib. 

I'r~rtu, the universal law, progresses, 
li, 127. Result of, in degree of 
stimulation of motion of atomic mat
ter, ib. True nature of, 128. Re
trogression is progress ; neceesity of 
retrogression, 128-9, 131. Of mat
ter during a period of action, 164. 

:&pullw• force, origin of, 82, 88, 89, 
Nature of s~beores of, of atoms, 
6G-l. Method of action of, 68. 
Nat.ure and extent of spheres of, of 
central bodies, 71, 76. Parental, na-
ture of, 38 to 41, 46. 

JUpulnve injlumce, principle of devel
opment of spheres of, 71. Effect 
of,commingling of spheres, 72. 

:&pullive IJilur., method of develop
ment of, 60. Extent and nature 
of, of central suu, 72. Extent of, 
of centl'al sun at the period of 
the first revolution of the six first 
forms, ib. Limit of, of central bod
ies, 76. 

:&tary moti<m, nature of, 26, 45, 48. 
Nature of, of rare forms, 42-3-4. 
How perfected, and nature of, of so
lidified forms, 42-8. Origin of, 43-4. 
Direction of, 44. How determined, 
of suns, 120. Relative quality of, 
of atoms and bodies as determined 
by quality of electric condition, ib. 
Offorms qualified by position, 121-2. 
Qualifies the form of cometary bod
ies, bow, 260. . Why of outer forma
tions of a system is most developed, 
121. Why of outer and inner forma
tions of a system differ, 121-2. 

Bolar 111•tnn, central body of, of 
what grade, order. and formation, 
101-2. Sister to thoUII8.llds of sys
tems, 152. Situation in ·via lactea, 
ib. Dimensions of, 158. Sphere 
of attractive force of, the actual body 
of the IYstem, ib. Grade of sphere 
of attractive force, lb. Apparent 
consistency when evolved, size, and 
form of, 154. Appearance of after 
evolution of central body, ib. Evo
lution of matter of second stratum 
of, when instituted, 155. Number of 
forms of formations of, 155-8. Pos
JesSed rotary motion, 156. Period 
of orbital, 156. Comparative size of 
parent form of, 157. Proportion of 
at.t.ract.ive Ioree uerted by for~~~&-

tions of, over each other, 1&5. COJDo 
parison of periods, 158. Period 
consumed in fitting first form for 
evolution, 159. Period of evolution 
of second, third, fourth, and fifth 
formations of, 160. Period of evo
lution of sixth, seventh, eighth, and 
ninth formations, 161. Of tenth and 
eleventh, 161-2. Ratio of incl'ease 
of density of formations, 168. Of 
infinite number of grades of matter, 
164. Type of universal system, ib. 
Principle determining stability of, 
165. Circumstances determining 
period of development of formations 
of, 165-6. Effect of distance of out
er formations from central, 166-7. 
Law of planetary distances how reg
ulated, 167-8. Size how regulated, 
how 1\etermined, ib. Balance of, 
how maintained, ib. 1il-2. Office 
of balancing formation of, 168. Di
meDBions of outer stratum of, and 
necessity of, 169-70. Three outer 
formations of, negative, in what sense, 
171-2. Four central positive and 
negative, in what sense, ib. Four 
interior positive, in what sense, ib. 
Quality of matter of central body, 
and why, 172. Forms of, dual, 172, 
1 78. Relative qualities of forms of, 
illustrated by human system, 173. 
Comparative size of formations de
termined by necessities of system, 
17 4. Ratio of increase of size of 
formations to sixth, an1l of decrease 
to eleventh, 165. Ratio of distance 
of formations from eacli other, and 
from central body, 176. Formations 
of, balanced by electric condition, ib. 
Number of forme of, 177. Eleven 
formatiolls generated by same qual
ity of electric force, ib, Rotary mo
tion of forms of, how determined, 
177-8. Quality of central atom of, 
178. Quality of rotary motion of, 
how determined, 179. Outer matter 
of outer forms first evolved, why, ib. 
Stratum evolving central atoms of 
four outer formations, 180. Com
parative quality of motion of central 
atoms of four outer formations, lb. 
These atoms developed from what 
qualities of stratum, ib. Correspond 
in quality of electric condition with 
matter of fonne, ib. Stratum evolv
inst central atoms of four central for
mations, qualities evolving them, 
torrespond.enoe, k 181. Ot four 
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Interior fonnatlona, and qualities 
evolving them, correspondence, &c. 
ib. Rotary motion of formations of, 
diverse, why, ib. Has not evolved 
the sixth order, 183. Correspon
dence of stages of central body and 
formations, 185. Grade of motion 
of central body and eleven forma
tions of, 255-6. Form of all planets 
of, and why, 259. 

Firat Forotatitm of, position of, a 
single form, 165. App;~.rent consist
ency of, when evolved from central 
body, ib. Retained cometary con
dition lonst, 181. Comparative size 
of, ib. Number of formations of, ib. 
Condition at period of evolution of 
eleventh, 183. Outstripped by four 
next interior formations, 186. Pres
ent stage, ib. Condition of forma
tion of, ib. 

Second Formatwn of, its condition 
at period of evolution of eleventh, 
186. Comparative size of, 186. 
Number of formations of, ib. Pres
ent stage of, ib. 

Third Formation of-Neptune, stage 
at evvlution of eleventh, 186. Num
ber, and present condition of forma
tions of, ib. Formations irregularly 
developed, 187. Present stage, ib. 

Fourtl• Fo1'1natitm of-Uranus, com
parative size of, and necessity for, 
17 4. Peculiarity of position in sys
tem and efiact of such position, 176. 
Stage at evolution 'Of eleventh and 
present stage, 187. Number of for
mations of, ib. Situation of orbits 
and direction of motion of forma
tions, ib. Exposition of perpendic
ularity of orbits, and retrograde mo
tions of formations, ib. 188-9. 

Fifth For111atitm of-Saturn, qual
ity of matter of, and office in system, 
176. Stageatevolution of eleventh, 
and present stage, present surface 
condition, 189-90. Number of for
mations of, 191. These irregular
ly developed, ib. Exposition of 
cause of irregularity of formations, 
ib. Rings of, bow formed, number, 
and motions of, bow regulated, 192. 
Nature of motions of rings, 292-8. 
Stability of laturnian system, bow 
insured, ib. Quality of matter of 
favorable for evolution of eleven 
formations, 210. 

Si:ctft Formation of--Jupiter, office 
iD system, 176, 193. S~e of, at 

evolution of eleventh formation, ib. 
Comparative size of, lb. Presen$ 
stage of, ib. Number of formations 
of, and their present. 1condition, ib. 
Quality of matter of, re~ative to evolv
ing formations, 210. 

/Swmth Fonnatitm of-Asteroidal 
system, comparative size of, 176, 
198-4. Circumstances of develop
ment of, 194. Circumstances deter
mining and attending disruption of, 
194-6. Number of asteroids, 196. 
First and present position of asteroids 
in system, ib. Influence of disrup
tion of, upon the other formations of 
system, 196-7. Served the purposes 
of the system, bow, 197, 208. Pro
gress of development of asteroida.l 
system and present stage, 197-8. 
Has not developed man, 198. Catas
trophe, the order of, why, ib. Bodies 
of termed " ultra zodiacal planets," 
why, ib. Irregulatity of orbits of 
bodies of, ib. Bodies of, tending to
wards each other, ib. Collisions in, 
number of, and other disasters, 199. 
Comparative mass and force of nu
cleus, the overbalancing fragment, ib. 
Eff'ect of collision with nucleus and 
other fragments, 199, 200. Condi
tion of nucleus at first collision, 
and <If other fragments, 201. mus
tration of law determining preserva
tion of balance of asteroidal and 
corresponding system, 200 to 202. 
First fragment colliding with nu
cleus, and circumstances determin
ing it, 202. Spheres of bodies of, 
naturally commingle, ib. Spheres 
of, did not intermingle with Jupiter's, 
ib. Character of collision with Ju
piter, 203. Character of a collision 
in, ib. Consequences to bodies col
liding, 203 to 206. -second, . and 
other catastrophies in, 206-7-8, and 
nature of catastrophe induced by 
commingling of spheres, ib. 

Eighth Fonnatitm tif-Mars, com
parative si.ze of, and peculiarity of 
position and office o.f in system, 
175-6. Development of, delayed in 
consequence of disruption of sev
enth, and result of, 1'97, 208. Stage 
at evolution of eleventh, and present 
staae, 208-9. Developed no forma
tion, ib. 

Nmth Fortlt4titm 'If-Earth, see 
Earth. 

TMIA FOI'1IIiltion of-Ven'U, ataao 
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at eYOJutton of eleventh, and present 
etage, 209. Developed no formation, 
ib. Evolved, at what stage of Earth, 
278. 
El~Mcth FfW'm4li(lfl l!f-Mercury, 

comparative size of, and necessity 
for, 176. Present stage of, 209. 
Developed no formation, lb. Evolved 
at what stage of Earth, 874. 
8~ l!f-nature and cause 

of planetary conditions of, 209. 
Could not be properly evolved and 
condensed, why, 210-11, 218. Of 
high grade of matter, 210. Never de
velop high planetary conditions, 211. 
Signification of premature conden
sation of matter of, ib. The most 
developed in solar system, 219. Ro
tary and orbital motions coincide, 
why, 219-20. Comparative quality 
of rotary and orbital motions of, 
and cause of, 2:n -2. Cause determin
Ing size and positions of, in syl!tems, 
lb. Illustration, 222. Perfectly an
swers the purposet! of the system, 
240. Forms of, of small systems de
velop slowly, why, and cool in what 
form, 268. 

Spirit, number of grades of, 186. First 
planetary forms, which evolve, 137. 
How determines to spiritual plane, 
137-8. Spheres, number of, how 
constituted, 137-8. Universe graded, 
signification of second sphere, 138. 
Elements recombine on plane of, 
138-9. Forms not permanent, 139. 
Interchange of, with physical, 139-
40. Necessity of interchange of, 
with physical, 140-1. Imponder
ability of on physical plane, ib. 
Distinction of between spirit, and 
positive spirit, ib. No loss of pon
derability of, by evolution of, ib. 
Development of by asteroidal sys
tems, how delayed, 146. Substance, 
how formed, 211. 

Spirit PINiitiH, evolved simultaneous
ly by balancing forms, 184. Evo
lution of, is loss of equilibrium of 
forms of ponderable matter, 186. 
DeTelopment of, how delayed in as
teroidal systems, 143-4-6. 

Btilltlllati(lfl of llldiolt, nature of, 84. 
Signification of in ita two senses, 
66. Action of, upon atoms of 
atoms, and signification of, 101. 
Periodicity of, 67-8. ProltJ'e&sive 
deTelopment of, 1?7. Second stim
ulation, upon wb» mat.ter it act.ed, 

and Its eft'ect, 67-8. Unlversallty of 
65-6, 101. Necessity of periodic, 
104. Method of, of atoms, 124. 
Result of, in universal matter; 126. 

8tral4, arrangement of, 26-7. Num
bet> and arrangement of qualities 
of matter of, in spheres, 88-4. Num
ber of subdivisions of, and number 
of grades of a subdivision of, 114. 
Each subdivision evolves its forma
tion separately, ib. Order of evo
lutions ofsubdivisions, 114-16. Com
parative size of forms of subdivisions 
of central, of a sphere, and compar
ative size of formations of, 116-16. 
Number of stratum and formation 
diverse, 116. Comparative depth of 
outer and interior, 118. Compara
tive depth and mass of outer spheres, 
64. Arrangement of according to 
what law of matter, 111. Arrange
ment of, of spheres relative to qual
ity of motion, 122. Comparative 
size of twelfth of a sphere, 123. Pe
culiarity of matter of tweltth 123-4. 
Every stratum of a sphere of all 
grades of matter, 164. Order of 
arrangement of matter of formations 
after decomposition, 167. 

Sun, signification of term, 261. Signifi
cation of positive, ib. Of negative, ib. 
Office of a sun,-heart of organi:r.a
tion and several organs of, 310-11. 

Bun. the MOtrol body l!f &lar Syatm. 
Stage wherein impregnation of oc
curred, 169. Consistence of matter 
of at attainment of sixth stage, and 
condition of atmosphere at this stage, 
161. Period of rotary and orbital 
motion of, 166. Consistency of 
matter of, at first evolution, 164. 
When a defined form, 166. Of what 
fonnation of its parent system, and 
corresponding form in its own sys
tem, 167. Comparative period of 
evolution and condensation of, 164. 
Real and apparent consistency at 
evolution of third formation, 168. 
Consistence at seventh and eighth 
stages, 160-1. Eighth s~ an 
epoch, 161. Present stage of, 162, 
240-1. Size of when first completed, 
162. Office In the syRtem, 162-8, 
316. Comparative qnality of mat
ter of, 163. Exercises attractive 
force over formations of system In 
what proportion, 166-9, 170. Most 
afllnltized to outer planets, 165, 171. 
Compa.ratave size &lid nec:eeai$7 for, 
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169-70. Governing fonn of system, 
bow, 169 to 171. How a negative 
fonn, 171. A positive and negative 
fonn, in what sense, 171-2. A dual 
and positive organ of own system, 
174. Rotary motion of, bow deter
min~, 178. Comparative grade of 
rotary motion, 179. Method of 
generation of electric fluid for use 
of system, . 216. Present condition 
of atmosphere of, 241. Highest 
vegetable and animal fonns of, ib. 
Appearance and nature of surface of, 
lb. Cause of appearance and disap
pearance of dark spots on surface, 
ib. Spots not permanent, 242. Vol
canic action on surface, visible from 
Earth, why, ib. How differs from 
other planets of system, ib. Whence 
the luminous appearance of, and 
character as positive sun to system, 
243. Quantity of light supplied di
rectly by, ib. How becomes visible 
over an entire hemisphere, ib. 
Whence the mistake that atmos
pheric light emanates directly from, 
ib. Method of supplying heat to 
system, 247. A positive sun to bod
ies of its system, 261. Depth of 
atmosphere of, 252. Atmosphere 
visible, when, ib. Medium affecting 
atmospheric phenomena of, and caus
ing zodiacal light, &c. 252-8. 
Propagator of forces of system, ib. 
Nature of medium, 253-4. Time oc-

. cupied by electric currents of, in 
reaching Earth, 255. Grade of elec-

tric motion of, ib. Necessity of a 
propagating medium in system, uni
verse, &c. · 256-7. Spheroidal in 
fonn, orbit elliptical, 258. Disturb
ing forces operative upon, ib. 

Unitlwu, used as a relative tenn, in
numerable, 28. Similarity of action in 
all, ib. Subject of present vol., ib. 
Extent of, ib. Grade of matter of, 44. 
A fonn, 59. Simultaneous develop
ment of universes, 66. Qualities of 
matter of, and relative arrangement 
of these qualities, 84-6. All action 
in, from eternity, induced by what 
meaus, 104-6. Physical develop
ment of, how insured, 95-6. Qual
ity of forms of, 124. Decomposition 
of, how induced, 126. Location of 
center of gravity of, 128. Equilib
rium of, how retained, 184. Disor
ganization of, bow instituted, 67, 184. 
How detennined, ib. 143-4, 168-9. 
Signs incident to disorganizatio.n of, 
145-6. Is on the verge of disorgan
ization, 146. Law of development 
of, 147. A perfected, will be devel
oped, 148. Of developed fonns, bal
ance of, bow maintained, 154, 167-8. 
Period necessary for arrangement of 
matter of in strata of primeval mat
ter, 169. How connected, and bod
ies of how connected, 269. Physical · 
center of, infinite, ib. 

Via lactea, nature of, 152. Unoccupied 
spaces of, exhibit sections of what, ib • 

Zodiacal light, cause of, 252-8. 
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